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Abstract 
 
 
Services are a dominant component ($55352bn of worldwide GDP) in the global economy (Worldbank, 
2016). Self-service transactions have a significant economic impact (Castro et al., 2010) in most sectors 
of the service economy.  These transactions are co-productive services (Normann, 2001), customers 
provide inputs and resources (Sampson and Froehle, 2006). Service providers receive the benefits of 
these transactions. Providers, design services to achieve outcomes and engage customers in co-
productive work.  This transdisciplinary research explores three components of service design, the 
service process (Sampson and Froehle 2006), the service concept (Goldstein, Johnston et al. 2002) and 
service encounter (Solomon, Surprenant et al. 1985), the service strategy triad (Roth and Menor, 
2003). Self-service transaction outcomes of efficiency and effectiveness for the provider depend on 
service design. Customer contact theory (Chase, 1978, Chase, 1981) suggests service designs should 
have low customer contact to reduce variation to achieve efficiency. Self-service increases customer 
contact, this theory suggests efficiency reduces. The growth of self-service is unlikely if provider 
efficiencies reduce, because of the impacts on productivity. This gap in service design theory and 
practice was acknowledged by (Chase, 2010). Service design research is lagging behind practice in 
rapidly changing contexts (Ostrom et al., 2015), this thesis explores these gaps with embedded case 
studies  on service transactions.  
 
The findings from this research build service design theory. Customer contact theory is refuted and 
reconceptualised. Service design characteristics are identified to ensure efficiency. The role of 
mediating technology is to replace service workers, provide process control, and reduce variation to 
achieve process efficiency. A recent service design and process visualisation methodology (Sampson, 
2012) is validated. These contributions advance service operations management research, provide a 
theoretical base for further research in other contexts and have significant implications for 
practitioners for improving productivity. 
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Glossary of key terms in the thesis 
 
Customer Contact  The interaction between the customer and the service system 
(Section 2.12, Section2.13)  
Customer Design 
Characteristics (CDC) 
Service design characteristics that meet customer needs, 
outcomes and facilitate service interactions and process inputs 
(Section 5.5) 
Customer Role A specific part of service design of the customer’s tasks and 
activities during customer contact and service interaction. This 
is usually a provider design characteristic (Section5.7) 
Direct Interaction A process entity working in conjunction with one or more 
other process entities - people to people (Section 2.9) 
High Customer Presence A degree of customer contact where the customer is physically 
embedded in the service system (Section 2.12) 
Independent Processing Processing steps are performed by a process entity acting on 
resources owned and controlled by the same entity (Section 
2.9) 
Mediating Technology Technology that controls, spans service system boundaries and 
facilitates the service process and the service interactions 
(Section 5.6)  
Mediating Technology 
Design Characteristics 
(MTDC)  
The service design characteristics that span boundaries 
between service workers (provider’s service processes) and 
the customer (Section 5.6) 
Process Chain Network 
Analysis (PCN) 
A process mapping and visualisation method for two or more 
entities (Section 2.21) 
Process Effectiveness (Ps) The production of successful outcomes from service processes 
(Section 2.16) 
Process Efficiency (Pe) The ratio of resources used to the output produced (Section 
2.15) 
Provider design 
characteristics (PDC) 
Service design characteristics that meet provider needs, 
outcomes and facilitate service interactions and process inputs 
(Section 5.7) 
Self-service Surrogate interaction in the customer’s domain (Section 3.4) 
Service concept (SC) The concept for service design, including what it aims to 
achieve and how. It is often split into core and peripheral 
services consisting of several service design characteristics and 
service outcomes (Section 2.10) 
Service design The configuration of the service system, the service offering 
and the service encounter (Section 1.5) 
Service design 
characteristics (SDC) 
A characteristic of the service or process step that controls or 
facilitates customer and provider inputs into service systems 
(Section 3.9) 
Service encounter (SE) The personal and interdependent interaction that occurs 
within service interactions between customers and providers 
(Section 2.11) 
Service interactions (SI) These are interactions between entities that occur during the 
service process (Section 2.11). They would either be direct or 
surrogate interaction (Section 2.9) 
Service process (SP) When the customer provides significant inputs into the 
production process (Section 2.8) 
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Service systems A complex sociotechnical system. Service systems contain a 
configuration of resources; people, shared information and 
technology (Section 1.4) 
Services Customer - provider, interactive processes (Section 2.8) 
Service Workers The service provider’s employee who has a role in interacting 
with customers, their information and possessions. 
Surrogate interaction A process entity acting on the belongings or information of 
another process entity, but not with the person of the other 
entity (Section 2.9) 
Service Transactions These are the outcomes of the service interaction and the 
service process.  Service transactions are used to bound 
service processes within the service delivery system (Section 
1.4) 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
The scope and topic of this thesis is explained in this introductory chapter. The rationale, research 
context and boundaries chosen are presented. The research is positioned within Service Operations 
Management, and the main concepts and theories are introduced, positioning the research within 
service design literature. This chapter introduces the research aims and objectives, the significance of 
this study and thesis structure. 
1.2 Context and rationale for the research 
Contributions to gross domestic product (GDP) from the services sector are reported to be 
approaching 71% in 2014, growing from 67% in 2000 (Worldbank, 2016).  These significant service 
contributions are illustrated in Table 1.1; services are growing as a percent of GDP.  
 
Table 1.1 Service Contributions to Global GDP   
(Worldbank, 2016) 
Sector 2000       % of GDP 2014           % of GDP 
Agriculture 4 3 
Industry 29 26 
Manufacturing 19 16 
Services 67 71 
GDP Total $ billions 33289.9 77960.6 
 
 
Customer satisfaction and loyalty were explicitly linked to revenue growth and profitability by Heskett 
et al. (1994), and the role of customer value in delivering performance is extensively discussed in both 
service operations and marketing literature.  Woodruff (1997) defines the concept of customer value 
and suggests it is a source of competitive advantage. This thesis does not directly explore customer 
value, but the definition by Woodruff is used as the basis for competitiveness in service businesses. 
Levitt (1972) argues that production techniques can be applied to services, citing the importance of 
18  
 
efficiency for productivity. With services, productivity is related to service employee productivity in 
the service-profit chain (Heskett et al., 1997). Schmenner (2004) explores service business 
productivity, suggesting that throughput time and variation help define the productivity of service 
businesses. Schmenner suggested that some service companies are more competitive, productive and 
survive longer when throughput time and variation are balanced. The productivity, efficiency, and 
effectiveness can change depending on how services are designed.  
 
1.3 The process concept in operations management 
Operations Management often has the responsibility for productivity, it is a contributor to the 
competitiveness of an organisation.  Morris and Johnston (1987) defined three types of operation, 
characterised by the inputs which are processed instead of the outputs produced. These were 
customer, information processing, and material processing operations. The distinguishing factor was 
which resources are being transformed. These characteristics are based on the widely accepted 
input/output/transformation model in operations. Slack et al. (2013) define operations management 
as the activities, decisions and responsibilities of managing the production and delivery of products 
and services. Silver (2004) defined operations as the design, operation and improvement of the 
systems that create and deliver the firms primary services.  Brown et al. (2013) define operations 
management as concerned with those activities that enable an organisation to transform a range of 
basic inputs (material, energy, customers’ requirements, information, skills, finance, etc.) into outputs 
for the customer. There are respected definitions in literature by other authors (Hayes and 
Wheelwright, 1979a, Hill and Hill, 2012, Davis et al., 2005, Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 2013), 
Gunasekaran and Ngai (2012) widens the scope of operations management and Croson et al. (2013)  
considers  behaviour operations management. All these definitions still have a transformational theme 
and this can be illustrated as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Input/output transformational model (Slack et al., 2013) 
 
These definitions of operations management are often applied to service operations management, in 
Chapter 2, services are further defined. Operations Management literature was initially based on 
manufacturing operations. With the growth of services to become a significant part of the economy, 
Service Operations Management is emerging as a growing field of research with its roots in Operations 
Management. Service Operations Management is the term that is used to cover the activities, 
decisions and responsibility of operations managers in service organisations (Johnston and Clark, 
2005, Johnston, 2005). These authors illustrated service operation managers are responsible for inputs 
of materials, equipment, customers, staff, technology and facilities. These inputs are used by 
processes to produce outputs of goods and services. Service operations is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 The service operation and the service experience (Johnston and Clark, 2005). 
 
The figure highlights the service operation, service process and customer as the key components of 
service operations management. There are many other components and disciplines (information 
technology, human resources management, services marketing) involved with service. This thesis is 
based on the fundamental relationship between service providers and customers, reviewing 
marketing and service operations management literature in the next two chapters.  
 
The contribution of services to GDP, the process concept in operations management and recent 
increase in service operations literature provide an emerging theoretical base for increased service 
operations research. Processes and services are critical research themes that have a significant impact 
on service organisations and consequently GDP. There is consensus among scholars (Gupta et al., 
2006, Metters and Marucheck, 2007) that service operations management and operations 
management is heavily biased towards manufacturing. Johnston and Jones (2004) made significant 
contributions to service operations management and other studies (Sampson, 2010, Sampson and 
Froehle, 2006), yet despite these significant contributions a systematic review that contributes to the 
advancement of knowledge is not prevalent in service research journals. Service operations 
management is an under researched field, there is a need for more studies, this research contributes 
to knowledge and responds to recent research calls (Roth and Menor, 2003, Ostrom et al., 2015, 
Ostrom et al., 2010).  
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1.4 Service systems 
A service system consists of person-to-person encounters, technology mediated interactions, multi-
channel, multi-device and physical location based systems. Some of these systems can be information-
intensive or people interactive (Glushko, 2010). These two extremes can often be bridged by self-
service based service systems. Self-service is defined in Chapter 3. Buzacott (2000) discusses service 
systems structures and the need to handle variety and complexity with speed and efficiency. Buzacott 
builds on the work of several authors (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979a, Silvestro, 1999, Shostack, 1987, 
Wemmerlov, 1990, Lovelock, 1983, Chase, 1978, Chase, 1981) to produce a classification of service 
systems structures. This classification aimed to provide a design framework for service operations 
processes for speed and efficiency. Spohrer et al. (2007) defines a service system as a complex 
sociotechnical system. Service systems contain a configuration of resources; people, shared 
information and technology which are connected internally and externally to other service systems. 
This thesis reviews the high-level service system design taxonomies and theories. The multidiscipline 
definitions of service systems do not have the granularity needed for service design of service 
processes where customers are productive resources. This thesis studies the service system by 
analysing customers, technology and service providers. These entities interact in a service system; this 
provides an empirical base on which to build service design theory.  
 
1.5 Service design 
Katzan Jr (2011) suggests the objective of service design is to add value by enhancing the efficiency, 
effectiveness and efficacy of service systems. This objective has been recognised by many authors 
(Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner, 1986, Kannan and Proenca, 2010, Chase, 1978, Chase, 1981) in service 
operations management literature.  Chase, R. B. (1978) classified service systems based on the degree 
of customer contact using open systems theory (Boulding, 1956, Ashby, 1956, Thomson, 1967). The 
less direct contact, the more a system can operate at high levels of efficiency. Customer contact 
impacts service system efficiency due to the variation customers introduce. Service designs need to 
accommodate or reduce customer introduced variation for efficiency. The service design decision is 
often a trade-off between efficiency and accommodating customer introduced variation. Most 
existing service design theory is based on either reducing variation to improve efficiency or accepting 
variation to provide customisation. Customisation will be discussed further in Chapter 2. 
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Goldstein et al. (2002) identified the what and how of the service system design, recognising that a 
service concept is needed to join the many components of a service system. This has similarities with 
the service profit chain originally proposed by Heskett et al. (1994) in marketing literature, this was 
recently validated by Hogreve et al. (2016). Combining emerging technology and other service design 
theories suggests that a multicomponent service design framework is needed for complex services 
systems.  Patrício et al. (2011) proposes a general model for multilevel service design (MSD) and this 
is an interdisciplinary method for design of complex service systems (Figure 1.3). The MSD service 
design, with value constellation, service experience and service encounter (Czepiel et al., 1985) create 
a service design model. This model joins marketing and service operations theory on service design.  
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Multilevel service design model (Patrício et al., 2011) 
 
The approach to service design in this thesis considers the design of the service encounter, the 
interaction between customer and service provider. This model is like that proposed by other authors 
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(Goldstein et al., 2002, Roth and Menor, 2003, Froehle and Roth, 2004). Concentrating this study on 
the service encounter and consistent theories of these authors provides a strong theoretical 
framework for analysis.  
 
Service processes involve interactions and result in process outcomes, service transactions, these 
occur between customer and provider. Several authors discuss service encounters, Mohr and Bitner 
(1995), conceptually define person-to-person interaction as a service encounter and Czepiel et al. 
(1985) comprehensively define and analyse encounters.  
 
Sampson (2012) develops Process Chain Network (PCN) analysis as a service system and service 
process design method. This design technique is based on the work of several service design authors 
(Chase, 1978, Thomson, 1967, Normann, 2001, Patrício et al., 2011, Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner, 
1986, Sampson and Froehle, 2006, Shostack, 1982, Shostack, 1987, Vargo et al., 2008, Chase, 1981). 
PCN develops their theories and techniques into a service process design and an analysis method. In 
PCN diagrams there are two types of interaction, direct interaction and surrogate interaction. These 
are explored further in Chapter 2. This service design methodology builds on a theoretical base using 
an analytical framework that allows service designs to be compared. This research study uses PCN 
analysis to explore service processes to build service design theory. 
 
Service transactions are the outcomes of these interactions. Johnston (1995) used service transactions 
to bound service processes to understand the service outcomes. This thesis uses service transactions 
to bound and explore service systems and service design. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Service system boundaries for this research study 
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Service design for service operations managers often leads to a search for efficiency and effectiveness.  
Information transfer can often dominate service transactions; technology is often used to facilitate 
information exchange. The dominant resources and inputs in services are usually service employees, 
this resource can often represent a high proportion of the costs in the service system. To reduce costs, 
service providers use technology to provide self-service facilities to customers. This reduces the 
requirement for service employees, utilises customer resources and enables the efficient transfer of 
information needed for transactions. 
 
The Self-Service Economy (Gershuny, 1978) researched the emergence of self-service from its earlier 
roots in the USA retail sector when Piggly Wiggly first introduced self-service stores in 1918 (Shaw et 
al., 2004).  Self-service transactions in service businesses have grown substantially in the last 10 years 
(Castro et al., 2010). Self-service has already transformed entire industries and delivered savings which 
are often passed on to customers in terms of better pricing. Self-service, if deployed more widely, 
grows economies and improves productivity, for example, the US economy would be $130 billion 
larger annually. The service economy is now dependent on self-service in many sectors, customers 
use self-service as virtual employees of service businesses. This extensive study by Castro discussed 
the benefits to the economy of self-service technologies and their application, yet failed to suggest 
insights on self-service design.  
 
With this level of growth in the economy through self-service, it is possible existing service system 
design theory will be lagging practice.  Self-service provides service operations designers with 
challenges, can service process designs be made more efficient or less efficient with self-service? Self-
service processes use customer inputs/resources, existing theory (Chase, 1978) suggests these can 
impact process efficiency by introducing variation. Despite the critical role self-service plays in the 
service economy, little is understood about the impact of customer inputs on self-service system 
efficiency, or how to design self-service systems for efficiency and effectiveness. This study explores 
the movement from person-to-person service (direct interaction), to self-service (surrogate 
interaction). It examines the service design characteristics and the service process outcomes.  
 
Chase (2010)  recognised self-service does not fit the original classification (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) 
system; a customer could be physically present in the service system and connected to it by 
technology. The customer contact may not introduce additional variability in these circumstances. 
High customer contact using self-service could provide high efficiency. Service design assumptions 
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within customer contact theory may not hold for technology mediated transactions. “Self-service 
technologies and telecommunications were two areas where customer contact theory could be re-
conceptualised or refined (Chase, 2010)”. Customer contact mediated through interactions with a 
service organisation is an area of customer contact theory that requires further research. The study 
aims to explore service design theory and the impact on service performance of self-service design 
characteristics. A recent research call by Ostrom et al. (2015) supports the need for service design 
research. The research rationale is summarised in Table 1.2. 
 
Table 1.2 Summary of rationale for this research 
 Self-service transactions have grown substantially in the past 10 
years.  
 The service economy is now dependent on self-service in many 
sectors.  
 Customers use self-service as virtual employees of service 
businesses. 
 Self-service transactions are enabled by technology and its input 
designs 
 Existing self-service design theory may be lagging practice.  
 Self-service provides operational challenges - will service 
transactions become more or less efficient with self-service? 
 Self-service uses customer inputs and resources; these could 
impact process efficiency and effectiveness through customer 
introduced variation.  
 Despite the critical role self-service now plays in the service 
economy little is understood about the impact of customer 
resources on self-service system efficiency and effectiveness 
 Recent service operations management research call 
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1.6 Research objectives and questions 
The aim of this research is to build service system design theory. The research calls (Ostrom et al., 
2015, Ostrom et al., 2010) and the need to refine customer contact theory (Chase, 1978, Chase, 1981, 
Chase, 2010) suggests further research into service systems. This research concentrates on self-service 
system design characteristics. Self-service transactions have a significant impact on the economy and 
business competitiveness. The presence of the customer in the service system and the relationship 
between their inputs and the service performance are essential research themes for service 
operations. The combination of customer inputs, service design and performance for self-service is an 
under researched area. Chase (2010) suggested self-service illustrated a gap in knowledge, stating 
existing customer contact theory required reconceptualisation. A research call by Ostrom et al. (2015) 
for a service design framework and the original research call by Roth and Menor (2003) included 
service design as themes. Johnston and Jones (2004) encourages research for analysing productivity 
in service organisations. The following research questions address both theory and empirical 
knowledge gaps for self-service transactions and their impact.   
  
 What are the design characteristics for service interactions with high customer presence 
self-service systems? 
 What is the impact on process efficiency of a move from direct interaction to high customer 
presence self-service interaction? 
 What is the impact on process effectiveness of a move from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service interaction? 
Customer contact is further explored in Section 2.12 in Chapter 2. Process efficiency, its definition and 
measurement are also discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.15 with process effectiveness discussed in 
Section 2.16. Direct and surrogate interaction are defined in Section 2.9 and Appendix 2.2. 
 
Research Objectives 
The following objectives and scope direct this research study. 
 
 To explore the outcomes of service processes efficiency and effectiveness, where customers 
provide inputs and resources through interaction with service systems.  
 To review and build customer contact theory through analysis and understanding of the 
customer impact on service systems and service processes.  
 To determine the nature of the relationships between customer roles, service design 
characteristics and mediating technology.  
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 To establish direct interaction and surrogate interaction as a core conceptualisation of the 
relationship between customers, providers and mediating technology.  
 To explore the impact on the provider outcomes of a move from direct interaction to 
surrogate interaction in terms of service process outcomes (efficiency and effectiveness).  
 To understand the relationship between service design characteristics and the inputs into 
service processes, and how these design characteristics interrelate for direct interaction and 
surrogate interaction.  
 To apply the Unified Services Theory (UST) (Sampson and Froehle, 2006) and PCN (Sampson, 
2012) analysis to conceptualise the movement between direct and surrogate interaction and 
to analyse the corresponding provider impacts. 
 To validate the UST and PCN as a strong theoretical base on which to analyse services, 
developing service design and analysis as critical research themes in service operations 
management.  
 
The last two objectives are developed and discussed further in the thesis in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. 
These relate to applying recent service operations theory to self-service and using a recent process 
analysis technique to analyse interactions. 
1.7 Significance of this study 
Mediating and digital technologies are used extensively by service providers to improve their 
efficiency and effectiveness of transactions. High volumes of transactions occur between customers 
and providers in service systems. Transactions are a core component in service supply chains 
(Akkermans and Vos, 2003, Sampson, 2000). Global self-service transactions impact economic growth. 
Service design theory involving customer contact does not adequately predict efficiency and 
effectiveness of service processes.  
 
The research questions address these gaps and provide valuable research contributions which are 
shown in Chapter 9. This research makes four contributions to the existing body of knowledge. The 
conceptual model for these contributions is shown in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5 Conceptual model  
 
Firstly, there is theoretical and empirical support for the service design characteristics for self-service 
defined in this study. The service design characteristics for the entities involved in the interaction are 
interdependent. This interdependency can result in customer and provider efficiency/effectiveness, 
important components in the service value chain (Heskett et al., 1994). This research strongly suggests 
these characteristics need to be used collectively in the design of self-service systems. Integrating 
marketing and service operations theories provides service system designs that integrate customers, 
mediating technology and the provider’s processes. Whilst the research specifically covers self-service 
the same relationships were found to hold for direct interaction designs. Service design characteristics 
have effects on the service process, service concept and service encounter, these need mutual 
alignment.  
 
Secondly, this study refutes customer contact theory both theoretically and empirically.  It strongly 
suggests that service design, using self-service for transactions can enable providers to design and 
operate efficient service processes. Customer contact theory suggested that the presence of the 
customer introduces variation and reduces efficiency. This study has shown that it is possible to have 
customer presence, reduce variation and increase efficiency, contrary to extant customer contact 
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theory (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978). This study’s theoretical and empirical results also concur with 
recent comments by  Chase (2010).  
 
Thirdly, this study’s research into technology mediated customer contact,  ‘face to screen’ (Froehle 
and Roth, 2004), strongly suggests significant benefits accrue to providers from using devices that 
automatically exchange information between entities, for example, information tags, RFID. These 
benefits extend beyond the basic management of the transaction and provide opportunities to 
integrate service systems, information processing, service processes and each of the entity’s inputs. 
The empirical results illustrate how technology used surrogate interaction to join entities, provide 
interface management and automated independent processing. The mediating technology integrates 
customer information, the providers’ information processing and databases.  
 
Finally, this study validates PCN analysis as a theoretical and empirical framework. The framework 
provides a method for analysing interactions between entities and predict outcomes of service 
processes. With this analysis framework built on established theory from both marketing and service 
operations, this study validates its theoretical and empirical use for analysing interactions by 
researchers from both disciplines. This validation offers further support to the Unified Services Theory 
(Sampson and Froehle, 2006) and the use of PCN analysis as strategic service process positioning and 
service design method.  
1.8 Organisation of the thesis 
The thesis is organised into nine chapters, illustrated in Figure 1.6; this section describes the content 
in each chapter. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Organisation of thesis 
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Chapter 2. Service operations and marketing services literature review 
This chapter explores services and different ways to classify services. Services are defined in the 
various taxonomies, service process matrices are unique differentiators for services (Sampson and 
Froehle, 2006). Marketing literature is reviewed to explore the characteristics of service; the rental 
paradigm is discussed as a potential conceptualisation from marketing literature. Services are then 
discussed from the perspective of the process, based on marketing and service operations literature. 
The Unified Services Theory (UST) is examined and described to show the nature of interactions within 
service processes. Two types of interaction, surrogate interaction and direct interaction are 
considered to represent services as interactive processes. Service processes are considered as chains 
in a network. A visualisation technique of process chain network diagrams (PCN) is examined and 
applied to analyse the outcomes of process efficiency, effectiveness, economies of scale and 
customisation. This chapter illustrates that the UST and PCN can provide an operational frame or lens 
to explore service systems design. The final sections in this chapter review the literature on service 
design, specifically exploring service operations and marketing literature to develop a service design 
framework for the thesis. The framework concentrates on customer contact, the role of customers 
and the impact these have on service process efficiency and effectiveness for service transactions.  
The end of this chapter defines efficiency and effectiveness for the customer and service provider. 
These definitions are viewed in the context of customer co-production (Etgar, 2008), especially self-
service processes, and how these can be visualised by PCN analysis.  
 
Chapter 3. Self-service systems 
This chapter reviews marketing and service operations literature on self-service, tracking the 
emergence of self-service and defining self-service from a service operations perspective. Self-service 
is discussed as a triad between customers, mediating technology and provider.  Self-service systems 
are categorised and those involving transactions specifically discussed. Customer motivations to use 
self-service and channel choice are explored. Design characteristics for self-service transactions are 
developed from the literature and the mediating role of these design characteristics on the service 
process discussed. The theoretical impact of these design characteristics on outcomes of the service 
process for the provider are reviewed. The chapter concludes with a summary of the design 
characteristics, an outline of a gap in knowledge and literature. The research questions conclude this 
chapter.  
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Chapter 4. Research methodology  
This chapter briefly describes a justification of research philosophy, outlining the rationale and 
available choices of philosophy. Phenomenology is chosen so that an inductive approach can be used 
to observe and build theory. Within phenomenology a critical realism paradigm provides the 
appropriate methods and techniques to support this research. The research design is based on 
inductive theory building using a single case. Embedded cases provide theoretical and analytical 
replication. The use of case studies in service operations management and the application of a service 
research framework (Roth and Menor, 2003) is discussed. The rationale for the selection of the case 
organisation, the sampling logic, case protocol and the units of analysis are developed in this chapter. 
The data collection process is described and how the reliability and validity of the research will be 
assured. The final section of this chapter includes the ethical considerations.   
 
Chapter 5. Conceptual framework  
This chapter develops a research framework using service design characteristics, service processes 
and process outcomes. The conceptual model for this framework is developed and the design 
characteristics arising from the literature chapters defined. This conceptual model provides a 
framework to analyse service design, service processes and the outcomes of service transactions. The 
chapter concludes with five propositions based on the relationships in the conceptual model.   
 
Chapters 6, 7, and 8 Data analysis and discussion 
These chapters analyse the two embedded cases, Chapter 6 analyses counter service, direct 
interaction, Chapter 7 self-service, surrogate interaction and Chapter 8 the differences that emerge 
between the two cases. Chapter 8 illustrates the impact of moving from direct interaction to surrogate 
interaction. These chapters use primary and secondary data collected from the case organisation to 
analyse and contrast the service design choices and outcomes within each case. The research 
questions in Chapter 3 and propositions based on the conceptual model from Chapter 5 are analysed. 
Chapter 8 discusses the findings relating to service design characteristics and service design.  
 
Chapter 9. Conclusions, implications, limitations and further research 
The findings from the analysis chapters are summarised within the context of the existing literature. 
Implications for existing theory are discussed and four new contributions to knowledge outlined. PCN 
analysis is validated as a method for service design and process visualisation within this chapter. The 
chapter includes implications for practitioners from this study’s contributions to knowledge. Finally, 
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the limitations of the research and suggestions for further research based on these contributions are 
presented.  
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Chapter 2 Service Operations Management 
 
2.1 Introduction  
In Chapter 1 Operations Management was defined from current literature (Page 18), this chapter 
reviews Service Operations Management literature to develop a theoretical basis for understanding 
and analysing service processes. The customer’s role in co-production of services and their impact on 
service processes is considered. Finally, a model visualising the interactions between customers and 
providers is proposed. 
2.2  The Service Sector and Service 
The world bank estimates services contribute $55352bn to worldwide GDP in 2014 growing from 
$22304bn in 2000. A GDP growth of $33048bn in 14 years.  The proportion of services in GDP  from 
all counties is 71% in 2014 growing from 67% in 2000 (Worldbank, 2016). These significant service 
contributions are illustrated in Table 2.1, there are corresponding high ratios of employment in 
services.   
Table 2.1 Service Contributions Comparisons to Global GDP 
(Worldbank, 2016) 
Sector 2000      
 
  % of GDP 
2014            
 
% of GDP 
 
Agriculture 4 3  
Industry 29 26  
Manufacturing 19 16  
Services (ISIC 50-59) 67 71  
GDP Total $ billions 33289.9 77960.6  
 
It would be a reasonable assumption that services are well defined given the worldwide gross 
domestic product for services are measured. To categorise economic data the service sector is 
defined by the ISIC (Nations, 2008), these codes were  developed by United Nations to provide 
International comparability of economic data. They were originally adopted in 1948 when services 
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were a significantly smaller proportion of world trade and national economies. Manufacturing 
dominated the coding and services were originally the ‘other’ category.  
 
Although codes have changed since, the United Nations still recognises this difficulty with its ISIC 
codes:       
 
“The emergence of new technologies and new divisions of labour between organizations has 
created new types of activities and new forms of industries, posing a challenge for both 
providers and users of statistical data.” (Nations, 2008) 
 
Examining the current codes in version ISIC, Rev.4 (Nations, 2008), Services correspond to ISIC 
divisions 50-99, Services are classified as shown in Appendix 2.1. This sector or industry based 
classification does not provide a universal definition by which service can be defined for service 
operations. This perspective of seeing services as the residual components of GDP when the values 
and proportions of total GDP are so high, seems an inappropriate classification or definition for 
services. The definition of services consisting of everything else that is not manufacturing and ISIC 
divisions 50-59 are not a suitable definition for this study. Becker et al. (2011) reviewed service 
classifications, systematically reviewing the classifications presented in literature. The literature 
references were themed into three categories, these were the customer interface, process, and 
outcome. Customer interface was the most extensively used of these three, with outcome second 
most frequent. Customer contact was the most frequent classification system within customer 
interface. This classification improves substantially on the ISIC version but also provides broad 
classification themes. These classifications were considered for this study but were considered 
unhelpful, a classification based on customer contact and the interaction would offer more precision 
for theory development.  
 
Mills and Margulies (1980) developed a typology of service organisations to classify services; these 
were maintenance-interactive, task-interactive, and personal-interactive. Seven dimensions 
(information, decision, time, problem awareness, transferability, power and attachment) were used 
to categorise service organisations. The dimensions were based on the interface between customers 
and the service organisation. Whilst this work classified service organisations it did so without 
specifically defining service. The interaction between customers and the service organisations is 
evident throughout this classification. This improves on ISIC and starts to suggest interaction could be 
explored as a definition. This thesis follows this typology of service organisations and considers the 
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interface and interactions between customers and the service organisation. This study therefore 
categorises services as interactive processes. 
 
Many authors (Edvardsson et al., 2005, Brax, 2013, Hill, 1977, Johnston and Clark, 2005, Lovelock, 
1983, Levitt, 1972) have suggested definitions for service, yet a comprehensive, consistent and single 
accepted definition is not apparent in either Service Operations Management or Marketing Services 
literature.  
 
2.3  Service Process Matrix 
Schmenner (1986) developed another sector approach, recognising the sector was confused and had 
a profusion of definitions. Labour intensity and the degree of customer interaction and customisation 
were characteristics that differentiated services from manufacturing. These were used to develop a 
service process matrix (Figure 2.1), which classified existing sector descriptions into Service Shops, 
Professional Service, Service Factories and Mass Service. The challenges for service operations 
managers were developed for each quadrant; these were essentially service design and service 
operations themes. This helped to define service sector business but without a definition of service.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Service process matrix (Schmenner, 1986) 
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Schmenner and Swink (1998) modified the matrix (Figure 2.2) proposing two theories; Swift Even Flow 
and Performance Frontiers. These aimed to show steady even flow led optimal performance of 
manufacturing facilities and this was obtained by selecting a positional along the diagonal. This 
approach was founded on process choice and process design in Manufacturing (Hayes and 
Wheelwright, 1979a).  Devaraj et al. (2013) recently illustrated this concept in hospitals, showing that 
improved efficiency and effectiveness will stem from a streamlined operational flow. This arose from 
both Information Systems and service process designs, the study showed it was necessary to redesign 
the service process for Swift Even Flow and the supporting information technology. This improves 
understanding and provides different definitions from the perspective of service operations concepts 
of throughput time and demand variability.  This is manufacturing orientated and may not be 
transferable to a service context.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 Swift even flow and performance frontiers matrix (Schmenner and Swink, 1998) 
 
Schmenner (2004)  revised the 1986 version of the matrix again (Figure 2.3); this time applying it to 
the service sector, changing the Y axis to Relative Throughput Time for service transactions and 
converting customisation and interaction to a Degree of Variation. This change improved the 
classification of service companies into more focussed sectors. Selecting a position along the diagonal 
was argued to be the most productive for the service company. This matrix is more service operations 
related and illustrates consequences of service design that relate to transactions and customisation.  
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Benedettini et al. (2015) illustrate the consequences and difficulties of service design. There are 
bankruptcy risks to manufacturers who attempt to create services businesses from their 
manufacturing base. Product and production process designs are well-established in theory and 
practice. Service designs are considered riskier, exposing firms to greater demand volatility, different 
customer needs and complex interactions. Slack et al. (2013) uses the 4V’s, volume, variety, variation 
and visibility to illustrate the dynamic nature of service process designs. It is this dynamic nature that 
differentiates service processes from manufacturing processes and increases operational 
performance risks.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Relative throughput time and demand variability (Schmenner, 2004). 
 
Interaction and variation appear regularly in service literature (De Regge et al., 2015). There is a link 
between customer introduced variability and an organisations productivity, efficiency and 
effectiveness.  These proposed theories were well received and usually validated by empirical 
research; they did not provide a comprehensive, consistent and singular accepted definition for 
service. Applying the definition of theory (definitions, domain, relationships, & predictive) and virtues 
of ‘good’ theory (Wacker, 1998) to the service process matrix renders it needing further refinement. 
This positions the service process and organisational design but self-service is not directly 
differentiated between the service classifications. Applying Wacker’s (1998) criteria to the matrix 
would suggest it would not comply with his definition of ‘good’ theory.   
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2.4 Other perspectives on service classification 
The service process matrix (Schmenner, 2004) identified characteristics and attributes, variability and 
throughput, these appeared unique to services. Lovelock (1983) classified services with the aim of 
providing marketing insights. The classification was based on extensive marketing and operations 
literature. Lovelock attempted to define the service act as the relationship between an organisation 
and its customers (service delivery and discrete transactions). This classification includes the degrees 
of freedom for customisation and judgement by the service provider.  The nature of demand and 
supply and how the service is delivered was also considered in the classification. In relation to the 
service act, various services are categorised into tangible and intangible actions on people and things. 
Whilst providing interesting insights on services and their classification, a specific definition of service 
or the service process was not developed. This classification in marketing literature, using a similar 
approach by combining literature themes from four disciplines did not directly establish a service 
definition. Beuren et al. (2013) completed an extensive review of literature on product service 
systems, they produced a classification system for businesses and services. The study found that 
despite the growth in mainly manufacturing journals and the wider use of this classification, the 
concept and empirical application has remained relatively fixed as a classification system, it appears 
not to develop into a service classification. There may be further insights in marketing literature and 
the next sections review marketing literature on services. 
2.5 IHIP and Characteristics of Service 
Mohr and Bitner (1995) researched processes, outcomes and transaction satisfaction of services, 
suggesting characteristics and attributes. Service quality consisted of the service outcome and the 
process of service. They recognised the customer interaction was needed for service, the customer 
involvement in the process and perceived effort required. Service in this research was considered as 
the service outcome (considered like a physical good). Service outcomes,  customer effort and 
involvement could be relevant in service operations; these will be discussed later in the thesis. 
Gronroos (1998) seemed to disagree stating that to understand services requires a different logic from 
physical goods. Services are processes and customers consume service processes not as outcomes but 
as taking part in the process.  
 
Other researchers (Sasser et al., 1978, Zeithaml et al., 1985) have documented characteristics of 
services, suggesting the IHIP model as a method for defining services. These suggested services can 
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be characterised in terms of intangibility (e.g. incapable of being perceived by the sense of touch),  
heterogeneity (e.g. consisting of the dissimilar constituents that cannot easily be standardised), 
inseparability (e.g. simultaneous consumption and production), and perishability (e.g. cannot be 
stored, produced in advance or inventoried). IHIP defines services through these unique 
characteristics. Subramony and Pugh (2015) in a more recent study, established a framework to 
integrate marketing services research, moving away from IHIP categorisation. Bowen (2016) 
recognised weakening of the generalisability of IHIP in the services sector, especially due to the 
advances in technology. The emergence of IHIP provided in marketing literature provided researchers 
the opportunity to separate services from manufacturing and possibly provide insights into services. 
 
These characteristics of services are part of a core paradigm in service marketing literature; the 
underlying assumptions being that services differ from goods. This model started the development of 
service marketing as a theme of literature and as subset of the Marketing discipline.  This paradigm is 
still present in marketing and operations management textbooks. For instance Baines et al. (2013) 
define service in their glossary as ‘any actual performance offered by one party to another that is 
essentially intangible and where consumption does not result in any transfer of ownership’. West et al. 
(2015) continue the teaching of service characteristics using the IHIP model. In Operations textbooks 
(Davis et al., 2005) still utilised IHIP model, although other authors in recent books  (Brown et al., 2013, 
Slack et al., 2013) make little or no reference to IHIP. These characteristics are still in current use in 
marketing literature although recent operations literature avoids discussion or confirmation of IHIP 
characteristics. 
 
The paradigm of service based IHIP’s characteristics are being questioned by many scholars (Sampson 
and Froehle, 2006, Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004, Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). The vision of goods for 
the basis of economic exchange should be replaced by the provision of service (Vargo and Lusch, 
2004b). Are the characteristics  and theoretical constructs adequately grounded in empirical research 
(Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004)? Are they unambiguous? Sampson and Froehle (2006) thought 
these were not defining characteristics merely “the symptoms” of customer inputs and could also be 
observed in non-services. These studies were reflections raising more questions and suggests a new 
paradigm for describing services were needed. Marketing and operations literature is questioning IHIP 
as a core paradigm for services. 
 
Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) extensively reviewed the origins of the IHIP characteristics and  
questioned if they were truly generalisable. They aimed to demonstrate the framework had 
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weaknesses. Intangibility was considered ambiguous and a limited characteristic. Many services 
require tangible performance activities, such as surgery, cleaning, repair etc. Heterogeneity (or 
variability) was still described in services.  Quality-control procedures, automation, and scripts have 
been shown to reduce variability and deliver standardised services, examples include; fast food 
restaurants, self-service kiosks for transaction services, call centres, and online banking. Inseparability 
was not generalisable, although the importance of the role played by customers was considered to 
have important implications for marketing and operations strategy, for example service activities on 
customer’s possessions, dry-cleaning, these are not simultaneous but can be separated. Finally, 
perishability is a complicated multidimensional concept, including the outputs obtained from service, 
the performance experienced by the customer and the producer’s productive capacity. Information-
based services, music recordings are some exceptions to the perishable characteristic, again 
demonstrating that this characteristic is not generalisable. There are too many exceptions to the IHIP 
characteristics for these to adequately differentiate and describe services (Moeller, 2010, Parry et al., 
2011, Araujo and Spring, 2006, Wynstra et al., 2015). 
 
The IHIP characteristics were tabulated (Lovelock, 1983) to earlier service categories to show 
exceptions evident from different types of services. The categories grouped by physical access to 
customer’s bodies, physical assets and objects, nonphysical acts to customers’ minds and processing 
of information. Lovelock and Gummesson (2004), conclude their review of IHIP characteristics with 
the assertion that as a paradigm services are uniquely different from goods is deeply flawed. Example 
of these flaws are reproduced in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4 Flaws in unique characteristics (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004) 
 
The same authors consider the three options (abandon, separate field of study, focus on specific 
service subfields or search for a new unifying paradigm) for alternative frameworks, developing non-
ownership as a potential basis for a new paradigm. 
2.6 The Rental Paradigm 
The rental or non-ownership paradigm: where transactions do not involve a transfer of ownership will 
be distinctly different from those that do. This could provide an ideal paradigm for services marketing. 
Describing service realities with different dimensions based on a rental paradigm could provide 
services marketing with a lens to present theory on services (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004). This 
paradigm proposes that services involve a form of rental or access where customers obtain the right 
to use a physical object (e.g. rental cars, power tools), use the employees or personnel of the provider 
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(e.g. financial adviser, a medical doctor) and obtain access to facilities (Museum, theme Park) and 
networks (mobile communications, utilities). A service could combine elements of the above 
categories, for instance, an airline flight, the use of space in the aircraft, use of airport facilities, the 
knowledge of flight attendants on connections and airport facilities, and access to the carrier’s 
network of information. This could be a potential paradigm of service especially the services where 
customers use the possessions and information they do not own. 
 
There are six Implications of the rental paradigm per Lovelock: firstly, manufactured goods can form 
the basis for services (rental of power tools, sporting goods), here the customer has temporary 
possession of goods/assets used for service and which they otherwise could not access by purchasing 
or ownership. Secondly, services often involve selling slices of larger physical entities (storage rooms, 
restaurant table, theatre seat, research space in the library). These often enable customers to 
participate in economies of scale of the provider’s facility. Thirdly, Labour and expertise are renewable 
resources in services, customers seek provider expertise and this is renewable and reusable with other 
customers. Fourthly, time plays a central role in most services, this rental paradigm focuses our 
interest on time, rental nearly always relates to specific time periods. Customers expend time during 
service, engaging with service employees, who also expend time during the service transaction. The 
fifth implication was on service pricing particularly in relation to time and duration. The final 
implication was that services offer opportunities for resource sharing. Sharing access to goods, 
facilities, systems and expertise can reduce prices for customers. Wittkowski et al. (2013) review 
service companies offering nonownership services, to understand why such services are offered, they 
conclude most businesses firms are still centred on selling and marketing of goods rather than services 
that benefit the customer. They also identify the benefits to the service business, competitive benefits, 
selling solutions rather than goods, avoiding obsolescence and financial benefits. Sharing scarce 
resources can allow more customers to access services that need these types of scarce resources. 
There are some positive options in applying this paradigm as it allows for description of the 
consequences, value and benefits to customers from such rental arrangements. 
 
More recent research (Maglio and Kieliszewski, 2015) suggest a multidisciplinary framework for 
analysing service, defining value co-creation they suggest rental paradigms as one perspective on how 
interactions between entities creates mutual value. In describing collaborative consumption Belk 
(2014) discusses rental, especially enabled by technology and the Internet.  A new sharing economy is 
described, there are implications for businesses using traditional models of sales and ownership. This 
sharing makes economic and practical sense to customers, the environment and the community. 
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Technology provides a mechanism to enable sharing economy and possibly illustrate the rental 
paradigm is an effective classification of services. 
 
The representation of these rental paradigms (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004) could use a molecular 
modelling approach proposed by (Shostack, 1977), although the original approach by Shostack did 
include the intangible IHIP characteristics. However, this molecular model could be represented by 
more recent service design literature on modularisation and multilevel service design (Baldwin, 2008, 
Patrício et al., 2011) a subject in the next chapter. Rental paradigms offer ways to conceptualise 
services and marginalising service components or domains to provide a way to analyse service 
interactions. 
2.7 Services Marketing Literature a critical analysis 
Zeithaml et al. (1985) uses the IHIP to model present problems and strategies based on services 
marketing literature. These problems are explored through empirical analysis and include problems 
related to IHIP characteristics. Demand, costs and the involvement of customers during the production 
of services are reviewed. These problems exist in services today, fluctuation in demand was 
highlighted for additional empirical research. Luo et al. (2015) quantitatively explored demand 
fluctuations and service consistency, low demand fluctuations maintain service consistency and high 
demand fluctuations reduce it. Akkermans and Voss (2013) identified the bullwhip effect (Lee et al., 
1997) in services was potentially worse than manufacturing demand fluctuations. Strategies for 
demand fluctuations were often not evident in practice. Since these authors illustrate the need for 
more research, problems of services are still provider prevalent in today’s service based economy. 
 
Two studies (Fisk et al., 1993, Brown et al., 1994) review services marketing literature and examine 
the development  of marketing services topics and research. They traced and tracked the development 
using a biological metaphor: Crawling Out, Scurrying About and Walking Erect. Highlighting the goods 
versus services marketing debate, the explosive growth of the literature since 1986 and the cross 
disciplinary and international citations they conclude with questions on future literature and the next 
stage of evolution. They suggest several topics that will emerge in future literature, for example 
service quality, technology infusion (increasing use of technology for customer service employees, 
current paradigms are “low-tech and high touch”), modelling, measurement and service design. 
Grönroos and Voima (2013) discusses the nature of value, its creation and the interactions. These 
interactions are either direct or indirect and can compared with service dominant logic propositions 
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(Lusch and Vargo, 2006, Vargo and Lusch, 2008, Vargo et al., 2008). These are still top research topics 
today within marketing services and e-services definitions and are still unresolved in literature. 
 
Berry (1995) used product life cycle terminology for illustrating the practice and research of 
relationship marketing, stating services marketing was maturing. By highlighting the importance of 
relationship marketing to a business’s profitability Berry suggested that the repeated contact between 
service providers and customers strengthened the role of relationship marketing and the importance 
of service quality. Relationship marketing was expensive in comparison to mass marketing. Citing 
technological advances as an opportunity to reduce costs of relationship marketing, it was suggested 
that all market offerings have a service component and relationship marketing can be more powerful 
and affordable. There were significant benefits to the customer from relationship management; many 
customers require having a relationship and continuity with the same provider. This research, again 
based on IHIP, recognises the Marketing role in the relationship between customer and provider. 
Gummerus et al. (2012) considered relationships for transactions and communities in Facebook. The 
study identified customer engagement behaviours and interactions across social media, the authors 
state the paucity of research on engagement within marketing literature and call for more research 
on this topic. This suggests the interaction and service process prevalent themes in marketing 
literature, although these are not explicitly discussed as concepts. 
 
A recent text (Baines et al., 2013), still used extensively in teaching marketing extends the established 
marketing mix and the 4P’s (product, place, price, promotion) to this 7P’s to describe and differentiate 
services marketing from product marketing. The extended marketing mix now includes physical 
evidence, (tangible components), process (service delivery) and people (customer service people 
interacting with the customer). This text also continues to use the IHIP model to define services;  
 
“as any actual performance offered by one party to another that is essentially intangible and 
where consumption does not result in any transfer of ownership” (Baines et al., 2013) 
 
The fact that that many services are in fact tangible (dental surgery, hairdressing et cetera) and 
performance is not always offered (customers may demand service or indeed receive it without an 
offer being made). For example; a request by the customer to update personal information on a 
providers’ database (no offer made), the resultant production of a confirmation of changes in letter 
and on screen update are tangible to the customer.   This definition of service still provides confusion 
for scholars. 
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Several authors challenge these current paradigms in marketing (Rust et al., 2010, Rust and Chung, 
2006, Wind, 2009). Exploring the evolution of service and relationship models Rust and Chung (2006) 
consider managing service, customising service and how customer satisfaction and relationships 
change. They identify service demand as a key component of managing service, they consider it 
perishable and related to its timing and availability, recognising customer expectations can be shaped 
to change consumption behaviours. They conclude service and relationships are important for 
marketing researchers and technological forces will continue to shape and change marketing services 
and e-services.  Rust et al. (2010) contrast a traditional path, automated service operations and an e-
service path, enhanced service operations as leading to efficiency and productivity and improved 
customer satisfaction and retention respectively. Suggesting transformational physical products as e-
service components that will have significant implications for markets and developing service 
opportunities. The traditional automation path will reduce costs and e-service enhancement will 
increase revenues. Wind (2009) contrasted marketing with management and concluded marketing is 
at the centre of change within businesses. Marketing needs to challenge its assumptions and identify 
fresh radical perspectives from other disciplines and experts (Wind, 2009). An interdisciplinary 
approach needs to be embraced with a degree of transformation for effective bridging of corporate 
and functional silos. Service and technologies is forcing change in marketing theory; marketing’s 
mental models need to be reformed. There is a recognition within marketing literature that adequate 
theory is missing to analyse, develop and design services. A multidiscipline consideration of services 
is required for service research and design.  
 
Customer expectations of service were explored by Zeithaml et al. (1993), developing a conceptual 
model that includes desired service, adequate service and predicting service. This customer centric 
model ignored how service is delivered but did helpfully consider the expected service and the 
perceived service, where customer perceptions are based on actual service delivered. Whilst the 
conceptual model was based on focus groups it covers many antecedents for expected service 
although, it would be difficult to develop measurement standards and norms given the heterogeneity 
of customers’ expectations. A more recent conceptual framework (Gallan et al., 2013) researched 
customer positivity and participation, service quality and the impact on customer satisfaction in a 
health-care context. It was shown that positivity and participation have important effects on service 
outcome measures. Interactions between healthcare staff and customers need to be designed in a 
way that is relevant to the individual customer. The complexity of customer interactions with service 
providers is something marketing literature tries to explore yet often fails to find fully generalisable 
theory on service interactions. 
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Recognising the difficulty of heterogeneity of customers (Solomon et al., 1985, Solomon, 1987) 
develop role theory. Recognising service as a dyadic relationship and a transaction or exchange, the 
key activities for marketing is to base the unit of analysis on the dyad of the customer and service 
provider. This recognises human interactions and their purpose and the task orientated role each 
party plays.  They suggest service scripts (cognitive psychology) are used by customers based on 
expectations and previous service experience during the transaction or exchange. Using role theory 
enables researchers to consider customer service provider interactions and the joint behaviour of the 
actors. A quantitative study (Solomon, 1987) introduced the constructs of predictability and 
personalisation. Personalisation gives decisional control, increases complexity and predictability of 
service outcomes and improves experiences for the customer. Concluding that personalisation is a 
multidimensional construct that does not always result in positive evaluations by customers. The 
impact and benefits to service providers of personalising service are not predictable. This literature 
introduces personalisation, and the service outcome but appears not directly to link to the service 
design perspectives. 
 
A new paradigm is suggested, Service Dominant Logic (S-D Logic) emerges in marketing literature 
(Vargo, 2009, Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo and Lusch, 2008, Vargo et al., 2008).  This is a marketing 
led attempt to provide a scientific and conceptual base for service. Under S-D logic service is defined 
as; 
 
 “the application of competences (knowledge and skills) by one entity for the benefit of another“ 
(Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo and Lusch, 2008).  
 
This adds another definition of service to the marketing literature. In this body of literature there are 
fundamental premises of the differences between goods and services and eight foundational 
premises. Recognition of the customer roles in co-creating value and co-producing (Etgar, 2008, 
Osborne and Strokosch, 2013) service reflect some of the fundamental premises in this emerging 
marketing theory. There is another definition of service within the marketing literature based on 
interactions between entities which are not necessarily human. This definition permits computers to 
produce service without customer and provider inputs. 
 
Maglio et al. (2009) suggests a new unit of analysis based on S-D logic and abstract their original 
definition of service to a system level. They refine the service definition above to;  
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“service is the application of resources (including competences, skills, and knowledge) to make 
changes that have value for another (system)”.  
 
This again recognises the interaction between resources, previously called entities, and now 
introduces value, (possibly a very subjective construct) and a service system. The authors introduce 
general systems theory to provide a framework for understanding ‘operand’ and ‘operant’ resources. 
This new definition adds more confusion to the literature and definitions of service. The authors admit 
there is a challenge in developing a shared vocabulary across disciplines to describe the variety service 
systems as illustrated in the titles of these two recent textbooks (Vargo and Lusch, 2014, Lusch and 
Vargo, 2014) on the subject. 
 
Alter (2010) explores the potential relationship between service systems and service dominant logic. 
Developing a work system framework approach (Alter, 2013) that is based on service systems and S-
D logic. The author concludes that the two approaches attempt to explain ideas at different levels of 
analysis and for different purposes. S-D logic is at the intersection of economics and marketing. Work 
system framework is at the level of analysis for implementing and improving service systems in 
organisations. There is an overlap between the two approaches - that is the customer role and co-
producing service. The study is interested in implementing and improving service systems and 
consequently a service process, service system and service design focus is necessary. The study 
challenges service dominant logic and suggests service systems are more appropriate definitional 
grounds than service dominant logic.  
 
Sampson (2010) suggests sciences are founded on paradigms and new paradigms are often needed - 
referring to S-D Logic and Service Science. Broad paradigms often do not provide explicit and 
pragmatic management insights and discriminatory value. Service science emerged from industry and 
researchers and its collaborative approach to developing paradigms is commended. The disadvantage 
of this is each researcher describes the observed phenomena differently as often they are only 
analysing a small part of the service and cannot directly observe the whole service system. To deal 
with this difficulty a process paradigm is proposed as a classification method for services.  
 
Zeithaml et al. (1985) used IHIP to conceptualise services, Fisk et al. (1993) introduced the concept of 
services marketing as an emerging field of study, recent text and authors (Baines et al., 2013) focus 
on service interactions and Gallan et al. (2013) on expectations and the heterogeneity of customers. 
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Service dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo and Lusch, 2008) provides a further breakdown 
of customer provider interactions and yet their recent work (Vargo and Lusch, 2014, Lusch and Vargo, 
2014) propagates the uncertainty. Gummerus et al. (2012) illustrates how engagement and 
community are important considerations for service designers and marketing professionals. Finally, 
Sampson (2010) challenges these paradigms and suggests further development is required. This 
section has demonstrated that service marketing literature has developed services as interactions but 
does not reach consensus on an all-encompassing definition. The service process and its role in 
services is often ignored in marketing literature. Considering interactions and service processes could 
provide insight into a multidiscipline service definition and a research agenda.  
2.8 Service Process in Operations Literature 
Mohr and Bitner (1995) and several marketing authors (Bitner et al., 2008, Fisk et al., 1993) consider 
services as processes with customers receiving outcomes from processes or completing transactions. 
Haynes (1990) suggests 10 differences between services and manufacturing, basing these differences 
on IHIP, customer transaction analysis, interfaces and technology.  Service operations literature often 
has its roots in ‘service as a process’ emanating from manufacturing process management (Slack et 
al., 2013, Hill and Hill, 2012, Levitt, 1972) with these authors adjusting their original manufacturing 
texts to encompass service operations. There is a strong theme in service operations literature of 
considering services as processes. 
 
Johnston and Clark (2005) write extensively about service operations management, encompassing 
multidiscipline concepts and suggesting the service process is a component of service operations. 
Another component suggested is that of the customer experience, also developed from the outcome 
based approach, where experience is one of the outcomes of service.  The service process is further 
explored  (Hill et al., 2002), building on the service process matrix (Schmenner, 1986, Schmenner, 
2004),  a multidiscipline framework for re-engineering service processes is proposed. The increase in 
the Internet as mediating technology and the multi-channel service process options presented to 
customers are one of the reasons for prioritising service design research. The customer and mediating 
technology are also important considerations for defining services and designing service systems and 
processes. 
 
Silvestro et al. (1992) proposed three types of service process: professional, service shop and mass, 
these were categorised in terms of six dimensions (people focus, contact time, customisation, 
discretion, front office and process focus) from service operations literature. These dimensions relate 
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to service process design considerations involving the customer. In an earlier paper developing a 
service process taxonomy (Wemmerlov, 1990) considered the nature of customer contact, indirect 
customer contact and direct contact. Rigid and fluid service processes with each interaction processing 
goods, information and people. The characteristics of rigid and fluid service processes listed could be 
related to service process design. Interestingly allowing the customer to directly interact with the 
service process creates a potential disturbance risk - that is introducing variability. To counter the risk 
there is also an opportunity for the customer to bring capacity, resources and to create the service 
themselves. The types of service process and service classifications along with customer inputs contact 
seem to be important considerations for service process definitions. 
 
A systematic review by Brax (2013) tabulates the development of the process approach in both 
marketing literature and operations management literature. The various explanations/definitions are 
categorised into eight different definitional approaches: outcome based, experience focused, implicit 
and explicit process approach etc. Each approach is critically examined and an alternative modular 
process-focused approach suggested for defining services. This approach is illustrated with a 
continuum from pure physical goods to pure services. This is a similar direction to Shostack (1977) 
discussed earlier, with the distinguishing factor of intangibility being replaced by a product/process-
distinction. In service operations and marketing literature there appears a general theme, that service 
is potentially defined from the service process (Silvestro et al., 1992, Schmenner, 2004, Johnston and 
Clark, 2005, Johnston and Jones, 2004). The associated interactions, inputs and transactions (Haynes, 
1990, Bitner et al., 1997, Solomon et al., 1985, Sousa and Voss, 2012) are also a component. 
Customer’s information, possessions and body inputs  (Wemmerlov, 1990, Lovelock, 1983, Lovelock 
and Gummesson, 2004, Sampson, 2010, Sampson and Spring, 2012) are often used to define the 
characteristics of services. Service operations literature generally concludes that services are 
processes involving customers, interactions, with the customer providing inputs. 
 
Morris and Johnston (1987) compared and contrasted material processing operations and customer 
processing. They explored production dimensions including product/service, and the process. These 
are categorised between tangible and intangible dimensions. The research aimed to show the 
difference between manufacturing processes and service processes. They suggested distinctive 
differences exist between customer processing and material processing but contended it is possible 
to manage customer processing in a way which is like material processing operations. This means that 
service processes can be organised and managed like manufacturing operations, for example, in a fast 
food restaurant.  
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Hill et al. (2002) continued this theme that service processes are like manufacturing processes and can 
be managed in similar ways. They reviewed service design research for specific service processes 
(retail and e-tail service processes, call centre resourcing, service design for manufacturing and service 
process re-engineering). Especially exploring research topics that were driven by new technologies. 
This research clearly takes a service process view across disciplines and supply chains. They conclude 
service design research must draw on many disciplines (psychology, organisational behaviour, 
marketing etc.) in addition to service operations management. They suggest research in service 
design, but the authors do not directly define the service process. This suggests that services require 
multi-disciplinary research that also embraces manufacturing, this again is helpful but perhaps 
confusing for many scholars from different disciplines.  
 
Brax (2013) extensively reviews service literature from eight different perspectives and suggests a 
definition for services; 
 
‘Services are offerings in which at least the core part of the market exchange between a provider 
and a customer is provided in the form of process-based components that are inseparable from 
their production resources and co-involve both parties.’ (Brax, 2013). 
 
The theme in this definition includes customers, a process based view, and inseparability.  This 
definition further illustrates the complexity of taking a service process view but does concur with Hill 
et al. (2002) on the multidisciplinary nature of service processes. This definition of service processes 
involves multidisciplinary research and embraces manufacturing 
 
Considering service as a process in which the customer contributes will require a definition of the 
components and characteristics of processes. Slack et al. (2013) defines processes; 
 
“as an arrangement of resources that produces some mixture of products and services” (Slack 
et al., 2013).  
 
While Sampson and Froehle (2006) suggest a;  
 
“process is a sequence of steps” 
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and Johnston and Clark (2005) use many practical examples to illustrate service processes but do not 
explicitly define processes. Slack et al. (2013) process definitions show the service components; the 
process, inputs, and outputs of products and services for customers, and the transformation between 
inputs and outputs (Figure 1.1). Inputs to the process are materials, information and customers, these 
inputs are used to produce products and services. Resources are either transforming resources or 
transformed resources.  
 
Davis et al. (2005) also include a measurement and adjustment feedback loop to their description of 
the transformation process. Slack et al. (2013) suggest that the process perspective as a hierarchy can 
be used at the level of individual processes, through a supply network and at the level of the operation 
itself. Processes can be analysed for each of these levels. Processes can be defined by how the 
organisation chooses to draw process boundaries and the hierarchical level of analysis chosen. Service 
process boundaries could include the customer, a supply network, the information used, and 
customer’s perceptions. To analyse service processes, it is important to define the boundaries and the 
level of analysis. 
 
Silver (2004) defines a  
 
“process as a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of inputs and creates outputs 
(or outcomes) that are of value to customers external and internal to the organisation”.  
 
This definition includes business processes for both manufacturing and services.  
 
Davenport and Seeley (1994) alternatively define processes as  
 
“a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome”.  
 
Another definition by Childe et al. (1994) suggest a dictionary definition  
 
“a series of continuous actions or operations”  
 
and add it is analogous to a conduit through which a commodity flows. The authors claim the type of 
commodity that flows through, in this case customers, can identify a process. Referring to the 
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structure published CIM-OSA standards committee they also categorise processes into those that 
operate, manage, and support business outcomes.  
 
Jorysz and Vernadat (1990) define process as a construct, it is a defined logical control sequence to 
achieve a desired result. These include start conditions, procedural rules specifying behaviours, 
constraining rules and finishing conditions to provide the outcome. Armistead et al. (1999) use the 
process focus of the European Foundation of Quality Management, the authors illustrate the cross-
discipline use of the word process and suggest individual managers have different views of what 
constitutes concepts of the process. Smart et al. (2009) agree processes are conceptual and consider 
processes a notation of what organisations do - transformations for customers.  
 
There are many conflicting definitions and lack of clarity in service operations literature (Love et al., 
1998, Maddern et al., 2007, Silvestro and Westley, 2002). The theme that emerges from these 
definitions are inputs, activities performed by resources to transform or change inputs to create an 
outcome or output. Processes are systemic in nature (Batista et al., 2008)  and are a logical 
organisation of people, material, equipment and procedures into a series of activities designed to 
produce an outcome. Davenport (2005) defines a business process as how an organisation does its 
work. A set of activities it pursues to accomplish an objective for a  customer, either internal or 
external. The categorisation to operate, manage and support processes (Armistead and Machin, 1997) 
also assists in defining nature of outputs. 
 
Mendling et al. (2010) extensively consider labels for processes and builds on the established approach 
of verb-object to describe processes. They build on  previous authors (Miles, 1961, Malone et al., 2003) 
and produce recommendations for labelling process models on verb-object basis. Sharp and 
McDermott (2009) relate their modelling descriptions to process improvement and technology 
applications. These descriptive labels assist in defining outputs and processes and provide a consistent 
verb-object nomenclature but do not offer a comprehensive service operations management process 
definition. There have been many attempts at defining service in service operations literature, there 
is not an overriding accepted definition available, although the themes hint at the key components of 
services and service processes. 
 
There is a general acceptance in service operations literature that a service process is defined by the 
presence of customer inputs (Sampson and Froehle, 2006). Customer influence is an important 
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characteristic (Nie and Kellogg, 1999), largely because of influence on variability and the activity of 
interaction (Mersha, 1990).  
 
This thesis builds on these theories and uses these definitions below;  
 
Services: are customer - provider, interactive processes (Sampson, 2014)  
 
Service process: the customer provides significant inputs into the production process (Sampson and 
Froehle, 2006) 
 
Service processes transform inputs, they are core service operations concepts (Slack et al., 2013, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005), that cross disciplines (Hill et al., 2002), are described as a verb-object 
(Mendling et al., 2010) and require customer inputs (Sampson and Froehle, 2006) to be defined as 
services. This thesis uses the definition above within the context of existing marketing and service 
operations literature, this requires further unification into a service process view.  
2.9 Developing the service process view: The Unified Services Theory 
A unifying service operations management theory based on service processes and customer inputs is 
needed for describing, analysing and understanding services. Sampson and Froehle (2006) with the 
Unified Service Theory (UST) provide a theoretical base and framework and a service process logic 
(Sampson, 2010). These delineate non-service processes from service processes. In the UST the service 
process of a firm is one in which the firm’s customers, provide essential input resources into the 
process. Customers act as suppliers, providing resources. These resources are customers (mind and 
body), their possessions, and information. The foundational core of the UST is; 
 
“with service processes, the customer provides significant inputs into the production process” 
(Sampson and Froehle, 2006). 
 
This core statement defines what services are and what makes them a service. Customer inputs are 
necessary and sufficient to define a production process as a service process.  The traditional definition 
of a production process (Slack et al., 2013) means the transformation of inputs to outputs (Figure 1.1).  
Some production processes do not use customer inputs and these are not service processes, for 
example producing chocolate bars. Customer inputs are defined as customer self inputs, tangible 
belongings and customer provided information. A service process uses these customer inputs to 
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produce the service, for example, a customer’s information needs are input by a librarian into the 
libraries database to identify books that are in stock and that provide that information.  
 
The Unified Services Theory: services are production processes where each customer supplies one or 
more input components for that customers’ unit of production. With non-service processes, groups 
of customers may contribute ideas to the design of the product, but individual customers can only 
participate to select, pay for and consume the output. All considerations unique to service are founded 
on this distinction (Sampson, 2010). 
 
The UST definition, concepts and PCN diagram related definitions are shown in Appendix 2.2. This 
defines inputs, customers, process entities, production processes and other UST concepts. The 
definition of the UST as written by Sampson may not be the clearest articulation of the theory. 
Recognising this issue (Sampson and Money, 2015) rephrased the above UST statement. 
 
The Rephrased Unified Services Theory:  
 
 “The UST defines services as processes wherein each customer provides one or more input 
resources to the provider for use in that customer’s production. As (Lovelock and 
Gummesson, 2004) state “without customers who require service at a specific time, either 
to themselves or their possessions, there can be no output at most service organizations.” 
The UST holds this co-productive distinction as defining, that providers’ service processes 
are dependent upon customer resources and cannot produce desired results without those 
customer resources” (Sampson and Money, 2015) 
 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.5 
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Figure 2.5 UST illustrating customer inputs for nonservice and service processes 
(Sampson and Money, 2015) 
 
Figure 2.5 illustrates the difference between goods and services, there is an absence of customer 
supplied resources for goods, these customer resources must be present for services. For example, a 
restaurant meal, the customer must provide information on their choices from the menu, must be 
prepared to eat the food using their body. The service provider must take the information from the 
customer, produce a meal and interact with the customer, providing tables and other supplied 
resources. Customers must provide these resources for this to be a service process. In contrast, a good 
is where the customer selects a ready package meal from a supermarket, this was produced by the 
provider using supplied resources which were created into a ready meal and distributed to a 
supermarket. The customer is not providing any resources other than selecting and paying for the 
item, this is a nonservice process. The UST provides a mechanism to define service processes and a 
way to discriminate goods production processes from service production processes. This deals with 
the difficulty that arises from ISIC classifications and builds on the interactive definitions by Mills and 
Margulies (1980) and the service marketing models discussed by Grönroos (2001). 
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There are many examples of service processes using the UST principles within the literature (Sampson 
and Froehle, 2006, Sampson and Money, 2015, Sampson, 2014, Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004). The 
thesis uses these definitions and principles (UST, services, service processes) throughout, Appendix 
2.2 defines, explains and provides the reader with reference guide to services processes.  The purpose 
for using the UST is to discriminate between service and nonservice processes and provide a 
theoretical framework for the analysis of service processes. 
 
Processes do not usually occur in isolation, they exist in service systems and in supply chains (Sampson 
and Money, 2015, Sampson, 2000). A process chain is a sequence of process steps for an identifiable 
purpose, for example recording an asset transfer or rental transaction. Figure 2.6 represents the UST 
mapped across the domains of the provider and customer (Sampson, 2014, Sampson, 2012). The 
diagram shows a two-entity supply chain where the service and non-service process steps have been 
represented.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 UST Mapped across customer and provided domains 
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Figure 2.7 Illustrating a multi-entity supply chain for a service systems  
 
 
There are three regions in this diagram of the UST (Sampson, 2014): process steps that involve direct 
interaction with other entities. This region has steps that involve a process entity working in 
conjunction with one or more other process entities - people to people, Surrogate interaction where 
a process entity acting on the belongings or information of another process entity, but not with the 
person of the other entity. Independent processing where the processing steps are performed by a 
process entity acting on resources owned and controlled by the same entity. These can be illustrated 
by a process chain network diagrams (Figure 2.6). Service processes are in three central regions or 
operate across them, where service steps create a service chain across the entities and regions. Service 
businesses make strategic choices in designing their services and service processes within and across 
these regions. Table 2.2 illustrates the process characteristics and the strategic implications. For each 
entity’s interaction mapped on a PCN, a supply network or chain can be created as illustrated in Figure 
2.7. 
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Table 2.2 Examples of process characteristics in PCN Regions 
Developed from Sampson (2014) 
 
Region Process characteristic Example 
Provider independent 
processing 
Efficiency and accomplishing 
tasks per specifications 
Making pre-packaged 
sandwiches for dispatch 
to supermarkets 
Provider surrogate 
interaction 
Accurate and fast response to 
customer requirements 
Assembling a sandwich 
order in the restaurant 
kitchen. 
Direct interaction Empathetic understanding of 
and adaption customer needs 
Assemble sandwiches 
with customer selecting 
fillings e.g. Subway 
Customer domain 
surrogate interaction 
Robust and clear dissemination 
of customer roles 
Customer assembles 
sandwich at a buffet 
restaurant 
Customer independent 
processing 
Effective match between 
customer capabilities and 
resource features 
Assemble sandwiches at 
home using ingredients 
from the refrigerator 
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Figure 2.8 illustrates the potential outcomes and impacts of designing service processes within and 
across specific regions. There are implications for control by both entities, process efficiency, 
economies of scale and customisation. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Strategic implications and process outcomes in regions 
 
The strategic choices for service process steps in each region are illustrated in Table 2.2 and this shows 
the different characteristics of the service process in each region of a PCN diagram. Service processes 
occur in the two surrogate and direct interaction regions. It is possible to have service processes 
forming a process chain across these three interactive regions. Designing service process steps in the 
direct interaction and surrogate interaction regions are strategic decisions for service firms. These 
service design decisions can impact competitiveness and business performance because of the service 
process outcomes. The UST and PCN diagrams provide a service operations frame or lens to explore 
service systems and service design. There are different approaches to service design and different 
service concepts in the three regions. There are other design implications arising from marketing 
literature for the design of the overall service to the customer. 
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2.10 The Service Concept 
Edvardsson and Olsson (1996) show a service development process consisting of the service concept 
(Sasser et al., 1978), the service system and the service process. This conceptual frame links the 
customer role to the competitive positioning of the service process. The control of the customer in 
the service process is a key competitive challenge. The service concept is further defined by Goldstein 
et al. (2002) as the foundation upon which the components of the service delivery system are built 
(Figure 2.9). The components are the strategic intent, what services are provided, how they are 
delivered and the customers’ expectations. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 The service concept – the missing link (Goldstein et al., 2002) 
 
Goldstein et al. (2002) introduce service strategy and performance of the service process to include 
measurement and feedback. They describe the service delivery system and illustrate processes with 
inputs and outputs where the feedback is intended to improve the inputs. The inputs to the service 
delivery system are people, technology, processes, physical facilities and equipment. The outputs 
were the service outcomes and service experiences. The service concept encompasses the whole end 
to end process. This provides a service operations management based view of a wider service design 
conceptual model.  Fonseca and Pinto (2014) suggest the service concept, now encompassing 
integrating technology, has changed the concept and created a new paradigm for services. They 
suggest the abstraction of the service concept into a Service System consisting of many interactions 
and elements.  
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Roth and Menor (2003) develop the service concept adapting the work of several authors (Sasser et 
al., 1978, Lovelock and Wright, 1999) to illustrate the elements within the service concept. This 
approach is essentiality treating the service concept as a service system.  This is shown in Table 2.3 
and provides a potential frame and boundaries for service processes in service design research. 
 
Table 2.3 Elements of the service concept 
(Roth and Menor, 2003) 
 
Core service Examples 
Supporting facilities  Facilities layout, decor, support technology and 
equipment, branch network, kiosks, 
rollercoaster’s 
Facilitating goods (physical items) Food, ATM cards, forms, receipts, cheque-book, 
golf clubs 
Facilitating information Schedules, fee structures, data, medical records, 
web page design, diagnostics 
Explicit services 
(experimental/sensual) 
Satisfy hunger, transportation, surgery, 
transactions, entertainment 
Implicit services (psychological 
benefits) 
Comfort, status, convenience, well-being, 
delight 
Peripheral services Services/facilities that supplement or surround 
the core services e.g., valet parking for hospital 
services, shopping at terminals for air 
transportation services] 
 
 
Johnston and Clark (2005) provides extensive guidance on the service concept. Defining it as the 
essence of the service purchased or used by the customer, the customers direct experience of the 
service process and the service outcome. This is illustrated for a theme park, providing a mental 
picture that is created by customers, employees and shareholders about the service provided. In this 
case the elements of the service concept are experience, benefits, emotions and value. The authors 
contend the service concept can be used to drive strategic advantage. The service concept being used 
to funnel or filter to ensure the service concept aligns with the target market of the organisation -  the 
service concept acting as a service specification. This definition is useful in providing a general 
framework for the service concept and clearly provides insights into design of the service delivery 
system, especially the service experience and interaction between the organisation and the customer. 
The service concept encapsulates the characteristics of service offered, Karwan and Markland (2006) 
suggest a set of tangible and intangible elements for its constituent parts (Goldstein et al., 2002). One 
way of classifying the service concept is how the elements and characteristics are customised 
(Zomerdijk and de Vries, 2007),  this conveys the benefits and value provided to customers. Different 
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service concepts provide different benefits and value and required different configurations of the 
service delivery system. These configurations can be customised, for example personal interaction 
between customers and service workers (highly customised) or impersonal interactions involving 
customers using the provider’s technology in the service delivery system.  
 
The definition by Goldstein et al. (2002) is straightforward, presenting it is a gap from a service 
operations perspective, and focusing on operational process designs and outcomes. The earlier work 
by Edvardsson and Olsson (1996) and Sasser et al. (1978) take a competitive view, although the 
mechanisms for service design and competitive positioning have changed substantially. Roth and 
Menor (2003) attempts to bring strategic positioning, marketing, service operations and the service 
concept propositions together.  Johnston and Clark (2005) links the service concept to the target 
market and various entities (stakeholders, customers, employees, shareholders), focusing on service 
system design for delivery of services. Zomerdijk and de Vries (2007) introduce customisation while 
Karwan and Markland (2006) introduce tangibility and intangible elements, the problem with 
tangibility was discussed in Section 2.5. These authors attempt to define the service concept from 
their respective disciplines and in doing so probably add more confusion and less definition. Few of 
these authors explicitly address the service concept and its direct relationship with the service process, 
although Roth and Menor (2003) do provide examples and definitional elements from a service 
operations perspective. 
 
The development and definitions of the service concept in this section have emerged from both 
service operations literature and marketing literature. The authors cited in this section continue to 
receive recent citations for their work on the service concept, possibly indicating the service concept 
is continuing to be developed theoretically and empirically. These include Grönroos (2001) in 
marketing and Goldstein et al. (2002) and Clark et al. (2000) in service operations. Roth and Menor 
(2003) uses the service concept and element definitions for a service research agenda and is also 
recently cited. Ostrom et al. (2015) calls for the broadening of the service concept to include outward 
and inward looking phenomena and to include other beneficiaries other than the final customer. The 
operations focused definition (Roth and Menor, 2003) provides the most appropriate empirical and 
robust theoretical base for the service concept. 
2.11 The Service Encounter 
Czepiel et al. (1985) suggest personal interaction is at the heart of many services reasoning that there 
is inseparability between production and consumption of services. This personal interaction between 
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customer and service provider is human-to-human interaction during a service encounter. They 
described these interactions as role performances.  Surprenant and Solomon (1987) define the service 
encounter as a dyadic interaction between a service provider and the customer. The customer’s role 
in this interaction is unique because of the individuality of each customer. This individuality of humans 
in the dyad creates variation and consumes individual’s time. Bateson in Czepiel et al. (1985), page 76,  
introduces the self-service encounter as a triad including the service organisation. The nature of the 
relationships between the three entities involved in the encounter was also suggested and is depicted 
in Figure 2.10. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 The service encounter (Czepiel et al., 1985) 
 
The customer’s ultimate satisfaction is the outcome of this interaction and service encounter. In 
another study (Czepiel, 1990) discusses the complexities of the relationship between customer and 
service provider and suggests repeated encounters develop personal and professional dimensions as 
each encounter is a social encounter first. These encounters represent inputs to the service process 
and the nature of these inputs includes customer’s time, individual work and a potentially complex 
social relationship. The service encounter is a starting point for understanding the importance of 
customer contact with the service process.  
 
Bitner et al. (1990) use the critical incident method to diagnose favourable and unfavourable incidents 
during a service encounter. The importance of the customer service/employee interaction to the 
assessment of quality and satisfaction by the customer is quantitatively researched. Classifying critical 
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incidents in high contact transaction-based service businesses they suggested service operations 
managers can improve customer satisfaction by reviewing previous critical incidents. This extensive 
classification system included three groups, service employee responses to service delivery failures, 
response to customer needs and unprompted and unsolicited service employee actions. These are the 
classifications for service encounter improvement; they are all responsive to any service process and 
service employee failure. They do not directly address the design of the service encounter and the 
service process. 
 
Arnould and Price (1993) used a longitudinal study of the service encounter to study the hedonistic 
service experience in the context of river rafting. They explored the interplay between service provider 
and consumer behaviours in the delivery of service outcomes. They explore expectations and 
satisfaction and tested the importance of process and service provider/customer relationships. 
Expectations and behaviours are vague and complex in this service encounter. A directed process 
(purposive, task orientated) is not used as it is expected that customers respond and behave in relation 
to the environment, activities and social interaction. Kim and Lee (2012) examine the impact of other 
customers (‘passive’ in the encounter) on the service encounter in a restaurant context. The other 
customers’ multidimensional factors and situational variables shape the encounter for the active 
customer and service employee, they cite the implication of the need to strategically manage the 
other customers to achieve a successful service encounter. 
 
Service employee process dimensions need to include responsiveness, empathy, and assurance in this 
context. Solomon et al. (1985) study the dyad from the perspective of role theory and consider the 
interactions. They contend each service encounter is a unique experience and individual role 
performers important to the outcome and experience. Control of the service encounter by the service 
provider is critical to the desired outcome.  The authors develop propositions that service encounters 
are role performances. These role performances need to be congruent (role clarity, role expectations) 
between service employee and customer. Service processes are consequently complex involving 
multiple behaviours and multiple actors in varying contexts. This shows how potentially difficult the 
service process can be to design and manage when customers and service have specific roles to fulfil 
and outcomes to achieve. It also illustrates the difficulty in directing customers’ behaviour through a 
process during a service encounter. 
 
Ma and Dube (2011)  introduce interdependency of behaviours to the service encounter theory. 
Suggesting the previous treatment of the dyadic interdependency as a unitary construct could be 
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replaced by two interdependencies between the service process and the outcome. Identifying process 
interdependence and outcome interdependence between both the customer and service provider, 
they develop predictability of the necessary behaviours in service encounters. The effect on the 
service outcome is based on each parties’ behaviour which is contingent on the other matching or 
mismatching behaviour within the interaction process. These dyadic behaviours could dampen or 
enhance satisfaction depending on how the behaviours complement each other. Whilst this research 
considers human behaviours, human to human contact demonstrates the importance of planning and 
designing the service encounter to achieve service process outcomes for the dyad. Recent research 
(Akaka and Vargo, 2015) considers extending the service encounter to a service-ecosystem aiming to 
advance marketing services literature and provide a broad conceptual view. This considers the 
competencies and skills of the customer as well as the design and development of a more specific 
service encounter covering the whole system rather than just the dyad. Sørensen et al. (2013) consider 
innovation during the service encounter and the conditions necessary for successful development of 
ideas and practices (processes) by front-line employees. Gazzoli et al. (2013) found that customer 
orientation of employees impacted the customer experience during the service encounter, this added 
a further attribute to the service-ecosystem design considerations. The service encounter and the 
interactions are critical for service design and process performance. 
 
To summarise, Czepiel et al. (1985) suggested personal interaction is at the heart of many services, 
satisfaction was one outcome of the interactions (Czepiel, 1990, Bateson, 1985) and they are 
interdependent (Ma and Dube, 2011). The design for service encounters is complicated and involves 
managing and setting the context for human interaction during service processes. This section on the 
service encounter illustrates that customer contact, its nature and impact on service processes is an 
important area of service process design.  
2.12 Customer Contact 
Chase (1978) in his seminal paper produced a service classification that could be used for service 
design. This related to the degree of customer contact to the increasing freedom to design efficient 
service processes. In a further refinement of the classification (Chase, 1981) proposed a relationship 
between process efficiency and the degree of customer contact, where contact was the physical 
presence of the customer in the service process. This work was based on the premise that the physical 
presence of the customer created a disturbance to the service process, increasing input variation and 
reducing the efficiency. This seminal work was the beginning of customer contact theory in service 
operations management literature. This is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11 Customer contact theory (Chase, 1978) 
 
Mersha (1990) built on this service classification (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) and the service process 
matrix (Schmenner, 1986) to produce a customer contact matrix to show the extent of customer 
contact within the service system. Defining active contact as direct contact between the customer and 
the service provider. This involves customer service system interaction. Passive contact does not 
involve customer service system interaction but does include customer provider interaction. Active 
and passive contact is illustrated in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12 Active and passive contact (Mersha, 1990) 
 
Sampson (2014) produces managerial distinctions of services based on non-service process and 
service processes, that is those involving customer contact and significant inputs and those not 
involving customer contact. Table 2.4 shows the different managerial issues created by customer 
contact.  
 
Managerial issue Non-service process Service process 
Facility layout organised to enhance 
process flow 
accommodate customer 
needs and expectations 
Worker skills focus on efficiency and 
consistency: rote training 
focus on interaction skills 
and responsiveness 
Job design tightly defined with 
precise steps and cycle 
times 
broadly defined 
Sales opportunity mass marketing personal selling 
Quality control based on formal 
specifications 
Based on variable 
standards from customers 
Asset utilisation Assets for maximum 
utilisation (ROI) 
Balance asset utilisation 
with customer 
responsiveness 
Use of technology Cost/productivity issues 
dominate 
Customer’s acceptance 
issues dominate 
 
Table 2.4: Managerial distinctions of service (Sampson, 2014) 
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Sampson asserts that services are managerially different and operationally distinctive and that this 
table is like that by Chase (1978) (page 138). The managerial issues and how they change for services 
shown here are potential service design characteristics.  These will be explored more in the next 
chapter. The nature of customer contact also means customers roles change during service 
encounters and within service processes. 
 
2.13 Customer roles in services 
Sampson and Spring (2012) take these distinctions further by exploring the range of customers’ roles 
in service supply chains, contrasting these with those in manufacturing supply chains. Customers were 
characterised as; suppliers, labour, design engineers, production managers, products, quality assurers, 
inventory and as competitors. These various roles have implications for the service concept and 
strategic intent (Goldstein et al., 2002, Kellogg and Nie, 1995), service design (Katzan Jr, 2011, 
Sampson, 2014), the service encounter (Czepiel et al., 1985) and the service process (Silvestro, 1999, 
Silvestro et al., 1992). The design of the customer role and the extent of customer contact is a critical 
service strategy and service process decision.  
 
A broader customer contact definition was needed to improve on the physical presence of the 
customer in the system provided by Chase. There were many examples of services without the 
customer being physically present (insurance, telephone banking etc.). Mersha (1990) suggested 
customer contact refers to the direct encounter between the customer and the service system, this 
could be face-to-face in the provider’s facility or can be mediated through technology, such as 
communication systems. The interaction and the nature of the interaction is a key characteristic in 
service systems.  
 
In the classification of service processes (Silvestro et al., 1992) related the extent of customer contact 
and customisation to the Schmenner (1986) matrix categorisation of service organisations 
(professional services, service shop and mass services). They omitted the service factory on the basis 
it is a descriptor of service organisations. The proposed model of service processes is consequently 
related to a continuum between high and low customer contact and the number of customers 
processed per day. The customer contact time and the volume of customers arriving for services 
appear to have an impact on service process choice. This is similar to the manufacturing process choice 
model by Hayes and Wheelwright (1979b),  based on product life cycle. The duration of contact and 
the volume of customers are potentially important design considerations.  
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In developing a taxonomy, Bowen (1990) reviewed the characteristics to classify services in both 
services marketing and operations literature. One characteristic that appeared in almost all the 
literature reviewed was employee/customer contact. This reinforces the services definition, the 
interactive nature of service and the service process. The grouping and classification showed different 
categories of service businesses with changing levels (high to low) of customer contact. The duration 
of the interaction between the customer and employee are important design considerations for 
service processes. 
 
Chase (2010) revisited where the customer fits in the service operation and provides  examples of the 
effects of high customer presence on design decisions.  These were illustrated for facility location, 
facility layout, product (service) design, process design, worker skills, quality control and capacity 
planning. Chase (2010) reviewed the original contact approach, which was based on systems theory, 
and suggested future development for service classifications. One area where development was 
needed was self-service, where it was possible to have high customer contact and high efficiency. With 
self-service new technologies enabled customers to be more efficient producers, benefiting 
themselves and the service organisation. The established service operations theory still holds. It is still 
widely used but increasing customer contact and enabling technologies are challenging the 
classification. This will be discussed further in Chapter 3. 
 
2.14 Service System Efficiency and Effectiveness 
The UST and PCN diagrams illustrated the outcomes of service systems and service processes in terms 
of efficiency and effectiveness, it is necessary for this research to define efficiency and effectiveness 
and its relationship with customer contact introduced variation. 
 
2.15 Service System Efficiency  
The word efficiency arises from the early 1800’s gaining widespread use in language throughout the 
20th century. The concept is generally defined (WolframAlpha, 2012) as (1) the ratio of the output to 
the input of any system or (2) skilfulness in avoiding wasted time and effort. The concept of efficiency 
describes the time; effort or costs used for an intended task or purpose and the meaning may vary 
across different disciplines. There are many definitions of efficiency in literature, this section discusses 
those specifically relevant to service processes. 
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The central problem for service organizations is one of coping with uncertainty (Thomson 1967), this 
uncertainty can come from disturbances.  Organizations cope with uncertainty by creating parts of the 
organization to deal with it, leaving other organizational components to operate under conditions of 
certainty or near certainty. This can explain how organisations use independent processing (Sampson, 
2012) and the concepts from customer contact theory (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) to design service 
processes - insulating them from uncertainty. By concentrating technical and skilled resources (critical 
competence) within a technical core (Thomson 1967), a service system can be buffered from variety. 
Buffering does not handle all variations in an unsteady environment; organizations seek to smooth 
input and output transactions – levelling and forecasting demand. This approach is attempting to keep 
the technical core operating efficiency by sealing it off from customer variation where possible. These 
theories illustrate the significance of smoothing demand, customer inputs to ensure efficient and 
effective outputs.  
 
In economics, efficiency is defined as obtaining the maximum output for given inputs (Black et al., 
2012). This definition is often termed technical efficiency - maximum output for minimum input. 
Defining maximum output would be difficult in some circumstances, as small changes in input may 
reduce or increase the maximum, making maximum output a variable quantity.    
 
Examining the management literature on efficiency (Daft and Marcic, 2007)  provides a useful 
definition; the amount of resources used to achieve an organization goal. Efficiency is the use of 
minimal resources – raw materials, money and people – to produce a desired volume of output. This 
source links efficiency to the scientific management that was pioneered by Frederick Taylor in the 
early 1900’s (Taylor, 1914). This definition of efficiency recognizes inputs and outputs of production 
processes and could be applied to service systems. Service systems have outputs, customer inputs, 
and transforming processes. This efficiency definition could be applied to service systems by defining 
the desired volume of output and measuring the input resources; information, materials and people.  
 
Lengnick-Hall (1996) suggested customer inputs must be carefully governed to prevent the increased 
costs.  The design of the boundaries for customer inputs to ensure efficient and effective service 
processes in an important operations decision. The ability of a service firm to manage customers as a 
resource has implications for control of disturbances - recruitment, training and dismissal processes 
are not easily transferable to the customer worker. A further proposition was that efforts to enhance 
both customer resources and customer opportunities for co-production offer a way to achieve 
noteworthy gains in competitive quality. This a counterargument to the disturbance considered in the 
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service classification (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978, Chase, 2010), dealing with this variation is central 
challenge to a service business. Controlling disturbances from customers is a key operational task for 
achieving desired process efficiency. 
 
In operations management literature (Slack et al., 2013), define throughput efficiency as work 
content/throughput time for service systems. A ratio of work time and elapsed time is another 
definitional ratio that is useful for service systems, especially where there are waiting time periods 
between process steps. There are also definitions for capacity utilization efficiency and supply chain 
efficiency, both these are illustrated with throughput times. These can be compared to the work by 
(Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner, 1986) on transaction times, variability and throughput. These 
definitions recognize the time or work content aspects of efficiency but exclude costs and materials. 
The work content by customers or multiple work inputs are not easily factored into these efficiency 
definitions. 
 
Charnes et al. (1978) use a nonlinear programming model to provide a definition of efficiency, 
observing data of multiple inputs and multiple outputs to determine relative efficiency of decision 
making units. The resultant Data Envelop Analysis (DEA) has been extensively used in research to set 
a performance frontier for relative positioning of decision making units. There are extensive 
applications of this technique in the literature, for example, several studies (Shang et al., 2008, Shang 
et al., 2010, Cook et al., 2000) have used this technique for measuring service process efficiencies; it 
has enabled comparative performance against a mathematically derived frontier. Kao (2014) recently 
used this technique to discuss efficiency measurement in multistage systems, creating parallel 
structures to identify which stages cause inefficiency.  
 
Frei (2007) showed that customers introduce tremendous variety and inefficiency into service 
operations. This research aligns with the earlier studies (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) and the work of 
Thomson (1967) where customer introduced disturbances can impact service process efficiency. This 
is seen in manufacturing operations where input and process controls aim to eliminate variety to 
maintain process efficiency. Service customers experience and satisfaction are determined by how 
much variety is accommodated. Customers are themselves a key input to the process; this form of 
input is capricious, emotional and disinterested in the company's profit or efficiency agenda. Input 
variation is categorised into arrival, request, customer capability, customer effort or motivation and 
special preference. Customers introduce variation and disturbances into service processes; this is a 
useful characterisation of customer inputs. This research appears to suggest there is a distinct trade-
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off between customer satisfaction and process efficiency. Johnston and Clark (2005) describe 
customers being runners, repeaters and strangers, these coincide with increasing variation and variety 
respectively and consequently reducing efficiencies. 
 
Runners, repeaters and strangers could influence the time a process takes to complete. That is start, 
receive inputs, transforming inputs and create the outcomes. The total time for each unit of output 
will vary depending on variety and variation in the process. This is also referred to as throughput time 
(Schmenner, 2004). These variable times can be recorded for each unit of output and averaged to 
produce a process cycle time for each output (Slack et al., 2013). Process cycle times are often a proxy 
for process efficiency, time is often a key resource for both customers and providers in service 
processes.  
 
Chase (1981) defines service system efficiency as the ratio of outputs to inputs for a given service 
system. Taking time as a key input and proxy for input resources, potential service facility efficiency is 
a function of (1-customer contact time/service creation time).  
 
Potential facility efficiency  ≈  ∫(1-customer contact time/service creation time)   (Chase, 1978) 
 
The measurement of actual customer contact time and service creation time is often problematic for 
a service system.  
 
Input and output resources feature in most definitions of a service system efficiency; time, customers, 
employees, money etc. The UST (Section 2.9) considers customer resources, inputs into service 
processes, to be information, their possessions and their body. Operations theories consider service 
process inputs as materials, information, customers, facilities and staff (Slack et al., 2013), while 
Johnston and Clark (2005) adds equipment and technology to this list (Section 1.3 and Figure 1.2). 
Existing literature for service system efficiency definitions seem to base efficiency measurement on 
ratios of inputs/outputs, these align well with the service operations transformation model (Slack et 
al., 2010) and the UST.  
 
Efficiency definitions include those based on economics (Black et al., 2012) and management (Daft 
and Marcic, 2007, Taylor, 1914, Charnes et al., 1978), this range provides too many measures and 
definitional problems for service operations managers. Applying (Charnes et al., 1978), what are 
decision making units, how does relative position provide service process design guidance? Using Daft 
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and Marcic (2007), what are the organisational goals, how are these defined for service processes? 
These definitions do not usually take into account customer resources and this will also complicate 
efficiency calculations.  Lengnick-Hall et al. (2000) suggested customer inputs need controls to achieve 
efficiency and reduce costs, while Frei (2007) agreed customers introduce variety and variation to 
create disturbances and impact service process efficiency. Jayaram and Xu (2016) explored knowledge 
management factors such as customer orientation and employee capability and showed these have a 
variable influence on service system performance and efficiency.  This range of economics and 
management definitions are difficult to directly apply to service operations and service processes.  
 
Service operations authors (Chase, 1981, Chase and Tansik, 1983, Johnston and Clark, 2005, Johnston 
and Jones, 2004, Johnston, 2005, Slack et al., 2013) provide more relevant definitions and examples 
of the impacts of customers on efficiency. The theme running through service operations literature 
are ratios between resources used and outputs. 
 
The most relevant definition for service system efficiency for this research study is based on  Chase 
(1981)  
 
Service system efficiency:  the ratio of resources used to the output produced. 
 
This definition is like that proposed by Berman (2015); “as the ratio of outcome (and outputs) to 
inputs.” Service Operations managers are challenged to improve process efficiency, use fewer 
resources and maintain/improve effectiveness of processes. The existing approaches to service system 
design. (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) aim to decouple the customer’s physical presence from the service 
process to create service systems with high operating efficiencies, configuring the process into ‘front 
office’/’back office’ process steps. In his later work Chase (2010) identified self-service as an area 
where these established service design principles do not apply, in these situations it was possible to 
have high customer presence and high efficiency. Self-service technologies can allow customers to be 
more efficient producers, benefiting themselves and the service provider. 
 
2.16 Service System Effectiveness 
Effectiveness is defined by the degree to which something is successful in producing the desired result 
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2016). It follows that service system effectiveness is a measure of the success of 
the service process to meet the needs of the service provider and the customer. In defining processes 
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in Section 2.8, the various definitions all included aspects of activity and outcomes. Service system 
effectiveness is a measure of how outcomes and outputs meet the needs of customers, internal and 
external to the provider, and involve assessment of quality and the outcomes. There is a contrast with 
efficiency, in that effectiveness is often measured without reference to costs, effectiveness means 
“doing the right thing” a quality measure. 
 
SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al., 1988, Parasuraman et al., 1991b) was developed as a measurement 
scale for service effectiveness.  A  gap model (Parasuraman et al., 1991a) was also developed to show 
the customer needs and those of the service delivery system. This extensively researched concept is 
well established in both Marketing and Service Operations literature. Pitt et al. (1995) built on this 
frame to show how customers evaluate service processes by five factors: tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Santos (2003)  summarised and developed the SERVQUAL 
dimensions for service delivered electronically, developing an e-service quality model. Included in this 
model were customer desired attributes, these included ease-of-use, reliability, efficiency, support 
and security amongst others. Some of these are classed as active and inactive determinants of service 
design. They may be service design characteristics and potential dimensions for measuring service 
process effectiveness. 
 
Lodorfos et al. (2015) considered service quality and the perspectives of employee role performance 
and adaptability, the effectiveness of coordination and the effectiveness of control. These dimensions 
positively impacted customers perceptions of quality. Froehle et al. (2000) consider the effectiveness 
of new service development, illustrating the impact of the team, process, the information technology 
and the speed of the resultant outcomes. The effectiveness of Information Systems was studied (Pitt 
et al., 1995), exploring the SERVQUAL dimensions, a longitudinal study confirms that these measures 
can also be used in this context. Wang and Bie (2015) studies effectiveness in the learning environment 
between teachers and students identifying what an effective interaction would consist of 
recommending a process that includes the effectiveness from the perspective of both teacher and 
student. These authors have attempted to define service system effectiveness, it is clear from these 
examples it is context dependent, customers ultimately determine the dimensions and effectiveness 
of the performance of a service system.  
 
In this thesis service systems effectiveness is defined as the production of successful outcomes from 
service processes. The measurement of success is determined by quality dimensions specified by the 
entity receiving outcomes. These quality dimensions will be explored further in the next chapter. 
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These measures of efficiency and effectiveness can be viewed from the providers and a customer’s 
perspective. This section and the previous have described process effectiveness and efficiency and 
suggested how service design can impact efficiency and effectiveness. Customers have their own 
efficiency and effectiveness as they make inputs and complete actions during the service process.  
 
2.17 Customer Efficiency and Effectiveness 
In the last section efficiency and effectiveness was discussed in the context of service operations 
management. Customer contact in service processes illustrated the impact of customers as a result 
the degree of variation. The efficiency and effectiveness of the customer in completing tasks 
associated with their service can also impact service process efficiency and effectiveness. 
2.18 Customer Efficiency  
Xue and Harker (2002) suggest customers participate in almost all stages of the service process. In IT-
enabled service processes, the customer inputs are more significant and often require sophisticated 
intellectual efforts. In these circumstances customer inputs are crucial for the efficiency and high-
quality service. They introduce the concept of customer efficiency and suggest quality of service and 
lower costs are possible for service businesses with an efficient customer base. Integrating 
information technology and service processes designed for customer efficiency are shown as 
successful implementation criteria for new service processes that require customer input. Customer 
efficiency creates productivity, profitability and customer equity (satisfaction and loyalty) for service 
firms. 
 
They define customer efficiency as:   
 
“customer A is evaluated as more efficient than customer B if customer A consumes fewer inputs 
to produce at least the same amount of certain outputs as customer B, or if customer A produces 
more outputs using at most the same amount of certain inputs as customer B. (p 256)” (Xue and 
Harker, 2002). 
 
This definition uses service operations concepts for its definition where the authors recognise that this 
is a general conceptual framework and inputs and outputs will vary depending on the application. 
They further contend that customer efficiency has three components: transaction efficiency, value 
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efficiency and quality efficiency. For transaction, efficiency outputs are defined as volume or number 
of transactions and the inputs are mainly the time spent by the customer and the firm in these 
transactions. This is of interest where there are capacity constraints or congestion and the service 
business wishes to lower its labour costs. Especially for high-volume transactions. 
 
Johnston and Jones (2004) also define customer efficiency (productivity) from a service operations 
perspective as the ratio of customer outputs to customer inputs. These conceptual definitions of 
efficiency from a customer’s perspective based on service operations are useful for analysing and 
operationalising service process inputs, outputs and transformation. Developing a model of customer 
productivity Anitsal and Schumann (2007) explore customer labour and its quality, customer savings, 
quality of service, service fairness,  customer service recovery effort as components to an overall 
outcome of customer productivity. A large number of propositions are developed concluding that 
customer perceptions of their productivity is a function of their savings, quality of service they 
received and perceptions of the quality and quantity of labour they provided. Xue et al. (2011) 
consider some of these factors and customer efficiency is based on the likelihood of customers 
adopting Internet banking. The analysis supported the hypothesis that higher customer efficiency is 
associated with faster Internet banking adoption. Because customers are making significant inputs 
into service processes their efficiency in completing their activities is an important consideration for 
service operations managers.  
2.19 Customer Effectiveness 
Chase and Dasu (2001) applied behavioural science to service encounters stressing the importance of 
customer perceptions and suggesting five principles (finish strong, get bad experiences out of the way 
early, segment the pleasure and combine the pain, build commitment through choice, and give people 
rituals and stick to them).  Duration, sequence and rationalisation effects for encounters contribute 
to customer perceptions, these could be design criteria for customer effectiveness. These can enable 
customer satisfaction with the encounter and its outcome.  In the context of this research, customer 
effectiveness in completing the process steps is of more interest, this depends on their motivation and 
behavioural intentions. Service designs need to recognise customer effectiveness and the perceptions 
that need to be achieved.  Fleming et al. (2005) researched customer engagement and suggest a single 
measure for the customer - employee encounter, again considering emotional satisfaction and the 
outcomes. The single measure was based on a Human Sigma score after measuring the service worker 
and customer engagement in the encounter. They suggested engaged customers deliver a 23% 
premium on profitability, revenue and relationship growth. From these two studies, it would appear 
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customer effectiveness is a behavioural and motivational construct and consequently related the 
individual customer characteristics.  
 
Bitner et al. (1997) discussed customers as productive resources, building on extensive literature and 
empirical evidence. Confirming they have contributions to quality, satisfaction and value and that their 
effective past participation increases the likelihood of the role being performed effectively for the 
desired service outcome. Normann (2001) discusses how to improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the customer, 12 questions which determine if the customer can be an effective resource. The 
customer is effective when they have time, knowledge, skills and experience to complete process 
steps, these require the customers’ active behaviour and motivation. Normann (2001) provides an 
example of how customer effectiveness can be achieved through service design, discussing instruction 
manuals and that any physical or technology device should not require one. The interface must be 
intuitive, prompt customers to automatically learn and use the device, another service design 
consideration. Suggesting individual customers can also exchange time, confidence, experience and 
contacts with each other to all become more effective. Service designs need to provide for customer 
effectiveness, that is provide them the ability to transfer knowledge, skills, and understand what 
constitutes effective use.   
 
Customer efficiency and effectiveness in service processes is related to the inputs they make and their 
ability to undertake transformation activities and take process steps. This interaction has a critical 
impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of the service process. The service process efficiency and 
effectiveness are significantly impacted by the customer’s efficiency and effectiveness.  This will vary 
based on the capability, knowledge and skills of customers. Customers are essentially producers of 
their own service, with combined efficiencies and effectiveness and improved service processes. There 
is a paucity of literature on these two concepts, yet customers are productive ‘operant resources’ or 
‘operand resources’ in the provision of services (Vargo and Lusch, 2008, Lusch and Vargo, 2006, Vargo 
and Lusch, 2004a). They make inputs and complete process steps as co-producers. 
 
2.20 Co-production 
This co-production role requires further consideration as service processes feature customer 
interaction, a service operations definition of the concept of co-production will be required. The 
interactions between service processes and co-production need to be explored as there may be 
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impacts of service process efficiency and effectiveness. This section reviews the literature on Co-
production and develops an operational definition.  
 
Brudney and England (1983) tried to develop a definition of the co-production concept for 
policymakers and academics. Citing the reductions in service delivery by the city of Detroit, a re-
definition was needed of traditional service delivery patterns to understand the self-service concept 
in what is becoming “Self-Serve City”. They developed the concept of regular producers and 
consumers, overlapping in their work activities. They stated their definition needed to be relevant to 
policymakers implementing co-production. Co-production required a critical mix of regular producer 
and consumer work where the activities are positive, voluntary, and active. This definition was useful 
in the context at the time, probably well ahead of its time too, but it did not provide a definition that 
could be used outside of the context of public services. 
 
Economic actors (suppliers, business partners and customers) work together to co-produce value was 
the central argument of Normann and Ramirez (1993). They discussed IKEA’s transformation, the re-
definition of relationships, roles and organisational practice. Customers take on key tasks usually done 
by manufacturers and retailers - the delivery and assembly of their own furniture. Discussing these 
activities in the context of value, they considered value was part of complex constellations, that in 
addition to individual customers this can also be applied for value creating systems and the key to this 
value creation was mobilising customers. This concept was also explored for a public pharmacy in 
Denmark and French drinking water utilities. The key point in this research was competitive advantage 
gained from utilising the resources and knowledge of customers as in the case of IKEA. 
 
Ramirez (1999) explores co-production and its value and tabulates two views of value production, an 
industrial view and a co-productive view. They suggest that services form a framework for activities 
that are co-produced. Value is co-produced with customers over a period and consumers are managed 
as factors of production or assets. The final point in their table is that the unit of analysis should be 
interactions, as identified in the earlier section on Unified Services Theory (Sampson and Froehle, 
2006).  
 
Customer interaction can create competitive quality and value, a conceptual model by (Lengnick-Hall, 
1996) defines customer roles in services. Reaching similar conclusions to Normann and Ramirez (1993) 
customers were a source of competitive advantage. Lengnick-Hall suggested customers had several 
roles; a resource, co-producer, user, product and buyer.  Lengnick-Hall’s definition of co-production 
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was customer as worker in the service process, carefully controlled to ensure efficient and effective 
service. Co-production can produce quality and value for customers however the customer needs to 
be able to control their own process as if they were workers within the service process. 
 
Bitner et al. (1997) explored customer participation and identified three customers’ roles; the 
customer as productive resource; the customer as contributor to quality, satisfaction and value; and 
the customer as competitor to the service organization. The customer role as a resource is categorised 
into low, medium and high physical presence. Jaakkola and Alexander (2014) explore customer 
engagement and roles in value creation, their resource contributions and the outcomes for entities 
are discussed. They propose this is a system level process using customers to improve performance 
and co-create value.  The importance of designing customer roles for service productivity and benefits 
is a consistent theme in this literature. 
 
Lovelock and Young (1979) stress the importance of involving customers in service to engage them in 
active roles, this removes service process tasks from the producer and potentially reduces the 
customers time and costs. They pose questions for identifying opportunities to improve productivity, 
relating customer roles in service processes to mutual productivity benefits. Earlier literature 
(Gershuny and Rosengren, 1973)  identified diverse customer roles in the service society and a 
complex social network, suggesting new interdependence bonds across traditional organisational 
boundaries. Defining co-production in today’s Internet enabled and technology mediated context will 
need a precise and unambiguous description. This is a social phenomenon that involves involvement 
and motivation of customers to get productivity and efficiency benefits. 
 
Bettencourt et al. (2002) consider co-production in knowledge intensive business services (consulting), 
defining co-production in this context as client collaborative behaviours that contribute to more 
optimum knowledge-based project solutions, effective working relationships and goal achievement. 
They analysed partnership perspectives on selling, channel management, relationship marketing and 
co-production management on the dimensions of client value, outcomes and level of analysis. They 
developed co-production behaviours of communication openness, shared problem-solving, tolerance, 
accommodation, advocacy, involvement in governance, personal dedication and attempted to define 
each in context. It would be difficult to define these in other provider/customer interactions in the 
service operations context but they do provide insights into the complexity of the roles customers 
must take on in co-production. In this context, management consulting, the co-productive 
relationships are complex and difficult to analyse. 
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These psychological implications of customer participation in co-production were further explored by 
Bendapudi and Leone (2003). Self-serving bias is the tendency to claim more responsibility for the 
success of an outcome than is jointly produced. They show the psychological impact (anxiety 
reduction) of customers’ participation was reduced when customers were given a choice and where 
there is a close, strong and long-term relationship between the provider and the customer. Customer 
forced to co-produce have more negative perceptions of their role and co-production. This has 
important implications for service process design and customer choice. Providing choice seems to be 
a way to avoid anxiety and psychological impacts. 
 
These psychological implications have potential impact on customer loyalty, the components of this 
are usually attitudinal, intentions and commitments towards an organisation and behavioural. These 
can result in repeat purchases and in further co-production if psychological implications are handled. 
Auh et al. (2007) hypothesised that co-production impacts attitudinal and behavioural loyalty. Co-
production was defined as constructive customer participation in the service creation and delivery 
process. They found a significant and positive relationship between co-production and attitudinal 
loyalty. Attitudinal loyalty was also found to have a significant mediating effect on behavioural loyalty. 
These findings on the interactions have important implications for service processes, customer 
advisers and mediating technology for co-production.  Normann (2001) considers how customers are 
viewed and suggests this is changing; no longer a receiver, no longer a source of business but now a 
co-producer, and a co-designer, bringing the capabilities of the customer as a value creator. Customer 
Co-Production is defined as containing customer participation, customer cooperation (communities) 
and value constellations.  
 
“Co-production means waking up and enabling sleeping, under-utilised resources, bringing 
competences together more effectively in time/space, linking actors in new constellations. It is 
based on an evaluation of assets based not on intrinsic properties but on value that can be 
discovered only when framed by a concept, an idea” (Normann, 2001)(page 110-111) 
 
The importance of the service concept (Goldstein et al., 2002) in service design and its re-occurrence 
in co-production suggest it’s an important theoretical concept. Value constellations replace the 
traditional value chains to recognise that many actors are now involved in the value creating process 
for the customer. This is an interesting definition of co-production that encompasses value, customer 
roles, the service concept and integrating resources and capabilities to improve efficiency (compress 
time). This is a broad concept covering the service concept, business strategies and value. A 
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subcomponent of the service system is the service encounter; these provide a boundary for the service 
system on which service operations research can be based. 
 
Etgar (2008) develops a model of customer engagement in co-production developing a five-stage 
process that has dynamic links co-production and customisation. Etgar contends customisation is 
directly linked to co-production. Etgar defines co-production from the perspective of consumer’s 
participation and performance of various activities, linking these to the various stages. The five stages 
are antecedent conditions, development of motivations, calculation of co-production benefits, 
activation and the evaluation of the results of co-production. The activation stage is of interest to 
service operations, here the customer chooses the activities in which they wish to participate. Etgar 
suggested these involve consumption, distribution and logistics, assembly, manufacturing and 
construction and initiating use. These have manufacturing descriptions although several examples are 
used which are clearly services. Again, the importance of customer participation in the service process 
emerges from this research. This can include customisation which provides bespoke services for 
customers.  
 
Customer Co-Production is stated in fundamental Premise 6 in the Service Dominant Logic literature 
(Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo et al., 2008, Lusch and Vargo, 2006). The customer is always a co-
producer of service, with the customer role being an ‘operand’ and ‘operant’ resource in the service 
process. Customer involvement is optional and varies from none to extensive co-production activities. 
This is the definition of co-production from the perspective of Marketing. Chathoth et al. (2013) 
produces a co-creation and co-production matrix with value creation and customer 
involvement/dialogue on two continuums. Co-creation and co-production are contrasted in terms of 
value creation, the customer’s role, customer’s participation, and the focus, innovation and 
communication required. Concluding that the co-production approach is appropriate when the value 
creation is in the production process and the customer-firm involvement is sporadic. These marketing 
based definitions are difficult to operationalise. Some of the constructs are perceptive and value-
based. This research needs a service operations management lens on co-production.   
 
Customer Co-Production is also defined through the Unified Service Theory (UST) as customer labour 
inputs into the service process (Sampson, 2010, Sampson and Froehle, 2006). Customer intensity is 
the degree of all customer labour input into the service process, so the more Co-Production (customer 
labour inputs) the greater the customer intensity. Customer-self inputs are common in services 
involving co-production (i.e., the employment of customer labour in the process) and in services 
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involving the physical presence of the customer. A framework of Customer Led Interactive (CIP) and 
Customer Led Decoupled (CDP) process descriptors highlights the customer’s role in the process. An 
operations definition of Customer Co-production is suggested Sampson (2010) as; Customer labour 
inputs and these occur in the customers direct and surrogate interaction regions (Figure 2.6). 
Customer Intensity is used when considering all customer inputs, these include both surrogate zones 
and the direct interaction region. This service operations definition of co-production is customer 
labour inputs into service processes, this definition provides a service operations management basis 
to analyse service processes.  
 
This section has defined co-production from the perspective of the UST (Sampson, 2010) and from a 
business perspective (Normann, 2001). The marketing definition and the psychological and attitudinal 
perspectives are unhelpful and not immediately suitable for operationalisation in this research. Taking 
the UST definition, a mechanism for analysing service designs and service processes will be essential 
to understand the impact of service designs that use co-production. 
 
2.21 Process Chain Network (PCN): analysing service processes and process chains  
This chapter illustrated the development of service operations management theory. Service processes 
have been defined as operational processes that have significant customer inputs (Sampson and 
Froehle, 2006). Services are interactive processes.  Customer contact is a fundamental concept in 
service operations (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978, Chase and Tansik, 1983). Customers co-produce their 
own service (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo et al., 2008, Lusch and Vargo, 2006) and perform a variety 
of roles (Sampson and Spring, 2012) to deliver that service. This complex service system requires a 
service model (Shostack, 1982) and method to design and visualise what can often be complex service 
systems (Maglio et al., 2009, Patrício et al., 2011).  
 
Sampson (2012) developed process chain network (PCN) diagrams to visualise interactive processes 
based on the above theories. These diagrams are based on the Unified Services Theory (Sampson, 
2006) and several other service design theories including service blueprinting (Shostack, 1982, 
Shostack, 1987).  Blueprinting is a method for the design of services for competitive positioning. 
Radnor and Johnston (2013) used this technique to show the centrality of students in the co-
production of education, they contended co-production is not an ‘add on’ but an ‘unavoidable’ 
consequence in service design. This is an established technique for service design and is a building 
block PCN uses to visualise service processes.  The rental paradigms (Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004), 
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service dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo et al., 2008, Lusch and Vargo, 2006) and service 
process matrix (Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner, 1986) can be represented on PCN diagrams to illustrate 
a strong theoretical base for the PCN analysis technique. 
 
PCN diagrams (Sampson, 2012) visualise process steps based on the UST, they allow different service 
designs to be depicted in the different processing regions of the customer and provider. Sampson 
suggests four principles for positioning and designing processes in the process domains based on 
efficiency, effectiveness, customisation, economies of scale and surrogate positioning (Figure 2.8). An 
example of a PCN Diagram is shown in Figure 2.13. There doesn’t appear to be any theoretical or 
empirical evidence to support these principles. This research aims to explore these principles further 
in the service design literature.  The specific context of a movement from direct action interaction to 
surrogate interaction in the customer’s domain (self-service) could illustrate the impact of process 
design decisions. This is addressed in the next chapter. This relatively new technique based on 
amalgamating previous service design and service improvement techniques provides a framework for 
analysing service design and developing service design characteristics. 
 
This example (Figure 2.13) shows how PCN diagrams are used to visualise interactive processes. The 
customer role and process steps are shown and the interactions shown by the arrows between the 
process steps in traditional flowcharting is style.  
 
 
Figure 2.13 PCN diagram example (Sampson, 2014) 
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2.22 Chapter summary and conclusions 
This chapter reviewed marketing and service operations literature. Firstly, the service sector and 
service operations theories and concepts were outlined. Secondly, marketing literature perspectives 
on service, new paradigms and the characteristics associated marketing’s IHIP categorisation of 
services were discussed. Thirdly, a critical analysis of marketing literature suggests that existing 
theories are insufficient for consideration of the research questions in this study. Fourthly, service 
operations literature suggests a Unified Services Theory through which services could be researched.  
Fifthly, within extant service operations literature the service concept, service encounter and service 
process are developed as a strong theoretical basis for this research study. Sixthly, customer contact 
and the impacts on service system efficiency and effectiveness are reviewed to show the potential 
outcomes of services for customers and service providers. Finally, customer co-production of services 
is discussed, showing how these interactive actions produce services that can be visualised with 
service processes on a PCN network diagram. The interactive regions on these diagrams represent 
different service design options, one region being face-to-face interaction, the other being self-
service, the latter is the subject of the next chapter.  
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Chapter 3 Self-Service Systems 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter defines self-service, reviews self-service systems, and considers their service designs from 
a marketing and service operations literature perspective. The three entities involved in self-service 
are explored and discussed. The customer’s role and inputs are discussed to understand the potential 
impacts of self-service on service operations processes. Design characteristics for self-service are 
developed from the literature.  The service process outcomes of customisation, effectiveness, 
economies of scale and efficiency for the provider are reviewed in relation to design characteristics. 
The strategic service operation process choices between self-service and direct interaction are 
discussed. Channel choices are related to customer motivations and the service process outcomes. 
The service design characteristics are categorised for each entity, for the customer (CDC), the 
providers process (PDC) and those required for the enabling technology (MTDC). Self-service design 
characteristics are examined from the literature for service encounters. Finally, a matrix of the service 
design characteristics is developed from the literature for the three entities. A gap in knowledge is 
identified. Three research questions are developed based on design characteristics, service processes 
and the resultant outcomes.   
3.2  The emergence of self-service  
Piggly Wiggly, opened by Clarence Saunders in 1916, was the first self-service grocery store, 
developing into a large franchise across parts of America. Since then the introduction of self-service 
has been introduced throughout the retail sector.  Shaw et al. (2004) examined the growth of 
supermarkets in the late 1950s in the UK, self-service was a significant factor in this growth, this was 
based on the American retail sector model arising from Piggly Wiggly.  
 
Gershuny (1978) suggested self-service has become the de facto service design for retail and service 
transactions in their book on the service society. Technologies enabling self-service grew rapidly 
during the period after the book was written. With decreasing costs of implementation (Curran and 
Meuter, 2005), and the reduction in labour costs of serving customers interactively, self-service has 
continued to grow. Self-service technologies (Meuter et al., 2000)  emerged with many businesses 
implementing these technologies to improve their efficiencies and reduce costs. Examples of self-
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service technologies (SST’s) include ATMs, automated hotel checkouts, online transactions and 
automated phone systems.  
 
Normann (2001) introduces an interesting twist to self-service, that of barter currencies, claiming 
transactions involve the customer putting less money on the table, adding their time and skill and 
other assets to co-produce service. “Self-service is about barter!” This is interesting in today’s context 
of electronic transactions, often not involving the direct physical transfer of currency, given the 
economic impact self-service could have on businesses.  
 
Castro et al. (2010) examined extensively the widespread growth of self-service suggesting this 
application of technology has a significant economic impact. They estimated self-service technology 
has the potential to grow productivity and to make major improvements in the quality of life. 
Estimating the deployment of self-service technologies in the US economy would make it $130 billion 
larger and provide the equivalent of $1100 more annual income to every household.  An NCR white 
paper (NCR, 2014) quoted that the global self-checkout market grew by almost 25% in 2013, this is 
based on strategic research and consulting firm report. The global installed base of retail self-checkout 
terminals will rise from 191,000 in 2013 to reach nearly 325,000 in 2019. Western Europe was cited 
as potentially large markets still to fully embrace the technology and increased use of self-service in 
Brazil and China was also predicted. There were several pro-self-service messages, as would be 
expected in this white paper, although they did report from other surveys. They listed several 
improvements customers had requested, these included the ability to weigh, print labels, and 
barcodes, queue management systems and opportunities to alert attendants that help is required. In 
their analysis of global users by age, older people used self-service less than those in the lower age 
groups. These are highlight some of the service design issues with self-service.  
 
A more recent analysis by Lusch and Nambisan (2015) examining the digital age and innovation, 
developed frameworks to explain how technology capabilities impact how people experience service. 
One research theme was service platforms; this is where efficiency and effectiveness are enhanced by 
facilitating easier access to resources. This suggests a modular structure for resources to facilitate co-
production - surrogate interaction. The authors suggest some key themes on configuration 
development, structure and how to position a digital service platform. They also pose the question of 
how providers can regulate and control their service platforms and what the interface specifications, 
rules and protocols for structured and unstructured interactions should be. Silvestro and Lustrato 
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(2015) also suggest a modular structure, examining the concept of ‘mid office’ and service designs 
using technology to provide customisation of the service interaction. Scherer et al. (2015) also suggest 
the customer and economic benefits of self-service, productivity increases, cost reductions and the 
ability to replace employees with self-service machines.  These studies illustrate the emerging use of 
self-service interactions for co-production and separate modules components of service process 
design.  They appear to suggest a positive impact on the economy and individual businesses from 
modular designs.  
 
Research in self-service impacts is an important area for service operations research and more 
generally to economic growth. This is a short history of the development of self-service from the 
literature and illustration of its importance to economy. Its growing exponentially and will have a 
major impact.  
3.3 Defining Self-Service: what is self-service? 
Self-service could be  considered as a service encounter (Czepiel et al., 1985), where the service 
employee component of the service strategy (Goldstein et al., 2002) is replaced by technology, 
processes, physical facilities and equipment (interactive screens, kiosks, machines, information and 
facilities). Applying service encounter theory to describe self-service and interactions between the 
customer and the service providers’ processes could provide a framework for analysing and defining 
self-service. The analysis of customer roles and customer contact as a service encounter is potentially 
useful for defining self-service.  
 
Castro et al. (2010) define self-service as a process in which customers engage in all or a proportion of 
the provision of a service or product. Defining this as a process is useful from a service operations 
perspective but it does present some difficulties in understanding the service boundary.  With this 
definition, the provision of a service or product could involve process steps that are not self-service, 
for example, gaining access and entering a facility to use self-service kiosks; this might involve meeting 
a security operative to gain access or interacting with a person on a reception desk. 
 
Mell and Grance (2011), when discussing cloud computing, define ‘on demand self-service’ as: “A 
consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage 
automatically, without requiring human interaction with each service provider”. Two points emerge 
from this definition, the interaction element and customer led decisions and choice. This definition 
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also deals with the confusion associated definition by Castro above. This definition is more relevant 
although technology-based; a broader and service operations based definition is needed to include all 
the service classifications and service processes. 
 
Self-service technology (SST) is defined by Meuter et al. (2000) as any facility that enables customers 
to produce a service for themselves without any assistance from company employees (Meuter et al., 
2005) e.g. Internet services, self-accessed hotel facilities, self-scanning supermarket check-outs, and 
self-service payment kiosks. This definition by Meuter (2000) is probably the most cited in marketing 
literature, it is customer orientated and very general; any facility, producing a service without 
employee assistance (many customers cannot do this at a self-service supermarket check-out). A 
service operations definition may provide deeper insights for a precise definition of self-service. 
3.4 Defining self-service: a service operations perspective  
Campbell et al. (2011) provides a recent service operations definition of self-service and identify the 
change in the roles of the provider and customer. There is a boundary shift between customer and 
provider. Here the provider’s effort in the service delivery process is considered, with lower effort 
representing increasing self-service and more effort by the customer. More effort by the service 
provider suggests the concept of a super service. In this case the definition of self-service is:  
 
“Self-service (and Super Service) is a shift in the boundary, task and effort movement between 
customer/provider.” (Campbell et al., 2011)  
 
Super service is defined by these authors as;   
 
“where the provider now performs many of the tasks previously done by the customer” 
 
Examples are car rental companies delivering cars to customers’ homes, valet parking, personal 
shoppers etc. These configurations are only effective if they create additional value for both the 
customer and the provider. 
 
These definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.1, with the ellipse shapes representing the tasks and 
activities completed by either the customer or provider 
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Figure 3.1 Self-service and super service, boundary movement illustration (Campbell et al., 2011)  
This definition is interesting in that it relates to the service boundary, but not necessarily the service 
interactions or co-productive nature of self-service. It is like that provided by Castro et al. (2010), 
Meuter et al. (2005), Lee et al. (2015) , and Curran and Meuter (2005) who emphasise boundary and 
customer activity changes. The concept of a movement of the service boundary to indicate a move 
towards self-service is an approach that could be developed further by considering the changes in 
nature of service interactions.  
 
In Chapter 2, it was established that the customer is always a co-producer of service (Lusch and Vargo, 
2006, Vargo and Lusch, 2008, Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). Customers provide inputs to service processes, 
their information, possessions and their person (Sampson and Froehle, 2006). Bidirectional supply 
chains (Sampson, 2000) connect customer and their inputs to providers. Sampson (2010) suggests 
interactions can be customer led or provider led. Interaction led by the customers’ in their process 
domain can be direct, surrogate or independent. A PCN diagram (Sampson, 2012) can be used to 
analyse interactions in the customer’s domain and show surrogate interaction process steps for self-
service. These service operations definitions of self-service involve boundary movement; this is often 
context dependent and difficult to define. They also suggest the involvement of customers co-
producing their service, again difficult to precisely define. A service operations definition by visualising 
self-service with the UST and on PCN diagrams might offer a more precise definition of self-service. 
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3.5 Visualising self-service in PCN diagrams: Surrogate interaction 
In the UST (Sampson and Froehle, 2006), self-service is specifically defined as a surrogate interaction 
in the customer’s domain (Figure 3.2). Surrogate interaction is where a process entity (customer) is 
performing process steps that involve non-human resources of another entity. For example, using a 
library self-service kiosk to return items or using the web booking form provided by a hotel chain. 
Moving customers across the boundary, from direct interaction to surrogate, is usually enabled by 
some form of technology. Movements between different service designs can be illustrated very clearly 
on PCN network diagrams. For example, returning a book in a library at a counter - in a face-to-face 
encounter - is direct interaction.  Returning a library book using a self-service machine is surrogate 
interaction. These are two very different service designs. 
 
For this research Self-service is defined as surrogate interaction in the customer’s domain. That is the 
customer performing process steps using non- human resources belonging to another entity.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Self-service defined within the UST and PCN diagrams 
(Sampson, 2012, Sampson and Froehle, 2006) 
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Appendix 2.2 provided more detail of the domains and principles. The technique for mapping service 
processes on PCN diagrams is covered in the next Chapter. 
 
This definition builds on those authors above (Mell and Grance, 2011, Campbell et al., 2011, Globerson 
and Maggard, 1991, Ding et al., 2011a) and proposes a definition grounded in extant service 
operations theory and literature. Using the UST to delineate service processes from non-service 
processes and using customer contact theory form a sound basis on which to analyse self-service and 
direct interactions. 
 
This definition recognises the customer inputs into the service system and that these inputs would 
involve the customer using technology, systems and resources belonging to or rented from another 
entity. This can be visualised through a PCN diagram and considered as a self-service encounter 
involving three components. This service encounter is depicted in Figure 3.3; this conceptualises a 
service operations based definition of the self-service encounter. 
 
Figure 3.3 Illustrating the conceptualisation of the self-service encounter 
 
Taking the definition from the UST and PCN Analysis and the work by Campbell et al. (2011); this study 
defines self-service as surrogate interaction in the customer’s domain. Self-service is classified as  
interactive service process steps between the customer and the provider’s technology (machine or 
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kiosk). This is observed through as a boundary change or movement of effort from the provider to the 
customer.   
3.6  Categorising self-service service systems.  
This definition will include a vast range of self-service and technology interactions, internet 
transactions, self-selecting books in a library, smart phones, kiosks, self-service checkouts, self-filling 
fuel at a filling station etc. A taxonomy to adequately classify the different types and characteristics of 
self-service will be needed.  Several authors (Santos, 2003, Zeithaml et al., 2002, Rust and Kannan, 
2003) refer to e-service, this would indeed include self-service mediated by technology.  
Rowley (2006) in considering e-service, develops a definition where service is mediated or facilitated 
by technology. Suggesting e-service can have two components, either an information service or e-
service as a self-service.  
 
“E-service is deeds, efforts or performances whose delivery is mediated by information 
technology (including the web, information kiosks and mobile devices). Such e-service 
includes the service element of retailing, customer support and service delivery.”(Rowley, 
2006) 
 
Confirming the customer’s interaction or contact with an organisation is through technology. 
Customers rely on sight and sound as opposed to face-to-face interaction where all their senses are 
used.  
 
Using a grounded theory approach Rowley and Slack (2007) develop a taxonomy for self-service kiosks. 
This was divided into four dimensions, location, user, task and technology. These dimensions were 
subdivided and kiosks classified under one or more sub- dimensions. This is produced in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Dimensions of e-service 
(Rowley, 2006) 
 
 
 
Rowley attempts to cross classify the tasks under information, relate, transact, service delivery, 
remote delivery, ticketing and money. Whilst the dimensions of user, location and technology seem 
to work well, those on task seem insufficient to cover the many uses of kiosks. Customers and 
providers could use kiosks for a significant range of tasks, and these are not adequately discriminated 
under the tasks and dimensions. The options for technology also seem insufficient for classifying the 
many types of self-service technology available. Rowley does recommend further research to improve 
the taxonomy, although this is a promising approach for categorising self-service, even though there 
are still several gaps especially in relation to tasks and technology. 
 
Cho and Menor (2010) develop four e-service encounter types, informational, self-directed, 
intervenient, and intensive. Their model is reproduced in Figure 3.4. They develop a framework to 
explore the connection between the user and provider for each of these types. This framework is 
based on the service concept (Goldstein et al., 2002) and e-service system quality dimensions (Sun, 
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2001). This framework is provider based and the encounter types consider the customer 
tasks/involvement and the intended outcomes.  
 
 
Figure 3.4 E-service encounters, strategic elements and system configurations (Cho and Menor, 2010) 
 
This is a comprehensive framework covering design and delivery, the service encounter and service 
concept. These dimensions are operationally defined with reference to a book (Sun, 2001) written by 
a technology supplier. The study aimed to provide a more rigorous and explanatory power based on 
a view of the design and delivery of quality online transactions. There are many constructs and 
dimensions in this framework. It would result in a complicated analysis for analysing e-service. The 
authors recognise the studies goal was to highlight the need for more practitioner research to provide 
a relevant descriptive and prescriptive understanding of the design and delivery of quality e-service 
encounters. Hilton and Hughes (2013) widens the debate and attempts to classify self-service using 
Service Dominant Logic and Value, recognising customer and supplier sources and developing a 
conceptual model.   These studies do not deal directly with service encounters that involve physical 
presence of the customer in the provider’s facility. This is a comprehensive, complex and complicated, 
and perhaps undeveloped framework on which self-service can be positioned and designed. It applies 
essentially to Internet channels and would be very difficult to operationalise to test theories. 
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Wemmerlov (1990) proposed a taxonomy structure for the design and operation of service systems. 
This was useful for the analysis, categorising and possibly operationalising of variables. This taxonomy 
was related to the decision variables, which included customer participation, service facilities, 
planning and control. Customer contact was direct or indirect, and consequently self-service would be 
classified as indirect customer contact under this taxonomy. There are rigid or fluid service processes, 
both process goods (customer possessions, or assets belonging to the provider), information and 
people. These elements and their processing descriptors generally align with the UST. Under the 
Wemmerlov taxonomy, self-service would be classified as a rigid service process although it’s worth 
highlighting that customer process steps facilitated and enabled by technology could equally 
categorise self-service as a fluid process depending on the customer needs. For example, browsing 
the library shelves to self-select an items (Fluid) using a self-service kiosk to issue an items (Rigid). 
Carlborg and Kindström (2014) builds on this work, using modularisation and customisation (Bask et 
al., 2011), illustrating how services are fluid process and self-service a rigid modular component, 
applying Wemmerlov’s taxonomy to illustrate the customers passive and active role. 
 
Examining the evolution of self-service Fitzsimmons (2003) uses a business trip to illustrate the 
opportunities for self-service. The study suggests the elimination of service businesses labour costs 
was the driver for the service provider. Customer acceptance would emerge from customisation, 
accuracy, speed and convenience. The categorisation by service industry, human contact (direct 
interaction), machine-assisted service (surrogate interaction) and electronic service (independent 
processing) is like that in PCN diagrams. Examples of machine-assisted service included ATM’s in 
banking, self-checkout grocery stores and kiosks for ticketing in movie theatres. Fitzsimmons poses 
several self-service based questions. What are the customer characteristics of self-service early 
adopters? How do we measure self-service quality (e.g. ease-of-use, enjoyment and control)? What is 
the optimum mix of SST and personal service for a service delivery system? Nijssen et al. (2016) asks 
questions about the impact of self-service technology on the customer-provider relationship, finding 
that clear reasons for introduction are needed by customers. These classifications and questions are 
consistent with the service encounter, the UST and the definition of self-service adopted by this 
research (Section 3.4). 
 
This section has explored the classification systems for self-service in both the operational and 
marketing literature. There appears to be a wide range of classifications in the literature, some are 
marketing focused, some operational and some join both perspectives. In order to analyse self-service 
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systems an operationally focused classification will be required. Froehle and Roth (2004) develop 
conceptual archetypes of customer contact, see Figure 3.5. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Archetypes and Modes of interaction  (Froehle and Roth, 2004) 
 
This provides a way to classify and analyse self-service interactions alongside the other modes of 
interactions, including the role of technology. This classification fits well with service encounters and 
self-service triads already discussed. This classification can also be explained through the UST and PCN 
diagrams by analysing the service process. The role of the technology and the physical presence of the 
customer can easily be observed by applying this classification. Mode E in the diagram represents self-
service, technology-generated customer contact.  The other examples are illustrated in Figure 3.6 on 
a PCN diagram and illustrations are shown in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.6 Archetypes and modes illustrated on PCN diagram 
 
The authors refer to this as “face to screen”, although the interaction can still occur in the customer 
service facility or at an alternative location using the providers’ technology.  It is important to 
recognise the service process could involve many customer contact process steps. These could occur 
in each one of these archetypes throughout the service encounter. These modes do not cover the 
independent processing region of the PCN as this is essentially a do-it-yourself domain, where 
customers act independently from a specific provider (for example searching the Internet for specific 
information on company products and services). The table does illustrate how the service concept and 
the service process can vary depending on the classification modes. The archetypes provide a range 
of choices for customer contact and providers can decide which channels customers are provided 
with. This classification of e-service in service encounters will be used throughout this thesis. 
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Table 3.2 Illustrations of archetypes and modes 
(Froehle and Roth, 2004) 
Customer 
contact 
mode 
Description Example Example 
A Technology-free Asking a service worker 
for advice on books to 
read in a public library 
Discussing health 
symptoms and diagnosis 
with a doctor in the 
consultation 
B Technology -assisted Discussing books of 
interest with the service 
worker who then 
interrogates the library 
system to provide 
advice on books 
Doctor opens the 
customers’ medical 
records, discusses the 
current medication, 
makes diagnosis and 
enters details to provide 
prescription. 
C Technology-
facilitated 
Customer searching 
their smart phone for 
book titles, discussing 
with the service worker 
in library, and service 
worker identifying on 
the library system which 
books are available. 
Customer opens smart 
phone record of exercise 
and heart rate, Doctor 
examines customers’ 
medical records, 
diagnosis is discussed, 
customer medication 
changed in medical 
records and customer 
sets target heart rate 
goal for exercise routine 
D Technology-
mediated 
Using a library’s website 
to identify potential e-
books initiating web 
chat with a service 
worker replying with 
advice to customer 
Customer initiates 
diagnosis request via 
email, Doctor reviews 
customer’s medication 
and sets appointment for 
FaceTime consultation 
and discussion.  
E Technology-
generated (self-
service) 
Collecting a library book 
within the library, 
scanning the book at 
the kiosk, and taking the 
book the away. Service 
worker can intervene if 
system detects error 
and customer needs 
help in following 
process steps. 
Customer enters 
symptoms in surgery 
symptom checker online, 
algorithm and decision 
tree provides diagnosis 
and advice to customer. 
Doctor can override 
system to intervene in 
specific circumstances 
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This is a classification that is easily understood, consistent, operationally based, and theoretically 
robust. The PCN and Archetype modes here can be used illustrate the movement between ‘face to 
face’ and ‘face to screen’, potentially super service to self-service. This is the classification system this 
research study will use to provide clarity and definition.  Table 3.2 provides an operationally based 
categorisation of self-service; it also serves to illustrate the provider choices for designing service 
encounters and highlighting the implications of choosing self-service. It illustrates how the nature of 
the interaction significantly changes between each mode archetype. These are the channels 
customers could use during service encounters. 
3.7 Customer channel choices and potential impacts on self-service system performance 
A report by Deloitte and Touche LLP (2007) discusses optimising the channel mix in the UK public 
sector. They list the available channels; these include interactive kiosks, digital television, web, text 
message as well as the usual face-to-face and telephone channels.  They suggest that choosing the 
right channel is important for efficiency and quality of service. They propose optimising existing 
channels and redefining a channel strategy. They propose a methodology for selecting channels. The 
report shows the relative costs per visit between face-to-face and self-service on a website.  In this 
example a self-service website is only 2% of the costs of the face-to-face channel. A similar study by 
Deloitte (2013) explores the costs and benefits, innovative practices and proposes a self-service 
maturity framework where the channels of web, mobile, kiosk and telephone are developed into a 
maturity framework. There are levels in the framework from emergent to transformative. Extensive 
examples of cost and benefits are provided for all channels and the growth of kiosks to divert from 
counters to enable self-service are highlighted in several sectors; airline check-in, supermarket 
checkout. etc. Both these reports are generic, appear not to have been empirically tested and do not 
identify the nature of the service encounter or provide categorisation for self-service interactions. 
 
Narasimhan et al. (2005) also illustrate the importance of this channel choice decision. They analyse 
efficiency and effectiveness for channel choices in public agencies that handle over 21 million 
transactions. Using Data Envelop Analysis (DEA) they model system wide efficiency and resource 
allocation. Comparisons between branch office, telephone, web and mail channels were developed, 
with optimal efficiency in this context for web and mail (no direct interaction). Channel choice is 
positioned as the strategic service delivery design decision with significant implications on efficiency 
and effectiveness. 
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Xue et al. (2007) suggest customers make channel choices based on their own costs and benefits 
(customer efficiency) and not necessarily those that would maximise the profits and efficiency of the 
service provider. Exploring how customer channel choice impacts a firms’ performance, in a retail 
banking context with a physical channel, which includes self-service, customer efficiency is strongly 
and positively related to customer profitability, customer retention and increasing provider efficiency. 
This supports other theories (Sousa et al., 2015)  that self-service channels with high automation levels 
are favoured by customers for simple and standard transactions in comparison to face-to-face service 
channels. Customers often make this choice based on their efficiency expectations and this choice is 
of a direct impact on firm performance. 
 
Campbell and Frei (2010) examined the online banking channel and its relationship to performance. 
Suggesting there are trade-offs between short-term customer profitability, customer retention and 
market share.  These are related to technology investments to provide channel choice. Customers can 
substitute from self-service delivery channels and physical locations to online channels. This customer 
choice again has considerable impact on the firm’s ‘cost to serve’ and the customer’s costs of the 
transaction. In an earlier study looking at the adoption of online banking services, Hitt and Frei (2002) 
maintain these customers are more valuable than regular face-to-face banking customers. Again, 
retention and satisfaction are important in the design of channels. It is possible for ‘online only’ new 
entrants to enter markets and acquire and retain high-value customers. Channel decisions by service 
firms have significant implications for short-term and long-term performance.  
 
Buell et al. (2010) suggested customer satisfaction, customer switching costs and retention are related 
to the choice and availability of different channels. They demonstrate self-service channels should 
remain available and optional, in other words customers continue to have the choice of channel. In 
their study customers who choose their transactions as self-service (channel enthusiasts) are more 
satisfied than full service and face-to-face customers. Non-enthusiasts have incremental 
dissatisfaction with each self-service transaction. Customers optimise channel selection to maximise 
their own satisfaction and self-service should remain available, but customers should not be forced to 
use this transaction method. Scherer et al. (2015) examine customer retention and the long-term 
effects of self-service usage. They contrast value between self-service and personal service channels, 
considering the value proposition and the value in context. They show customers are most likely to 
exit a relationship when using only one channel, value needs to be considered for the customer rather 
than pushing customers to more efficient self-service channels. Forcing customers to use one channel 
can impact performance, it’s necessary to offer channel choice. 
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Froehle (2006) explored technology mediation and customer contact considering media richness of 
the technologies and the information richness (Daft and Lengel, 1983, Daft et al., 1987) of the 
messages required between the provider and the customer. This was aimed at extending customer 
contact theory into technology mediated settings. A comparison of different channels depending on 
their media richness, for example, telephone versus email, and the resultant customer satisfaction 
was quantitatively analysed. The most significant result was customer service workers could work 
across all channels. It was not necessary for customer service workers to be aligned to specific 
channels. The findings also suggested that task-related communications may not be negatively 
affected if moved to mediating technology channels. Where the customer contact required 
information richness and trust, the mediating technology channels were unlikely to provide customer 
satisfaction. The service design decision of channel choice appears to be dependent on the nature of 
the customer contact required. 
 
Another study (Sousa and Voss, 2012) explored and compared Internet and retail channels, loyalty 
behaviours, intentions and the impact on customer channel choice. They explored  e-service quality 
and customer satisfaction and found it did not impact channel behaviour. Providing customer 
satisfaction through e-service quality can prevent customers switching to alternative e-service 
providers. Narteh (2013) considered service quality for ATM machines, customer’s perception of 
service quality and identifying several dimensions; reliability, ease-of-use, responsiveness and 
convenience, these were shown as important satisfaction determinants and ways to improve 
efficiency and effectiveness. Ensuring e-service quality is a service operations priority for preventing 
defection to other providers’ channels and to ensure repeat usage of certain channels.  
 
Consideration of the different options for a hotel check-in (Glushko and Tabas, 2009)  illustrates the 
channel choice and its relationship to the service concept (Goldstein et al., 2002, Johnston and Clark, 
2005, Roth and Menor, 2003) and the service encounter (Beatson et al., 2007). Face-to-face and self-
service are among the options, these options are often related to front and back stage service design 
mind-sets (Teboul, 2006), a similar concept to the front office back office service process (Chase and 
Tansik, 1983). Glushko and Tabas (2009) claim that these transactions or service encounters are part 
of an overall service system and channel options need to incorporate the full-service system 
perspective. 
 
Ding et al. (2011a) explore self-service technology in a transaction based service to study features 
needed to satisfy different customer segments. They develop a theoretical framework of why 
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customers prefer self-service channels to those offering face-to-face or direct interactive services. 
Their theoretical model tests existing features (cost savings, time savings and behavioural control 
(Bateson, 1985, Lee and Allaway, 2002)) in a financial services context. This extensive study suggests 
these three features are determinants of customer choice for self-service channels.  These features 
relate well with customer efficiency and effectiveness discussed in Chapter 2. Customer channel 
choice is essentially determined by the perceived customer cost savings, time savings and control. 
Teixeira et al. (2012) identify customer activities and context elements for service encounters and 
experience, these are affordability, engagement, content, convenience, reliability, reward and speed. 
These are the important features to take forward to self-service design to ensure customer channel 
choice decisions are those desired by the service provider as well as the customer.   
3.8 Customer motivations to use self-service channels 
The self-service classification (Mode E, in Section 3.6) and UST theoretical framework require 
customer inputs into the service system. They must use their skills and knowledge to interact with the 
self-service technology. They need to be motivated by positive consequences to interact to achieve 
the desired outcome. In Section 3.7, the basic consequences were saving time, reducing costs and 
personal control. 
 
Reinders et al. (2008) examined the impact of forcing customers to use self-service systems. They 
develop a conceptual framework that consists of previous experience, the interaction with service 
employees and the impact of these on their attitudes towards self-service and the service provider. 
Two outcomes are described; positive word of mouth and switching intentions. They found forcing 
customers had several effects on attitudes towards the service provider and using self-service. 
Customers preferred choice on whether to use a technology mediated channel or face-to-face 
channel. Collier et al. (2015) explored, effectiveness and attitudes towards using self-service 
technology, situational variables including employee presence, location convenience, and wait time 
tolerance had a strong influence on customer use decisions. Service design decisions between direct 
interaction and surrogate interaction need to consider customer choice and situational variables. 
There will be an impact on switching intentions from forcing customer to use specific channels.   
 
A further study by Dabholkar and Bagozzi (2002) developed an attitudinal model based on situational 
factors and customer traits. Included in the customer traits were self-efficacy, need for interaction 
and self-consciousness. Situational factors included perceived waiting time and social anxiety. Having 
the customer present and motivated to complete customer transactions using self-service creates a 
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different perspective than those for direct service interactions. Having the customer present and using 
self-service systems is an added complication for self-service designers as opposed to web channels 
because of the situational factors. 
 
Dabholkar et al. (2003) developing this conceptual model further, they studied customer attitudes and 
‘intentions on self-service use’ on entering a retail store. They tested ‘intentions after use’ to 
understand customer perceptions and why self-scanning would be used in the future. This extensive 
quantitative research showed that ease-of-use, control, reliability and enjoyment were important.  
Convenience and speed was frequently mentioned by respondents, interestingly some customers 
planned to use self-scanning to avoid interaction with employees because they had favourable 
attitudes towards using technology. Robertson et al. (2016) completed an extensive study on different 
self-service technologies and the impact on intentions to use and customer satisfaction. Reliability, 
ease-of-use, enjoyment, perceived control and speed factors led to customer satisfaction and 
repeated use. 
 
These attitudes could be influenced by the use of self-service and the age of customers participating 
in self-service. Dean (2008) found the increasing age of a customer produced a behavioural tendency 
to avoid self-service technologies, a desire for human interaction. There was a perception that the 
benefits were for the company, not the customer, and their diminished confidence in their ability to 
use, were reasons suggested for this attitude. Some respondents also felt the presence of self-service 
technology meant employees may have lost their jobs. Orel and Kara (2014) studied customer 
expectations and the impact of service quality on use of self-service technology. They showed service 
quality and customer satisfaction had a positively relationship, satisfaction indirectly affected 
customer loyalty. Self-service technology in grocery and other retail stores were overwhelmingly 
considered to be the most problematic technology to use. These studies highlight the challenges in 
designing self-service for the physical presence of customers, especially for older customers.   
 
Personal interactions in service encounters mediated by technology were explored Ba and Johansson 
(2008) to understand the service process perceptions of customers. The authors considered ease-of-
use, perceived control, interactivity design and service value and hypothesised a model that related 
process perception to customer satisfaction.  These factors were found to mediate or moderate 
customer satisfaction. The improvement of the e-service process, improved technological capabilities 
such as ease-of-use, led to an increased service value and perceived control over the process which 
increased customer satisfaction. Cognitive control and the environment are interrelated (Langer and 
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Saegert, 1977), the environment includes the other people within the environment but also the nature 
of the tasks that they and others need to perform. High people density conditions create adverse 
reactions and reduce cognitive efficiency. This crowding interferes with the customers behavioural 
and cognitive control. These studies illustrate the importance and complexities of service process and 
technology designs.  
 
Venkatesh and Davis (2000) extend the technology acceptance model (Davis, 1989, Davis et al., 1989). 
The technology acceptance model includes perceived usefulness, perceived ease-of-use, intentions to 
use, and actual usage behaviour. The extensions related to voluntary usage of technology and 
mandatory use in two longitudinal studies. Mandatory compliance for use is less effective than using 
social influence to encourage use of technology. Concluding that user acceptance of information 
technology is a complex and elusive phenomenon. A further study (Venkatesh et al., 2012) extend the 
complexity on use intentions, factors now include effort and performance expectancy, social 
influence, hedonic value, age, gender, habit etc. These seminal findings from these two papers have 
significant implications for service design characteristics and channel choices offered to customers. 
 
Hill et al. (2002) suggest research opportunities and topics in service process design, these include 
retail, e-tail, waiting lines and workforce staffing, service design for manufacturing and reengineering 
service. These are indications of gaps in knowledge, yet self-service and its design are not explicitly 
mentioned as a gap. Self-service design, designing for customer motivations and service provider 
performance appear to be gaps in the literature.  
3.9 Service design characteristics 
Service design characteristics can be developed from the service and self-service classification 
schemes discussed in this Chapter and Chapter 2. The Marketing and Service Operations Literature 
provides extensive material on which service design characteristics could be based. There is so much 
insight and research available it is hard to decide service design characteristics for complex service 
systems that involve human to human and human to technology interactions. This section distils the 
literature into service design characteristics for specific archetypes of interactions (Froehle and Roth, 
2004), Modes B and E, these were shown in Figure 3.5 and discussed in  Section 3.6. 
 
The significance of customer inputs, the customer role and the interaction between the customer 
inputs and the design characteristics are likely to provide insights into service process design. The 
input, transformation and output model (Johnston and Clark, 2005, Slack et al., 2013), the UST 
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(Sampson and Froehle, 2006) and the service classifications (Schmenner, 2004, Lovelock and 
Gummesson, 2004) and self-service studies (Beatson et al., 2007, Globerson and Maggard, 1991, 
Campbell et al., 2011, Meuter et al., 2005) provide a theoretical basis to analyse service design 
characteristics. From these classifications and definitions of self-service there are three entities 
involved in the self-service triad. The three entities are the customer, the mediating technology (itself 
a surrogate for the organisation, its procedures and rules) and the service worker supporting self-
service. The design of the service system would consequently have design characteristics for each of 
these entities. The design characteristics for the technology and service process are extensively 
covered within the service operations management literature. Design characteristics for the customer 
are extensively covered in the marketing literature. A literature review matrix is provided in Appendix 
3.1 of the most frequently mentioned design characteristics.  Those relating to providers’ process and 
mediating technology can usually be operationalised and measured. Those relating to the customer 
are often perceptual, specific to individual customers and less easily operationalised and measured 
from a provider’s perspective. There are extensive quantified studies (Reinders et al., 2008, Ding et 
al., 2011b, Wang et al., 2013) in the marketing literature on customer attitudes and intentions. 
 
A design characteristic is not well defined in the literature and in many cases is context specific and 
contingent on how the process is customised. Ponsignon et al. (2012) explore process design in service 
firms using the service concept and listing contextual variables from the literature. Ponsignon et al. 
(2011) suggested design characteristics are contingent on the degree of customisation of the service 
concept.  The authors challenge that low customer contact systems are principally designed for 
efficiency. Design characteristics chosen here were; the degree of routineness, the degree of 
automation, the level of employee skills, the level of employee discretion and front office/back office 
configurations. These design characteristics were contingent on the service concept.  The service 
concept is related to the customer target market. Valencia Cardona et al. (2013) discussed defining 
characteristics of product-service systems and their potential to create unique value. Their 
characteristics include perception based concepts for example service involvement, community 
feeling and individual/shared experience. Wuenderlich et al. (2015) summarise service implications 
further identifying technology, customer and context specific perceptions as important 
characteristics. Control perceptions are deemed important as customers feel they lose control over 
the service process and the outcome. All these characteristics suggested relate to the overall service 
design and not specifically self-service, they present an under defined and under researched area.  The 
back-office, front office configurations covered by the author (Ponsignon et al., 2011) could be 
developed for customer interaction and surrogate interaction. 
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It is outside the scope of this study to develop generic definitions of service design characteristics or 
indeed identify generic service design characteristics. Surrogate and direct interaction service design 
characteristics will be based on the existing literature and classification schemes.  This research will 
focus on primary customer and provider inputs, and how the service design characteristics control 
these inputs in the service system. The resulting service interaction and outcomes can be analysed to 
explore which service design characteristics enable performance for the entities. 
 
3.10 Critical analysis of self-service design 
Goldstein et al. (2002) provide a service design planning tool for the conceptualisation of service. This 
model is not specifically aimed at self-service system design, it is a planning tool and conceptualisation 
that could provide a framework for analysis. Karwan and Markland (2006) offer a service design 
framework based on the work of Goldstein et al. (2002) and Roth and Menor (2003). This framework 
includes the service concept, the service strategy and stresses the importance of outcome measures 
of efficiency and effectiveness. They identify the importance of efficiency and self-service designs. 
 
Stewart (2003) proposes a framework based on task, tangibles and treatment, designing the service 
encounter for improved quality (provider and customer effectiveness). The framework is service 
operations based using literature from both marketing and service operations. Self-service is not 
specifically identified, although the conceptual model could be applied to self-service interactions 
(tangibles and treatment). Katzan Jr (2011) provides foundations for service design, tracking the recent 
service design approaches (2000-2011) and concluding with a service design process. The concept 
included interaction design, service blueprinting, process design, service execution, and client value. 
The study does not specifically cover the design of self-service although its role is identified as bridging 
front stage and backstage in interaction design. 
 
The design practices of experience centric services (Zomerdijk and Voss, 2011, Zomerdijk and Voss, 
2010) were reviewed in relation to design practices for non-experiential services. The practices for 
experience centric services require service designs explicitly based on the customer and their co-
producing of their service. There is a self-service aspect of experience centric services although this is 
not specifically researched in the studies. The design propositions include physical environment, 
service worker roles, the service process and emotional design characteristics for customers. An 
earlier study (Dubé et al., 1999) proposed adapting quality function deployment for extended service 
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transactions (physical goods and services embedded within a series of experiences). The main 
adaptions were including high-level customer needs and the use of customers’ knowledge and 
expertise. These adaptions recognise the co-productive nature of service, there are no references to 
self-service but the importance of design for customers is explicit throughout the study.  Teixeira et 
al. (2012) consider customer experience and its relationship to service design. They develop customer 
experience modelling for the design of service encounters, experiences and creating a value 
constellation (Patrício et al., 2011).  The example in this study is watching and recording television 
programmes on a set-top box, this example does involve customer’s self-service activities and 
interaction with technology, yet self-service design is not explicitly covered in this study.  Given the 
customer design characteristics for self-service are likely to include motivational, experiential and 
emotional characteristics relating to customers these design studies bring together customer, 
provider and technology design characteristics.  
 
In another study by Ku and Chen (2013) using face-to-face questionnaires of 429 travellers using self-
service kiosks at Taiwan airport,  the perceived  usefulness, facilitating conditions and service process 
fit were studied . The impact of the respondent’s behavioural intentions to use self-service and their 
actual usage measured. Service process fit had a relatively high impact on the intention to use self-
service technologies (SST). There needed to be effective communication of the process to customers. 
Perceived usefulness was positively related to ‘intention to use’ and the content and functionality of 
the system have important service system design implications. Enjoyment was the moderating factor 
between intentions to use and actual use. Visually pleasing displays, a range of choices and allowing 
customers to browse kiosks made them more enjoyable to use. This aspect was considered essential 
for implementation of SST’s and for the service business efficiency and improvement. The study 
provides empirical evidence of the link between intention to use and the service process fit although 
the definitions of service process fit are not explicit in the research. Kokkinou and Cranage (2013) in a 
simulation study showed self-service technology can only reduce waiting times under conditions of 
demand and performance. The model includes service levels, customer behaviour and self-service 
technology performance, they are modelled in the full-service delivery system.  
 
Eastlick et al. (2012) researched changes in the service delivery system, where customers must co-
produce their own service. This study specifically looks at retail service and the customer attitudes to 
switching to self-service technology.    The research model involves role clarity, their perceived ability, 
technology anxiety and the need for interaction leading to a motivation to use self-service technology. 
The customer decisional control and belief about the rationale for the transfer of service 
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responsibilities impact their motivation to use SST. These are considered alongside innovation 
characteristics (ease-of-use, compatibility, and relative advantage). Quantitative testing of this model 
in a retail setting using a convenience sample of 228 respondents with a questionnaire and structural 
equation modelling led to the conclusion that the future intention to use self-service is based on the 
attitude toward co-producing. Customer’s extrinsic motivation mediates the relationship between the 
perceptions of self-service characteristics and the attitude toward co-producing and self-scanning. Oh 
et al. (2013), considered intention to use self-service to be based on usefulness and avoiding direct 
interaction and these were determined by ease-of-use, privacy, autonomy and effectiveness. These 
characteristics, for hotels and transaction situations, these characteristics were compared between 
self-service and service staff. The desire for interaction had a significant mediating role, to satisfy an 
intrinsic need or goal such as privacy, autonomy or effectiveness. These determined the customer’s 
choice of service provider or transaction method.  These studies provide further empirical research on 
self-service design characteristics and their impact on customer’s attitudes, channel choices and 
intention to use. 
 
Xue and Field (2008) considered service design for consulting services and co-production. This paper 
quantifies information transfer and processing, applies analytical models to this interaction, referring 
to the customer role as self-service. It tries to identify optimal designs of the consulting process for 
efficiency, that is the extent and nature of the role performed by the customer. Whilst this is an 
important design characteristic in the context of consulting services it is unlikely to be able to be 
generalised to self-service and other contexts. López-Bonilla and López-Bonilla (2013), using 739 
students as their sample researched cognitive factors and customer attitudes in using self-service or 
a traditional interactive service to purchase an airline ticket. Comparing internet purchase with the 
travel agency, they used belief variables, based on self-service literature and customer perceptions. 
These variables included ease-of-use, reliability, enjoyment, comfort, control and delivery speed. 
Enjoyment was determined as the most important cognitive factor on attitude to use self-service. The 
traditional service system indicates their attitudes were influenced by control, enjoyment and delivery 
speeds. Whilst not directly relating to self-service with the customer physically present, their results 
suggest these cognitive factors are important in self-service design. The authors recognise their 
convenience sample and potential bias from using students at a single geographical location. These 
cognitive factors are potential design factors for direct interaction and self-service interaction.  
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The factors identified here from the literature and the comparison between the two channels are 
important for this research. Airline self-service, especially time critical check-in may provide insights 
on self-service design. 
 
Dabholkar (1996) takes a customer evaluation based view on technology-based self-service to 
understand service quality. They use an attribute-based model of service design characteristics to 
understand intention to use self-service and service quality outcomes. These characteristics include 
ease-of-use, speed of delivery, enjoyment and control. Two models of service quality are proposed, 
attribute and affect, with the attribute model preferred by customers. The authors clearly relate these 
attributes to intention to use and are generally silent on service design for the interactions.  A further 
empirical study (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002) developed an attitudinal model including customer 
traits and situational factors. These factors were like the earlier study and the conceptual framework 
an attitudinal model can be applied to any service experience. The studies illustrate the customer 
attitudes and traits that self-service needs to consider for effective service designs. A theoretical 
service design or succinct list of self-service design characteristics for customers does not emerge from 
the literature. 
 
Glushko (2010) offers seven contexts for service design these are person-to-person, technology 
enhanced person-to-person, self-service, multichannel services, multiple devices or platforms, ‘back-
stage intensive’ or ‘computational’ and location-based and context-aware services. The design 
concepts and concerns were listed for each of the contexts. For context three, self-service, the 
concepts were ergonomics and usability and for context one, person-to-person, the concepts were 
empowerment, touch points and line of visibility. Design methods were offered for each design 
context those for self-service were interactive prototyping, heuristic evaluation, and customer 
analytics. Those for person-to-person encounters were ethnography, blueprinting and personas. 
Collier and Barnes (2015) studied self-service exploring the hedonic service design factors, including 
fun and perceived time pressure, these characteristics led to customer delight. The study’s conceptual 
model included these factors but did not offer any new insights into service design for the interactions. 
 
A validated and empirically tested theoretical service design model for self-service is extremely limited 
within the literature. Simo et al. (2013) offer an emerging design methodology consisting of 
Servicescape Simulation; Service Stage; Digital Touchpoint Toolkit; Rough Mock-up Crafting; and 
Teamwork & Documentation Tools – it is laboratory based and not specifically service process 
focussed. Watanabe et al. (2012) suggest an evaluation framework and a service process model and 
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then a simulation model based on the framework, this is more process based although there are 
difficulties in modelling heterogeneous customer behaviours. Specific design characteristics for 
customers, providers and the mediating technology are available in service design literature, these are 
often context dependent and could be difficult to operationalise, particularly the customer 
characteristics because of the heterogeneous nature and differing motivations of customers. There 
appears to be no specific design guide for self-service interactions that encompasses all three entities 
(the customer, the service worker, mediating technology) involved in self-service.  
3.11 Impact of design characteristics on effectiveness and efficiency  
 The previous sections have illustrated that customer inputs, service design characteristics and the 
customer technology interaction in self-service transactions will have an impact on the outcomes of 
effectiveness and efficiency for the process for both the customer and provider. In Chapter 2 and this 
Chapter it has been established that the extent of customer contact, the degree of customisation 
provided for the customer, the variation in demand and the nature of customer inputs all have 
significant impacts on the efficiency and effectiveness of service processes. 
 
Karwan and Markland (2006) explore productivity, efficiency and effectiveness, service design 
principles and information technology. They try to address how public sector organisations can 
increase efficiency whilst maintaining or improving service quality (effectiveness). They illustrate the 
relative importance between public organisations and for-profit organisations, this was based on the 
work of Berman (1998). Efficiency and effectiveness are contrasted as outcome measures and a 
different emphasis shown between public and private. The authors challenge the performance 
dilemma suggested by Berman. They contend the use of IT could provide opportunities to deliver both 
outcomes for public sector organisations. Enhancing the existing frameworks (Roth and Menor, 2003, 
Goldstein et al., 2002) with performance measurement they develop a strategic service design model. 
This is shown in Figure 3.7.  
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Figure 3.7 Strategic service design model (Karwan and Markland, 2006) 
 
This modified service design model aims to suggest operational measures and illustrate how design 
characteristics impact performance. The authors illustrate how technology is gradually applied to 
differing transactions and how effectiveness and efficiency has improved following the gradual 
introduction of new technology. There is a limited application of co-production or self-service in this 
study, but it does illustrate the application of mediating technology and how it improved effectiveness 
and efficiency for service transactions. Productivity and its measurement are critical outcomes for 
service firms and public organisations of service designs. 
  
Linna et al. (2010) analysed the concept of public sector productivity and its measurement. 
Productivity was considered as consisting of effectiveness and efficiency. They explored the views and 
opinions of public sector workers on these concepts and developed a list of views of effectiveness and 
what should be measured. Whilst not specific to all self-service transactions it does illustrate 
difficulties in quantifying efficiency and effectiveness in the public sector and service contexts. This 
work and the strategic service design model (Karwan and Markland, 2006) do not assist in predicting 
the design impacts on efficiency and effectiveness or offer a classification of service system designs.  
 
Buzacott (2000) in his classification of service systems structures, self-service transactions would 
usually be classified as a standard service or in some cases a complex service suggesting a service 
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system design structure of a series or parallel (Figure 3.8 & 3.9). This was based on a matrix of the 
nature and variability of the service offering and the capability of the service system to handle the 
variability.  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Service Systems Structure (Buzacott, 2000) 
Considering the service systems structures of Buzacott (2000) and variabilities would suggest that self-
service process designs for performance (efficiency and effectiveness of the system) would be to offer 
low variability to customers and handle this low variability. This would produce a design that is low-
cost and mature (Figure 3.9), this would have implications for the design characteristics for customers, 
mediating technology and provider processes. Hence, self-service would usually be applied in the 
circumstances where performance of the system is important and the variability arising from 
heterogeneous customers can be mitigated by system design. Series and parallel systems are observed 
in practical use in most self-service applications. System performance outcomes of the service design 
for self-service are often apparent from the queue of customers waiting. This service system structure 
attempts to create a theoretical service structure that can be modelled mathematically, it makes 
several assumptions for modelling, such as steady-state, customer tasks, homogeneity of behaviours 
and precise service boundaries. There are no explicit links to the service concept and the service 
encounter. Smith et al. (2014) extended the work of Buzacott with a Service Dominant Logic lens and 
considered the determinants of service system designs with high contextual variety, illustrating the 
complex mixes of structures in an OEM equipment supplier. 
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Figure 3.9 Service Systems Structure and variability (Buzacott, 2000) 
 
Kokkinou and Cranage (2015) compared the waiting times and service levels between self-service and 
service employees performing the check-in with customers in a hospitality context. They measured 
service times and levels during different demand periods (observed demand, high demand and very 
high demand). Adjusting the number of service channels between direct interaction and self-service 
interaction they compared the service level and waiting time, also noting the failure rate of the 
interactions.  Adding self-service kiosks alongside service employees will only improve waiting times 
and service levels with high demand when the number of services employees is insufficient - that is 
direct interaction and in this context, reduces waiting times. Speed of check-in and failure rates were 
also important for self-service technology implementation and successfully reducing waiting times. 
Replacing service employees with self-service technology magnifies the importance of failure rate and 
speed of check-in, two important design characteristics for self-service technology and service 
processes. In this case industry estimates were used with check-in times between 23 seconds and 60 
seconds for modelling purposes. The authors do not directly model the movement or impact from 
service employee interaction to self-service check-in or the service processes used for each type of 
check-in. The service design characteristics for the service process, the technology used for self-service 
and ensuring effective customer relationships are critical for efficient service outcomes. 
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Fan and Ku (2010) define service process fit and relate it to information technology or customer 
relationship management. This uses a definition from Roh et al. (2005) which includes customer 
interaction with the service system, the control of linkages with other service departments and the 
personalised support processes for customers. The service delivery system and service process designs 
are not explicitly covered in this study although the process fit after system implementation is cited 
as important for service profitability, efficiency and effectiveness. Meyer et al. (1999) extensively 
review practice and performance areas of service businesses, these areas include service design and 
the service delivery process, service quality and service effectiveness. They conclude a continuous 
increase in customer expectations leads to a downward pressure on customer satisfaction. Excelling 
in the practice and performance dimensions is the continuous improvement goal of service 
businesses.  Mills et al. (1983)  illustrate the customer role in productivity and efficiency, confirming 
motivation of the customer and controlling behaviour are important factors for service operations. 
Productivity gains are achieved by greater involvement of the customer. They pose the question of 
service design for customers to achieve productivity gains.  The paper suggests designs need to 
incorporate competitiveness, productivity and satisfaction outcomes for service businesses.   
 
Demirci Orel and Kara (2013) develop a scale of dimensions for self-service and developed a structured 
model to measure service quality, satisfaction and loyalty of customers. They illustrate the positive 
role of supermarket self-checkout on customer satisfaction and ultimately loyalty. They suggest 
service quality can be bridged by the application of self-service technologies and suggest the 
dimensions used are similar to SERVQUAL dimensions (Zeithaml et al., 1996). Another similar study 
(Wang et al., 2012) explore customers using self-service technology in the same context and its impact 
on customer satisfaction, stressing the need for service process designs to provide enjoyment and 
control to users. Fließ and Kleinaltenkamp (2004) suggest that service process efficiency can only be 
achieved by automating and standardising service activities. Using a service blueprint approach, they 
explore service design, efficiency and customer (as an external factor) and propose an integrated value 
chain. They analyse how customer participation in service impacts service process efficiency and stress 
the importance of operating efficiently and achieving customer satisfaction. Customer participation is 
a challenge for service process management to ensure customer participation takes place when, 
where and in the manner, that is needed to operate efficiently. There are consistent design outcomes 
emerging from these studies; productivity, customer satisfaction and service process efficiency. 
 
Bitner et al. (1997) introduces the role of the customer as productive resources, contributing inputs, 
impacting productivity and using self-service processes through technology. Services can be delivered 
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more efficiently and effectively with customers as partial employees; the customer role could be a 
factor in service system efficiency. Chase and Tansik (1983) develop a normative model based on 
extent of customer contact, a variable that could impact system productivity. Service design decisions 
for coupling (self-service into back office) and decoupling customer contact are considered important 
for productivity. Beltagui et al. (2016) introduces six service design strategies (customer, visibility, 
community building, personas, invisibility and relationship building) and suggests these set the stage 
for a service to offer an emotional experience. Drawing from marketing and operations literature the 
strategies aimed to improve outcome orientated services while overcoming customer introduced 
variability. The authors suggest customer accommodation and customer empowerment as responses 
to this variability This last study combines emotional experience and effectiveness and efficiency for 
the service provider as desired outcomes from service design strategies. There are extensive service 
design characteristics in the marketing and service operations literature, the many papers reviewed 
here either deal with satisfaction or service process performance outcomes, few explore self-service 
design characteristics and the impact on efficiency and effectiveness of service processes.  
3.12 Self-service design characteristics  
A matrix (Appendix 3.1) has been developed from a systematic literature review and this chapter’s 
discussion of the service design characteristics for each entity. This shows the design characteristics 
that have been proposed and in some cases validated by empirical study within the literature. These 
are grouped into the three entities involved in service interactions. The most prevalent design 
characteristics in the literature from this matrix are reproduced in the Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3 Summary of service design characteristics for each entity 
Customer Design 
Characteristics (CDC) 
Mediating Technology 
Design Characteristics 
(MTDC) 
Provider Design 
Characteristics (PDC) 
Duration of interaction  Functionality 
provided/task-technology 
fit  
Duration of interaction 
Perceived control System control Process control 
Waiting time Accessibility Process waiting time 
Perceived ease-of-use Resilience and reliability Task and activities 
Risk perception Input/output Customer role  
Confidentiality and security Information & asset 
security 
Confidentiality and 
security 
  Facility ergonomics, layout 
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There is nothing in the literature that defines and validates all these design characteristics. The self-
service system design, being a combination of these characteristics, is equally not adequately covered 
in the literature. Service design theory has not been built on combining service design characteristics 
for all the entities involved in service interactions. Consequently, the impact on efficiency and 
effectiveness provider outcomes of these service design characteristic combinations have not been 
tested empirically.  
3.13 Gap summary 
Chase (2010)  recognised self-service does not fit the original classification (Chase, 1981) system; a 
customer could be physically present in the service system, and connected to it through technology. 
A shift in the service boundary could occur (coupling back office or front office process steps) and the 
customer contact may not introduce additional variability in these circumstances. High customer 
contact using self-service could provide high efficiency. Customers become more efficient producers 
benefiting themselves as well as the service organisation. “Self-service technologies and 
telecommunications were two areas where customer contact theory could be re-conceptualised or 
refined” (Chase, 2010). Customer technology mediated interactions with a service organisation are an 
area where customer contact theory requires further research.  
 
Sampson (2012) PCN design tool is based on previous service design practices. A region of the analysis 
in the diagram applies to self-service. Service design characteristics can be visually represented on this 
region of the diagram and could be analysed through this method. This could provide a theoretical 
based framework for analysing self-service and for building theory.  
 
In identifying research priorities Ostrom et al. (2015) led an international and interdisciplinary 
research effort to identify service research priorities. Leveraging service design, understanding value 
creation, measuring and optimising service performance and impact whilst enhancing the service 
experience were four of 12 research themes identified. In their sub-topics, integrating the role of 
customers, employees and technology for value creation was the second highest priority for 
importance. Under the research priorities enhancing the service experience, the autonomy of 
customers creating their own experience and their control of self-service were complimentary 
research themes. Ponsignon (2010) also suggests research questions on efficiency and customer 
satisfaction, these include misalignment of the service concept and service system performance. 
“What is the impact of misalignment on customer satisfaction and  efficiency?” This research 
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addresses these priorities in relation to self-service interactions and the service design characteristics 
needed to optimise service performance.  
3.14 Research questions 
The following research questions for this research have been developed from the literature review in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
 What are the design characteristics for service interactions with high customer presence 
self-service systems? 
 What is the impact on process efficiency of a move from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service interaction? 
 What is the impact on process effectiveness of a move from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service interaction? 
3.15 Chapter summary  
In this Chapter the significant growth of self-service and its impact on existing service processes was 
discussed. Types of self-service were classified, those for transactions in service facilities identified as 
a major growth area. A service operations definition and a technique for visualising the self-service 
triad in PCN diagrams was presented. Customers have a choice of channel and customer motivations 
for these choices were identified. Service providers have a choice of which channels to offer 
customers, these choices impact the efficiency and effectiveness of their service systems. These 
choices have implications for service process control. Customers physical presence in service facilities 
can induce variation in the service process. Service design for self-service includes the design of the 
service, the customer role, the provider’s service process and the mediating technology. These service 
system designs impact efficiency and effectiveness of the service provider’s process. The existing 
service operations self-service design literature does not provide sufficient guidance for service 
operations managers in designing self-service systems where customers are physically present. An 
extensive search of the self-service design literature provided a range of design characteristics for self-
service systems. These design characteristics and the impacts on service system performance 
(efficiency and effectiveness) are not adequately addressed in service operations literature.  
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Chapter 4.0 Research methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous literature Chapter presented three research questions that set out the research focus 
for this thesis. These arise from gaps in the literature identified in Chapter 2 & 3. This Chapter describes 
and justifies a research methodology aimed at answering these questions. It provides an assurance 
that the relevant techniques and methods have been applied throughout the research. 
 
This Chapter will set out the philosophical assumptions, the research design and methods used to 
meet the research objectives. (Section 1.6, Chapter 1). The philosophical assumptions set out the 
paradigms that are used by researchers to understand what the world is like (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 
A research methodology is a broad procedural framework within which the research is conducted 
(Burrell and Morgan, 1979). The research design is the framework used for the collection and analysis 
of data. The specific methods within the research design are simply techniques for collecting data such 
as questionnaires, structured interviews and participant observation.  
 
The research methodology needs to reflect the situation, sociotechnical complexity and the specific 
research objectives and questions. The appropriate philosophical assumptions need to reflect what 
should be studied, how it should be done and how the results are interpreted. This research has 
sociotechnical complexity and Critical Realism is the appropriate research paradigm for the study. 
 
In Section 4.2 the philosophical perspectives are discussed and a Critical Realism paradigm chosen for 
this research. The appropriateness of this paradigm is in Section 4.3 and the justification for Case 
research in Service Operations Management in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 argues a single case study is 
the most appropriate research design for this research study. In Section 4.6 and 4.7 the case 
organisation is described and the justification for case selection discussed.  Section 4.8 covers the 
selection rationale with sampling logic in Section 4.9. In Section 4.10 the units of analysis are described 
and in Section 4.11 the data collection methods are described. Sections 4.12 - 4.16 deal with achieving 
reliability and validity in the research analysis. Finally, Section 4.17 details the ethical considerations 
applied within the research.  
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4.2 The justification of research philosophy 
The underlying philosophy of knowledge and reality is extensively argued within literature (Kuhn, 
1975). Business and management research is commonly set in the context of social science disciplines; 
these include sociology, psychology, anthropology and economics. Specific fields would include 
marketing, human resource management, strategy, organisational behaviour and operational 
research. Management research is consequently tied to different visions of how organisational reality 
should be studied (Bryman and Bell, 2011, Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). Methods need to be linked to 
the ways social scientists envision the connection between different viewpoints of the nature of social 
reality. This research study justifies the viewpoint and methods used to a specific vision of 
organisational reality – in this case Critical Realism. 
 
The choices of philosophical paradigms and research designs are extensive and these can be 
represented in Figure 4.1 (Saunders, 2012). The research design needs to rigorously answer the 
research questions and be based on a specific paradigm. A paradigm is a basic set of assumptions and 
beliefs that are shared with the research community (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Bryman and Bell defined 
a paradigm as “a cluster of beliefs and dictates that for a scientist of a particular discipline influences 
what should be studied, how research should be done, and how results should be interpreted.” Kuhn 
(1975) suggests the paradigms provide rules and standards and ways of conducting research.  
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Figure 4.1 The research ‘onion’ (Saunders, 2012) 
 
Burrell and Morgan (1979) argue these paradigms consist of epistemological and ontological 
considerations. Epistemology is the theory of knowledge and sets out what is acceptable knowledge 
and ontology is a theory of the nature of social entities  (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Epistemology relates 
to the limits of knowledge, its source and nature. Ontology relates to the assumptions the researcher 
takes on the nature and form of reality (Saunders, 2012). These are important considerations for the 
researcher as they directly affect the choice of data collection and analysing techniques. The range 
and choices of epistemologies and ontology and for data collection is shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
This presents positivism and phenomenology as two opposing paradigms for conducting scientific 
research and to develop knowledge. These paradigms being based on different epistemology and 
ontology, provide a choice for researchers (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). These paradigms require a 
research approach that is either deductive or inductive. Positivism usually requires a deductive 
approach, this uses theory to generate hypothesis, which is tested to allow laws to be assessed - an 
objective value free science. Phenomenology on the other hand can use an inductive approach where 
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research observations are used to develop a theory. The differences between the two paradigms and 
approaches are explained in the following paragraphs. 
 
Positivism advocates the application of methods of the natural sciences to the study of social reality 
(Bryman and Bell, 2011). It aims to predict phenomena that exist independently of the context and 
the observer in the objective world (Meredith, 1998). The researcher and the phenomena are separate 
and the phenomena will not change as it is observed. Objective research methods are used to explore 
and observe what is considered to be a unique common reality. Saunders (2012) suggests studies using 
a positivist epistemology aim to discover the truth and translate findings and results into generalisable 
laws. Social scientists applying the principles of positivism are applying the methods of the natural 
scientists to study social reality. The implication of using the methods of natural scientists is the 
requirement to control events, behaviours and variables (Remenyi, 1998, Riege, 2003). Deduction, 
quantitative methods and theory testing research is usually a sign of a positivist paradigm being used 
in research. 
  
Phenomenology is concerned with how individuals make sense of the world and how a researcher 
excludes their preconceptions. This uses a different logic to that of positivism, reality is often 
constructed by researchers and people and is subjective (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). There are 
multiple realities, all of which need to be considered by the researcher (Remenyi, 1998).  Cohen (2011) 
defined Phenomenology as;  
 
“a theoretical point of view that advocates the study of direct experience taken at face value; 
and one which sees behaviours as determined by the phenomena of experience”. 
 
In phenomenology the researcher is often part of the phenomenon being studied and data collection 
takes place in uncontrolled natural settings (Remenyi, 1998). Methods are inductive and are used to 
develop theory, these are typically qualitative methods (Bryman and Bell, 2011). These include 
ethnography, structured interviewing, focus groups, case studies and participant observation. This 
develops general theoretical frameworks from which specific observations are gathered in the real 
world (Colquitt and Zapata-Phelan, 2007). Phenomenological research takes place within the context 
(Remenyi, 1998) of the real world, the researcher is part of the organisational context observing 
relationships and collecting data. The purpose is to establish new propositions, relationships and 
frameworks. New hypotheses can then be verified by subsequent theory testing research. 
Phenomenology is often associated with inductive theory-building research. 
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The philosophical position chosen impacts the choice of either deductive or inductive reasoning as an 
approach to theory development (Saunders, 2012). The major differences of these philosophical 
positions on the research approach are shown in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1 Differences between deductive and inductive approaches 
(Saunders, 2012) 
 
Deduction emphasis Induction emphasis 
Scientific principles Gaining an understanding of meanings 
humans attached to events 
Moving from theory to data A close understanding of the research 
context 
The need to explain causal relationships 
between variables 
Collection of qualitative data 
The collection of quantitative data A more flexible structure to permit changes 
of research emphasis as the research 
progresses 
The controls to ensure validity of data A realisation that the research is part of the 
research process 
The operationalisation of concepts to 
ensure clarity of definition 
Less concerned with the need to generalise 
A highly structured approach  
Research independence of what is being 
researched 
 
The necessity to select samples of sufficient 
size to generalise conclusions 
 
 
 
Researchers need a procedural framework or methodology to organise their research (Remenyi, 1998) 
based on the paradigms. Deduction and induction are often seen as two types of reasoning that lead 
to theory development (Bonoma, 1985). They are often seen as synonymous with positivism and 
phenomenology. 
 
Service provider’s self-service processes and technology could be effectively researched using a 
positivist and wholly scientific method, with inputs, transformation and outputs as variables. The 
interaction of the customer, their behaviour and actions in context of a providers’ facility with other 
customers and people present, could use an entirely phenomenological epistemology. An 
epistemology using wholly positivist or phenomenological paradigms on self-service interactions is 
unlikely to provide a full understanding of the service design and impact required by the research 
questions.  
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Guba and Lincoln (1989) have an extensive book on evaluation using phenomenology or positivist 
paradigms and provide key insights for evaluation using these paradigms. They suggest fourth 
generation evaluation, evaluation that unites evaluator and stakeholders in interaction, to provide 
deeper methodologies than that associated with merely positivism and scientific enquiry. Quantitative 
and Qualitative methods are therefore not directly attributable to positivism and phenomenology 
respectively but can span both methodologies, especially when deeper evaluation of phenomena is 
required by the research questions.  Denzin and Lincoln (2013) consider qualitative research as a 
process, with the researcher’s personal biography supporting the phases of interpretive work. The 
phases are the theoretical paradigms and perspectives, research strategies, methods of collection and 
analysis and the art of interpretation and presentation. The research strategy phase comprises of a 
bundle of skills, assumptions and practices that are used to move from the paradigms to the empirical 
world. These research strategies anchor and implement the research in scientific methodologies. 
Strategies include phenomenological techniques and methods, such as ethnography, case study and 
interviewing.   
 
There are three different scientific paradigms grouped under phenomenology these are realism, 
constructivism and critical theory (Denzin and Lincoln, 2007). Healy and Perry (2000) outline the 
assumptions associated with research paradigms suggesting the common research approach for each. 
Table 4.2 illustrates these choices between the extremes of realism and positivism. This table 
illustrates the research methodology chosen depends on the philosophical position. 
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Table 4.2. Research approach between the extremes of realism and positivism 
(Healy and Perry, 2000) 
Paradigm 
Element Positivism Critical theory Constructivism Realism 
Ontology Reality is real and 
apprehensible 
“Virtual” reality 
shaped by social, 
economic, ethnic, 
political, cultural, 
and gender values, 
crystallised over 
time 
Multiple local and 
specific 
“constructed” 
realities 
Reality is “real” but 
only imperfectly and 
probabilistically 
apprehensible 
Epistemology Objectivists: findings 
true 
Subjectivist: value 
mediated findings 
Subjectivist: created 
findings 
Modified objectivist: 
findings probably 
true 
Common 
Methodology 
Experiments/surveys: 
verification of 
hypotheses, chiefly 
quantitative methods 
Dialogic/dialectical 
researcher is 
“transformative 
intellectual” who 
changes the social 
world within the 
which participants 
live 
Hermeneutical/dial
ectical researcher is 
a “passionate 
participant” within 
the world being 
investigated 
Case 
studies/convergent 
interviewing: 
triangulation, 
interpretation of 
research issues by 
qualitative and 
some quantitative 
methods such as 
structured equation 
modelling 
 
Critical Realism provides the researcher the opportunity to study complicated service interactions 
using case studies, this is appropriate to the study’s research questions. 
4.3 The appropriateness of the Critical Realist paradigm 
The epistemological position of empiricism for studying service operations management offers a range 
of approaches and methodologies. These empirical research methods are employed within both 
positivist and a phenomenological paradigms (Remenyi, 1998). Flynn et al. (1990) emphasised that 
theory may be developed using either inductive or deductive logic and this could result in either theory 
building or theory testing. Theory testing is usually located within the positivist paradigm, for instance 
quantitative surveys analyse data.  Perry (1998) provided a useful table for the four paradigms 
discussed earlier, based on the implications for research. Table 4.3 compares the paradigms, 
deduction and induction, and objective and subjective dimensions. The table show how specific 
paradigms contribute theory building or testing and whether the research methods are objective or 
subjective.  
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Table 4.3 Categorising Scientific paradigms 
(Perry, 1998) 
 
A three-
dimensional 
framework 
for 
categorising 
for scientific 
paradigms 
Paradigms Deduction/induction Dimension 
Objective/subjective 
Commensurable/ 
incommensurable 
Positivism Deduction Objective Commensurable 
Critical theory Induction Subjective Commensurable 
Constructivism Induction Subjective Incommensurable 
Realism Induction Objective Commensurable 
 
Empirical and Critical Realism are regarded as a subset of the realism paradigms  (Bhaskar, 1989, 
Johnson and Duberley, 2000). Empirical Realism takes a science approach to data collection and the 
reality is external (it’s not constructed).  Critical Realism on the other hand explores the reality of the 
natural order and includes events and discourses. Critical Realism tries to recognise the natural order 
and events in the social world and provide a discourse. Critical Realism modifies the objectivist’s 
findings with the view that reality is real but imperfect.  Critical Realism aims to: 
 
 “to understand - and so change - the social world if we identify the structures at work that 
generate those events and discourses…”  (Bhaskar, 1989) 
Critical Realism is an appropriate paradigm for this thesis for three reasons.  
 
Firstly, the research aims to explore the design of self-service processes and the associated mediating 
technology. The previous Chapter illustrated there is limited service design theoretical knowledge in 
this context. The service operations and self-service literature does not provide a sufficient theoretical 
base to test hypotheses on service design characteristics (provider’s perspective). Operationalising 
variables for the service concept, customer input and interaction between entities is a major 
challenge. There are no consistent measurement scales for the service concept, customer input 
(Goldstein et al., 2002, Roth and Menor, 2003, Sampson and Froehle, 2006)  or for the provider’s self-
service transactions outcomes. The first research question requires exploring real-life service design 
characteristics and these characteristics include customer characteristics, for example, perceptions of 
their control and attitude to risk. It also includes variables associated with layout/ergonomics, the 
environment and customer role as service design characteristics in the provider’s domain. These are 
discussed in Chapter 5. These research questions require a good understanding of the focal context 
and circumstances in which the self-service transactions occur. The principles of inductive logic (Healy 
and Perry, 2000, Riege, 2003) can be applied to provide a realistic mode of inquiry. 
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Realism suggests inductive logic; management scholars often see the need to mix induction and 
deduction to provide both theory testing and theory building (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, Yin, 
2003). Theory development researchers can use Critical Realism to build and test  theory (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994).  Sobh and Perry (2006) also suggest using prior theory as a conceptual framework 
to support data collection and analysis requirements. The role of literature is emphasised by Wacker 
(1998) for all theory building, literature needs to  be used to define the constructs, bound theory, 
develop relationships and provide a mechanism for predictions prior to research. A conceptual 
research framework is developed in the next Chapter; it integrates service operations management 
and self-service design literature in a theory building and testing approach.  
 
Secondly, in a thesis such as this, there is a need for measures and ways to evaluate findings and assess 
research contributions. The thesis results and findings need to be commensurable, that is measured 
to the same standard values as other research studies. Research Questions 2 & 3 (impact on efficiency 
and effectiveness) require a quantitative deductive approach. In earlier discussions about 
phenomenology, case study research has been suggested as a methodology that provides theory 
building opportunities, using inductive logic and the opportunity to use both empirical and analytical 
methods. A Critical Realism paradigm using case study methods provides an opportunity to study the 
phenomena and develop insights. 
 
Thirdly, Bryman and Bell (2011) suggest social phenomena have meanings (objectivism)  and an 
existence that is independent of the social actors. It implies interaction between entities (customers 
and mediating technology in the case of this research), are real processes and structures which can be 
viewed externally beyond the reach of researcher influence. Service processes can often be “invisible” 
to the researcher (Metters and Marucheck, 2007), it is clear the interaction using self-service process 
delivers outcomes and achieves results for the customer and provider (Armistead, 1990). The 
interaction clearly results in an exchange of information, possessions and changes to the customer’s 
mind or body (Sampson and Froehle, 2006). Positivism suggests that only observable phenomena can 
be researched (Perry, 1998), changes to customer’s information, possessions and bodies may not be 
observable, but they actually occur. Realism recognises the existence of these changes and provides 
a paradigm on which to explore the mechanisms and structures that deliver outcomes and effects. 
 
Critical Realism has been challenged and criticised by several authors (Mingers, 2004, Johnson and 
Duberley, 2000, Archer, 1998), there are unresolved problems between the natural, physical sciences 
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and the social reality. This challenge is based on the subjective epistemology, where unobservable 
processes are used to justify knowledge. This research examines the effects of observable events and 
outcomes, the self-service transaction, and consequently these criticisms do not apply in the 
circumstances (Johnson and Duberley, 2000). Critical Realism addresses this criticism and takes the 
view that reality is independent of human minds. Reality can exist within human minds and be 
independent of them (Creswell, 2013).  
 
A Critical Realist aims for the identification of structures which generate behavioural tendencies for 
the examination of social phenomena (Sayer, 2000). In this research, the mechanisms of self-service 
and the impact and effect on the outcomes are structures and social phenomena that result from 
customer behaviours and intentions. Structure leads to a mechanism which leads to an event or an 
effect, and conditions or other mechanisms can mediate the linkage between mechanism and 
effect/event. Critical Realism provides a research paradigm to research and understand self-service 
interactions. 
4.4  Service Operations Management: justifying the case method 
The dominant research methods in operations management have traditionally prioritised empirical 
and quantitative research methods (Pannirselvam et al., 1999, Flynn et al., 1990).   
 
This historical dominance of a purely analytical and deductive method for investigating reality and 
business problems arises from taking a positivist paradigm. This paradigm using a deductive approach 
may not be appropriate for investigating real-life problems (Gephart Jr, 2004, Remenyi, 1998, 
Saunders, 2009). There are several critiques of using positivist paradigms in relation to operations 
management.  
 
The argument is based on; 
 
 the constantly changing business environment (Gupta et al., 2006), management practice 
cannot be summarised in general laws in a complex world (Saunders, 2009), 
 reductionist techniques used in positivism may miss important issues and simplify problems 
(Remenyi, 1998), 
 ill-defined problems are often not researched (Westbrook, 1995), 
 traditional new theoretical models are not easily explored by traditional scientific methods 
because organisational systems are dynamic and changeable (Westbrook, 1995). 
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Roth and Menor (2003) in their research agenda article suggest operations management is dominated 
by manufacturing, where quantitative methods are particularly suited to analyse operations. Service 
environments are different, the presence of customer inputs and customers as resources (co-
production), make qualitative research methods more suitable. These studies challenge the use of 
positivist paradigms as being insufficient for theory building and exploring phenomena.  
 
Taylor and Taylor (2009) analysed articles published in the International Journal of Operations and 
Production Management between 2004-2009, they reported that the two most commonly used 
methods were surveys and case studies and these are accounted for 57% of the papers published 
during this period. Recent analysis of research priorities in service operations management (Ostrom 
et al., 2015) presented topics which would be difficult to research from a purely empirical or 
quantitative method. For example, using service design approaches to innovate complex service 
systems and value networks. They call for integration of research methods across service relevant 
disciplines.   
 
Easton (2010) proposes Critical Realism as a coherent and rigorous philosophical position that 
substantiates case research as a research method. Perry (1998) also suggests a case study is a rigorous 
alternative to quantitative methods. Many other scholars (Eisenhardt, 1989, Eisenhardt and Graebner, 
2007, Meredith, 1998, Stuart et al., 2002, Voss et al., 2002) have emphasised how case studies 
facilitate theory development for research in management and operations management. These three 
perspectives on case methods, one from industrial marketing, one from research methods and one 
from service operations management, offer support that a case study is suitable for this study’s 
research questions and theoretical basis.  
 
Barratt et al. (2011) review case studies in operations management journals. These depict an 
increasing trend during the period 1992-2007 showing a large proportion of theory building and 
inductive papers get published. The authors call for more deductive case studies, suggesting an 
approach and evaluation criteria. This research will use a case study method that is both inductive and 
deductive. 
 
Case studies are often criticised for lacking methodological rigour (Dyer and Wilkins, 1991, Dogan, 
1990). To be commensurable, case studies require logical tests of their research findings and 
contributions. A range of tests were developed by (Yin, 2008) and reproduced here in Table 4.4. 
Evaluation criteria (Barratt et al., 2011) can also be used to address these criticisms.  
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Table 4.4 Reliability and validity of case research 
(Yin, 2008) 
 
Tests Case study tactic Phase of research which 
tactic occurs 
Construct validity Use multiple sources of evidence 
Established chain of evidence 
Have key informants review draft 
case report 
Data collection 
Data collection 
Composition 
Internal validity Do pattern matching 
Explanation building 
Address rival explanations 
Use logic models 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
External validity Use theory in single case studies 
Use replication logic in multiple case 
studies 
Research design 
Research design 
Reliability Use case study protocol 
Develop case study database 
Data collection 
Data collection 
 
Gummesson (1991) suggests; 
 
“the general reason for doing case study research is to better understand phenomena such as 
change processes, innumerable factors, and entangled interconnections between them, these 
do not allow simple unambiguous research designs and quantifications”. 
 
To summarise the research paradigms in operations, it is evident that an empirically-based, objective 
and rationalist approach to research has occurred over previous decades. This can be inappropriate 
for investigating phenomena which occur in the real world which involve people, their skills, 
knowledge and motivations. Case studies can be used to deepen the study of the phenomena, 
providing the opportunity to use both inductive and deductive logic and qualitative and quantitative 
research methods whilst using assumptions based on phenomenological paradigms. The criticisms of 
the case study method can be addressed with evaluation criteria and appropriate tests.  
 
4.5 Justification for using a single case study research design 
Rowley (2002) provides a comprehensive summary on case study research based on several authors 
(Perry, 1998, Eisenhardt, 1989, Yin, 1994). She suggests a single case design is appropriate when the 
case is related to established theory. This is the case for this study, using extant service operations 
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management and marketing theory. A single case study can also be used where the case is extreme, 
unique or requires developing insights. This research is unique in its specific focus on self-service 
transactions for a heterogeneous customer base. Benbasat et al. (1987), also citing earlier work (Yin, 
1984), say single case studies usefully generate new theories which can be followed up in later studies. 
Single case studies can be used to test the boundaries of well-formed theories. Researchers are able 
to learn the relevant jargon and context in which the phenomena are studied.  Bonoma (1985) called 
this the drift stage (learn concepts, locale and jargon, “in the field”), to begin preliminary integration 
with the literature. 
 
This service organisation has implemented self-service in a unique way and has been selected to 
explore service delivery systems, which also include customer resources. There are multiple processes 
in the service delivery system these have been changed to implement self-service. Service design, 
customer inputs and the service concept can be explored within one organisation. Silver (2004) argues 
for a case research method when studying service delivery systems. Using a single organisation where 
there are complex delivery systems (customer behaviours, technology interactions and service 
process design), would allow all aspects and the context of the phenomenon to be studied.   
 
A single case study would provide a detailed view picture of the phenomena being studied. Meredith 
(1998) stated case research has advantages of relevance, understanding and exploratory depth.   The 
research methodology for this study uses a single exploratory case study approach (Voss et al., 2002, 
Sousa and Voss, 2001, Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). This methodology allows for the phenomenon 
to be observed in its natural setting and provides a means to understand relevant theory. The full 
nature and complexity of the phenomena can be explored especially where the variables are still 
unknown. The research questions require the observation of the actual practices of the customer and 
the service provider, by using a single case method; these practices can be observed and analysed.  
 
Previous research into self-service has used the multiple methods including a few case study research 
methods. Dominant methods used by these researchers (Curran and Meuter, 2005, Beatson et al., 
2006, Zhu et al., 2013, Meuter et al., 2000, Ding et al., 2007, Ruyter et al., 2001), especially in analysing 
customer intentions to use self-service, have been quantitative. This quantitative approach, principally 
used by marketing has dominated self-service research over the last 15 years. Other researchers 
(Rowley, 2006, Rust and Lemon, 2001, Campbell et al., 2011, Patrício et al., 2008) have used qualitative 
methods, conceptual models or literature studies, these methods are less prevalent in self-service 
research. Dabholkar et al. (2003) claimed to use a combination of research methods adding tightly 
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structured interviews and detailed content analysis to the paper which also included extensive 
quantitative analysis. Only a few research studies (Boyer et al., 2002, Tax and Stuart, 1997) can be 
found to be using a case studies to research and fully understand the phenomena of self-service 
interactions and service process design.  
 
To understand self-service design characteristics, this research will need an in-depth study of the 
organisation, its customers and the service processes used to produce self-service transactions. Voss 
et al. (2002) suggest it’s possible to research the same issue in a variety of contexts in the same 
organisation. This provides the opportunity to collect exploratory and preliminary data to enable the 
researcher to become “intimately familiar” with the context in which the research is conducted. 
Meredith (1998) cites three strengths of case research; phenomena are researched in a natural setting 
to generate meaningful theory from observations of actual practice. ‘What’ type research questions 
can be answered with a relatively full understanding of the complexity and nature within a single 
organisational context. Exploratory investigations can proceed to determine any unknown variables 
and to help the early understanding of the phenomena before quantitative and qualitative methods 
are used. It is for this reason it was decided to focus exclusively on the study of a single organisation. 
 
The purpose of the research in the context must guide the choice of research method. The study aims 
to build theory of self-service design and understand the impact of design characteristics on service 
process efficiency and effectiveness. A case study can help clarify key constructs, develop new 
frameworks and provide insights (Meredith, 1998, Stuart et al., 2002, Voss et al., 2002) especially for 
topics that have not been extensively researched. These are specifically needed in the service design 
area where a case study provides opportunities for theory development (Karwan and Markland, 2006, 
Tax and Stuart, 1997). In recent research developing a multilevel service design (Patrício et al., 2008, 
Patrício et al., 2011), the first step in the process is to complete qualitative and quantitative study. In 
the description, the authors highlight the need for rich and detailed understanding (which arises from 
case studies) of the customer experience. They refer to qualitatively mapping customer activity, 
observations, in-depth interviews, focus groups and quantitatively evaluating design features. Roth 
and Menor (2003) suggest a research framework based on a service strategy triad.  This is shown in 
Figure 4.2.  This framework is used to illustrate two service design cases in retail and banking. The 
service design research for this study is based on these frameworks and utilises a single case study 
methodology to provide analysis and data across these complex service system components. To 
understand all the framework components a single case study design will be needed. 
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Figure 4.2 Service Research Framework adapted from Roth and Menor (2003) 
 
For this study the Target Market component of the service strategy triad is not researched in detail, 
this because there are no changes to the target market in the case organisation during the study. The 
framework for this research consists of Service Encounters, the Service Concept and the Service 
Delivery System Design Choices. These are defined as the service design triad for this study. For this 
study the latter component consists of the service design characteristics, the service process and the 
interaction between the customer and provider during the process steps. 
 
A single case study can allow researchers to develop propositions as a platform for future research 
insights (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, Roth, 2007). Given the limited self-service design literature 
within service operations management, developing propositions for future researchers to build theory 
is an important contribution for this research. Service system design research is apparent in recent 
service operations management literature (Machuca et al., 2006, Ostrom et al., 2015). Machuca et al. 
(2006) do not specifically identify self-service, although Ostrom et al. (2015) identify self-service as a 
significant part of the service process. These papers suggest self-service and service process have 
significant implications for service research. These authors describe research priorities which are 
related to the service strategy triad and these can use phenomenological research paradigms for 
which case studies are a suitable method. The existing literature does not address the research 
questions adequately, and it is appropriate for this work to use a single case-based approach. 
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The single case study method is often recommended to be specifically relevant in practice (Meredith, 
1998), allowing researchers to provide academic research to the management research community.  
Boyer et al. (2002) use a case study approach to explore service design, specifically e-services and 
contrast this with the performance of the service system in practice. They show the importance of 
linking e-services designs to operational improvements, customer service enhancement and 
competitive position. They suggest directions for future research and many of the topics are related 
to practice, cross disciplinary research and the service design triad. This illustrates a widening gap 
between academic research and practice as also suggested by other researchers (Rynes and McNatt, 
2001, Ostrom et al., 2010). The needs of service operations managers to solve real management 
problems and close these gaps are an aim for this research. This is especially relevant in the service 
operations management literature where service design often lags technology and marketing design 
knowledge. Service operations management practice needs to be influenced by theory building 
research.  
 
There is a dominance of quantitative theory testing research (Meredith, 1993) throughout service 
operations management, this is a view consistent with (Swamidass, 1991) who suggested that the field 
is driven by practitioners and consultants. Service research has to be useful to those that practice, 
Westbrook (1995) argues that theories should be developed in practice. Theories emerging from 
empirical field studies through case studies are potentially useful and relevant to practitioners (Rynes 
and McNatt, 2001, Voss et al., 2002), Hudson et al. (2001) also agree with their research between 
empirical and practice performance measures in small businesses. The recent service research 
priorities (Ostrom et al., 2015) are based on the types of issues needed to advance service theory and 
practice. Case studies enable study in natural settings (Meredith, 1998), actual observations on the 
real world form the basis of study where the researcher has minimal influence on the actual events 
(Yin, 2008). There is an increasing relevance of academic research to support management practice 
and this single case study is essential to address this gap. Theory building research needs to be aimed 
at joining theory and practice together. 
 
4.6 Case Selection and Sampling 
A single embedded case study design is used for this research (Eisenhardt, 1989, Scholz and Tietje, 
2002, Baxter and Jack, 2008). Eisenhardt (1989) contends that theory developed from case study 
research will have important strengths, novelty, testability and empirical validity, these arise from 
empirical evidence. Case studies support research of new theories or provide a fresh perspective on 
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existing theory. Scholz and Tietje (2002) suggest embedded case studies to focus on different salient 
aspects of theory, and allow for a multiplicity of methods including both qualitative and quantitative 
data strategies or knowledge integration. Scholz and Steiner (2015) highlighted that scientific 
knowledge and experiential knowledge that became integrated through case studies, an outcome of 
transdisciplinary research at universities. Case studies embody complexity, trade-offs, conflicts and 
uncertainty, they often provide real world context and structure for research. Baxter and Jack (2008) 
suggest a holistic case with embedded cases provides a powerful way to analyse, provide between 
case analysis and within case analysis. This provides a rich analysis and can illuminate the issues being 
researched. These authors add further justifications for the case study methodology and guide case 
selection criteria. This section describes the case organisation, a public lending library. The case 
selection justification is provided and the units of analysis defined.  The sampling logic for embedded 
case studies is examined and discussed 
 
4.7 Defining the case organisation - UK Public library 
This research studies self-service design characteristics, self-service interactions and the impact on 
efficiency and effectiveness of the service process. In Chapter 2 the transformation process was 
described in terms of inputs and outputs and service processes were defined as interactive processes 
where customers provide significant inputs to the process. 
 
The case organisation chosen was a UK Public Library Service.  Appendix 4.1 lists the selection criteria 
for the Case organisation, these criteria were developed from the research framework that follows in 
Section 4.10. Each of the parts of the framework were reviewed, the research questions considered, 
and the theoretical concepts within Chapters 2 and 3 also considered. A list of the ideal criteria needed 
to completely populate the research framework with appropriate case organisation data was 
developed from this review.  
 
The data in this section has been sourced from secondary data and management information provided 
by the library management – it is not publicly available. This section provides the overall context and 
position of the case organisation illustrating its service concept and operational model.  
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The stated vision of the library service is: 
 promote and encourage a love of reading 
 provide free access to information to help people in their everyday lives 
 support people of all ages to learn, imagine, create, succeed and realise their potential 
 guide and support library users to explore and connect to the wider world 
 offer a welcoming space to meet, socialise, learn, read and enjoy new experiences 
 support the health and wellbeing of individuals and local communities 
 
With three million items per annum exchanged across a counter at the service facilities, the process 
required a significant proportion of the service workers time for this activity. A Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) self-service system was designed and implemented for issues, returns, renewals 
and payments. This added a new system to the existing bar code system. The service had a 
heterogeneous customer base (‘cradle to grave’, with a high potential for variation and customer input 
issues).  During the early stages of implementation, austerity measures, budget reductions, and 
restructuring reduced service workers significantly, there was an immediate need to improve 
efficiency. This case organisation met the criterion for the research questions and objectives.  
 
The libraries offer the full range of services to a total community of approximately 750,000 County 
residents. There are approximately 140,000 active borrowers and 40% of the total population live in 
rural areas. There was a network of 50 libraries ranging in size and scope and the rural areas are served 
by mobile library service stopping at 455 locations. The organisation at the time of the study had 
experienced a decline of visits to physical libraries by 15.4%, with the issues of lending of material 
declining by 16.74% (2008-2013).   The services offered by the library are not only for lending but also 
a range of community services are provided. These include: physical space for meetings, work clubs, 
children’s activities, promoting local arts and crafts and running a 3-D printing lab. Several digital 
services were emerging during the study period including online e-book borrowing (1% of all loans) 
and e-reservations. There are 529 public computers in physical libraries and established online 
renewal process for items borrowed. Public funding pressure during the same period was forcing 
closures, service reductions, redundancies and cost reductions.  This was forcing the organisation to 
change its services and processes. 
 
This is a brief description of the libraries service process from a UST perspective. The service processes 
need to respond to customer inputs, their information needs, their physical presence, their requests 
and simple transactions to return borrowed material and issue new selections. The dominant service 
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process was the checking in and checkout counter service where service workers used barcode 
scanning on borrowed and returned material. In terms of the Unified Services Theory the customers’ 
inputs would be: themselves, their possessions (books on rental or loan) and their information. These 
inputs would usually be transformed in some way by the visit to the library. The customers seek 
information they can use for either enjoyment or new knowledge - transforming customers in some 
way. Their possessions change their location and possibly can be modified in some way (new date 
stamp, wear and tear) – the possessions move from customers to providers. Information about 
customers, their possessions and choices would be recorded and changed - library inventory 
management information changes in respect of the movement of the assets between entities. During 
the visit to the library, interaction with library staff would occur usually initiated by the customer 
(direct interaction) at the checkout counter or during a search in the library premises. This direct 
interaction, usually face-to-face and with the customer physically present in the premises was usually 
the dominant activity of library customer service workers.  
 
The dominant customer inputs would appear to be the customers themselves but on deeper analysis 
of the interactions, the primary purpose of the interaction between customer and service worker was 
usually information processing on library assets. The supporting tasks were to transport and move 
materials (assets) between entities and locations. Using the UST (Sampson and Froehle, 2006) and the 
transformation model (Slack et al., 2013) to analyse the library processes and the information and 
asset possession that are being transformed. The primary task (Wilson, 1984) during a library visit for 
the library service processes is information processing. That is transforming information about a 
customer and the library assets. For the customer, the primary task will vary depending on the specific 
needs and reasons for the visit. This research will specifically look at the service process in respect of 
information processing and the associated physical supporting activities of exchanging and recording 
the movement of library assets. These are considered as individual transactions. Transactions are the 
boundary this research uses from a service process perspective, based on the UST transformation 
model.  
 
To address the dominant information processing task and its costs, the library, as part of its 
modernisation and rebranding introduced self-service kiosks (surrogate interaction) for the return and 
issue of library assets. The customers would perform these tasks at the self-service kiosk and the 
information system would process information and update the asset register. To facilitate the 
exchange of asset information the library installed RFID tags in each asset to replace the barcoding. 
This change to the service process was being implemented in phases at each library location. The 
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service design and implementation plan was piloted and refined and the roll-out phased over several 
years. This illustrates the case organisation had two processes with the same purpose, a direct 
interaction process and a surrogate interaction process and there was a movement towards surrogate 
interaction. 
 
4.8 Case selection rationale 
The case organisation was selected through purposeful sampling (Patton, 2005) using the criteria in 
Appendix 4.1. The specific case organisation was chosen for four reasons. Firstly, the organisation used 
a service process that had direct interaction that was changing to surrogate interaction. These changes 
to interaction must be capable of being visualised (PCN diagrams (Sampson, 2012)) and the process 
tasks observed for both entities to understand the transformation activities. The service system, the 
service concept, and service encounter could all be changed in some way because of self-service 
kiosks. It was essential the organisation represented three aspects of the service research framework 
(Roth and Menor, 2003), the service design triad. In this specific case, there were no intentions to 
directly change the target market, other than to stem decreasing trends in customer usage and grow 
existing segments. Given the heterogeneous nature and repeatability of service use by the libraries 
customers a need to address the target market within this research is not apparent.  
 
Secondly, there is a need for the organisation to have clear objectives to change and improve their 
service process. In this case organisation, there were initial change imperatives on service 
improvement and then significant targets on efficiency improvement. The case needs to provide the 
opportunity to measure efficiency and effectiveness of the service process (Chapter 2 Section 2.14) 
because of the change between direct interaction and surrogate interaction. With the organisation 
having two service processes operational at different locations this provided an opportunity to 
observe and measure the outcomes to illustrate the changes in efficiency and effectiveness. The 
differing contexts and sizes of the service facility provides an opportunity to compare the service 
concept, service encounter and service delivery system (the service process). 
 
Thirdly, data on the service design characteristics for the customer, mediating technology and service 
process need to be observable and change within the case.  
 
Finally, information-richness (Daft and Lengel, 1983) was a critical factor in choosing the case. A single 
case design is essential to obtain access to a vast variety of case evidence and data, a point also 
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emphasised by Yin (2008). The organisation also needed to permit multiple methods of data collection 
over an extended period. The data collection needed to include observations of the customer 
performing their role at the self-service kiosk. Their interaction with mediating technology needed 
support from a service worker during the interaction, this provides rich insights to customer 
perceptions. Similar data would be needed for direct and surrogate interaction.  Contextual 
information for each service facility, the customer base and characteristics and the process managed 
by the service would also be required to obtain information richness. Access was required to all levels 
of management, all service facilities, their customers and back office processes and operational data. 
Management information on the performance of the organisation, its service delivery system, 
customer perceptions and information technology was essential to ensure robust process data is 
available as noted by Field et al. (2006).  
 
This UK Public library service met all these requirements in every aspect and provided unrestricted 
access throughout its service operations in the County. There were no restrictions on access to 
information, interviews with people or on the data collection methods used. In total, there were 24 
interviews (service workers, team leaders and managers), 12 facility visits and several meetings with 
the library senior management team. Researcher observations were made at each of the service 
facilities of the transactions and services processes. Appendix 4.2 provides a full breakdown of the 
interviews, meetings and visits. These facilitated in-depth observations to cover all aspects of the 
service research framework. 
 
4.9 Sampling logic for embedded cases 
Sub cases can be chosen by sampling or cluster techniques (McClintock, 1985). This study chooses two 
embedded cases. To align with this study’s theory building aims, the cases were chosen to theoretical 
replicate the theories discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.  Sampling using two different service design triads 
for transformations that produce the same outcomes for each design is how the embedded cases have 
been selected. The ability to analyse the difference between the cases, within the same context, 
provide controls and theoretical replication logic.  This a widely accepted way of distinguishing 
between cases.  
 
In this research, there are two configurations of the service design triad, direct interaction and 
surrogate interaction. The theories that are replicated between embedded cases are shown in Table 
4.5. 
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Table 4.5 Theoretical concepts replicated between embedded cases 
 
Theoretical concept Reference 
Unified Services Theory (Sampson, 2012, Sampson and Froehle, 2006) 
Customer Contact (Armistead and Clark, 1994, Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978, 
Chase, 2010) 
Service Concept (Goldstein et al., 2002) 
Service Encounters (Czepiel et al., 1985) 
Service Design (Schmenner, 2004, Katzan Jr, 2011, Patrício et al., 2011) 
Service Strategy Triad (Roth and Menor, 2003) 
Input/output 
Transformation Model 
(Slack et al., 2013) 
Service Processes (Kellogg and Nie, 1995, Silver, 2004, Wemmerlov, 1990, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005) 
Service Process Efficiency & 
Effectiveness 
(Johnston and Jones, 2004, Frei, 2007, Chase, 2010) 
 
 
These two cases can also be positioned along the design principles continuum suggested by Sampson 
(2012) and the standardisation-customisation continuum (Kellogg and Nie, 1995). These two 
embedded cases are consequently selected through theoretical sampling and not random sampling. 
These two case studies only represent a relatively small part of the continuums but represent polar 
comparisons that are fundamentally different.  They have been selected to extend or replicate the 
emerging theory (Eisenhardt, 1989, Meredith et al., 1989). These two different cases using the same 
theories and outcomes can extend and replicate current knowledge to build further theory.  
 
Analysing the two cases in this way provides replication and extension logic, allowing for theoretical 
replication. Using this logic the different cases should produce opposite results for predictable reasons 
(Voss et al., 2002). This research, applying theoretical replication, should show contrasting service 
strategy triads and differencing service performance outcomes. Using two embedded case further 
provides external, internal and construct validity, this will be discussed further in Section 4.12 and 
4.13. 
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4.10 The units of analysis and variables 
There were three units of analysis needed in the research framework, the case organisation and  two 
embedded case studies – there are multiple units of analysis (Yin, 2008). These units of analysis 
composed of the service processes, service concept and service encounter. These three components 
of the service design triad provide the theoretical base to study the transaction outcomes for the 
provider and customer. The aggregation of multiple transactions will then determine the efficiency 
and effectiveness for the organisation that is contingent of the service design triad. The service 
delivery system includes the service facility, self-service kiosks, information counters and the books 
and materials available for loan or study - the service process. This would include the infrastructure 
that supports each library. The embedded cases consist of a service concept, service process and 
service encounter – the service design triad. Figure 4.3 illustrates all units of analysis, embedded cases 
and research frame within this research study. This figure is explained in the next section further.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Case research framework 
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There are three units of analysis, the Case organisation, and two embedded cases, Counter Service 
(Case A) and Self-Service (Case B). These are based on existing theory and allow comparisons between 
different service design triads. This permits theoretical replication and comparative analysis between 
embedded cases for the service design components and characteristics.   
 
The service concept is a service design triad component and an independent variable between the 
embedded cases.  The service concept is at a high level of abstraction. The services process then is 
considered as another independent variable. The service encounter is a further independent variable 
that completes the service design triad. The interactions and relationships between these three-
independent variables result in completed transactions.  The consideration of these high level 
independent variables is particularly relevant for the research questions, they have a theoretical basis. 
They provide a comparison of service design triads for direct and surrogate interactions.   
 
The research questions and context for the interactions effectively set the system boundary (Miles 
and Huberman, 1994) within the embedded cases. Customers visiting the library will have a wide range 
of their needs met. They will often require other advice, use Internet browsing, read newspapers 
rather than just transactions. Studying the variety of needs would require more extensive research 
and analysis of the service design triad at a high level of abstraction. The research questions require 
the examination of interactions at a service encounter level. The encounter consists of the co-
production activities of the customer, mediating technology, the provider’s processes and the service 
worker roles.  The transactions in each embedded case bound the service encounter and provide a 
dependent variable.  The customer activities during the transaction are included within the boundary 
as they are essential for the co-production of service and the desired outcomes. These are the key 
aspects of interest for the service operations manager and represented dominant activity within the 
libraries. 
 
In Chapter 3 the mode of interaction were discussed (Figure 3.5 (Froehle and Roth, 2004)), technology 
assisted customer contact and the service encounter components (Czepiel, 1990, Czepiel et al., 1985). 
The three components, the customer, the service provider and the service worker. In the case of 
surrogate interaction (Case B) the provider is usually replaced by the mediating technology in the self-
service kiosk and the service worker replaced by the customer. These are components of the service 
encounter during a transaction to issue or return books or other materials. These service encounters 
can be analysed as independent variables for both direct interaction and surrogate interaction. Each 
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will have a corresponding service concept and service process to complete the service design triad for 
each case.  
 
Each service design triad will have design characteristics arising from the service encounter, service 
concept and service process. The encounters will have three entities (customer, service worker, and 
mediating technology) interacting in the encounter and for each there will be specific design 
characteristics (Chapter 3, Section 3.9). The grouping of each set of design characteristics for the 
elements introduce some further independent variables. The interactions between these entities co-
produce the service, in this case for the boundary of completed transactions. Amalgamating all these 
transactions for the provider will result in efficiency or effectiveness performance outcomes for the 
organisation, dependent variables.  Referring to Figure 4.3 the units of analysis and variables for the 
two types of interaction are summarised below together with the data analysis approach used. 
 
Units of analysis 
The case 
The embedded case direct interaction Case A, counter service, mainly direct interaction 
The embedded case surrogate interaction Case B, self-service, mainly customer surrogate interaction  
 
Service design theoretical variables The service concept (SC) - analysed qualitatively by each service 
concept element using interview data, observation and secondary data 
 
The service process (SP) - analysed qualitatively and quantitatively, using interview data, observation 
and PCN analysis 
 
The service encounter (SE) - analysed qualitatively by each service encounter element using interview 
data, observation and secondary data 
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Variables (for Cases A & B) 
Customer design characteristics (CDC) - analysed theoretically, qualitatively from interviews, 
observations and secondary data.  
 
Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) - analysed theoretically, qualitatively from 
interviews, observations and secondary data.  
 
Provider design characteristics (PDC) - analysed theoretically, qualitatively from interviews, 
observations and secondary data.  
 
Process efficiency (Dependent) (Pe) - analysed quantitatively from secondary data and qualitatively 
from interviews. Observations of inputs/outputs and process cycle times were used to support 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data.  
 
Process effectiveness (Dependent) (Ps) - analysed qualitatively from interviews, observations and 
secondary data 
 
Customisation (Dependent) (Cs) - analysed qualitatively from interview discussions and observations. 
 
Economies of scale (Dependent) (Es) - analysed qualitatively from interview discussions and 
observations. 
 
All these variables are further defined, operationalised and discussed in the next chapter. The cases 
will be analysed based on these units and variables in Chapters 6-8. Extensive quantitative data from 
secondary sources has been used to analyse some of these variables. This data covers a five-year 
period and enables quantitative analysis of process efficiency, inputs/outputs, transactions, costs and 
quantitative library performance measures. Ratio analysis, trend analysis and comparing quantitative 
measures between embedded cases has been applied. 
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4.11 Data collection process 
Case research, in operations management literature, often uses different data collection processes. A 
data collection framework and protocol is needed for case research to ensure data is collected in a 
systematic way. Alam (2005) suggests methodological robustness and objectivity of the research are 
enhanced by using a data collection framework. 
 
The data collection framework in this thesis is shown in Figure 4.4.  
 
Figure 4.4 Data Collection Process 
 
The data collection process stages are explained in the following paragraphs. 
 
Develop case study protocol (A) 
It is necessary to capture robust and valid data for analysis (Stuart et al., 2002) to develop a 
measurement instrument. In case study research using a well-constructed protocol, strongly 
contributes to improving reliability and validity (Yin, 2008). The protocol guides the researcher 
through the data collection process (Voss et al., 2002). A precise and structured protocol is necessary 
for theory building inductive research (Barratt et al., 2011) such as this study.  The protocol given in 
this research includes research variables, questions, prompts for the researcher and potential sources 
of information needed. The case study protocol used is provided in Appendix 4.3. This protocol was 
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developed from the conceptual research framework presented in the next Chapter. It was reviewed 
with senior colleagues and the interview questions piloted with other researchers undertaking service 
operations management research. 
 
Selecting the case organisation (B) 
The case selection criteria are shown in Appendix 4.1. The researcher publicly observed the range of 
self-service processes in current use. Background and secondary information sources (company 
information, press releases, annual reports etc.) from one organisation were obtained identifying if 
the organisation could meet the criteria. Senior management in the organisation was contacted with 
a detailed proposal. The final case selection decision was based on their response, access and 
availability during the research period and if unrestricted access to people and information could be 
achieved. A meeting with the selected case Senior Leadership took place, the protocol was discussed, 
a Non-Disclosure Agreement signed and a research coordinator within the organisation identified. 
 
Identifying service facilities (C) 
The service organisation has over 50 service facilities and it was necessary to select a sample of these 
for the research study. 12 service facilities (Appendix 4.2) were selected, these included the main 
central library, the next largest facility, and the smallest customer/community managed facility. Other 
facilities in medium sized communities were included, where there were differing customer profiles. 
The length of time during which self-service had been implemented varied from recently to over three 
years. All the service facilities were visited during 2012, with self-service implementation dates that 
spanned the period between 2008 and 2012, so each facility had experienced counter service and self-
service during the period. The service points also included facilities that had been refurbished 
alongside self–service implementation and those where the service layout remained the same. This 
was a stratified sample of service facilities to ensure all aspects of the research framework could be 
observed and analysed.  
 
Identifying interviewees (management) (D) 
Primary sources of information come from in-depth interviews (Yin, 2008, Voss et al., 2002, Bonoma, 
1985), in this management research it was considered important to identify informants who had 
knowledge of service design, self-service implementation and service worker management. In 
addition, knowledge of the performance of the organisation, its processes and the resultant efficiency 
and effectiveness over a longer time was considered essential. Discussions with senior management 
identified 12 key individuals and their locations; these were correlated with the service facilities 
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chosen in the previous step. Some interviews were conducted individually and others in small groups 
to avoid subjectivity and bias and provide a means to cross check responses, conflicting or inconsistent 
information (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, Voss et al., 2002). All informants spoke freely about the 
implementation issues, the challenges faced by the organisation and the implementation of self-
service. All informants had experience of managing and implementing counter service and self-service 
operations during the period 2008 – 2012. The researcher was able to build trust quickly during the 
interview this provided candid valuable responses (Stuart et al., 2002). The respondents included 
senior managers, area managers, team leaders and support management including the information 
technology support. The researcher took the opportunity to use snowballing respondent selection 
during the initial management interviews to identify further informants and data sources. A list of 
management interviewees, the service facility they were based at and their management role shown 
in Appendix 4.2 
 
Identifying interviewees (service workers) (E) 
Identifying service facilities, snowballing during some management interviews and random selection 
during the visit to the service facility enabled 12 service workers to be selected for interview. Details 
of these are shown in Appendix 4.2 the researcher selected a range of roles, experience and longevity 
within the organisation. This ensured a range of views and opinions to build the widest perspective on 
the service operations for each facility. All interviewees had experience of counter service and self-
service, with some being extensively involved in customer awareness and training for self-service, with 
others having been significantly involved in running the counter service for many years. All 
interviewees had over four years of experience of counter service, with experience with self-service 
ranging from 1-3 years. The researcher adopted a professional and collaborative relationship with 
interviewees during the initial greeting and meeting prior to the interview formally commencing. This 
relaxed the informants to provide insights into their service roles and experiences during the change 
process. This is an approach recommended by (Yin, 2008) to reduce bias, set the context of the 
research study and to provide effective data collection. Selecting service workers in contrast to 
management enabled multiple perspectives (customer roles and views, challenges and difficulties and 
how their roles were changing) to be probed, especially their perceptions on service facility 
performance, self-service kiosks and the management controls on the service process.  
 
Conduct, record, transcribe interviews and thank (F) 
24 semi structured interviews of service workers and managers that lasted between 30 minutes and 
two hours were conducted. The funnel model (Voss et al., 2002) was used to develop a flexible script 
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and this was followed for each interview. The researcher had a range of questions and these were 
adjusted based on the applicant’s role, experience and knowledge and from their answers to previous 
questions. Typically, the interview started with the original service process and its design 
characteristics and then progressed to the self-service design characteristics and comparisons of 
performance between the two service processes. The interviews were conducted primarily at a service 
facility that had moved from counter service to self-service during the period 2008-2012, so all 
interviewees were questioned about Case A and Case B service operations.  
 
The primary data collected at interview included thematic categories from the literature; service 
process efficiency, customer inputs, service design, self-service, service worker perceptions of 
customer implications and management perspectives. These themes provided an understanding of 
the contextual factors, implementation issues and the operation of the service facility. All but one 
interview were recorded and transcribed. Examples of interview transcriptions for a service worker 
and management are included in Appendix 4.2. All interviewees were briefed prior to the interview 
commencing on informed consent, the objectives of the research and an introduction to the 
interviewer’s interests. They signed the consent form and the interview commenced. Conducting 
management interviews and service worker interviews, including some interviews which contained 
several people at the same time. This gave wider viewpoints across the embedded cases and mitigated 
the usual recommendation (Eisenhardt, 1989, Voss et al., 2002, Yin, 2008) to have multiple 
investigators, as for this study was the researcher was the sole investigator. At the end of each 
interview the researcher checked the respondent was happy with what they had said at interview and 
if there was anything further they wanted to add.  They were then asked for suggestions of other 
possible interviewees who could provide insight on specific topics they had discussed. On some 
occasions the interviewee was asked to demonstrate aspects of the process and interaction in the 
service facility immediately after the interview. After a short period the researcher would produce a 
thank you letter that was dispatched to the respondent at their work location. 
 
Collect documents management information - triangulation (G) 
In parallel with the interview process and to ensure validity of interview information and provide data 
for triangulation (Voss et al., 2002), the researcher collected documents, performance data and 
photographs. Informant bias can be mitigated by triangulation of data (Eisenhardt, 1989), this is 
important in Critical Realist paradigms to help illustrate a single reality (Hunt, 1990). This also follows 
the recommendation to use a combination of different methods to study the same phenomena (Voss 
et al., 2002). This strengthens the grounding of theory (Eisenhardt, 1989) and improves the reliability 
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of data (Yin, 2008). The variety of documents and information makes the findings convincing and 
accurate (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  
 
Triangulation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2013, Jick, 1979) during this research included collecting data from 
multiple sources, interviews, multiple service facilities, documentary evidence, direct observation and 
secondary data sources. Using multiple informants across a range of roles and different service 
facilities further triangulated data. Mixing qualitative and quantitative evidence provides a further 
source of triangulation. This helped obtain adequate support for observations, service design 
characteristics, facts and performance claims by senior management.  
 
The researcher also collected objective data such as business information and published 
commentaries on performance. This is regarded as objective evidence as it was produced outside of 
the research (Johnston et al., 1999), this contributes to the reliability and validity of the data. The 
service process data from observations, interviews and documentation required an additional 
collection method to create a process view for triangulation. A summary of related documents used 
for secondary sources of data, including those related to marketing customers, can be found in 
Appendix 4.4. 
 
Observe, processes and document (H) 
Observing the service process, the customers using the technology and the service worker 
interventions for both direct interaction and surrogate interaction provided a way to visualise the 
transaction outcomes from the co-production of service.  To visualize the service process a range of 
tools were considered, these included, value stream mapping (VSM), Discrete Event Simulation, 
Unified Modelling Language (UML), process design and analysis techniques (IDEF0), service 
blueprinting, process mapping, and PCN diagrams (Sampson, 2012) . VSM was considered, this offered 
a good approach for process analysis and was seriously considered. The straightforward nature of 
transactions and processes being studied means that the level of VSM sophistication was unnecessary 
for the observations and analysis. The same argument for IDEF0 and UML techniques also applies. 
Discrete Event Simulation could provide a quantifiable analysis of the service system, especially the 
service operations performance outcomes and the simulating some of the PDC and MTDC design 
characteristics. The nature of the transactions, the analysis of queues and process times could be 
interesting insights for this study, however the customer inputs and roles could be difficult to 
accurately model due to their heterogeneity and some the design characteristics difficult to build into 
the simulation, for example perceived control and risk. 
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The service blueprinting tool has recently been applied by (Bitner et al., 2008) as a service innovation 
and a customer experience tool to visualize dynamic service systems. Bitner highlighted the co-
production nature of service in real time by customers, employees and technology.   The research 
questions require the analysis of processes and activities and an understanding of service design. The 
service blueprinting technique is usually aimed at improving the customer experience and assisting in 
innovation for service design.  This technique is less helpful with processes that involve multiple 
entities interacting and performing service actions to mutually produce a service outcome 
 
PCN diagrams build on the strengths of flowcharting techniques, such as blueprinting.  There is a need 
to visualize the customers and providers’ actions, linking these to the wider service system and service 
design implications. PCN’s were selected to best illustrate the customer-provider interactive changes. 
With the PCN’s based on the UST, analysing through this method, links results to a structured 
framework and an established theory on service.   By representing the move from customer direct 
interaction to surrogate interaction the process will change and customer interactions could be 
visualized alongside theoretical perspectives. These process chain network diagrams (Sampson, 2012) 
provide a technique to join process steps between entities, understand the domains in which the steps 
take place and provide a theoretical framework for analysis. Description of the method for completing 
process diagrams is provided in Appendix 4.5. Process chain network diagrams were developed from 
observations, interviews and specific studies of the process steps occurring during the transaction. 
These enable changes in the processes to be documented and observed based on a theoretical model.  
 
Review all data with organisations research coordinator (I) 
During the data collection process and at the completion of all interviews, the researcher reviewed 
the material, interview insights and reports with the case organisations research coordinator. This was 
to check understanding, collect and identify further documentary evidence and to ensure all aspects 
of the research study had been covered from the case organisations perspective. The PCN diagrams 
were explored and checked for validity and accuracy. The performance data and other management 
information reviewed and updated, any unusual observations highlighted for further investigation. 
The case organisation coordinator agreed the release of the material formally to the researcher and 
that it may be removed from the case organisations premises or sent electronically to the researcher. 
A report was developed for the senior management team at the libraries and a presentation made of 
the initial analysis and observations. 
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Create case database store (J) 
Finally, a database of evidence was collected and created; this included the transcripts, database of 
interviewees and files of documents and data. This was structured to create and maintain a fieldwork 
database (Yin, 2008) and  to enhance the reliability of the research (Riege, 2003) 
4.12 Validity and reliability of the research 
This section synthesises the techniques described in this Chapter to illustrate how validity and 
reliability can be demonstrated. The academic community often has strong criticism for case-based 
research (Eisenhardt, 1989). This often relates to what is perceived as a lack of methodological rigour 
(Eisenhardt, 1989, Stuart et al., 2002), despite all the advantages of case research presented in this 
Chapter. The scientific community is often concerned about the reliability and validity of case research 
(Riege, 2003). This research study successfully addresses case study methodology criteria (Yin, 2008) 
by demonstrating  how construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability have been 
assured. These criteria are often used to evaluate a positivist and quantitative based research study 
(Riege, 2003). Voss et al. (2002) suggest the criteria are transferable to case studies, but other authors 
have suggested alternative criteria for evaluating qualitative research: confirmability, credibility, 
transferability, and dependability (Miles and Huberman, 1994, Riege, 2003). These tests are to be 
considered for assessing this study as a significant portion of the data collected in this research 
qualitative. 
4.13 Construct validity and confirmability 
The operational measures established for the concepts being studied need to be assessed (Voss et al., 
2002). Construct validity is the mechanism to assess the theoretical basis. In Critical Realist paradigms 
construct validity corresponds to confirmability. This is to ensure subjective judgements in the 
research are not made and the conclusions drawn are reasonable (Riege, 2003).  
 
Data triangulation addressed construct validity and a chain of evidence further demonstrated 
construct validity. The validation of the case study report by the senior management team also 
provides further evidence of construct validity (Yin, 2008). The systematic data collection framework, 
data triangulation and multiple sources of evidence protected against researcher bias. These multiple 
sources of evidence provide convergent validity, supported by a triangulation safeguard against 
researcher’s subjectivity.  The data collection provides multiple measures of the same phenomena. 
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A robust chain of evidence was maintained throughout the research, this shows how the evidence was 
derived by applying a step-by-step process to obtain results (Yin, 2008). This makes it possible to trace 
the evidence going backwards and forwards between the research question and conclusion, this chain 
of evidence illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Chain of evidence: forward and backwards for confirmability 
 
4.14 Internal validity and credibility 
It is necessary to illustrate there are no spurious relationships (Yin, 2008) established between 
variables - this provides internal validity. Fundamentally identifying logical connections to other 
constructs is a key requirement for theory building research (Wacker, 2008, Wacker, 1998). The realist 
paradigm tests credibility to show the inquiry is conducted in a way that provide credible results and 
this corresponds to internal validity (Riege, 2003). Lewis (1998) develops a term called iterative 
triangulation which systematically iterates between literature review, case evidence and intuition. 
Theory credibility, utility and validity of the analysis are developed throughout this process which 
compares emerging constructs on theory across case settings.  The data iterative triangulation 
approach used is illustrated in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Iterative triangulation approach for internal validity  
 
In relation to credibility it will be necessary to ensure the findings makes sense and represents a 
genuine visualisation of the phenomena. Two steps are suggested by Riege (2003) peer debriefing 
techniques and sharing research results with informants. For the first step, there were regular 
meetings with both supervisors and other researchers. Conference presentations were used to obtain 
feedback and critique and to review the theory building results that were emerging from the analysis 
of data. The second step involved sharing visualisation of service processes (PCN diagrams) with key 
informants from the case organisation. There were informal discussions and formal exchanges 
providing both qualitative and quantitative data illustrating the theoretical basis for the findings. 
These occurred after a visit to a specific service facility and in some cases, took place in the form of a 
debriefing with the area manager for the facility. Comments, feedback and suggestions were noted to 
check the data analysis stage. Denzin and Lincoln (2007) recommend this to avoid possible multiple 
interpretations of reality. 
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4.15 External validity and transferability 
A study’s findings can sometimes be generalised beyond the immediate case study (Voss et al., 2002), 
this is external validity. Generally within a Critical Realist paradigm, external validity corresponds to 
transferability (Riege, 2003), hence these two criteria are identical. 
 
Conceptual frameworks and existing theory are applied to the case study to analytically generalise the 
results (McClintock, 1985, Yin, 2008). This makes it possible to generalise findings alongside a broader 
theory. Survey research on the other hand relies on statistical generalisation to a much larger sample. 
This contrasts with a case study where the initial conceptual framework based on existing and related 
theory is used to achieve analytical generalisation. The use of Unified Services Theory (Sampson and 
Froehle, 2006), the service research framework (Roth and Menor, 2003) and PCN analysis (Sampson, 
2012) provide existing theory for analytical generalisation for direct and surrogate interaction 
research questions. This research develops several research propositions for theory testing research. 
These propositions are found in the next Chapter.  
4.16 Reliability and dependability 
Repeating the same study should produce the same results (Yin, 2008), this is repeatability. In the 
realist paradigm this corresponds with dependability (Riege, 2003). These are used to evaluate 
whether other researchers would obtain the same results if they use the same procedures and 
techniques (Riege, 2003). Two techniques are used in this research to enhance reliability. Firstly, the 
collected data was electronically and physically recorded in a case study database. Secondly, a 
structured protocol was developed and used in the collection process. Each of these techniques is 
recommended by (Yin, 2008) and are designed to enhance the reliability of the research.  
4.17 Ethical considerations 
This section discusses the ethical issues associated with this research. Bryman and Bell (2011) discuss 
concern areas that arise in business research: harm to participants, informed consent, invasion of 
privacy and deception. These four principles are developed into a checklist, from a sample of 
University ethics forms and examples of unethical practices. Easterby-Smith et al. (2012) suggest 
management research is often less concerned with ethical codes of practice than say those in medical 
science or psychology. This research and the case methodology are unlikely to encounter the serious 
ethical issues associated with other fields of research such as these. To provide assurance to the case 
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organisation and research participants a thorough ethical stance was taken on the principles, the 
checklist was reviewed and informed consent obtained with every participant. This also included the 
anonymity of the organisation, even though a lot of the data collected is publicly available and the 
researcher was publicly visible to the organisations customers and other service workers who were 
not part of the study.  
 
The following steps were taken to meet ethical considerations and provide assurance to the case 
organisation and research participants. Firstly, a proposal outlining the research study and the ethical 
approach was sent to the senior manager of the library service. This was followed by a meeting 
explaining the ethics and purpose of the research and agreeing the data collection and informed 
consent process with the organisation’s service workers and managers. Secondly, the organisation 
communicated the purpose of the study, data protection and ethical considerations to all those who 
would be involved with the research. Thirdly, an interview consent form was used, with all 
respondents giving consent to interview and recording. Everyone was given the option of not 
participating. After the interview the participant was asked to confirm that they were happy with the 
interview and further verbal agreement sought to the use of the data arising from the interview. The 
researcher assured all respondents that the information they provided would not be attributed to 
them or communicated directly in this form to the library’s senior management.  Finally, all data 
collected has been stored securely, physically and electronically. Appendix 4.6 provides a description 
of the data collection, interview methodology and the ethical considerations taken prior to data 
collection. This covers informed consent, ethical approval and data storage and publication.  
 
4.18  Chapter summary  
This Chapter has confirmed the researcher’s philosophical stance and paradigm - Critical Realism. The 
Chapter justified Critical Realism as a phenomenological paradigm that is appropriate for the research 
questions. This philosophical approach has been set within the context of service operations research 
and an embedded single case study used. The case study is regarded as the most suitable research 
design to deal with the complexity of interactions listed in the research objectives (Chapter 1, Section 
1.6). The case organisation and data collection methods have been described and justified to achieve 
reliability and validity of the study. Finally, the ethics approach applied to the research was evidenced. 
The next Chapter discusses the conceptual framework on which the empirical phase of the research 
will be based.  
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Chapter 5 Conceptual Framework 
 
5.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents the research framework and a structure on which the empirical phase of the 
research will be based. The theoretical model is operationalised in this chapter and applied to the case 
organisation. In Chapter 3 the following research questions were developed.  
 What are the design characteristics for service interactions with high customer presence 
self-service systems? 
 What is the impact on process efficiency of a move from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service interaction? 
 What is the impact on process effectiveness of a move from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service interaction? 
 
The conceptual model is based on providing a theoretical and empirical framework to provide a basis 
for analysis of these three research questions in the case organisation. 
5.2 Research framework 
A research framework based on the extant literature was presented in Figure 4.3 in Chapter 4. This 
has been derived on a theoretical basis. The theories include the service concept, service encounter, 
service process, service design and the UST (Chapter 2, Section 2.9). The framework integrates 
service operations and marketing theory into the service strategy triad (Roth and Menor, 2003), 
excluding the target market component. It applies the resulting service strategies and service designs 
to distinct embedded cases. It provides a framework to analyse research questions and service designs 
for each case. It provides a structure for theory building based on defined theoretical concepts and 
the variables identified in the last chapter (Section 4.10). It allows for theoretical replication between 
the two cases and to compare the impact of each of the service process designs for transaction 
outcomes.  
 
This research framework positions the research questions within existing literature and enables a 
conceptual model for direct and surrogate interaction to be developed. These are all viewed from the 
perspective of service operations management and the service providers within the premise that the 
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customer is a co-producer of service. The conceptual model and its components are operationalised 
and described for the case in this chapter. 
 
Table 5.1 provides the theoretical and operational basis for the research framework. The main 
theoretical components of the research framework are defined in this table. These were fully 
discussed in Chapter 2, (Sections 2.8 – 2.12). A description of the theoretical construct used for this 
thesis is included in the table and the relevant literature references on which this is based shown in 
the final column. 
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Table 5.1 Theoretical basis of conceptual model  
Concept Description Literature 
Service Processes 
(Service Interactions) 
The collection of activities that take 
customer inputs and create 
outputs/outcomes. Customer presence 
and their influence are a key design 
factor in service processes 
(Silvestro et al., 1992, 
Silver, 2004, Sampson 
and Froehle, 2006, 
Smart et al., 2009) 
Service Concept The components on which a service 
system is built. These include strategic 
intent, customers, what the system is 
providing and how it is delivered 
(Roth and Menor, 2003, 
Goldstein et al., 2002, 
Edvardsson and Olsson, 
1996, Johnston and 
Clark, 2005) 
Service Encounter A dyadic human to human interaction 
between a service worker and the 
customer. For self-service, a triadic 
relationship also includes the 
organisation and its technology 
(Czepiel et al., 1985, 
Bateson, 1985, Bitner et 
al., 1990, Solomon et 
al., 1985, Ma and Dube, 
2011) 
Service Design Three components: Service Concept, 
Service Encounter & Service Process. 
Visualising service process interactions 
between entities and illustrating the 
sequence of steps in the service 
system needed to deliver the mutually 
required co-produced outcomes. 
(Goldstein et al., 2002, 
Katzan Jr, 2011, Roth 
and Menor, 2003, 
Patrício et al., 2008, 
Patrício et al., 2011, 
Sampson, 2014, 
Shostack, 1982) 
Unified Service Theory In service processes, the customer 
provides significant inputs into the 
production process. These inputs are 
customers mind and body, their 
possessions and information. 
(Sampson, 2000, 
Sampson, 2010, 
Sampson, 2012, 
Sampson and Froehle, 
2006) 
Customer contact The physical presence of the customer 
and the extent of customer contact 
within the service system. 
(Chase, 2010, Chase, 
1981, Chase, 1978, 
Schmenner, 2004, 
Schmenner, 1986, 
Mersha, 1990) 
 
5.3 Conceptual model 
The conceptual model for this study is shown in Figure 5.1. Meredith (1993) defines a conceptual 
model as a simplified representation or abstract of reality. This means a conceptual model is a set of 
concepts that can have propositions to describe the event, process or object. Conceptual models allow 
for the interpretation of suspected relationships which may be examined through the research 
framework. Figures 5.1 & Table 5.1 summarise the theoretical basis for the conceptual model. The 
conceptual model represents the research questions and shows the conceptual model that is the basis 
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for this study. This takes a theory building perspective through theoretical replication using two case 
studies. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Conceptual model 
 
The conceptual model is focused on the transactions at the library that involve the entities in the 
service encounter. With the introduction of self-service to the encounter, the service process, the 
service concept, the nature of the interaction and outcomes could change if the service design 
changes. The entities within the interaction are the organisation, service worker and the customer 
(Czepiel et al., 1985). The conceptual model is based on exploring the service design change, the 
interactive processes of the transactions, and the provider outcomes. The components of the 
conceptual model will be discussed further throughout this chapter.  This conceptual model can be 
compared with existing conceptual models developed by other researchers. Table 5.2 illustrates a 
range of conceptual models by other authors and the model components. 
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Table 5.2 Conceptual models within existing literature 
 
Research Context Components Authors 
An Exploratory Study 
on Consumer 
Perceptions of Service 
Quality in Technology-
Based Self-Service 
Customer perceived quality, extent of 
customer participation, service 
worker support, and overall 
technology-based self-service quality. 
(Anitsal and Paige, 
2006)  
Interaction fluency: a 
customer performance 
measure of 
multichannel service 
Interaction fluency in face-to-face 
service encounters and automated 
encounters and their impact on 
service quality and customer loyalty.  
(Cassab and 
MacLachlan, 2006)  
Self-service technology 
adoption: comparing 
three technologies. 
Ease-of-use, need for interaction, risk 
and usefulness. Customer attitudes 
towards self-service and intention to 
use. 
(Curran and Meuter, 
2005)  
Conceptual Model of 
Self-service 
High-level model including industry 
sectors, markets and customer 
outcomes 
(Globerson and 
Maggard, 1991)  
Consequences of 
Forcing Consumers to 
Use Technology-Based 
Self-Service. 
Attitude towards self-service, 
switching intentions, previous 
experience of self-service and forced 
use. 
(Reinders et al., 2008)  
Marketing Models of 
Service and 
Relationships 
High-level research model, 
customisation, service management, 
customer satisfaction and financial 
impact. 
(Rust and Chung, 2006)  
Customer Experience 
Creation: 
Determinants, 
Dynamics and 
Management 
Strategies 
Customer experience, service 
interfaces including technology and 
customisation. 
(Verhoef et al., 2009)  
Determinants and 
consequences of 
consumer satisfaction 
with self-service 
technology in a retail 
setting. 
Perceived usefulness, enjoyment, 
control, and convenience leading to 
customer satisfaction and future 
behavioural intentions. 
(Wang, 2012)  
 
 
The majority of the existing conceptual models relate customer design characteristics and customer 
outcomes. Few combine the characteristics for all three entities or combine design for customer and 
provider. The components of this study’s conceptual model are defined and operationalised in the 
next sections. 
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5.4 Service Design Characteristics 
In Chapter 3 service design characteristics were developed from the literature (Appendix 3.1). These 
grouped characteristics are shown in Table 5.3  split by the entity involved in the service encounter: 
customer, mediating technology and provider. These characteristics have been researched within the 
literature; no previous studies have explored all the combinations of these characteristics in the design 
of service interactions and the resultant outcomes. This research proposes that these design 
characteristics influence the interaction between entities and the resultant outcomes. These are 
independent variables and are discussed in more detail in the following sections.  
 
Table 5.3 Design characteristics 
(developed from Appendix 3.1) 
 
Customer (CDC) Mediating Technology (MTDC) Provider (PDC) 
Duration of interaction  Functionality provided, Task-
technology fit  
Duration of 
interaction 
Perceived control System control Process control 
Waiting time Accessibility Process waiting 
time 
Perceived ease-of-use Resilience and reliability Task and activities 
Risk perception Input/output interfaces Customer role  
Confidentiality and 
security 
Information & asset security Confidentiality and 
security 
  Facility ergonomics, 
layout 
 
5.5 Customer design characteristics (CDC) 
The customer design characteristics are those aimed at meeting customer needs, outcomes and 
facilitating the service interaction. They provide task guidance to enable customer inputs. These 
customer design characteristics are extensively defined and researched within the literature. Table 
5.4 illustrates characteristics that arise from studies related to the conceptual model. 
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Table 5.4 Customer design characteristics 
(developed from Appendix 3.1) 
 
CDC Description Reference sources 
Duration of 
interaction  
This is the perceived time it takes 
the customer to start, complete 
and end the interaction. Includes 
waiting time with in the 
interaction period. 
(Bateson, 1985, Czepiel et al., 
1985, Berry et al., 2002, Collier 
and Kimes, 2013, Chase and Dasu, 
2001, Beatson et al., 2006) 
Perceived control This is the customer’s belief they 
have control when behavioural 
control is unavailable. 
(Bateson, 1985, Langer and 
Saegert, 1977, Weijters et al., 
2007, Esmark et al., 2015, 
Beatson et al., 2006, Ba and 
Johansson, 2008, Curran and 
Meuter, 2005, Johnston and 
Clark, 2005) 
Waiting time This is the actual time waiting 
prior to commencing the 
interaction. Customer perceptions 
of waiting time also differ 
between customers and contexts.  
E.g. waiting in line for counter 
service or a self-service kiosk. 
(Wang et al., 2012, Weijters et al., 
2007, Maister, 1984, Davis and 
Vollmann, 1990, Dasu and Chase, 
2010) 
Perceived ease-of-
use 
The perceptions of the process 
that leads to the outcome for 
customers. This should not be 
confused with usefulness, a 
separate construct in literature; 
this is related to the customer’s 
perceptions of the outcome.  
(Weijters et al., 2007, Ng et al., 
2011, Ho and Ko, 2008) 
Risk perception This is the customer’s perceived 
risks of the service encounter. 
Usually risk perception includes 
performance, financial, time, 
psychological and social 
evaluations of risk of the service 
encounter. It’s a summation of 
individual anxiety across these 
factors. Note: The study is 
specifically interested in the 
perceived risks associated the 
service process and the 
customer’s co-productive role. 
(Forsythe and Shi, 2003, Ruyter et 
al., 2001, Walker and Johnson, 
2006, Czepiel et al., 1985) 
Confidentiality and 
security 
This includes the security of the 
transaction, the confidentiality of 
customer’s information and 
privacy from other customers 
during the encounter, all from the 
customers’ perspective. 
(Rowley, 2006, Gelderman et al., 
2011, Beatson et al., 2007) 
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A recent study (Esmark et al., 2015) tested different control types (cognitive, behavioural and decision) 
in relation to their engagement in co-production activities. They test these constructs in a tightly 
controlled service process, where the customer must follow this process to achieve their outcome. 
The authors claim, involvement in co-production increases a customer perceived control and enhances 
their experience. Whilst the nature of this control is beyond the scope of this study, it does illustrate 
the importance of perceived control, customer involvement and process control to both the customer 
and provider respectively. In this conceptual model, control is provided by the service design 
characteristics and during the service interaction. Mediating technology or the service worker are the 
main methods for controlling the service process and the customer.  
Customer waiting time studies are extensive (Maister, 1984, Davis and Vollmann, 1990, Kokkinou and 
Cranage, 2015, Dasu and Chase, 2010); waiting time is a complicated area involving customer 
psychology, the nature of the service and the impact of other customers. The waiting time is the time 
the customer waits for the service transaction to start, either waiting for a self-service kiosk to be 
available or standing in the queue for the counter service. For straightforward transactions, such as 
those involved in the library, waiting times are an important factor to consider in the design of service 
interactions. Customers are less likely to wait for long periods and long waits will negatively impact 
customer satisfaction. Customer waiting time for counter service and for self-service transactions 
should be designed to be an acceptable period. 
The duration of the interaction is a different characteristic to the waiting time; this commences when 
the customer or service worker starts the transaction with the first process step. For counter service 
this would include the initial greeting by the customer or service worker and for self-service the 
customer touching the input screen. This is measurable from a service operations perspective, 
although from the customers, this is usually a perceived duration. This time duration can be perceived 
by customers as a cost. It also depends on the customers time orientation, time pressure, empathy 
and experience (Berry et al., 2002). Beatson et al. (2006) called this temporal commitment, with 
service design attributes producing overall satisfaction and this in turn produces temporal 
commitment. This variable perception and the heterogeneity of customers make it difficult to 
precisely design services to meet their interaction duration needs. Minimising or optimising 
interaction durations is probably a design goal for service operations managers.  
Extensive studies (Bobbitt and Dabholkar, 2001, Chase and Dasu, 2001, Curran et al., 2003, Weijters 
et al., 2007) identify perceived ease-of-use as a characteristic. Customer perceptions and 
heterogeneity are again prevalent and this makes design of this characteristic challenging. Technology 
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ease-of-use is perceived differently by different age groups of customers, with some customers finding 
direct interaction and face-to-face encounters easier to use, whilst others preferring an interaction 
mediated by technology. This suggests offering channel choice (Counter Service and Self-Service). 
Risk perception is a significant motivational factor, especially for interactions that change or require 
additional customer knowledge, skills and roles. Ruyter et al. (2001) suggested the perceived risk level 
is an important factor in shaping customer attitudes and behaviours towards using technology 
mediated services. This design characteristic is particularly relevant to the introduction of new service 
processes and mediating technologies.  
Confidentiality and security, Rowley (2006) analysed literature and identified security as a dominant 
theme, especially in relation to the e-service.  In the context of library transactions, customer 
information on borrowing and reading habits is held by the library information and transaction 
systems. With counter service, some of this is usually hidden from the view of other customers, with 
self-service there is a potential for screens to display customer information. Security of information, 
customer confidentiality and privacy during transactions are likely to be a key customer design 
characteristic.  
 
Beatson et al. (2006) explored customer commitment (effective, temporal and instrumental) to a 
combination of SST (Self-Service Technologies) attributes and personal service. The attributes 
explored for SST were; reliability, ease of use, easy to control, enjoyable, convenient, saves time, low-
risk, and customised.  In the analysis for these attributes, it was shown they were a positive impact on 
overall customer satisfaction. These attributes, given the impact on overall satisfaction could also be 
important design factors in relation to the mediating technology.  
 
All these characteristics are obviously dependent on the customer’s perception. Designing for these 
and measuring them present challenges for service operations managers. This is especially the case 
given the heterogeneity of customers using a library counter and self-service for their transactions 
(older people, children, leisure users). These customer characteristics, attitudes and perceptions of 
self-service technology, provide a baseline guide for service design considerations. The extensive 
empirical testing of these in the literature provides a strong theoretical basis for these characteristics 
which will be further tested in the study.  
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5.6 Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) 
The central role of the technology in service encounters is to span boundaries between service 
workers (provider’s service processes) and the customer. This boundary spanning role is recognised 
by many authors (Thomson, 1967, Campbell et al., 2011, Froehle and Roth, 2004, Roth and Menor, 
2003), it is often called integration technologies or mediating technology.  Mediation can be used as 
a form of dispute resolution, a way of resolving disputes between two or more parties with mandatory 
effect. In service encounters the mediating technology is not required to resolve disputes but to 
prevent them happening. Technology design characteristics need to span the boundaries, ensure the 
inputs (service worker and customer) meet the required standards and facilitate the interchange of 
relevant information within the interaction and service process to provide the necessary outcome. 
Table 5.5 summarises mediating technology design characteristics from literature.  
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Table 5.5 Mediating technology design characteristics  
(developed from Appendix 3.1) 
 
MTDC Description Reference sources 
Functionality of 
technology, Task- 
technology fit 
This is the mediating technology 
features and support provided for the 
requirements of the task. The fit 
theory is based on the system 
features, the individual characteristics 
and the performance of the individual 
during system use. 
(Kim et al., 2015, Goodhue 
and Thompson, 1995, Larsen 
et al., 2009, Dishaw and 
Strong, 1999, Bauer et al., 
2006, Sousa et al., 2015) 
System control The automated process of monitoring 
the technology system performance. 
This includes error handling, input 
controls and controlling variability. 
This includes the automatic initiation 
of service worker intervention calls. 
(Slack et al., 2013) (Johnston 
and Morris, 1985) 
Accessibility This is the design for users to have the 
ability to access a facility, location and 
technology. It needs to meet their 
needs at the time at which it is 
needed. This encompasses the 
physical design of user interfaces, 
hardware, software, mediating 
technology and the environment 
around the interface. 
(Sousa et al., 2015, Rowley, 
2006, Dabholkar, 1996, 
Siebenhandl et al., 2013, 
Hammond, 2002, Bauer et al., 
2006, NCR, 2010, Tax et al., 
2006) 
Resilience and 
reliability 
Resilience relates to the ability of 
mediating technology to absorb the 
impact of failure, internally and 
externally in its environment. 
Reliability ensures it’s ready for use 
and will successfully perform the 
designed and intended functions. The 
operational state during service 
interactions. 
(Ferrer et al., 2010, Bauer et 
al., 2006, Tax et al., 2006, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005) 
Input/output 
interfaces 
The technology interfaces are ways 
the service worker and customer 
communicate with the mediating 
technology. These include the 
touchscreen, card scanner, barcode 
and RFID readers, payment module 
and item receptacles around physical 
machine. 
(Mills and Moberg, 1982, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005, Ding 
et al., 2011b, Curran and 
Meuter, 2005, Christine Roy et 
al., 2001) 
Information & 
asset security 
This is the minimisation of customer 
privacy and security risks, includes the 
information and security risks of the 
customer’s information and that the 
assets and information of the provider 
are also secure during the customer 
interaction. 
(Rust and Kannan, 2003, Rust 
and Chung, 2006) 
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In a sense, mediating technology’s role is to control the customer and control the service process to 
meet required standards. In essence the mediating technology is ensuring a rigid process 
(Wemmerlov, 1990) between the two entities,  although aspects of the customers role, knowledge 
and skills can be  fluid processes between customers and service workers. 
 
This conceptual model can be used to represent the archetypes and modes of interaction shown by 
Froehle and Roth (2004) discussed in Chapter 3. Technology design characteristics are present in all 
five modes of interaction in the Froehle and Roth model. This conceptual model can represent both 
“face-to-face” and “face to screen” customer contact. The customer and provider design 
characteristics can equally be applied to the other components Froehle and Roth mode model.  These 
three entities and thier design charatertics are this studys’ conceptual model. The specific modes of 
interest in this research are mode B & E as shown in Figure 5.2.  
  
  
Figure 5.2 Modes of interaction Froehle and Roth (2004) 
Task-technology fit theory (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995, Kim et al., 2015, Dishaw and Strong, 1999) 
also illustrates the mediating role of technology between the tasks of service workers and customers. 
This theory contends that task requirements and technology functionality together produce a task-
technology fit that drives actual use of technology and individual performance. This interface between 
technology and the service worker customer has specific attributes. Sousa et al. (2015) consider these 
to be interface richness, efficiency and access efficiency. Interface richness can be related to the 
degree of customer contact including such dimensions as communication time, intimacy and 
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information richness. Interface efficiency includes the time and difficulty, ease and speed in 
supporting task execution. This would include gathering information from customer inputs. Access 
efficiency refers to the setup effort required by the customer to complete tasks using the interface 
provided. 
Mediating technology joins together the task, specific functions required for a transaction and 
provides a technology interface for the customer or service worker.  The task- technology fit (Goodhue 
and Thompson, 1995, Dishaw and Strong, 1999) describes the goal for effective and efficient 
transactions mediated by technology. That is to provide a system and features that enables efficient 
and effective inputs for successful transactions. The design characteristics of the mediating technology 
need to provide the specific functions and features to meet the requirements of the service worker, 
the provider and customer. Kim et al. (2015) compared task characteristics and technology 
functionality and task-technology fit between RFID and barcode technologies from a provider’s 
perspective. This was to determine if RFID provided a better task-technology fit. The study has a small 
and broad sample size, but it provides a useful comparison between RFID and barcodes based on the 
task-technology fit characteristic.  The results show there is a positive relationship between task-
technology fit and utilisation by customers. The task-technology fit and features of mediating 
technology is a design characteristic for this conceptual model. 
System control is a characteristic designed into the mediating technology and often specified by the 
provider. The control functions usually manage the service process and interactions, including 
initiation, inputs, transformation processes, and output confirmations. During interactions, the system 
control validates inputs, displays tasks, makes input requests and takes decisions. In Case B (self-
service) the system control needs to control customer inputs for all available customer requests and 
customer profiles. The system controls non-conformance to system parameters, error or exception 
routines are called and system interventions or overrides requested. This control characteristic is also 
likely to exert control over the network connections, hardware control functions and physical 
maintenance of the technology. Poka-yoke or mistake proofing is often used as a control feature in 
technology systems and often controls are designed to achieve this goal. Control systems have 
feedback systems or control loops; these automatically validate inputs or reject nonconforming 
inputs. The design characteristics of system control fulfils a key role in ensuring successful service 
interactions and transaction outcomes. 
Accessibility for customers and service workers is another element of mediating technology 
characteristics; it impacts the customer and service worker tasks and actions. The prevalence and 
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often mandatory requirement for this design characteristic is illustrated by many authors (Table 5.5). 
The design goal for accessibility characteristics is to encourage and support technology use by types 
of customers including those with disabilities. Examples of accessibility factors include; positioning 
counters, technology and machines, font size, contrast, control button sizes, physical design of kiosks 
scanners and input/output displays. 
Resilience and reliability are outcomes (a component of service quality/process effectiveness) that 
require mediating technology designs to enable, control and support service interactions. System 
controls discussed earlier provide a mechanism to monitor resilience and reliability of the technology. 
Tax et al. (2006) identified reliability as one of the root causes for customers to experience transaction 
failure.  The literature also identified reliability provides a competitive advantage encouraging 
repeated use of the technology. This can be important to providers that need efficiency and to reduce 
reliance on service workers.  They suggest reliability has a direct impact on performance and 
productivity of service processes. Discussion of these design characteristics are beyond the scope of 
this study, they involve detailed technology designs and layouts, hardware and software 
characteristics. The conceptual model includes these elements in mediating technology designs. For 
the purposes of this study, the analysis of reliance and reliability will centre on the control of inputs, 
transformation and outputs. 
The concepts and design for inputs and outputs are well-established in service operations literature.  
Technology interfaces for inputs and outputs are also extensively covered in design literature for 
computer science, physical devices and e-commerce. This conceptual model explores the interfaces 
between customer and provider and their interfaces with the mediating technology. These interfaces 
enable the service process and mediate the relationship between customer processes and provider 
processes. In this way they are the linking medium for co-production to occur and mutual outcomes 
to be achieved – they are a key link for boundary spanning. Christine Roy et al. (2001) studies the 
usability of interfaces and the development of perceived trustworthiness, feelings of perceived risk 
and achieving outcomes (Mayer et al., 1995). In these studies, usability has the constructs of 
navigation, consistency, learnability, user guidance and perception; these were shown to be 
significantly related to the trustworthiness of the service provider (vendor). These elements in the 
literature suggest the conceptual model joins together entities for successful transaction outcomes 
and encourages learning with repeated use amongst customers and service workers.  
Customers need to trust the provider with their information and security. Providers need to protect 
their assets and minimise risks associated with information security, customer confidentiality, fraud 
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and theft.  This design factor for the mediating technology supports these goals. Rust and Lemon 
(2001) identify interactive information (customers and providers),  exchange is a key component of e-
service, while Rust and Chung (2006) and Parasuraman (2000) confirm security of information is a 
common factor in the technology readiness of customers. There are extensive bodies of literature on 
information security and the protection of assets. This research is directly concerned with the 
protection of assets belonging to the libraries. The information on customer use and their borrowings, 
ensuring its confidentiality during service interactions is the main factor of interest within the 
conceptual model.  
The mediating technology designs are usually built by the provider, software or system provider and 
hardware manufacturer. These mediating technology design characteristics fulfil a bridging role and 
assist in creating service interactions between the customer and the provider. They provide the 
opportunity for the provider to automate their own tasks and process steps. They enable the co-
production of transactions and provide opportunities to improve process efficiency and effectiveness. 
They require interfaces into the provider’s technologies and back office systems and the design 
characteristics of these systems need to match the providers design characteristics. 
 
5.7 Provider design characteristics (PDC) 
Davis et al. (2005) comprehensively list seven design characteristics for service providers;  
 
a) Each element of the service system is consistent with the operating focus of the firm. For 
example, when the focus is on speed of delivery, each step in the process should help to foster 
speed. b) Its user-friendly. This means that the customer can easily interact, e.g.  good signage, 
understandable forms, accessible, logical steps in the process, and courteous service workers that 
are available to answer questions. c) It is robust. That is, it can cope effectively with variations in 
demand and resource availability. d) It is structured so that consistent performance by its people and 
systems is easily maintained. Therefore, the tasks required of the workers can be performed 
repeatedly with a high level of consistency, and the supporting technologies are truly supportive and 
reliable. e) It provides effective links between the back-office and the front office so that nothing falls 
between the cracks. f) It manages the evidence of service quality in such a way that customers see 
the value of the service provided. Many services do a great job behind the scenes but fail to make 
this visible to the customer.  g) It is cost-effective. There is minimum waste of time and resources in 
delivering the service. 
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These characteristics are not directly referenced or the sources explicit, although they do intuitively 
seem appropriate for service operations managers, some appear to describe expected outcomes; 
cost-effective, customer satisfaction, while other characteristics are more related to design issues; 
user-friendly and structure of service system. Reviewing service operations literature provides 
further endorsement for some of these characteristics.  Table 5.6 summarises these characteristics 
from the literature.  
 
Table 5.6 Summary of provider design characteristics 
(developed from Appendix 3.1) 
 
PDC Description Reference sources 
Duration of Interaction This is the actual duration of interaction, 
not the perceived duration as was the 
case with customer design 
characteristics. It is typically measured 
from the start of the interaction to 
completion. It is the total work time to 
complete the transaction. Operationally 
this is usually referred to as speed and 
often used as a performance measure. 
(Bitran et al., 2008, Slack et 
al., 2013, Mills and Morris, 
1986, Schmenner, 2004, 
Voelker et al., 2012) 
Process Control Process control relates to the validation 
of: Inputs, sequencing process steps, 
error handling, output quality, and 
information. This includes the starting 
and stopping of the process, monitoring 
process performance and variability. 
(Northcraft and Chase, 1985, 
Zomerdijk and de Vries, 
2007, Lewis, 2003, 
Haywood-Farmer, 1988, 
Seth et al., 2005, Seppanen 
et al., 2014, Johnston and 
Morris, 1985) 
Process Waiting Time From a service operations perspective, 
this is the time the process is waiting for 
inputs, either from the service worker, 
customer, or mediating technology. It is 
a proportion or percentage of total 
duration of the interaction. 
(Slack et al., 2013, Ferrer et 
al., 2010, Bitran et al., 2008, 
Anitsal and Schumann, 2007, 
Safizadeh et al., 2003, 
Safizadeh et al., 2008) 
Task Complexity and 
Activities 
This characteristic is the nature of the 
task, the activities that need to be 
performed and process steps that need 
to be completed to achieve the desired 
outcome. 
(Sousa et al., 2015, Zigurs 
and Buckland, 1998, 
Campbell, 1988, McAllister 
and Bell, 1971, Parkes, 2012) 
Customer Role  How the customer role is designed for 
service interactions? Customers are 
typically a resource and co-producer of 
service. The customer role includes tasks 
and activities they are expected to 
complete. 
(Mills and Morris, 1986, 
Lengnick-Hall, 1996, 
Sampson and Spring, 2012, 
Xue et al., 2003, Czepiel, 
1990, Lengnick-Hall et al., 
2000, Parkes, 2012) 
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Confidentiality and 
Security 
The personal safety of customers and 
their possessions and information when 
participating in or benefiting from the 
service process. This includes; the 
maintenance of confidentiality checking 
customer identities, protecting 
customers and library information, 
preventing unauthorised and 
incomplete transactions. Providing 
private and secure environment for 
customers to input information and 
view information. 
(Menzel and Fornahl, 2009, 
Wolter and Veloso, 2008, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005) 
Facility Ergonomics, and 
Layout 
This is the process environment in which 
the transaction takes place. Includes 
physical layouts and the surroundings, 
often referred to as ‘servicescape’ in 
marketing literature.  This includes 
ambient conditions, space/function, 
signs and symbols and customer flows 
through the facility. 
(Johnston and Clark, 2005, 
Tinnilä, 2012, Chase, 2010, 
Normann, 2001, Gkekas et 
al., 2012, Shostack, 1982, 
Bitran et al., 2008, Bitner, 
1992) 
 
 
Bitran et al. (2008) highlight that operational policies and designs specifically drive duration which is 
moderated by the environment, behaviour and personal actions to provide profitability. Schmenner 
(2004) suggests throughput time (total elapsed time per customer transaction) could be a service 
design characteristic. Reducing transaction durations are often a goal for service design to improve 
effectiveness and efficiency and increase productivity/profitability. The actual duration of the 
interaction is consequently an essential service design characteristic.  
 
Process waiting time consequently has an important impact on the overall duration; this process 
waiting time will arise from any delay in mediating technology response times, the time waiting for 
customer inputs and any error periods waiting for a service worker to reset or adjust self-service 
technology. The control of process waiting time is usually achieved by monitoring service system 
performance, delay and error reporting for transactions and observations by service workers for 
counter service. To achieve an overall acceptable duration, it may be necessary to reduce process 
waiting time through design of mediating technology characteristics, service worker intervention 
policies and error and delay reporting. 
 
Process control is required to validate inputs, transform information and ensure provider and 
customer outcomes meet service quality standards. Northcraft and Chase (1985) study different 
channels for various transactions, they suggest the importance of a control function to assign 
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customers to various channels. Real-time demand control is advocated for services. Controls are 
hence service design characteristics; they feedback to customers and service workers that process 
steps and tasks are complete. Controls validate customer inputs and monitor process performance 
and outcomes. This characteristic includes interventions by service workers (Walker and Johnson, 
2006) to assist customers with their knowledge, capability and task completion. These process 
controls act on customers and service worker’s tasks and activities.  Their design is critical for service 
quality and successful transactions. 
 
McAllister and Bell (1971) explored Task and activities associated with earlier computerised library 
records systems, suggesting new systems require different interaction with users. Reducing disparate 
tasks, switching between functions and codes were amongst other task issues highlighted as 
important design considerations. Although this is an early study this finding also concurred with 
Campbell (1988) who linked sources of complexity to individual variation and task performance. More 
recently Sousa et al. (2015) linked task and technology attributes to the user’s ability to execute a task, 
based on how the technology assists in the performance of these tasks. Designing tasks and activities 
for both customers and service workers is a characteristic that may impact outcomes and process 
performance. 
 
In a similar way the design for customer inputs, service worker actions and the customer roles requires 
careful consideration to achieve process performance. Mills and Morris (1986) recognise that 
customers become employees, their role designs and skills need to support the nature of the 
transaction and the service process. Chapter 2 highlighted the co-production role of customers in 
services,  Lengnick-Hall et al. (2000) recognised  that customers were typically a resource for service 
businesses. Sampson and Spring (2012) suggest many roles of customers, including as resources, input 
suppliers, production managers providing performance management and quality assurers. Zomerdijk 
and de Vries (2007) review the design of customer journeys and ‘touch points’. The engagement of 
employees, management of fellow customers and close coupling of backstage and front stage 
activities were design characteristics. There are also considerations for customer inputs and service 
process designs. The customer role and their role in providing inputs to service processes are 
important design characteristic for service transactions. 
Frei (2006) introduced customer input variability suggesting there were four types: arrival, request, 
effort, and capability. Several authors (Slack et al., 2013, Schmenner, 2004, Wemmerlov, 1990) have 
shown how this customer input variability impacts efficiency and productivity. Schmenner (2004) 
provided a comparison between degree of variation caused by customisation and interaction with 
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customers and related this to relative the throughput time measure of service transactions. 
Schmenner argues that a Swift Even Flow can be achieved for the flow of materials or information, 
that this gives rise to productivity for any process that uses machines or labour. The speed of flow 
through the process is critical to productivity, falling speed, often associated with increasing 
variability, is likely to be associated with lower productivity processes. Self-service is an interaction, 
causing variation and potential changes in service transactions throughput time. Design characteristics 
that reduce variation of inputs by the customer and reduce throughput times for the customer will be 
required to achieve effectiveness and efficiency. Increasing the speed and flow of inputs and 
information in the process (machines and customer inputs) would indicate a design characteristic that 
aims to improve productivity. This design characteristic with low customisation and interaction with 
low throughput times could position the service process on the line of productivity on Schmenner’s 
matrix (Schmenner, 2004). The intended customer role is a design characteristic that will also 
potentially impact process efficiency and effectiveness. 
 Service transactions involve the exchange of information, updating information and visual 
presentation to service workers and customers. Confidentiality and security is a mandatory design 
requirement for transactions, this would include security of data, identifications of customers and 
ensuring the transaction meets the appropriate standards. The legislation, customer needs and 
provider needs require confidential treatment of information. Providers need to secure and track 
assets, update information, and maintain confidentiality. This security and confidentiality is an 
essential service design characteristic to consider. This mutually supports all the other service design 
characteristics in the conceptual model.   
Finally, the design of the service facility, the ergonomics and layout principles complete the range of 
provider design characteristics.  Several authors (Johnston and Clark, 2005, Chase, 2010, Shostack, 
1982) have written extensively on the design of service facilities. Customer contact and presence at 
service facilities are a common theme in the literature. The flow of customers through the facility and 
around service points are mentioned in operations literature.  The location for service interactions is 
a consideration for capacity, queueing, confidentiality and privacy.  Providing the appropriate 
information, service environment, space, and signage are provider design characteristics that can 
direct, accommodate, control and advise customers. These are also design characteristics that will 
impact the efficiency and effectiveness of the providers’ processes. 
To summarise provider design characteristics, it is worth considering studies that have researched 
customer attitudes and intentions to become co-producers, partial employees and have intentions to 
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use self-service technology.  The personal service aspects, customer support during interactions, 
appear to be a factor, especially during the introduction of new service processes and technologies. 
Summarising the practical implications, the authors (Walker and Johnson, 2006) suggest service 
managers should concentrate on convenience, time savings whether the self-service technology is 
perceived as low risk and how customised the technology should be. Easy to follow instructions and 
customer training were identified as further practical service design attributes. 
 
These three groups of service design characteristics shape the service process for customers and 
providers. Service designs are tested, built and implemented, the service interactions between the 
customer, provider and mediating technology then produce service process outcomes. These 
outcomes are dependent on service design characteristics.  
5.8 Counter and Self-service transactions: service process interactions 
These service design characteristics, when coupled with the customer inputs become service 
interactions to produce the outcomes for customers and providers. The service interaction provides a 
mediating role for these outcomes. For each case study, there is a change in the region on a PCN 
diagram, changes in customer inputs and process step changes. The outcomes, efficiency, 
effectiveness, economies of scale, and customisation also potentially change because of the differing 
service interactions. These interactions mediate the outcomes and impacts for both the provider and 
the customer.  The service interactions are illustrated in Figure 5.3; Service Process Case A (SPA) = 
Counter Service, Service Process Case B (SPB) = Self Service. 
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Figure 5.3 Service process configurations and outcomes 
 
This PCN conceptualises each entity’s domains, the degree of their control and the nature of the 
processing and interactions. It illustrates the theoretical positioning of the research questions and 
provides an analytical frame for measuring the service process outcomes and impact. 
 
Case A, SPA: Counter service – direct interaction 
 
This interaction is dominated by the presence of both the customer and the service worker.  These 
entities could have less control of the service interaction and the successful outcome dependent on 
the skills and knowledge of both entities to interact, complete process steps and use the mediating 
technology to update the customers’ information. These entities are required to make inputs into the 
service process to complete transactions. The technology mediation is limited to a barcode reader and 
information display for service workers. This is a basic interaction for each entity, requiring limited 
skills and knowledge. 
 
Case B, SPB: Self-service – surrogate interaction 
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This interaction is dominated by the presence of the customer and the functionality of the self-service 
kiosk. The customer could have more control, and the provider more/less control. Service outcomes 
are dependent on the skills, motivations and knowledge of the customer and the performance of the 
mediating technology (self-service kiosk). Customer inputs are used to update the customer 
information and the library’s records. Mediating technology uses an RFID scanner, barcode scanner 
for the library card and RFID tags in each borrowed item. This is a more complex interaction for the 
customer, requiring more knowledge and skills. For the providers, it removes the counter service 
worker from these types of transactions. Both service interactions provide completed transactions 
and other outcomes for the customer and the provider 
5.9 Provider process impacts and outcomes 
The result of the mediating role in the service interactions are customer and provider service 
outcomes. The two types of transaction (Case A, counter service and Case B, self-service) have 
different design characteristics, and these could result in different provider process impacts and 
outcomes. The service concept, service process and service encounter could be different for each type 
of transaction. Customer and service worker inputs will be different for each transaction type. Each 
transaction will result in an outcome for the provider.  From a service operations viewpoint there are 
four potential outcomes (Sampson, 2012); Process efficiency and effectiveness, customisation of the 
process and economies of scale. These outcomes depend on the service design characteristics, the 
customer inputs and the interaction during the transaction. There are also customer outcomes from 
the service encounter; these would include customer efficiency, customer effectiveness and 
satisfaction.  The service interaction outcomes will each be discussed in the next sections. 
5.10 Process Efficiency (Pe)  
Process efficiency was defined in Chapter 2, Section 2.15 and there will be a process efficiency for 
each individual transaction and an overall process efficiency for groups of transactions. This part of 
the conceptual model directly relates to the research questions and each transaction type (Cases A & 
B) will have different process efficiencies for the provider. The impact of any change of service 
concept, service encounter and service process can be analysed for the changes in process efficiency 
for each case. Typical provider efficiency measures include activity time, cycle time (Chapter 2, section 
2.15), and service worker time, response time, per unit costs, staffing ratios and per unit utilisation 
(Johnston and Jones, 2004). These will be considered further in the analysis chapters. 
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5.11 Process Effectiveness (Ps) 
This was defined in Chapter 2, Section 2.16 and again each transaction type will have different process 
effectiveness. The change in effectiveness between the two transaction types is important for the 
customer and for the provider. This outcome measure concentrates on effectiveness for the provider. 
Given service interactions are co-produced it is often difficult to separate provider effectiveness and 
that needed by the customer. This is especially the situation where most service businesses wish to 
satisfy customer needs. This conceptual model specifically focuses on process effectiveness for the 
provider and the specific measures will be included in the analysis chapters. Typical measures for 
process effectiveness include: completed number of transactions meeting standards, percentage 
error rates, service worker intervention requirements, customer requests fulfilled, system 
effectiveness, theft and losses, payment recovery, quality, complaints, positive customer feedback, 
machine breakdowns and volume of customers served. 
5.12 Customisation (Cs) 
Customisation is an outcome that is co-produced between the customer and the service provider. In 
Chapter 2 the impact of customisation of introducing variability into the service process was discussed.  
Customisation is a result of the service design, the flexibility of the process to meet customer 
variability. Customisation creates uncertainty of inputs, especially those from customer; these can be 
extremely variable and unpredictable. Safizadeh et al. (2008) suggested customisation requires 
operational flexibility to accommodate each customer’s unique and changing needs. Customisation 
requires frequent changes to the service delivery process and in this case, for transactions the process 
does not materially change and cannot be easily customised.  In service businesses mass customisation 
(Da Silveira et al., 2001) is usually defined as the ability to provide products and services individually 
designed. This requires a service process of agility, flexibility and integration. The service process in 
this study’s cases, a simple transaction, is unlikely to require provider’s extensive agility and flexibility. 
Customers are unlikely to require high levels of customisation for these transactions and providers 
unlikely to provide it. 
 
This outcome of service interactions is often measured as degree of customisation available to 
customers. Rigid processes often have low levels of customisation, whilst fluid processes have high 
levels of customisation (Wemmerlov, 1990). The two cases being considered have different levels of 
customisation; the counter service could be a more customised interaction because of the opportunity 
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for other requests by the customer to be met and fulfilled by the provider at the counter. 
Customisation is often a perception of the customer. Customisation is a service operations 
management strategic choice based on a firm’s competitive position and value proposition. This study 
is not directly researching customisation; the reader is referred to extensive literature on 
customisation, marketing and service design. Customisation is an outcome of the service interaction, 
which will not be analysed quantitatively or extensively in this study.  
5.13 Economies of scale (ES) 
Economies of scale are defined as the ability of a service business to produce units or transactions at 
lower cost (Black et al., 2012). This is usually related to the volume of items processed, use of 
machinery or technology to reduce the service worker costs. Chase and Apte (2007) in discussing the 
competitiveness and profits between services and products, identified economies of scale are more 
difficult to achieve with services due to customer variations and service worker intensity. Despite this 
difficulty,  Frei (2008) suggested pursuit of economies of scale is still important for the competitiveness 
of service businesses. The outcome of the service interactions, especially those relating to self-service, 
could improve the economies of scale for the service provider. The economies of scale outcome relate 
to the aggregation of all the transactions. Economies of scale are potential positive outcomes of the 
service concept, service encounter and service process. The conceptual model does not directly 
include the economy of scale and customisation outcomes as they occur outside of the transaction 
boundary at the service business level rather than at a process level.  
5.14 Customer outcomes and impact 
In Chapter 2, customer efficiency and effectiveness was discussed and in Chapter 3 customer channel 
choice and motivations were discussed. The service interactions include customer inputs, differing 
customers will have different levels of efficiency based on their motivations, knowledge and skills. 
Customer efficiency outcomes will be heterogeneous but service businesses require efficient 
customers so that service process inputs and activities support process efficiency. Improving customer 
efficiency is not within the scope of this conceptual model. It is recognised that customer efficiency is 
a significant component in process effectiveness and efficiency. This customer efficiency and 
effectiveness outcomes are not a direct concern of this research study. These have not been included 
in the conceptual model and will not be analysed quantitatively, although the training of customers 
for provider efficiency will form part of a qualitative analysis. The same rationale applies to customer 
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effectiveness. The main outcomes the customer requires are completed transactions and these are 
covered under provider process efficiency and effectiveness. 
 
The two cases provide different channel choices for customers. The conceptual model is providing a 
research frame for comparing the two channels and the effectiveness and efficiency for the provider. 
The service concept and service process for each provide structure of the service encounter for each 
channel.  The choice of channel is not directly researched quantitatively within the study as extensive 
literature and empirical study on customer channel choice is already available.   
 
This section has summarised the main outcomes from the service interactions for the service provider. 
Customer outcomes have not been directly considered although completed transactions for each Case 
are of direct interest in this research study.  
 
5.15  Summary of variables 
The conceptual model has a range of variables that can be analysed for each transaction type and 
service system delivery configuration. Table 5.7 below lists these variables, their abbreviation and 
type.  
 
Table 5.7 Summary of study variables 
 
Variable Case A -
direct 
interaction 
 Case B -
surrogate 
interaction 
Type Description 
Service concept 
(SC)  
SCA SCB Theoretical Consists of several 
elements is explained 
in Section 2.10. 
Service process 
(SP) 
SPA SPB Empirical Defined in Chapter 2 
and analysed using 
PCN diagrams with 
process steps in each 
domain. Section 2.9 
Service 
interaction 
(SI) 
SIA SIB Empirical 
Mediating 
Interactive process 
steps involving the 
customer, service 
worker, mediating 
technology. Section 
2.11 
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Customer 
design 
characteristics 
(CDC) 
CDCA CDCB Theoretical 
Independent 
Independent variable 
based on theoretical 
literature review. 
Mediating 
technology 
design 
characteristics 
(MTDC) 
MTDA MTDB Theoretical 
Independent 
Independent variable 
based on theoretical 
literature review. 
Provider design 
characteristics 
(PDC) 
PDCA PDCB Theoretical 
Independent 
Independent variable 
based on theoretical 
literature review. 
Process 
efficiency (Pe) 
PeA PeB Empirical 
Dependent 
Dependent variable, 
measured 
empirically. 
Process 
effectiveness 
(Ps) 
PsA PsB Empirical 
Dependent 
Dependent variable, 
measured 
empirically. 
Customisation 
(Cs) 
CsA CsB Theoretical  
Dependent 
Not directly analysed 
within the study as 
outcome occurs 
outside of 
transaction 
boundary. This is also 
heterogeneous as 
outcome dependent 
on customer 
perceptions. 
Economies of 
scale (Es) 
EsA EsB Empirical 
Dependent 
Not directly analysed 
within the study as 
outcome occurs 
outside of 
transaction boundary 
and dependent on 
aggregation of many 
transactions. 
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5.16 Application of research and conceptual framework to case organisation 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the direct interaction channel in the case organisation. This is Case A, a face-to-
face counter service provides the service interaction, and this is usually at a single location in the 
library. Customers enter the service system; pass their items to the service worker, who scans bar 
codes to record issues and returns. Some customers complete their returns first, then select their 
items, and return to the service counter to repeat the transaction for borrowed items. These service 
interactions have all the design characteristics and outcomes in the conceptual model. During the 
interaction, it is possible for the service worker and customer to instigate other activities and make 
additional inputs not associated with the transaction.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Transaction; Case A, direct interaction, face-to-face counter. 
 
Figure 5.5 shows how the process changes when customers use the self-service channel, Case B. The 
customer takes their items to the kiosk, scans their library card, places them all in the kiosk opening 
and then initiates the transaction on screen. There are a series of prompts and selections to fulfil other 
functions. Once again it is possible to have separate transactions for returns and issues, though it is 
possible to complete both transactions by first processing the returned items and then placing the 
newly selected items in the kiosk for the issue transaction. There is no direct face-to-face encounter 
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with service worker, unless the customer experiences difficulties (skills & knowledge, errors, kiosk 
malfunction) with the kiosk or it does not provide the functions needed by the customer. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Transaction; Case B, surrogate interaction, self-service kiosk. 
 
These two channel choices and service system design configurations could provide different service 
concepts, service processes and service encounters. They provide the basis for analysis of the research 
questions and the opportunity to understand relationships between service design characteristics and 
service interactions. 
5.17 Conceptual model propositions 
The service design insights in this study arise from the relationships between the design characteristics 
and customer inputs. The service interactions then mediate the outcomes of process efficiency and 
effectiveness for the provider. The conceptual model proposes several relationships between these 
variables and these are shown in Figure 5.6.  
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Figure 5.6 Conceptual model propositions 
 
P1: Customer design characteristics positively impact the service interaction 
P2: Mediating technology design characteristics positively impact service interaction 
P3: Provider design characteristics positively impact service interaction 
P4: Service interactions mediate process efficiency 
P5: Service interactions mediate process effectiveness 
 
These five propositions will be analysed within the case organisation to provide insights on service 
design characteristics and the impact on the service interaction and process efficiency and 
effectiveness. 
5.18 Chapter summary 
This chapter has developed a conceptual model of two types of service encounters based on counter 
transactions (Case A) and self-service transactions (Case B). The conceptual model takes extant 
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literature, service operations theory and proposes relationships between the variables for each Case. 
The conceptual model and the associated independent and dependent variables were presented in 
Table 5.7. Five propositions suggest potential relationships and linkages between these variables. 
Analysing these propositions and variables and how they change for each channel provides a 
theoretical, conceptual and analytical frame of reference for the research questions. The next two 
chapters consider Case A and B analysing these variables and outcomes for this configuration of the 
service system.  
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Chapter 6 Direct interaction, Counter Service  
Case A Data Analysis 
 
6.1 Introduction  
This chapter explores the conceptual framework components in the embedded Case A.  This case 
considers direct interaction or face-to-face transactions at the library counter. Firstly, the design of 
service in relation to the concept, process and encounter are analysed. Secondly the specific design 
characteristics identified by interviewees explored. Thirdly, service transactions and their outcomes 
for the service provider are presented. A PCN analysis of the service process is also included to 
illustrate the process steps involved in the service interaction. The chapter concludes with a summary 
of each of the components of the conceptual model to define the state of the service system in Case 
A. The analysis in this chapter is based on an in-depth analysis of the 24 interviews as previously 
described in Chapter 4. These interviews resulted in transcripts amounting to over 100,000 words. A 
coding and frequency analysis table is shown in Appendix 6.1. This illustrates interviewee discussion 
of each component of the conceptual model and theoretical framework. The analysis is supported and 
triangulated with other secondary data shown in Appendix 4.4. Appendix 6.2 and Appendix 6.4 provide 
quantitative data on which this case has been analysed. Processes are analysed using process mapping 
and visualised on PCN diagrams, these are shown in Appendix 6.3. Tables throughout the sections in 
this chapter summarise the research variables in the theoretical framework for the service system in 
Case A. Those service design components that occurred most frequently (>20) in the analysis are 
indicated by shading in the tables. 
6.2 Service Concept (SCA). 
The service concept involves the supporting facilities, facilitating goods and information, the explicit 
services involved and the implicit and peripheral services associated with the service. The service 
concept and these elements were defined in Section 2.10.  Library services over many years have been 
relatively consistent and the service concept for the case organisation is like many other public library 
services. Facilitating goods, principally books newspapers and audio-visual material available. 
Facilitating Information consisting of library catalogues, shelving classifications and information on 
materials in stock are provided by computer terminals or displayed on notices.  Requests to service 
workers will also provide information. Supporting facilities included a few basic research positions, 
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public use computers, tables and chairs and the main counter for issue/return of borrowed books and 
materials. Explicit services were for the loan of books and research materials, the provision of space 
and the ability to make requests for specific materials or general advice. Some of the service facilities 
had developed relationships with the community and their customers to provide implicit services. 
These included community activities, linkages with other support services within the community and 
providing access to other council services. The service concept included implicit service of somewhere 
to go to resolve information needs and to provide indoor space for people needing comfort and care. 
The principal offering for the service concept in Case A was information, the provision of knowledge 
material and access to advice on a wide range of topics. All respondents spoke fondly of this service 
concept and often expressed concern about change proposals and cost reductions. The service 
concept is summarised in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1 Summary of Service Concept for Case A 
Service concept  Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Supporting facilities Counter, buildings, layout for queuing, barcode scanner, 
date stamper, item receptacle, trolleys, asset database, 
signage, service worker 
Facilitating goods Customer ID card, items borrowed, date recording sheet 
Facilitating Information Customer record, items records, loan period, fine policy, 
lending and customer policies, renewals, issues  
Explicit services  Provision of reading and information materials to borrow 
Implicit services Satisfy learning and enable leisure activities, enjoyment 
Peripheral services Online access, meeting place, information and item 
browsing, public information sources, children’s activities, 
reading groups 
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6.3 Service process (SPA) 
The inputs, transforming and transformed resources and outputs are illustrated in Figure 6.1 and Table 
6.2 shows a summary of the service process. 
 
Figure 6.1 Input/output process diagram for Case A. 
 
The core service process is depicted on a PCN analysis chart in Figure 6.2 and Appendix 6.3. These 
show the process steps for both the customer and the service worker during the service encounter at 
the library counter. This encounter was depicted in Chapter 2 (Section 2.11). The existence of this 
process, the fact that it remained unchanged for many years, meant that the process steps, service 
worker roles, mediating technology and outcomes were well established routines. Process variation 
occurred due to the nature of the direct interaction between service worker and customer. This 
variation arises because of the number of items presented by the customer, the skills and knowledge 
of the service worker and the customers’ requests and borrowing positions (e.g. fines, renewals, item 
requests). This variation is likely to cause queueing at the counter for service which varies per 
customer arrival and service worker availability/counter space. 
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Figure 6.2 PCN analysis chart core service process Issue Items.  Case A 
 
Respondents accepted this process and there were few comments about issues relating to the 
process, the mediating technology or the process steps and sequence.  The process was stable and 
apart from queueing, customers and their inputs were handled effectively and efficiently by the 
process and service worker. Referring to Figure 6.2, the process stability came from the independent 
processing of asset and customer data.  Information inputs were controlled by the mediating 
technology independently with data accuracy or non-compliant transactions flagged directly to the 
service worker before transactions could be finalised. The service process is summarised in Table 6.2. 
 
The process had been operating for over 20 years and service workers and customers were familiar, 
proficient and competent in its use.  Each entity only had to manage the physical movement of books 
and greetings/social interactions. This customer variation was directly managed by either the service 
worker (politely asking customers to discuss requests after the queues had reduced) and by the 
customer recognising the need to reduce requests, social interactions and greeting during busy times. 
This transaction process was prioritised (due to customer demand) within service facilities and 
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required extensive handling (each item required opening and date stamping) during the service 
encounter. Service workers became proficient at the manual handling and storage of items returned 
and issued. The need for the process to be stable for all customer arrival rates and demand patterns 
was recognised by service workers and management. Process backlogs were highly visible and this led 
to interventions and to a stable flow through the issue and return counters. Considering the Visibility 
(High), Variability of process (Low), Volume (High) and Variety (Low) of the ‘4V’s’ transactions process 
profile (Slack et al., 2013), the service process matrix (Schmenner, 2004) and Swift Even Flow 
(Schmenner and Swink, 1998) this process stability aligns with existing service design theories (Section 
2.3). 
 
Table 6.2 Summary of Service Process for Case A 
 
Service process Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Outputs Complete transaction, customer request actioned, complete 
service encounters, information update, fine collection, and 
dispatch of borrowed items 
Transforming Resources Customer, service worker, barcode scanner, counter, 
computer, date stamp 
Transformed Resources Customer record, customers, items borrowed 
Process steps and sequence Wait to start of process, two cycles sometimes, customer 
verbal inputs 
PCN diagram Mainly direct interaction zone process steps 
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6.4 Service Encounter (SEA) 
Analysing the service process as above can present a false picture of both the efficiency and 
effectiveness. Exploring the service encounter provides a deeper insight into the interaction during 
the process. The service encounter includes the nature of the interaction, its degree of 
professionalism, the social and personal nature of the interaction, how the technology helps the 
customer’s role on making inputs.  
 
The nature of the customer inputs was mentioned by many respondents and were often cited as a 
major cause of variation in the process outcomes and length of queues. The service encounter during 
the transaction was often the only opportunity for customers to input or make a request – but the 
priority was to ensure service workers manage the core process to prevent queues. For example, there 
were 3.3 million visits during 2008/09 before self-service, resulting in over 6 million manual issue and 
return transactions. The nature of these customer inputs is heterogeneous, some making formal 
requests, others requiring general social interaction and of course the physical movement of items. 
These encounters can also happen twice during a customer’s visit, as most facilities usually only had 
one counter for issues and returns. Service workers explained that their role was often social, personal 
and professional, although a few mentioned that they preferred only to complete transactions 
efficiently without interaction.  
 
Examples of the nature of the service encounter during transactions were mentioned by service 
workers at interview;  
 
“…..you would spend a lot of time standing at the counter, you would need to make initial 
conversation with people who might not want to make that initial conversation as well” 
 
“ …we have people who want us to do searches, which we don’t always have the time to do 
now, it would have to be a very quick search and so the sorts of transactions we’re doing is 
looking things up for people” 
 
Customer inputs, the personal and social nature of the interaction mentioned by respondents as key 
experiences during the service encounter. Autonomy, efficiency and satisfaction, as outcomes of the 
encounter, were also mentioned by interviewees in relation to the encounter. The enabling 
technology, Case A, the barcode reader and customer’s account details on the display screen were 
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rarely mentioned by respondents, possibly indicating that these were enabling the transaction and 
presented few service encounter difficulties.  The dominant issue for this direct interaction, during the 
service encounter was the customer inputs, the nature of the interaction and its impact on the 
efficiency of the counter service queue length.  Table 6.3 summarises the service encounter. 
 
Table 6.3 Summary of Service Encounter for Case A 
 
Service encounter  Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Interaction & nature (autonomy, 
efficiency, satisfaction)  
Efficiency determined by service worker and nature of 
customer request, satisfaction depends on interaction, little 
autonomy for customer 
Professional  Access to knowledge and professional skills 
Social  Social interaction (more time), opportunity to ask/impart 
information not relevant to transaction 
Personal  Limited personal interaction other than transaction 
Customer Inputs & Roles  Largely passive, passing cards and items, service worker 
controls encounter 
Technology assistance Mode 
(Froehle) 
Mode B 
 
6.5 Service Design Characteristics (SDC) 
The nature of the service encounter is largely determined by the service design characteristics that set 
the environment in which the service interaction occurs. These characteristics were discussed in 
Chapter 5 and consist of customer, technology and provider designs for the service interaction. The 
conceptual model for Case A is shown in Figure 6.3. Interviewees generally accepted existing design 
characteristics as meeting requirements and few commented on issues associated with service design 
characteristics.  This could indicate alignment between service design characteristics and the nature 
of customer inputs and the service worker roles. This is probably due to the relatively passive role of 
the customer and the active role of the service provider on task and activities. Customers were not 
interviewed - it is possible that the lower frequency of comments is because interviewees were 
answering questions from their perspective, even though questions were framed for customer design 
characteristics.  
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Figure 6.3 Conceptual Model for Case A 
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  Customer design characteristics (CDC) 
Table 6.4 summarises the customer design characteristics. Interviewees mentioned waiting time, 
duration of the interaction and perceived control and ease of use were the design characteristics that 
met customer needs for the service interactions. Customer task guidance for inputs was often not 
needed, probably due to an established process, repeating interactions many times and the degree of 
behaviour learning because of frequency of use. The design for customer inputs only involves the 
provision of a counter, a service worker and providing library materials and verbal information. This 
relatively passive input was often seen as providing perceived ease-of-use. For example, in Figure 6.2, 
in the direct interaction region the customer process steps required little cognitive or physical effort.  
The role of the service worker also provides ease-of-use for customers with accessibility difficulties. 
Customer’s cognitive, behavioural and decision control were minimised because of these service 
characteristics. These customer design characteristics provide opportunities for customers to make 
minimal inputs and for service workers to respond. Their perception of control is low; they must wait 
for the service worker to be available and comply with tasks and requests. Other customers can often 
observe the service interaction and the items being returned or issued. There is little control of the 
durational waiting time afforded to customers by these design characteristics. Although service 
workers often prioritised their activities to reduce customer waiting time; 
 
“…if we see queues and people don’t need any information but just want to have the books issued 
or discharged, then I feel it’s good customer service to help and reduce the queue” 
 
There was minimal risk to the customer because of their passive role and well establish routines. 
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Table 6.4 Summary of Customer Design Characteristics for Case A 
 
Customer design characteristics Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Duration of interaction Time to transact, depends on number items and 
customer/service worker initiation of conversations and 
requests 
Perceived control Provide limited control to customer 
Waiting time Depends on other customers, queues, number of items, 
number of cycles and efficiency of service worker 
Perceived ease-of-use Customers are passive, easy to use, minimum cognitive 
effort 
Risk perception Minimum risk to customer 
Confidentiality and security Other customers and service worker create less confidential 
environment 
 
 
6.5.2 Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) 
The technology involved in the service interaction is limited to the barcode scanner used by the service 
worker and the display screen - only visible to the service worker. The customer is not required to use 
any specific technology during the service interaction. The service worker must interact with the 
customer, use the mediating technology and physically move items, see Figure 6.2. Most interviewees 
referred to input and output interfaces, the requirement to provide information on asset security as 
part of the service interaction. One interview described the technology design; 
 
“The standard counter operation is book at a time, individually date stamped.” 
 
The task-technology fit design characteristics were not openly criticised or highlighted by 
interviewees, although one respondent illustrated the complexity of the input/output tasks for service 
workers of the existing system. 
 
“If you were to put a member of the public in front of one of our PCs and say, here's our Galaxy 
library management system, issue yourself a book, they'd run out screaming.  I take my hat off 
to the staff, just what they do have to remember, especially if they don't come in very often.  But 
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you know, you've got to select the function you want, you've then got to know to scan the ... 
well, barcode read the book, the borrower etc. and all the different prompts that come up on 
the screen, if it's an override or it's overdue etc.” 
 
The established basic technology, barcode scanning, provided boundary spanning technology and 
often mediated disputes about item returns and fines. The interfaces, library item barcodes, scanner 
and links into the Galaxy asset database were well-established, effective reliable and resilient. System 
controls are centralised and was easily accessible for service workers. These provided a basic level of 
asset control over the 3 million items issues per annum in 2008 (Appendix 6.2). This effectively 
provides for a rigid process (Wemmerlov, 1990) for managing transactions, with interaction Mode B  
(Froehle and Roth, 2004), where this is ‘face to face’ with the customer (Section 3.6). This control 
extends to the identification of items belonging to specific service facilities and provides prompts to 
service workers to sort items for returns to other service facilities. Few interviewees mentioned 
problems with resilience and reliability or any difficulties with accessibility for service workers to the 
technology. The bridging role between the asset database, the service worker and the customer’s 
records and physical items were considered as efficient, reliable and accurate. Table 6.5 summarises 
the mediating technology design characteristics. 
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Table 6.5 Summary of mediating technology design characteristics for Case A 
 
Mediating technology design 
characteristics 
Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Functionality provided, Task-
technology fit 
Scan barcode single item, update info, record fine, search 
catalogue, ID check 
System control Basic controls, provider orientated, input validation and links 
to databases 
Accessibility Service worker and facility offers full accessibility 
Resilience and reliability Reliable and established technology, few issues 
Input/output interfaces Simple, service worker has minimal interventions to make 
technology work 
Information & asset security Mainframe database, information stored and not easily 
accessed. Items and inventory management based on 
barcoding physical item, risk of item theft if not security 
tagged 
 
6.5.3 Provider design characteristics (PDC) 
Table 6.6 summarise the providers design characteristics. The process control design characteristic 
was mentioned by interviewees, with a low-frequency, probably because the technology provides 
most process control and this was considered effective and efficient by interviewees. Process waiting 
times were infrequently mentioned and there were no comments on technology response times in 
relation to total process waiting time. Process steps and inputs to complete transactions were rarely 
mentioned as design problems for the counter service. There were effective links to back office 
processes. 
 
Conversely, the most frequently mentioned provider design characteristic was the task and activities 
required to be completed by the service worker during the service interaction. This was followed by 
the customer role and the ergonomics/layout of the counter and facility.  Extensive comments related 
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to the design of tasks, lack of technology functionality to assist in these tasks and the manual handling 
involved. 
 
Examples include: 
“we didn’t have chip and pin on the counters” 
“it’s a waste of qualified staff time just stamping books in and out” 
“you can’t leave the counter” 
“just mechanically stamping the book, mechanically returning it, just standing at the counter” 
 
These comments illustrate the repetitive manual nature of the tasks that arise from the providers’ 
design characteristics. Many other comments relate to the need to permanently be at a counter, 
respond to customer arrivals and to complete these manual tasks whilst greeting customers in a 
professional, personal and socially interactive way.  These tasks impact the duration of interaction. 
Many interviewees recognised they had limited control of the duration of these interactions.  There 
was a perception that there was little control over these interactions as both customer and service 
worker had to manage the interaction socially, personally and professionally.  
 
The design characteristics for the role of the customer were mentioned occasionally, with the 
customer’s role being mainly passive. It was designed for customer inputs, limited to providing a 
counter, relevant signage and queue management. Customer role design characteristics, excluding 
requests and social interaction not related to the transaction, was only related to providing inputs, 
library items and paying fines.  The treatment of these inputs was enabled with facility ergonomics, 
layout or service worker’s tasks.  
 
With the exception in the task and activities required by service workers the provider design 
characteristics were appropriate for the nature of the service interaction and transaction. Process 
control provided by either the mediating technology or the actions of the service worker. Variations 
in demand were usually handled by additional service workers, allowing queues to build and 
postponement of some supporting manual activities during busy times. The actions of the service 
worker and the service design characteristics resulted in a short throughput time (Schmenner, 2004) 
and hence effectiveness, efficiency and increased productivity. 
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Table 6.6 Summary of provider design characteristics for Case A 
 
Provider design characteristics Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Duration of interaction Unknown, although service worker can exert some control, 
depends on customer arrivals, service worker efficiency 
Process control Simple, queue management, service worker can control 
process easily  
Process waiting time Between scan of items, quite short, dependent on service 
worker, must open book to stamp page 
Task and activities Simple and require limited skills of service worker 
Customer role Minimal 
Confidentiality and security Needs service worker to keep customer information secure 
and protect from nearby customers, customer borrowings 
and returns visible to nearby customers 
Facility ergonomics, layout Central point(s), needing queue and flow management, 
needs counter and storage, screen etc.,  
 
 
6.6 Counter service transactions: Service interactions (SIA) 
Appendix 6.2 shows the trend data for libraries within the County area over a three-year period prior 
to the data collection period. Data included in this analysis are; the number of visits, the number of 
issues, and the number of active borrowers. This Appendix shows the counter service libraries and 
overall shows a falling trend of visits, borrowers and library material issues for counter service 
libraries. The number of issues represents the total number of counter transactions during the period 
and each will represent the stamping and barcode scanning of library items.  
 
A few interviewees referred to transaction outcomes, the volume of transactions and the interaction 
durations. Some libraries had systems for visitor counting and transaction volumes were counted by 
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the barcode scanning equipment.  Most interviewees were aware of the general trend of reductions 
in borrowers and usage, and consequently were using interaction at the counter to encourage people 
to borrow more books. 
 
“…. our performance objectives are to get more people borrowing more books or using services” 
“……. I know priority of County this year is to improve performance of these big libraries; these 
are speciality libraries because they do at least 25% of the business for the whole County” 
 
These objectives were explicit but the volumes of service interactions continued the downward trend, 
and service workers had little time during the transaction to influence borrowers, because of the 
queues waiting for counter service. It is worth noting that despite the general downward trend, the 
total volume of issues per annum for counter service libraries is still significant at 445052 visits, 17345 
active borrowers and 432022 Issues per annum in 2012/13.  This is a significant amount of barcode 
scanning and manual handling during service interactions.  
 
Quality and standards for the interaction were generally governed by the practices of service workers 
and the expectations of customers. This was generally handled during the interaction and there were 
few records of complaints or poor standards associated with service interactions involving 
transactions. 
 
Summarising service interactions, they are relatively high volume, highly interactive and involve 
significant manual handling tasks for service workers. The counter service and issues are considered a 
performance measure for transactions. Standards and quality are determined by the nature of the 
interaction. A summary of service interactions is in Table 6.7 
 
Table 6.7 Summary of mediating service interactions for Case A 
Service interaction outcomes Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Transactions Approximately 1,000,000 per annum 
Outcomes/Volume/Duration 
Active Borrowers 17345, 15% reduction over 5 years, 
approximate interaction time for 8 items 180 seconds 
Quality and standards 
Variable dependent on customer arrivals, request and 
service workers 
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6.7 Provider process impacts and outcomes 
The outcomes of these service interactions, process efficiency, process effectiveness, customisation 
and economies of scale are discussed in the next four sections. Process efficiency and effectiveness 
were two outcomes that interviewees discussed mostly in relation to transaction outcomes. 
6.8 Process Efficiency (Pe)  
Process efficiency was defined in Chapter 2 as the ratio of resources used to the output produced. 
Process efficiency can also be measured as a function of customer contact time divided by service 
creation time. For the counter service the output produced is the number of transactions processed 
and the resources used would be number of staff involved in producing output. That is serving 
customers at the counters. These process efficiencies have been analysed for groups of transactions 
at service facilities over longer periods. Appendix 6.4 illustrates these for counter service libraries.  
 
There are inherent difficulties indirectly analysing process efficiency for transactions. There are 
periods of inactivity where there are no customers queueing. There are periods of activity when many 
customers are queueing and interactions deliberately shortened to reduce queue length. Service 
interactions will have variability dependent on customer and service worker tasks and activities. The 
efficiencies are calculated in Appendix 6.4 by service facility are consequently approximations of the 
efficiency of the service process. The efficiency measures and ratios show there were 131 FTE inputs 
to run the service in 2007/08, issuing 14021 items per service worker, issuing 0.43 items per £ and 
requiring a total of £5.64m of costs to issue and return items.  
 
The efficiency calculation is also influenced by service workers and customers’ behaviours and 
objectives.  
 
The pressure for efficiency at the counter is often mentioned by interviewees; 
 
“…. You’ve got a constant stream of people wanting their books issued or renewed, discharged.” 
 
“…. We would have been tied up doing all the menial nitty-gritty stuff like stamping books and 
things” 
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The transactions and counter activities were always prioritised over other library activities including 
interacting with customers and back office functions. Because of these priorities the resources for the 
transaction processes are highly variable and dependent on customer demand and arrival. The ratio 
of resources used to output is a better approximation for process efficiency when data is used over 
longer periods, this ratio is 14021/service worker per annum. Comparing service facilities with these 
ratios, the most efficient was Service Facility 26 at 27899 and lowest at 4554 in Service Facility 37. The 
wide range of the ratios result from counter service resourcing decisions, customer arrival patterns 
and customer input variability experienced at each facility. 
 
The process design characteristic, task and activities (PDCA4), was almost the highest frequency of 
comments in the data (Appendix 6.1, 68 comments), this would indicate that the amount of resources 
allocated to this activity is substantial. Interviewees’ comments above indicate the resource intensive 
nature of this task and activity. Consequently, process efficiency could be considered lower than 
similar transactions where either mediating technologies or process design characteristics reduce the 
duration and tasks and activities. This will be explored further in Case B in the next chapter.  
 
6.9 Process Effectiveness (Ps) 
This was defined in Chapter 2 and again each transaction type has a different process effectiveness. 
In Appendix 6.1, the were 36 comments in interview data specifically discussing process effectiveness 
during counter service transactions. These included from a customer perspective; 
 
“…they could come in the, the nice lady or gentleman would be at the desk, process their 
books and ask them if they wanted to renew anything if they had things outstanding, explain 
the fees and charges etc. and then they would quite happily go on their routine and they 
would see somebody else at the other end of the counter for issuing their books” 
 
“…the person who was returning books might get customer queries being addressed to them 
which they try to resolve on the spot.” 
 
and from the service worker’s perspective; 
 
“From our point of view, we’ve lost that knowledge of our stock in a way because people 
don’t say ‘oh have you got any more of these?” 
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This outcome measure specifically concentrates on the effectiveness outcome for the provider 
(completed number of transactions meeting standards, percentage error rates, fine recovery, sorting 
assets for dispatched to other service facilities, security and correct asset records). Detailed data on 
these aspects of process effectiveness were not recorded by the case organisation. Anecdotally in 
discussion with interviewees, process effectiveness was handled individually by the service worker, 
checking records, inspecting returned items, asking customers to pay fines and generally complying 
with prompts from the library asset management system. These were not systematic, with specified 
process steps or well defined standards. They added to tasks and activities for the service worker and 
at busy times were likely to be delayed or skipped. There were several examples of not reminding 
people to pay fines, ignoring damaged books and forgetting to date stamp returns and issues. Most 
interviewees recognised these issues were a relatively low percentage given the overall volumes. 
Those relating to fine payments were considered perhaps more significant to process effectiveness.  
 
Overall process effectiveness for the provider was to an acceptable standard. This was despite the 
highly interactive and manual nature of the task. This outcome was entirely dependent on the service 
worker and the reliability and resilience of the mediating technology. There were few process 
standards, procedures and supervision of the transaction activity to ensure effectiveness. There was 
monitoring of fine payments although the service worker often had discretion to cancel fines during 
the interaction.  A degree of self-correction and customisation of the service interaction by the service 
worker enabled an effective process for the provider.  
 
6.10 Customisation (Cs) 
Customisation requires operational flexibility to accommodate each customer’s unique and changing 
needs. For transactions, the service process does not change significantly, Figure 6.2, although 
greetings and interactions can be customised by the service worker. Customers are unlikely to require 
high levels of customisation for these transactions - check  items in and out.  The analysis using PCN 
and observing the process showed transactions are rigid high volume processes with low levels of 
customisation. Service workers commented (36 comments) that mediating technology design controls 
inputs/outputs and asset security (Appendix 6.1). The counter service in this case does provide a small 
amount of customisation for both the customer and the provider, requests and discussions can take 
place ancillary to the issue and returns of items. The transaction provides an opportunity for 
customisation during the service encounter while a transaction occurs. The opportunity to request 
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implicit and peripheral services and request further information exists during the transaction but the 
transaction itself in Case A has limited scope for customisation for the provider. 
6.11 Economies of scale (Es) 
Few interviewees discussed economies of scale for the service interactions and transactions. The 
structure of the counter service is a single point for service workers and customers to complete 
transactions. This provides some economies of scale at a service facility level. At service facilities with 
high transaction volumes during certain periods, there were opportunities for economies of scale 
during transactions, these usually resulted in single queueing systems and layout changes. It is worth 
noting again that the nature of the process steps, task and activities, customer intensity (Sampson, 
2010) for the service worker reduce the opportunities for significant economies of scale. The 
distributed nature of service facilities restricts economies of scale for the whole service, 50 service 
facilities spread geographically over 2590 square miles. The most significant service design 
characteristic providing for economies of scale outcomes is the mediating technology, barcode 
scanner and library asset management system. 
 
Table 6.8 Summarises the service outcome components of the service process from Sections 6.8 - 6.11.  
Table 6.8 Summarises the service outcome components in Case A 
 
Provider outcomes Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Pe -Process Efficiency Determined by service worker and information system, data 
quantified and measured. Perceived as efficient. 
Ps - Process Effectiveness In term of transactions this is effective for provider, although 
possible theft losses may limit effectiveness. Customers 
perceive effective because of interaction and non-
transaction requests are answered 
Cs - Customisation (Descriptive 
& Brief) 
No customisation of transaction possible for customer or 
provider, some for customer outside of transaction 
Es - Economies of scale 
(Descriptive & Brief) 
There are some economies of scale, books collected in one 
place, sorted, customers processed and queued, service 
worker utilisation on transactions is high 
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6.12 Chapter summary 
The tables throughout this chapter summarise the analysis of the data on embedded Case A. This 
analysis summarises the overall service system design for the counter service for transactions at the 
service facility counter transactions involving, the return, issues, renewals and payments.  
  The design provides for a relatively standard services concept for public libraries. Offering a range 
of services common to most libraries alongside community based activities and information. The 
service process for transactions is direct interaction at the counter. The service encounter for 
transactions in a simple exchange of items and information. This is supplemented by possible 
professional, social and personal interactions during the transactions. The customer role is passive, 
the design for their role is mainly facility layout and service worker tasks. There is a basic transaction 
recording mediating technology used by the service worker. The provider design characteristics are 
principally the manual and repetitive tasks of scanning items; this dominates the workload of the 
service facility. There are high volumes of transactions daily. The process is perceived as efficient and 
effective; yet extensive resources are needed to operate it. There are few outcomes that show 
economies of scale or provide customisation during transactions.   
 
 The next chapter will explore the service system design for embedded Case B. Exploring surrogate 
interaction and use of mediating technology to provide customer self-service.  
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Chapter 7 Surrogate Interaction, Self-Service  
Case B Data Analysis 
 
7.1 Introduction – Case B Self-Service Data Analysis 
This Chapter explores the conceptual framework components in the embedded Case B. This case 
involves surrogate interaction for transactions using self-service kiosks within the library.  This case 
differs from case A in that the transactions, tasks and activities are all completed by the customer - 
the service is co-produced using mediating technology. Service Facilities that were previously using 
Case A service processes implemented self-service technology and customer co-production. This 
chapter analyses these service facilities using the same theoretical and research framework used for 
Case A. The analysis of 22 self-service libraries was completed during a period after implementation, 
allowing sufficient time for the embedding of self-service at each service facility. Interviews of 24 
people, consisting of 12 managers and 12 service workers, 
 
In a similar way to Chapter 6 the service design characteristics, service interactions and the outcomes 
for the provider are described and discussed. A revised PCN analysis diagram of the service process is 
included to map the new process steps involved and to show the surrogate interaction. The analysis 
in this Chapter is based on an in-depth review of the 24 interview transcripts described in Chapter 4 
(Section 4.11. (F)). There is a coding and frequency analysis table in Appendix 6.1.  The analysis in this 
chapter is also based on secondary data, researcher observation and the quantitative and qualitative 
data presented in Appendices 4.4, 6.2. 6.4, 7.1 and 7.2. Tables throughout the sections in this chapter 
summarise the research variables in the theoretical framework for the service system for Case B. 
Those service design components that occurred most frequently (>20) in the analysis are indicated by 
shading in the tables. Chapter 8 will illustrate the differences between the two service designs and the 
outcomes experienced by the provider. 
7.2 Service Concept 
The service concept for Case A was summarised in the last chapter and defined in Chapter 2 in Section 
2.10. This section discusses the service concept for Case B, with a summary in Table 7.1 at the end of 
this section. The service concept for the library service did not explicitly change for the introduction 
of self-service kiosks. There was no explicit decision to change the service concept at the time of 
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initially introducing self-service. Improvements for services and others actions to increase usage were 
driving some of the changes alongside the introduction of self-service. The components of the service 
concept did not radically change with the introduction of self-service. The facilitating goods were the 
same, explicit, and implicit services did not change and the same information was also available. 
Supporting facilities usually changed with the introduction of self-service, largely to remove the 
counter, update branding and the library layouts were changed to facilitate self-service.  
 
“…. our library was completely refurbished so it was a huge change” 
 
Several libraries experience changed opening hours, this changed the explicit services and their 
availability but in most cases the introduction of self-service resulted in opening hours remaining the 
same, despite pressures to reduce opening hours. The service concept in this Case B was essentially 
the same as Case A.   The principal offering for the service concept is still information, the provision of 
knowledge material and access to advice for a wide range of topics.  
 
Peripheral services were often improved after the introduction of self-service at a service facility. 
Lounge areas, availability of public access computing and light snack and coffee facilities were often 
introduced. These were aligned with major refurbishment and investment. At a central library facility 
meeting rooms, cafe, garden access and increased information provision were provided. This facility 
also installed a public access 3-D printing laboratory with a range of 3-D printers and associated 
services for the design and manufacture of customer designed 3-D printed items. Examples of the 
refurbishment are shown in Appendix 7.1. 
 
What is immediately apparent from the analysis of the codes is the frequency of comments that relate 
to the service concept components. This probably indicates that the introduction of self-service has 
changed or enhanced the service concept in some way. The time frame for the introduction of self-
service was over a period of four years to meet funding requirements and provide a phased 
introduction to customers. The apparent changes to the service concept will be discussed further in 
Chapter 8. 
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Table 7.1 Summary of service concept for Case B 
Service concept Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Supporting facilities Asset data base, self-service kiosks, item receptacles, 
signage, buildings, and RFID scanner 
Facilitating goods RFID chip, Customer ID card, receipt, items borrowed 
Facilitating Information Customer record, items records, loan periods, fine policy, 
lending and customer policies, renewals, issues  
Explicit services  Provision of reading and information material to borrow 
Implicit services Satisfy learning and enable leisure activities, enjoyment 
Peripheral services Online access, meeting place, information sources and item 
browsing, public information sources, children's activities, 
reading groups, service worked advice 
 
 
7.3 Service Process 
The inputs, transforming and transformed resources and outputs are illustrated in Figure 7.1 and Table 
7.2 shows a summary of the service process. 
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Figure 7.1 Input/output process diagram for Case B 
 
The core self-service process is depicted on a PCN analysis chart in Figure 7.2. Further PCN analysis 
diagrams are illustrated in Appendix 7.2. This illustrates different aspects of the self-service process. 
These PCN charts show the process steps for the customer and the self-service machine during the 
transaction for the return, issue, and renewal of items. Some self-service kiosks provided the 
opportunity to make overdue payments and review account details. Figure 7.3 illustrates the service 
boundary change and the role of the service worker if required. 
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Figure 7.2 PCN analysis chart core service process, issues items, Case B 
 
It is immediately apparent from the PCN analysis of the core process that direct interaction is not 
usually required for renewal, issue, returns and fine payment. The service worker is not required to 
complete this process. The customer can complete the transaction usually without assistance or direct 
interaction. 
 
The providers mediating technology now becomes part of the customer’s domain because of the 
service boundary change. This is different technology from that used in the counter service, although 
some of the counter service functionality has been retained within the new self-service kiosk. The 
customer is now operating the technology as opposed to the service worker. 
 
The process steps and technology are consequently new to both the service worker and the customer. 
The service worker’s role is shown dotted in Figure 7.3 to illustrate that on occasions they may be 
required to complete process steps to assist the customer during the transaction. With the self-service 
kiosk, there is now a significant customer input needed to complete process steps using the mediating 
technology and their own resources. This potentially introduces a source of process variation and the 
duration of process cycle times vary with the customers’ capabilities and experience. The number of 
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self-service kiosks installed are usually sufficient to ensure customer demand could be accommodated 
without large queues. The mediating technology provides for consistent process steps and lower 
process variability.   
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Service boundary changes showing possible involvement of service worker 
 
There are supporting processes for maintaining self-service kiosks; service workers usually complete 
these at the beginning and end of the day. These are not shown in the PCN analysis as they are outside 
the scope of the service boundary for the purposes of this research study.  After a period of 
introduction these processes became stable, with customers learning the process steps and becoming 
familiar with their role and technology.  
 
“….. you can’t expect your customer to really know what your processes are….” 
“…yeah most people come in quite happy, they know what they are doing now…” 
“…. customers at one service facility took to it like ducks to water…” 
 
These new processes and customer inputs do change the service encounter significantly. 
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Table 7.2 Summary of service process for Case B 
 
Service process Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Outputs Completed transactions, customer support for transaction if 
needed, information updates, payment collection, collection 
and dispatch of borrowed items 
Transforming Resources RFID Chip, Self-service kiosks, Customers, item receptacles 
Transformed Resources Customer record, customers, Items borrowed 
Process steps and sequence No pre-wait for start, scan card, plus customer inputs, 
customer chooses and decisions 
  
PCN diagram Most process steps in surrogate interaction 
 
7.4 Service Encounter 
The service encounter being substantially changed for Case B from that  of Case A which is a main area 
of interest for this study. Especially as there was no explicit decision by the library senior management 
to change it with self-service introduction. A deeper analysis of the service encounter provides insights 
into the nature of the interaction. A high-frequency of interviewees mentioned these changes to the 
service encounter, there were a total of 486 comments on the service encounter, this is substantially 
more than the service process (35), and more than the service concept (332).  The interactions are 
autonomous, usually efficient for the provider, and still provide satisfaction in most cases. Some 
interviewees expressed concern that satisfaction with the encounter was less because of the nature 
of the interaction between the customer and self-service.  
 
“they expect personal service, rather than self-service” 
 
“your customers have got to like it [self-service] or it’s never going to work” 
 
The service encounter did not provide a professional, social and personal interaction. The interaction 
between the self-service machine and the customer was purely functional. There were no verbal 
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communications from the machine to the customer, only visual prompts relating to the account and 
transactions. If for any reason customers have not completed the transaction correctly, an alarm 
sounded when trying to exit the library with items that had not been scanned for the transaction 
records. 
 
The customer was required to make all the inputs to complete the transaction. This included finding 
and presenting the library card, giving touchscreen instructions to the kiosk and placing library items 
within the machines scanning area. Further input was required to remove the items and complete the 
transaction using touchscreen inputs. Other customer inputs, manual labour, were needed to place 
the items on adjacent trolleys to the self-service kiosk or to remove items and take them with them.  
 
Technology assistance provided by the self-service kiosk was limited and usually involved the machine 
or customer calling a service worker. On-screen instructions were clear and well structured, with 
limited options to create confusion. Control buttons and machine layouts were uncluttered and 
logical. The technology assistance for the service encounter was straightforward and functional. 
 
The service encounter can be described simply as functional and transactional, but requiring 
significant customer inputs. The Customer’s role is active and machines role impersonal, 
unprofessional and with no social interaction. This is a substantially different service encounter in Case 
B. A high-frequency of interviewees (82 comments on inputs and role) mentioned these characteristics 
of the encounter. 
 
“….it didn’t go at all well initially.  There were a lot of technical problems and the staff had a 
rough time with the public” 
 
“…you actively encourage people to use, even when they come to the desk, you take them 
back to the machines and say ‘don’t worry, I’ll help you to use it” 
 
The most significant change to the service encounter was the removal of customer channel choice. 
The counter service was no longer available at self-service libraries. This was for all the transaction 
types available through self-service, and was largely the only option for customers. Options also 
existed for web-based access for renewals and reservations. Initially during implementation of self-
service, the intention for the service encounter was to offer choice, this option was removed when 
the efficiency impact was understood and austerity targets were set for the County Council libraries 
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service. Service encounters for these transaction types were mandated to customers and service 
workers were instructed to ensure use and help all customers transact via self-service. It is worth 
noting how this differs from the retail environment where most food retailers find it necessary to still 
provide channel choice. Redefining the service encounter in this way, given the nature and 
demographics of the customer base, is a significant service system design decision. This could impact 
customer satisfaction, service facility usage and the service concept. Table 7.3 summarises the service 
encounter. 
 
Table 7.3 Summary of service encounter for Case B 
 
Service encounter  Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Interaction & nature (autonomy, 
efficiency, satisfaction)  
Efficiency is determined by customer and kiosk interaction, 
satisfaction depends on customer and kiosk interaction, 
autonomy in relation to choice of time and location of 
interaction 
Professional  Not a professional interaction 
Social  None (a little if assistance sought) 
Personal  None (a little if assistance sought) 
Customer Inputs & Roles  Customer role to make inputs and manage their encounter 
Technology assistance Mode  Mode E (Figure 7.5) 
 
 
7.5 Service Design Characteristics 
This Case B illustrates substantial changes to the service design characteristics over those in Case A. 
Figure 7.4 shows the conceptual model for Case B. The analysis of interviews in this case generated a 
high frequency of comments and provided insights into the design characteristics for the service 
encounter and the service process. A significant number of the characteristics were discussed as 
having positive impacts on the service interaction and transaction outcomes. The most significant 
number of comments related to the customer role and ease-of-use of the technology. Several 
interviewees mentioned the tasks and activities of the service worker, and the facility layout. The 
input/output interfaces within the self-service technology also received many comments. 
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Figure 7.4 Conceptual framework showing self-service in Case B 
 
The technology assistance mode (Froehle and Roth, 2004) for this Case B is Mode E, this is shown in 
Figure 7.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Mode E Interaction  
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7.6 Customer design characteristics (CDC) 
Interviewees prioritised (shown in Appendix 6.1) perceived ease-of-use (99), risk perception (53), 
waiting time (39) and interaction duration (33) as customer design characteristics that ensured service 
interactions met customer needs.  
 
The duration of the interaction was determined by the customers’ abilities to complete all the process 
steps required by the kiosk. All items for issue or return are placed in the kiosk at once and scanning 
technology would automatically recognise and adjust the customers’ and library’s records. The 
duration of the interaction per item was very short and the overall duration determined by the 
customer’s abilities and the correct functioning of the kiosk. Seeking assistance and kiosk malfunction 
would increase the duration, although these incidences reduced after a period of customer learning 
and machine adjustment. 
 
“it’s a quick transaction and so for a lot of people it’s ... that has been a real boost because 
they are busy people” 
 
The perceived control characteristic provided the customer with the opportunity to select the timing, 
location and sequence for the transaction. Customers were free to choose which kiosk to complete 
the transactions at. They could decide when to do returns and issues, avoid other customers and 
reduce any waiting for a kiosk to become available. In most cases, there were no designated queueing 
locations at kiosks. The absence of a service worker handed autonomy and control over all aspects of 
the transaction to the customer. The co-production nature of the interaction provided perceived 
control for the customer. 
 
“individual can be in control of their own transactions of what books they take in and out, 
and that is just known to them” 
 
Placing self-service machines around the service facility reduced waiting times, this design 
characteristic dealt with customer arrival rates and congestion. Combined with perceived control and 
shorter durations for interactions, customers could reduce their waiting times. During busy periods 
service workers, could also intervene and ‘queue bust’ by moving customers to alternative machines, 
completing a counter service transaction for them and suggesting they select items first before 
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returning books. This diversifies demand and arrival rates at busy periods and potentially increases 
customers’ temporal commitment to staying within the library. 
 
“They will come in, collect their book, go to the machine, issue the machine, pay the fee and 
walk out” 
 
Most interviewees considered perceived ease-of-use as one of the most significant characteristics. 
The multiple item scanning provided by the self-service machines and the relative simplicity of the 
input-output interfaces enabled customer ease-of-use. There was a degree of cognitive, behavioural 
and decision control required in using self-service. This was perceived as less than that needed for 
retail self-service machines, consequently using self-service in library was less demanding.  It is worth 
pointing out that initial ease-of-use perceptions were less positive until customer experience and 
learning built up over a period of about four months. These perceptions vary with customer 
heterogeneity and this service design characteristic of self-service eventually developed a perception 
of ease-of-use across the whole customer base. 
 
“I think overall it’s definitely easy” 
 
Risk perception was related to perceived ease-of-use and was the second most frequent comment by 
interviewees. During initial implementation risk perception is naturally higher than after a period of 
learning and experience. Individual anxiety varied by customer, frequency of use and exposure to 
observation by service workers and other customers. The risks involved the fear of non-performance, 
personal embarrassment and concern about the process steps involved to complete the transaction. 
This was especially the case if items did not scan and register correctly, and then exit alarms would 
activate when the customer left the library. Customers became familiar with the process steps of the 
self-service machines and risk perceptions reduced. Input-output interfaces aim to reduce risk 
perception by providing clear guidance and instructions, visual and audible confirmations of scanning 
and the general absence of service workers throughout the transaction. This is unlike retail operations 
where service workers are always watching and assisting customers operating self-service machines.  
 
“A lot of people were quite anxious about it but in general become settled quite quickly and 
get used to it and say “Oh, it isn’t so bad, is it?”   
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Interestingly, confidentiality and security for the customer were provided by the relatively private 
position the self-service machines offered. Service workers and other customers were usually unable 
to see the customer’s transaction, the items borrowed or other details about the customer. This 
provided more confidentiality and security. The customers’ personal space and screen designs were 
usually sufficient to provide full confidentiality. Screen design ensured data was less accessible to 
viewing by the other customers and service workers.  A summary of customer design characteristics 
is shown in Table 7.4. 
  
 All these customer design characteristics are obviously dependent on the customer’s perception and 
the interviewees are a proxy for customers’ perceptions. This interview analysis has reviewed 
comments about self-service implementation over a longitudinal period of four years. The analysis of 
these characteristics over this period and the nature of the interaction between the service worker 
and customer are likely to mean, that this Case B analysis of customer views, are likely to reflect those 
of customers. Service worker interviews were a good proxy for customer opinions and perceptions. 
 
Table 7.4 Summary of customer design characteristics for Case B 
 
Customer design characteristics Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Duration of interaction No wait, multiple items reduce transaction time 
Perceived control More control, especially timing and waits 
Waiting time Virtually none, although can create queuing at busy times or 
if insufficient kiosk capacity in service facility 
Perceived ease-of-use Require skills, more difficult to use, cognitive effort, manual 
handling, co-ordination 
Risk perception Risk of non-performance - embarrassment 
Confidentiality and security More privacy of information, as kiosk and data less 
accessible to viewing by other customers 
 
7.7 Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) 
The apparent simplicity of the service process and the transactions involved mask a relatively 
complicated functionality and task-technology fit. The customer interface is straightforward, easy-to-
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use and works reliably with over 4.5 million transactions. What is not so apparent to customers are 
the multiple interfaces, databases, legacy membership cards, physical items, barcodes, RFID tags, 
information assets, input output devices, web/mobile access and the integration that sits behind the 
self-service machines. It is beyond the scope of this study to specifically analyse these technology 
design characteristics across the library systems but it is sufficient to say that the mediating technology 
design for self-service has achieved a high degree of systems integration. There are mediating 
technology design characteristics to span the boundaries between all these systems and 
functionalities, this study does not directly consider these, concentrating mainly on those visible to 
the customer and service worker. It is worth noting that the mediating technology to span these 
significant system boundaries works well but has limitations.  
 
“We trialled a self-service machine provided by [Service Company] for getting on for a year, 
the results weren’t so well, it hardly ever worked and it went away again”   
 
“we worked out the wording on the screen and how we felt the screens should look and linked 
together” 
 
Appendix 6.1 shows there was a total of 325 interview comments on technology design characteristics, 
the most significant at 91 was the task-technology fit. Functionality provided for self-service includes 
RFID tags in the majority of items within the library, a barcode reader within the kiosk for the libraries 
legacy membership card system, printing and receipt functionality, RFID scanner and visual display. A 
payment module attached to the kiosk for depositing cash and card payments for items borrowed or 
overdue. The task-technology fit is aligned with the process steps. Customers are also able to check 
their account, the items they have online and renewal dates. The tasks of returns and issues are also 
incorporated within the technology. Significantly, unlike retail operations, the scanner by using RFID 
tags can scan multiple items at one time. This can be up to 25 items if these can be placed within the 
machine cavity successfully by the customer. This is an important design characteristic, as it illustrates 
the task-technology fit. Customers can borrow up to 24 items, 12 of which are books, the RFID scanner 
needs to be able to scan up to 24 items at once. There would appear to be good alignment between 
the task-technology fit and providing effective performance of tasks required to complete 
transactions. The interface richness is low, its efficiency is high and the customer setup (access 
efficiency)  is high, as defined by Sousa et al. (2015).   
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“The technology has characteristics and features that enable efficient and effective inputs to 
make successful transactions”. Sousa et al. (2015) 
 
System control design characteristics (40 comments) for self-service control of customer inputs, error 
handling and confirming outputs. Self-service machines self-monitor their performance and initiate 
service worker requests if inputs do not meet standards or the machine develops a fault condition. 
This process is largely automated by the machine software and manual control interventions by 
service workers usually limited to the beginning and end of day start-up routines, adding paper for 
receipts and emptying cash. Errors and problems with customer inputs and transactions are 
automatically flagged by system control to customers and service workers. There are several systems 
being monitored through the self-service kiosk, including the interfaces to the other library systems 
needed to complete transactions and update records. This introduced a rigid process with enhanced 
system control of library assets. 
 
“smart SM uses information from the [Service Company] software in our LMS system to tell 
us what stock is going out, what’s not going out. So, we use that programme for our stock 
management.” 
 
Accessibility (30 comments) received a lot of attention in designs, especially given the heterogeneity 
of customers and the need to place machines within existing library layouts and provide adequate 
space to access the machine. This was especially relevant for wheelchairs, pushchairs, returned items 
and avoiding congestion. A revised design of a kiosk was used in children’s library sections and screen 
designs were also changed to provide easier to understand and more interesting icons. The piloting of 
self-service at a single service facility and the long phased rollout across service facilities enabled the 
accessibility of the self-service kiosks to be improved. The improvements were based on customer 
feedback, service worker observations and software upgrades. The library service could change the 
layout, screen input and output interfaces and other features of the display to meet accessibility 
needs. This provided the opportunity to design accessibility alongside process steps in a way that 
meets the needs of library customers. There were hardware and software constraints to accessibility 
which can usually be mitigated by layout and screen changes.  
 
“the screens for visual we can change the background colours to make it more helpful” 
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Resilience and reliability (64 comments) in the early stages of implementation did cause several issues. 
This included network connections, inappropriate handling of errors, response times and incorrect 
scanning.  
 
“I think from a managing point if you…there are more interactions with our IT guys and 
[Service Company] and things like that because there’s more things to go wrong and to 
monitor.” 
 
There was also reliance and reliability issues associated with customer skills and knowledge. Even so, 
reliance and reliability in the early stages require less intervention than those associated with retail 
environments, with most intervention related to customer learning and skill development. Resilience 
and reliability proved to be designed into the process steps and the environment surrounding kiosks.  
With regular monitoring by service workers, attention to start-up and shutdown routines, machines 
proved to be reliable and resilient to failure. Given the number and nature of the transactions 
occurring this design characteristic eventually influenced acceptability of self-service by customers 
and service workers. Self-service kiosks are always ready for use and service worker machine support 
interventions were rarely required during library opening hours. 
 
“with children borrowing a lot of skinny, thin board books and things, throwing it all on there, 
it can cause a bit of a difficulty for the RFID to pick it all up, but jiggle it around and we 
manage it, and it's a fun thing to do, so.” 
 
All the input/output interfaces (66 comments) were designed for convenience, ease-of-use and 
simplicity. There was nothing unusual or complicated within the interfaces, most screens presented 
to customers had fewer than three options and confirmation screens listed items and their status in a 
clear and unambiguous way. To initiate a transaction, it was necessary to present the barcode on the 
customer’s membership card to machine. This interface worked well as it used existing bar code 
technology. Customers found this interface difficult at first, not being used to presenting barcode 
information and that it required a degree of hand eye coordination to get the card recognised and 
confirmed on screen. Perhaps the most difficult input and output was that of presenting the items in 
the machine cavity for issue or return. To get all items to scan, especially in large numbers at once, it 
was occasionally necessary, to reorder and realign items, for the scanner to pick up all RFID tags and 
register items. It was possible for the scanner to miss an item and consequently the security systems 
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at the exit barrier sounded an alarm. Overall input/output interfaces were straightforward and 
effective with good alignment to the accessibility characteristic and task-technology fit.  
 
“….they read the screen and they followed the instructions …..people enjoyed it, we had fun 
with it. They were happy it wasn’t like Tesco’s” 
 
The asset security provided by the technology, because of the individual tagging of every item and exit 
controls, reduced theft. The items were correctly recorded as borrowed or returned and the library 
records of assets accurately updated. Customer privacy and security, with their identification through 
the library card, was provided within the machines design characteristics. There was no PIN system 
associated with card consequently it would be possible for another person to use the customer’s card 
to borrow items. This limitation existed with a legacy barcode system. 
 
“The RFID tags have got a little switch in them for security and part ... when you issue it, it 
switches that switch off, as part of the process, so you can go out through the barrier and 
don't set the alarms off” 
 
Overall the highest frequency of comments was related to the task-technology fit, the reliance and 
reliability and input/output interfaces. These design characteristics seem to be critical considerations 
for self-service. Table 7.5 summarises the mediating technology design characteristics. 
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Table 7.5 Summary of mediating technology design characteristics for Case B 
 
Mediating technology design 
characteristics 
Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Functionality provided, Task-
technology fit 
Scan all items RFID tags, update info, collect fines, issues 
receipts, account check, ID check 
System control Customer and technology orientated 
Accessibility Accessibility good, although increased skills and knowledge 
may prevent some from full unassisted access 
Resilience and reliability Newer technology, requires maintenance, moving parts, 
customer, input errors reduce up time, connectivity and 
interfaces create more issues for service workers to manage 
Input/output interfaces Interfaces, connections, customer and service worker 
interfaces, more complicated, although compared to other 
technologies still easy to use 
Information & asset security Designed for the customer and provider. Customer 
information could be visible to customers and service 
workers nearby, all items tagged and less chance of theft 
when exit scanning of customers 
 
7.8 Provider design characteristics (PDC) 
The provider design characteristics are summarised in Table 7.6 and received the highest frequency 
of comments from interviewees (556, Appendix 6.1). Self-service relocates process activity from the 
service worker to the customer. The customer design characteristics have been discussed in the design 
characteristics for the provider and involve supporting the customer and back office processes to 
complete the transaction. Design characteristics for providers are needed to support transactions and 
associated processes, ensuring customers can interact with the mediating technology. Interviewee 
comments were prolific, as will largely be expected, about these design characteristics. Specifically, 
the associated task and activities (232), the customer’s role (116) and the layout and ergonomics (105) 
of the service facility received most comments. 
 
The duration of the interaction (22 comments) was designed to be relatively short, with multiple items 
being transacted faster than they would at the counter service. The duration of interaction was 
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generally governed by the customer’s capability, knowledge and experience to complete process 
steps. The manual handling involved usually was a longer duration than the mediating technology 
processes for recording transactions. The total duration of the transaction was less of a concern for 
service workers as they were usually not involved in this transaction. During implementation and with 
certain customers’ interaction durations increased resulting in queueing customers in some facilities. 
Service worker interventions were used to reduce durations and assist customers. Variation in 
demand was minimised with short durations and multiple self-service kiosks provided diversified 
demand and additional capacity. Inherently the process design characteristics for duration were short 
and per item transaction durations very short, providing a relatively short throughput time per 
customer transaction.  
 
“With the system the radio frequency tag that’s what it does, it’s quicker” 
 
Process control (50 comments) was principally designed to be handled by the mediating technology, 
the providers process control was usually limited to the start-up, maintenance and monitoring of the 
self-service kiosks. Several interviewees mentioned the criticality of process control, constantly 
monitoring system performance (including customer performance during transactions), operation and 
status.  
 
“you always should be aware of what’s happening at your self-service machines” 
 
Customer inputs were validated by the mediating technology or error reporting initiated when 
customer inputs were invalid. During the implementation period, it was necessary to continuously 
monitor machines and customers. After a period of customer learning and improved machine 
reliability, process control settled down to start-up and shutdown controls. Ancillary to the transaction 
process control was a requirement to control the resultant outcomes of transactions; this involves the 
manual control of items returned adjacent to self-service kiosks.  
 
Process waiting time (9 comments) was designed to be responsive to inputs; after the customer made 
inputs, the waiting time was usually a small fraction of the overall transaction duration. Taken from 
the perspective of mediating technology waiting for inputs, the process waiting time would be quite 
substantial, as this would be directly related to waiting for customer inputs. The design characteristics 
of process waiting time were designed to minimise durations and keep process waiting time short. 
There were very few interviewee comments about this design characteristic. Probably indicating it 
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was supporting transactions adequately. The main constraint to keeping process waiting time short 
the was nature of customer inputs.  
 
The design characteristics of tasks and activities for the service worker received the most comments 
from interviewees (232 comments). This is because there were significant changes to the task and 
activities for service workers with the introduction of self-service. Many of these comments were not 
directly related to the transaction at the self-service machine, but related to supporting customers 
during implementation, managing the setup and close routines for machines. A substantial number 
related to movement and sorting of returned items. 
 
“now everything gets piled into piles on trollies so someone has to sort before they can 
shelve so it does have implications of more work…” 
 
“that they find it harder to get everything shut down” 
 
“they’re [service workers] not that comfortable still with sort of getting out there and just 
being about and reacting to queues or reacting to sort of pressure points” 
 
The task and activities included intervention to assist the customer, more knowledge was needed in 
relation to the machines and more skills to handle the mediating technology. They were also related 
to the release of the time at the counter and the opportunity to interact with customers in a different 
way. This was unrelated to their transactions. This design characteristic removed activities and tasks 
for the service worker in relation to returns, issues, renewals and account payments. These 
represented significant activities with the counter service in Case A.  
 
There were additional tasks and activities associated with interlibrary loans, item reservations and 
moving items to back office for special requests. Management information was generated from the 
transactions for service workers to address these tasks. Transaction and process control information 
from kiosks were also used to notify and monitor special manual tasks relating to specific items or 
stock movements and changes.  Service quality monitoring tasks and management information were 
provided to service workers for managing stock changes and customer demand. This management 
information or notifications were not usually available for the counter service in Case A. 
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To summarise task and activities, the introduction of self-service created some additional tasks and 
activities for service workers, but the impact of this design characteristic was to reduce task and 
activities for service workers significantly. The task and activity design provided an efficient and 
effective link between the front office and back office tasks and activities. The links worked well and 
the service worker tasks and activities were eventually produced after the implementation period.  
 
The customer role design characteristic (116 comments) was also substantially commented on by 
interviewees. Customer tasks and activities were designed for the mediating technology inputs and to 
transfer the manual handling of items to the customer. Items are no longer handled by service workers 
during transactions, although outcomes of transactions still require item shelving and removal from 
the receptacles adjacent to kiosks. The customer’s role is more demanding; it’s cognitively and 
physically different from the counter service. Decisions are required, inputs are needed and manual 
handling to present and remove items from the self-service kiosks. In addition to this the customer 
must manage items, their children or companions and to some extent other customers.  
 
“We’ve had a few grumpy mums who are ‘oh no I can’t cope with this’ as they’ve got so many 
books to deal with and different tickets, the children are pressing buttons, putting books in... 
they’re a bit of a challenge.”   
 
The customer needs to coordinate mediating technology, make inputs and ensure transactions are 
completed. Some items also require an element of sorting and the machine provides instructions 
where to put returned items. The design of this characteristic aims to minimise customer inputs, 
present a few simple options and confirm transaction completions. The design reduced disparate tasks 
and minimised switching between functions. This reduced customer input variability especially 
request, effort and capability.  
 
“After a period of adjustment where the customer gets used to it and starts to understand 
how it’s used and then next time they come they’re more confident and they can use it” 
 
After a period of learning, customers coped with their role adequately and the design for the inputs 
and interaction matched the heterogeneity of customers. From a provider’s perspective, the design 
of the customer’s role was successful, transferring tasks to the customer, matching their inputs to the 
transaction and their capabilities. The design ensured it was possible to make high volumes of 
transactions quickly, cost effectively and consistently without service worker assistance. From the 
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customer’s perspective, it become easy, eventually, to interact and perform their role for their own 
transactions.   
 
Confidentiality and security (22 comments), using the customers’ barcoded library card to provide 
identification, and RFID tags to identify assets, was a provider design characteristic that ensured 
accurate transactions and met quality standards. Any non-compliant inputs from customers or RFID 
tags immediately initiated an error routine seeking service worker assistance. The exit security barriers 
provided additional security of library assets. This design characteristic provided adequate security, 
worked effectively and improved transaction standards and quality. The customers’ confidentiality, in 
relation to items borrowed, visibility of their information to other customers and the proximity of 
other customers were all improved by this design characteristic. Providing the visibility to the 
customer of their information securely enhanced the service encounter satisfaction.  Security and 
confidentiality were effectively built in automatically to the mediating technology and providers 
design characteristics for self-service kiosks. 
 
“everybody knows everybody else. I’ve got staff in both libraries that had lived there forever 
so they knew Mrs Smith from down the street so if she was taking out a book say on anorexia, 
nobody saw it [when using self-service].” 
 
Interviewees commented substantially (105 comments) on the importance of facility ergonomics and 
layout. Each service facility had different physical constraints, during the implementation different 
configurations were experimented with and layouts amended. Constraints existed for locating kiosks 
(kiosks needed power and network points), and congestion, bottlenecks and the flow of customers 
needed to be considered. There needed to be adequate storage for returned items and plenty of space 
for customers and their companions and children. There was a need, especially initially, for the self-
service kiosks to be in line of sight of the service worker at an information point. This was to observe 
customers in difficulty and to proactively make interventions to reduce transaction durations and 
queues. Signage, customer information and managing the environment around the self-service kiosks 
were important design characteristics. These supported customers in their role, kept other customers 
outside the personal space of those using machines and made it clear where to put returned items.  
 
“it’s [self-service] enabled us to deliver on other areas of our work and enabled us to actually 
refurbish and modernise some of our buildings” 
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“having the opportunity to look at the layout of a standard library where you’ve got the 
returns, you know the counter and making it more modern, more user friendly, more 
welcoming.   Because before everyone went to the counter and it was just rows and rows of 
books.  Now we’ve been able to make it – yeah – more friendly and more welcoming” 
 
 
One service facility trialled banks of machines, different machines for issues and returns and queue 
management systems (ropes and floor arrows). This proved unsuccessful creating congestion and 
queues during busy periods. It had the impact of concentrating transactions during the entry and exit 
of customers to the service facility. Relocating machines around the library after refurbishment had 
the impact of reducing arrival variability, diversifying demand, providing customers more choice on 
where and when they completed their transactions. This illustrates transaction durations can be 
moderated by the environment and layout. These also shape customer behaviours and actions, for 
example visibility and proximity of transaction locations can act as a prompt or reminder. Locating a 
single machine close to the exit barriers can often remind customers to complete transactions or 
provide a location to transact after security detection by the exit barriers. Most service facility designs 
and layouts were optimised to achieve customer satisfaction, prevent queueing and overlooking, and 
create a professional and efficient transaction point. The layout and ergonomics enable providers to 
subtly control the customers’ physical presence within the service system and ensure customers 
moved through the facility in the swift even flow (Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner and Swink, 1998). 
 
Table 7.6 Summary of provider design characteristics for Case B 
 
Provider design characteristics Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Duration of interaction Longer per transaction but less concern to provider. Per item 
much shorter after customer learning 
Process control Process control more difficult especially when error by 
customer, automation of control included 
Process waiting time Waiting for customer inputs are longer offset by multi-item 
scans 
Task and activities Complicated for customer and service worker when 
interventions required 
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Customer role More tasks, more knowledge, more skills, more physical, 
customer sort some books.  
Confidentiality and security More secure, customer info on screen but screen design 
prevents easy reading by others, customer more choice on 
privacy by transacting when other customers are not nearby 
Facility ergonomics, layout Multiple locations arranged in spare space and to prevent 
queuing, overlooking, more signage  
 
7.9 Self-service transactions: service interactions 
Table 7.7 at the end of this section summarises self-service interactions. In Chapter 6, the falling trend 
of library visits, borrowers and issues was shown, the introduction of self-service did not change this 
overall trend. Appendix 6.2 shows the number of issues for each self-service service facility. This 
Appendix shows the number of transactions during the period and the  majority are self-service kiosk 
transactions. Two service facilities do show increases in issues but no increases in active borrowers. 
These two facilities received extensive refurbishment and investment and it would appear did not 
increase borrowers but did increase the number of issues over the period since the introduction of 
self-service – possibly the result of the change in service concept.  It is therefore possible that self-
service and major refurbishment increased usage or number of items borrowed from these facilities. 
The data is inconclusive between cause and effect and there are many other factors, demographics, 
marketing, local community actions which confound any relationship between self-service and issues. 
 
“….. I don’t think the things that we measure have changed very much…. so, number of issues 
…., number of active borrowers, number of active visits ….” 
 
Self-service implementation was targeted at high volume service facilities, currently there are a total 
of 27 self-service libraries out of a total of 50 in the County. With six service facilities receiving self-
service since the study’s data collection approximately 84% percent of total issues would now be 
transacted through self-service machines. One interviewee illustrated the use of self-service for 
transactions as follows; 
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“….. oh, well it’s virtually hundred percent because if they don’t use it themselves we do it for 
them ….” 
 
This comment was related to implementation and encouraging customers to use self-service. The 
removal of the counter service and availability and location of legacy barcode scanner equipment 
encouraged service workers to use self-service when assisting customers with transactions. This was 
also perceived by service workers as more efficient for multiple items than their legacy systems. 
 
This illustrates the prioritisation of self-service for high-volume service facilities and the removal of 
channel choice for customers. The trend in usage, issues or borrowers was not significantly changed 
because of this mandatory self-service usage. This could be due to service worker encouragement 
efforts, customer acceptance and other changes to the service encounter and concept.  
 
This mandated usage of self-service probably illustrates a renewed efficiency drive based on the 
earlier implementation phase results. Self-service enabled and achieved service worker reductions. 
The County adopted a tiered approach to the categorisation of service facilities. This was used to 
decide investment priorities and the implementation phases for self-service. There were exceptions 
to this overall approach of high-volume libraries, in the case where a small library was facing closure. 
In this situation, community voluntary involvement was sought to run the library, open the facility and 
greet customers, manage the stock and shelving. However, employment regulations and data 
protection complications (volunteers will be unable to access customer records) would prevent the 
library remaining open without employees. Self-service kiosks were introduced to overcome these 
constraints. The kiosks became proxy service workers and the library remained open and run by the 
community. This model is also being applied to smaller libraries.  
 
“….. Being able to have the library open when it can’t be run by library staff, was the only real 
way they can do that was by having a self-service machine ….” 
 
A significant number of interviewees mentioned the service interaction outcomes. These were usually 
in the context of more positive outcomes, not necessarily associated with transactions. Service 
interactions now included more dialogue with customers, more customer requests, and proactive 
greeting and social contact. There was no quantitative data available in relation to any increase in the 
volume of these interactions, although several interviewees mentioned that they felt able to provide 
a more professional and social service because of being freed from counter activities.  
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“There is less pressure because you free the staff - I would not have been able to talk to you 
because I just have one colleague who would have been by herself to discharge, issue and 
moving stock… So, it’s freed us to do other things” …. 
 
This illustrates the opportunity for more direct interaction during service encounters because of 
surrogate interaction using self-service for transactions.  
 
Quality and standards post implementation periods improved. Transactions are accurately recorded 
and confirmed to the customer visually and on the paper receipt. Exit controls prevented scanned 
items from leaving the service facility and customer satisfaction and feedback, after initial acceptance 
of the changes, was positive.  
 
“…. It’s quite nice when people come and use it for the first time even now 16/18 months in and 
they say how wonderful it is.” 
 
“……because they think, ‘wow, this is great’….” 
 
“….. Some people have reacted quite negatively to the implementation of self-service…. As a 
proportion of the total number of transactions and visits it’s very, very small” 
 
There have been about 100 complaints about self-service during implementation. This is out of 
approximately 2,570,000 library visits per annum in 2011.  
 
The provision of customer information at the screen and in paper receipt form reduced enquiries and 
disputes about returned items and fines. The mediating technology provided a way of confirming 
account status and resolving disputes. Integration with web-based services also enabled customers to 
be proactive in renewing and requesting items online before a library visit, enhancing quality 
standards and improving satisfaction.  
 
Service workers had more time to interact and plan activities and events. This included reading events, 
children’s activities and community support. Customers using public access computing were often 
frustrated with the lack of help and assistance during the library visit. With self-service, service 
workers could spend more time assisting customers at the computer and even assisting them in 
completing job applications or searching for information. Service worker support for this was needed 
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because of increasing use of libraries for public free access to computers and the Internet.  The service 
interaction improved, this was more professional and social, these interactions usually were unrelated 
to the self-service transaction.  
 
Table 7.7 Summary of service interactions for Case B 
 
Service interaction outcomes Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Transactions Approximately 5,000,000 per annum in 2012 
Outcomes/Volume/Duration 
2419092 Visits and 113062 active borrowers in 2012 
Interaction duration approximately 50 seconds for 8 items 
Quality and standards Theft reductions, record accuracy, customer satisfaction 
 
 
7.10 Provider process impacts and outcomes  
The outcomes for the provider and service workers change following the introduction of self-service. 
At County library service level, there are fewer service workers, libraries remained open rather than 
closed, customer satisfaction and services have been improved. The service interaction outcomes of 
process efficiency, process effectiveness, customisation and economies of scale all changed for the 
provider following self-service implementation. The full impact of these changes will be discussed in 
Chapter 8, following next four sections illustrating these outcomes specifically for self-service, Case B. 
 
7.11 Process Efficiency (Pe)  
Appendix 6.4 illustrates ratio of resources used for the output produced - process efficiency. This is 
related to the number of transactions processed. The efficiencies are calculated in Appendix 6.4 by 
service facility and are consequently approximations of the efficiency of the service process. The 
efficiency measures and ratios show there were 99 FTE inputs to run the service in 2012, issuing 22147 
items per service worker, issuing 0.56 items per £ and requiring a total of £3.99m of costs to issue and 
return items. These are the same service facilities as analysed in Chapter 6.0 when they were counter 
service libraries and efficiency improvement is discussed in the next Chapter. 
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The ratio of resources used to output is a better approximation for process efficiency when data is 
used over longer periods, this ratio is 22147/service worker per annum. Comparing service facilities 
with these ratios, the most efficient self-service library was Service Facility 41 at 36942 and lowest at 
9123 in Service Facility 37. The wide range of the ratios result from self-service customer arrival 
patterns and customer input variability experienced at each facility. 
 
Process efficiency can also be measured as a function of the customer contact time divided by service 
creation time. These process efficiency results are again approximations because of the difficulties 
obtaining precise data on transaction times and staff resources directly associated with self-service. A 
significant sample of service time data was not available from the case organisation. This measure will 
be further discussed in Chapter 8. 
 
Observations and interview comments indicate that service workers now rarely intervene on self-
service transactions, rarely get involved with issues, returns, and fine payments. Virtually all the work 
associated with transactions is completed by the customers themselves. There is no stamping of dates 
in the books; there is virtually no handling of the books by service workers to complete the transaction. 
There are few interventions into the library records systems by service workers where transactions 
are recorded. There is a potential inefficiency generated by self-service, the outputs, specifically 
customer returned items are deposited adjacent to the self-service machines. This usually distributes 
the items throughout the service facility and they require collection and sorting prior to shelving. This 
inefficiency relates to activities outside the boundaries of this research.  
 
After a period of implementation service worker comments illustrate how the efficiency of the 
transactions has substantially improved with the introduction of self-service. 
 
“…. They [Customers] will come in, collect their book, go to the machine, issue at machine, 
painlessly and walkout. And so, haven’t had to ask us anything” 
 
“….and another big plus is that it does enable the library service to continue to function on a 
lower budget and even expand the service slightly …………………. when we had, further staff cuts 
we were able to increase opening hours because we were spreading the staff… “ 
 
“I’m not sure the library will continue without self-service for much longer if the budget cuts 
continue” 
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“I think when it’s working properly, yes, it gives you an efficient and quick way of getting through 
volume” 
 
“…. I think the efficiency and you know we’ve had to do it in the last year we absolutely had to 
do it, if we didn’t have self-service we would have to cut our opening hours by far more than we 
did……… I think the efficiency side of things has been a real benefit hopefully a benefit for 
customers” 
 
Over 200 comments on process efficiency were mentioned by 24 interviewees, these perceptions on 
efficiency, the third highest frequency of comments, help confirm the efficiency outcomes for self-
service libraries are being achieved. These comments highlight the importance of process efficiency 
for transactions and how improving provider transaction efficiency with self-service improved the 
service facilities efficiency during the period of budget reductions and austerity. This case is a good 
example of efficiency improvement and service maintenance. Improvement through the application 
of mediating technology and using customers as resources. 
 
To be precise the efficiency for the provider is derived from the removal of resources to complete the 
transaction. This removal is achieved largely by replacing provider resources with customer resources; 
these are not considered for provider efficiency calculations. The actual process efficiency, that is the 
co-produced transaction, is fundamentally dependent on customer resources and their interaction 
with the mediating technology. This in turn is dependent on the service design characteristics already 
discussed in this Chapter. The analysis of this case suggests that customer resources, mediating 
technology and design characteristics have been congruently aligned to provide high levels of provider 
process efficiency for transactions.  
 
7.12 Process Effectiveness (Ps) 
With efficiency improving, this could often be at the expense of process effectiveness, it is necessary 
to analyse the process effectiveness to explore the impact of self-service.  The outcome for the 
provider needs to include transactions meeting standards, error rates, fine recovery, service worker 
intervention requirements, system effectiveness, theft and losses, and machine breakdowns.  
 
A high frequency of comments (167) related to process effectiveness. A significant number of these 
comments were related to the improved effectiveness of the overall service encounter because of 
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freeing staff from the counter service. That is providing more opportunities for direct interaction with 
customers that meets their needs - satisfaction and effectiveness of the service encounter.  
 
“We spend longer working with the customers, interacting with customers and providing a 
slightly broader range of customer orientated services” 
 
This study is specifically interested in the effectiveness of the transaction process. The service design 
characteristics discussed earlier structure the service process and interaction for effective process 
outcomes. In a sense process effectiveness is built-in to the service interaction through the validation 
of customer inputs, the asset and process controls and error routines in the mediating technology. 
This Chapter has already discussed several of the design characteristics associated with reliability, 
security of assets, customer input validation, fine recovery and payments to make the process 
effective. The transaction will not complete if the outcome is not effective for the provider. Self-
service kiosks initiate service worker requests if transactions do not meet quality and standards. 
Process effectiveness is assured by the mediating technology and its design parameters.  
 
This is especially the case in relation to customer accounts payments; 
 
“……. Now they’re managing their own fees and charges on the machine, we get very little of 
‘I’m sure I paid that’ or ‘my books weren’t late’…………. it takes stress and work away from 
staff…………. There’s a lot of that ‘oh gosh I didn’t pay’ ……it’s a recognition that they are taking 
personal responsibility” 
 
Few service worker interviewees commented on problems with the effectiveness of the process after 
the period of implementation.  Customer inputs improved, machine reliability settled down and 
activations at the theft barrier on customer exit reduced. There was no specific data on theft 
reductions available, although anecdotally interviewees rarely mentioned problems with theft and 
security. It was easier to return damaged items without these being noticed by the service worker and 
again there were little specific information available regarding damages and losses.  
 
The most specific comments from service workers about effectiveness was related to the task and 
activities post customer transaction. During counter service, usually there are opportunities to do a 
primary sort of the returned items and to inspect for damage. This was not possible for self-service 
and items were often distributed around the service facility at different self-service kiosks and in a 
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completely random order. This outcome of the transaction process created additional manual work in 
sorting and shelving. The scale of this is difficult to ascertain. Self-service technology could not transact 
items that were not RFID tagged, such as interlibrary loans. The process could not effectively deal with 
these and service worker counter service was necessary. For tagged items that were being returned 
from another service facility, self-service machines could direct customers to place these items in a 
separate receptacle. On occasions customers ignored this placing items in the wrong receptacle and 
consequently creating service worker activity to separate or re-sort items. The volumes of items that 
were not handled effectively were relatively small in relation to the over 4.5 million issues and returns 
per annum. The impact on process effectiveness was consequently minimal. 
 
Process effectiveness outcomes were designed into the service interaction through the mediating 
technology validation of customer inputs. This case illustrates a relatively effective outcome for the 
provider of the transaction process.  The case illustrates how the removal of social contact and process 
steps at the counter makes transactions more effective and efficient for the provider. 
 
7.13 Customisation (Cs) 
Customisation of the transaction outcomes were limited for the provider and the customer. The 
transaction process is more rigid for the provider than in Case A. The removal of channel choice 
reduced the customisation available to the customer - self-service transactions were mandated. It was 
still possible for customers to use the counter service, although the removal of the counters sent a 
clear message to customers. The only transaction options were those available within the self-service 
kiosk, other transactions would require customer service and a service point. The vast majority of 
transaction types were available at the self-service kiosk; these represented all the high-volume 
transactions. Customer visits to the service points for unsupported transactions were infrequent and 
usually not related to transactions.  
 
The most specific area identified where customisation had changed was the ability for the customer 
to choose the location, timing, privacy and confidentiality of their transaction. There was no need to 
stand alongside other customers at the counter, items being borrowed or returned could not be 
observed by the service worker or other customers and the customer could decide where and when 
to complete transactions. Reviewing their account information and making payments could be 
customised to meet their needs. Other non-transaction requests can also be customised away from 
the service points and self-service kiosks. Service workers could be found at service points and 
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requests and discussions could be more specific, private and effective. This provided customisation of 
non-transaction interaction for the service worker and the customer. This was not always possible in 
Case A at the counter. This had the impact of accommodating variability and the needs of customers 
– Customisation.  In Case A, this was often attenuated at the counter because of the presence of other 
customers and queues. Self-service provided operational flexibility to accommodate customer’s 
unique and changing needs, changing the service encounter and service process for non- transaction 
activities.  
7.14 Economies of scale (Es) 
Self-service has changed economies of scale, there is no doubt that the cost per transaction through 
self-service reduced. Volumes have remained largely unchanged, whilst resources (excluding 
customer resources) have reduced. Using the mediating technology to handle high volumes of 
transactions has produced economies of scale for the provider in addition to process efficiencies. The 
transactions are aggregated within the technology; this provides economies of scale and scope. At 
County level transactions, can be analysed, demand and volume trends used to make the decisions on 
stock and customer usage patterns. 
 
The most significant scale effect was multi-item scanning at self-service kiosks. It was possible to 
aggregate all the items a single customer had returned or borrowed into in one electronic transaction 
record. This scale effect applied to both the customer and the provider, reducing transaction times 
and aggregating records. To offset this scale effect there was an increase in the numbers transaction 
points in all the self-service facilities. Mediating technology provided a scale effect to counteract this 
increase in transaction points.  
 
Although not easily quantified economies of scale outcomes for the provider are positive and 
significant with self-service.  
 
Table 7.8 Summarises the service outcome components of the service process from Sections 7.10 - 
7.14.  
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Table 7.8 Summarises the service outcome components in Case B 
 
Provider outcomes Descriptive Summary based on Conceptual Model 
Pe - Process Efficiency Efficiency increased, determined by customer and kiosk, 
service worker resources removed, data quantified and 
measured 
Ps - Process Effectiveness Effectiveness increased for provider, removes customer 
requests. Kiosks validates inputs and quality standards set.  
Theft attempts detected. 
Cs - Customisation (Descriptive 
& Brief) 
Customisation of timing, privacy and account access 
Es - Economies of scale 
(Descriptive & Brief) 
RFID, multiple item scanning provides information 
processing economies of scale, distributed books and 
transaction points provide reduced scale effects 
 
 
7.15 Chapter summary 
The tables throughout this chapter summarise the analysis of the data on embedded Case B.  This 
analysis summarises the service system design for self-service transactions at service facility kiosks. 
This relates to transactions that involve returns, issues, renewals and payments 
The service system design arising from the analysis can be summarised as follows: 
 
The service concept changed, services were removed, added and changed. The service process was 
now managed by the customer and the mediating technology. The service encounter became purely 
transactional and efficient for the provider. The customer design characteristics aimed to make it easy 
for customers to manage their own process. The task-technology fit aligned provider and customer 
tasks to complete effective and efficient transactions. Process control improved for both entities. This 
interaction is dominated by the presence of the customer and the functionality of the self-service 
kiosk. Service outcomes are dependent on the skills, motivations and knowledge of the customer and 
the performance of the mediating technology (self-service kiosk). Customers inputs are used to update 
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the customers’ own information and the library’s records. Mediating technology uses an RFID scanner, 
barcode scanner for the library card and RFID tags in each borrowed item. This is a more complex 
interaction for the customer, requiring more knowledge and skills and for the providers removes the 
counter service worker from these types of transactions. These designs enable improved process 
effectiveness and process efficiency for the provider over the processes used in Case A. The customer 
had more options to customise when, where and how they transacted. There were back office 
economies of scale as a result of self-service transactions. 
 
The next Chapter compares the movement from a Case A service design to a Case B design.  
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Chapter 8 Analysis and Discussion - Case A & B 
Movement, Counter Service to Self-Service 
 
8.1 Introduction  
This Chapter analyses and discusses the impact movement from direct interaction to surrogate 
interaction. This occurs because of the change from counter service to self-service. The Chapter 
analyses the change firstly from the perspective of service design, where the service concept, service 
process and service encounter are discussed. Secondly, changes in design characteristics for the 
customer, mediating technology and provider are discussed. Finally, the impact on process efficiency 
and effectiveness is analysed and the impacts on customers, the service provider, and service workers. 
The analysis is based on the conceptual model from Chapter 5. The Chapter concludes with discussion 
of the five propositions that are linked to the conceptual model. A full analysis of all the components 
from the conceptual model and change impacts are shown in Appendix 8.1. 
 
8.2 Service and facility impacts 
Figure 5.3 in Chapter 5 illustrated the changes from a theoretical basis, using the UST theory and a 
PCN analysis. Chapter 6 analysed Case A, counter service and direct interaction, Chapter 7 analysed 
Case B, self-service and surrogate interaction. This figure illustrates the movement and principles for 
service process positioning (Sampson, 2014).  
 
The impact on services provided, the design of the service facility, and service workers roles were 
significant. The changes involved represent only the digitisation through self-service of basic 
transactions and usually would not be expected to have a major impact on the overall service concept 
or service encounter. Figure 5.3 showed the changes involved require a change in control for the 
provider and customer, the removal of the service worker from direct interaction, and with virtually 
all service process steps occurring in the customer’s domain. The changes in these activities in service 
process led to a significantly different service encounter.  Consequently, there is an impact on process 
efficiency, effectiveness and the service concept. This impact is significant because these process steps 
were associated with a large proportion of the activities at service facilities. These activities were also 
high volumes of transactions. Making changes to these process steps involved a fundamental change 
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in the service concept and service encounter. Service design characteristics played a significant part 
in ensuring the impact was positive to customers and to service workers in the library service.  
 
The implementation of these changes took place over a period of 4 to 5 years. This enabled the service 
provider to adjust service designs, pilot changes, refine mediating technology, refurbish and develop 
libraries, develop customers as employees and redesign service worker roles. These were significant 
change management challenges arising from the introduction of self-service and a new vision (Chapter 
4) for libraries. These included customer awareness and behavioural change, a 30- 40% reduction in 
service workers and closure of some libraries. The change management associated with self-service 
provides interesting insights into change management, organisational studies and human resource 
practices. It is worth noting that change management practices used during implementation of self-
service over a protracted period are an exemplary example, especially in comparison to retail self-
service implementation. The successful implementation of self-service was contingent on the change 
management practices. It Is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore the change management 
associated with the introduction of self-service.  
 
8.3 Changes in the Service Concept, Service Process and Service Encounter 
The refurbishment of one of the service facilities and the initial introduction of self-service to provide 
customer choice was a deliberate move to adjust the existing service concept. The change in 
leadership, a new vision for libraries and significant cost reduction challenges led to a revision of the 
existing service concept. Peripheral services, implicit services and supporting facilities were the 
elements that changed with the introduction of self-service to 27 service facilities. There is an implicit 
change of the service concept caused by the introduction of self-service and the changes to the service 
process and service encounter.  
 
 The service process has been substantially changed using mediating technology and co-productive 
customer resources. The sequence of process steps and the interfaces to records systems have all 
changed, but the outputs have remained the same. The outputs are shown in Appendix 6.4 for the 
self-service libraries that were previously counter service, apart from long-term reduction in library 
usage (Appendix 6.2), the number of issues remain constant before and after self-service 
implementation. These changes are visualised in the PCN diagrams (Chapters 6 & 7 and Appendices 
6.3 & 7.2) showing virtually all process steps in direct interaction have been removed for transaction 
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outputs. This change to the service process provides further evidence of the linkage between the 
service process and service encounter (Roth and Menor, 2003, Goldstein et al., 2002, Edvardsson and 
Olsson, 1996). 
 
For the service encounter the customer is now a co-producer of transactions with mediating 
technology as described in Froehle and Roth (2004), mode E. The control and nature of the service 
encounter has changed substantially, requiring more customer inputs, a change of role and 
acceptance that professional, personal and social interaction cannot occur during the transaction. The 
service encounter is now more autonomous, efficient and likely to produce more satisfaction for 
customers and providers supporting extant literature (Bateson, 1985, Sampson, 2014, Czepiel, 1990, 
Czepiel et al., 1985). 
 
These changes provide empirical evidence of the relationships between the triad as suggested by the 
several authors above. There is a degree of mutual interdependence between the three components 
changing the service process leads to a change in the service concept and the service encounter. 
Changing the service concept and service encounter will consequently require a change in the service 
process. 
 
8.4 Service Design Characteristics – changes 
These changes to the service concept, service encounter and service process may create impacts that 
may or may not be positive and welcomed by all the entities involved. The outcomes of the service 
encounter could have an impact on process efficiency and process effectiveness for the provider. 
Customer satisfaction and service quality could be affected by changes to the service encounter. 
Service design characteristics structure the service process, customer inputs and the nature of the 
service interaction. In Chapters 6 and 7 the service design characteristics for Cases A & B were analysed 
and discussed. The next three sections analyse the changes of these design characteristics between 
the cases. 
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8.5 Customer design characteristics changes (CDC) 
The customer design characteristics discussed in Chapter 3 & 5 are evidenced explicitly in Case B. 
Those designed by the provider align well with the significant body of empirical research in Marketing 
literature. The design of customer characteristics and inputs could well have been based on extensive 
theoretical reviews and application by the library service. In this case, they were developed over a 
period of four years, with piloting, adjustment and a new vision that aimed to change the service 
concept. Analysing these characteristics show that the operational performance metrics of flexibility 
(where and when), dependability, speed, quality and cost (Slack et al., 2013) are all addressed within 
the design characteristics. (Kumar et al., 2011)  found that speed can drive customer acquisition, yet 
dependability generates customer loyalty, evidenced in this case with mediating technology 
dependability.  
 
Examining each of the operational performance measures illustrates how these design characteristics, 
for customer inputs, are supportive of the achievement of operational performance metrics. Firstly, 
flexibility usually categorised as; service, mix, volume and delivery (Slack et al., 2013). Self-service 
enabled library management to provide delivery flexibility, that is the timing of the transaction. 
Volume flexibility for transactions as self-service machines could handle larger volumes of customer 
transactions over the counter service. Mix flexibility was provided from the functionality of the 
machine, although arguably the same mix was available at the counter service. Considering flexibility 
at the library level self-service enabled a wider range of services for the customer. Secondly, 
dependability, means providing services when they are needed and promised, the self-service 
machines were dependable and consistent in providing services. Dependability gave stability, reduced 
transaction times (for the provider) and saves costs (service workers). Thirdly, speed, the elapsed time 
between customers requesting services and receiving them, in most cases the elapsed time was 
shortened as there was no wait at the counter for a service worker. Depending on the skills of the 
customer the transaction time can be reduced with self-service, providing increased speed over the 
counter service. Fourthly, quality, consistent conformance to customer expectations, the self-service 
machines were consistent, transactions had to conform to quality standards controlled by the 
mediating technology and consequently met customer expectations. There was no variability in the 
application of quality standards by the technology, unlike the counter service in which it was 
dependent on the service worker skills knowledge and capability. The process effectiveness measures 
as discussed in the last chapter (Section 7.12) are a good illustration of the operational quality 
performance metric. This embedded quality within the technology reduced operational costs and 
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increased dependability. Finally, costs reduced as illustrated Appendix 6.4 and Section 7.11. This 
metric was achieved by the process efficiency improvements, reducing inputs for the same level of 
output. This illustrates how customer inputs have been designed to meet operational performance 
objectives, enabling the customer to perform as a transforming resource in an operational process. 
 
These customer design characteristics reduce variation often caused by customer presence and 
customer inputs, they utilise customer resources without causing variation that is apparent to the 
service provider. Self-service technology and customer co-production theories (Normann, 2001, Etgar, 
2008, Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo and Lusch, 2008) have been extensively used in the design 
characteristics for customers. These design characteristics are mutually supportive of each other to 
provide a service interaction between the providers mediating technology and the customer’s inputs. 
Customer resources are used to reduce their own variation, making the process more efficient for the 
provider. Typically, in Case A customer variation was accommodated by the service worker at the 
counter, in Case B the provider did not experience significant variation caused by customer inputs 
after a period of implementation and customer learning. 
 
Customer design characteristics in Case B are mutually supportive of each other, shaped the customer 
inputs and created a perception of control, ease-of-use and reduced risk for the customer. This has 
led to reduced interaction and waiting times and enhanced confidentiality and security. These 
characteristics require the involvement of the customer in co-production and this increases perceived 
control (Esmark et al., 2015) and enhances the customer experience (Zomerdijk and Voss, 2010). The 
customer design characteristics for Case B concurs with existing literature on service design for 
customer inputs. These customer design characteristics consequently support existing theories on 
customer co-production, customer experience and service design. 
 
8.6 Mediating technology design characteristics changes (MTDC) 
The mediating technology design characteristics provided for Case B were an effective mechanism to 
span boundaries between provider and customer, increased asset security and assure and validate 
customer inputs (Thomson, 1967, Roth and Menor, 2003, Froehle and Roth, 2004, Campbell et al., 
2011). This removed the requirement for inefficient direct interaction and often made back office 
processes more efficient. The mediating technology proved to be resilient and reliable. Service worker 
interventions were largely not required during the working day, with many service interactions and 
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transactions completed to a high level of accuracy and satisfaction from customers. These design 
characteristics again are based on existing empirical literature and theory as above. It is significant in 
Case B, that the mediating technology completely replaced the service worker and removed any non-
related transaction interaction. This provided additional resources and opportunities to further 
enhance and change the service concept and encounter.  
 
The customer and the provider significantly gained control of the interaction, as illustrated in Figure 
5.3 and the PCN diagrams in Chapters 6 & 7 and Appendices 6.3 and 7.2.  This control of information 
surrounding the transaction and the customer inputs was designed into the mediating technology. 
This controlled the interaction, customer inputs and service systems. It also integrated legacy systems, 
databases, customer records and asset information. Mediating technology prevented disputes about 
information and items and enabled resolution with mandatory effect, often without the need for a 
service worker.  The mediating technology not only spanned the boundaries between provider and 
customer but also many interfaces between front office and back office systems. This was a significant 
design characteristic which reduced the visibility of interfaces to customers and service workers and 
presented visual and physical confirmation of transaction outcomes. In essence the mediating 
technology ensured a rigid process (Wemmerlov, 1990) between the two entities. 
 
The customer design characteristics and mediating technology characteristics are mutually 
supportive. The case organisation went to extensive lengths to redesign and adjust customer input 
screens and the customer design characteristics. This included font sizes, input choices, available 
options and customisation for specific groups of customers. The mediating technology design 
characteristics were largely driven by the customer design characteristics.  The task-technology fit 
between the provider and customer was aligned using RFID technology to provide multiple item 
scanning. This reduced customer input resources and tasks and enabled the accurate and speedy 
updating of information records in back office processes. It had a boundary spanning function 
between customers and the libraries back office processes. This function is not extensively discussed 
in literature. Technology design characteristics are often developed by equipment suppliers in 
isolation or from specific specifications by providers, few explicitly consider boundary spanning and 
customer roles outside of basic inputs. 
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8.7 Provider design characteristics changes (PDC) 
The providers design characteristics enable the processes to operate without service workers, 
removes their role in process control and with a substantial reduction in their tasks and activities. 
Customer design characteristics and mediating technology characteristics remove and automate the 
providers’ process steps. The characteristics remove the service operations management of 
transactions for the provider. Confidentiality and security are improved for the customer and the 
service facility services are enhanced. The customer is co-producing their own service and this has 
enabled the improvement of other services. 
 
The design characteristics that were referenced most frequently in interviews with service workers 
were the customer role, the facility layout and the associated tasks and activities for service workers. 
After implementation, the changes to the roles of service workers were limited to supporting 
customers unable to use the system and in day start-up and shutdown routines. Most of the 
comments were related to their specific roles during implementation, encouraging and training 
customers, and some adjustments to manual activities supporting transactions. Even taking all self-
service support activities into account for service workers, their role in handling transactions was 
substantially reduced by self-service. 
 
The facility layout received many comments from service workers, especially in relation to enabling 
the flow of customers, avoidance of bottlenecks, signage and ancillary support equipment for 
customer roles during transactions. The use of a cellular layout for self-service kiosks, installation of 
exit barriers and the removal of counters for handling transactions was suggested as enablers for 
efficient and effective self-service transactions by customers. This means the customer can easily 
interact to complete their transaction - this is an operational cellular layout configuration as suggested 
Slack et al. (2013).  
 
The customer role in transactions and service processes, described in Chapters 6 & 7 (Sections 6.5.3 
& 7.8) and discussed in Appendix 8.1, involved manual handling, making cognitive and physical inputs. 
The customer role changed substantially (Appendix 8.1), from passive to active inputs and completing 
additional process steps (Appendix 6.3 and 7.2). The customer role design characteristic received 
many insightful observations from service workers (Appendix 6.1, 116 comments). Most prevalent 
was the encouragement and training during implementation, the skills and knowledge required to 
operate the process and the heterogeneity of the customer base. The customer is a co-producer, 
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process controller and ensures outcomes and quality standards are met. Their role is defined by the 
process and the mediating technology inputs and controls. Their roles are mandated by the provider 
and their commitment critical to transaction completion. Unlike retail environments, there were few 
alternative choices for making transactions. There was a need to reduce the duration of interaction 
for the provider. The customer role needed to cope with their own variations in demand and capability 
and those of other customers. Considerable attention was provided to the design of the customer role 
by the provider to achieve a high level of consistency and repeatability for transactions. The linkages 
between front office processes, information and asset management and customer inputs were 
essential to the success of self-service for the provider.  
 
This customer role included receiving mediating technology feedback and information confirmation. 
This was an enhancement from the counter service, where no records or feedback on customer’s 
performance was explicitly designed into the process. This was measurement by the mediating 
technology of the customer and their own service quality.  Integrated within their role design were 
mechanisms to provide visibility of transaction outcomes.  
 
This created the potential for relative throughput time (Schmenner, 2004) to be shorter as compared 
to others in the industry, especially retail. This effectively positions the library transactions with low 
throughput times and a low degree of customisation on Schmenners service productivity matrix – 
designed for productivity. The library service has handed the transaction productivity to the customer, 
virtually removing  all provider’s service workers from productivity calculations, making library 
transaction processes exceptionally efficient for the provider. The process was autonomous to the 
provider, was directly controlled by the customer and exceptionally efficient and effective.  
 
Frei and Harker (1999) present a methodology for measuring process efficiency and the notion that 
service process design is critical for service delivery systems efficiency. They contend it is not sufficient 
to just look at inputs and outputs but that it is necessary to understand the way the transformation 
occurs. They conclude that process design and execution both contribute to process efficiency. In Case 
B, the service process design characteristics have been selected to provide efficiency in execution and 
empirical results also illustrate the self-service process is efficient for the provider. Developing this 
theme in later research (Frei, 2006), they examine customer introduced variability, where their 
varability is categorised into arrival, request, capability, effort, and subjective preference. Considering 
the service design characteristics for Case B in the context of the providers efficiency outcomes, Table 
8.1, it can be seen the design characteristics reduce variability for the provider. 
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Table 8.1 Customer variability, impact of design characteristics 
Variability 
category 
 Discussion Treatment of 
variability by providing 
(Frei, 2006) 
Arrival  Arrival variability was 
diversified by the customer 
through multiple service 
points available in the 
introduction of self-service 
Low-cost 
accommodation 
Request  Service requests were 
removed from the counter 
service through self-service 
(low-cost accommodation). 
Requests that cannot be 
performed by self-service 
accommodated by service 
workers (classic 
accommodation). The 
removal of choices for 
completing transactions 
(uncompromised 
reduction). 
Classic accommodation, 
Low-cost 
accommodation and 
uncompromised 
reduction 
Capability  Self-service designs 
required no special skills 
and customers were 
trained and mandated to 
use.  
Low-cost 
accommodation 
Effort  Self-service designs for 
customer inputs were 
relatively low effort and 
often creates shorter 
durations than counter 
service. 
Low-cost 
accommodation 
Subjective 
preference 
 There were limited 
preferences in self-service, 
some customisation 
(limited menu) on tasks 
was permitted 
Low-cost 
accommodation 
 
The table illustrates the dominant approach to apply a low-cost accommodation strategy to customer 
introduced variation. This illustrates the movement from classic accommodation (at the counter) with 
cost to serve (high) and quality of experience (high) to a low cost to serve whilst still providing high 
quality of service and experience for transactions. The trade-off had been overcome, customer 
variation and risk of defection reduced and the providers efficiency increased. Case B is a good 
illustration and application of the theories proposed by Frei (2006). 
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 The heterogeneity of customers or variety of inputs/interaction they make could cause service system 
instability, even with those accommodations suggested by Frei (2006). Examining service systems 
design from the perspective of variety, building on the work of Ashby (1956) and Frei (2006), Godsiff 
et al. (2011) who take a systems perspective. They examine customer and producer variety suggesting 
the two entities variety needs should be matched in their respective systems. This could be illustrated 
in Case B where the variety that a self-service kiosk can accommodate has been substantially limited 
and controlled, and consequently customer variety and variation is regulated by the mediating 
technology. In other words customer disturbances to transactions are regulated by service design and 
process controls to give the desired outcomes for the provider (efficiency and effectiveness) and the 
customer. Case B provides empirical evidence and validation of the conceptual model of a service 
system in Godsiff (2010), positioning the design for variety in the zone of performance and on the line 
of requisite variety. Interestingly under this model the Case A service system design is in the unviable 
zone, this is illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Adapted from variety in the zone of performance Godsiff (2010) 
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The overall impact of the service design characteristics for customers, mediating technology and 
providers is that customers  are production managers providing performance, managing variation and 
assuring quality. The customer presence in the service facility and during the interaction did not cause 
variation for the provider or a reduction in efficiency. It provided the opposite, reducing variation and 
increasing efficiency for the provider. This is counter to service operations theory on service design 
(Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978, Schmenner, 2004, Wemmerlov, 1990) but supports more recent literature 
on service design (Chase, 2010, Karwan and Markland, 2006, Frei, 2006) in service design for efficiency 
and effectiveness using technology and self-service.  
8.8 Service interaction changes 
Previous discussion on service design sets the environment for service interactions to change because 
of the new designs in Case B. The volumes and nature of transactions remain essentially the same. 
The service interaction for the three entities became shorter, improved the output of transaction 
processes for the service provider and most probably for the customer. Quality and standards 
improved for the provider and probably the customer.  
 
The service interaction changes because there are now only two service systems interacting, that of 
the customer which was largely passive (Case A) and the service system of the provider (which was 
considerably active in Case A. These service systems in Case B still interact, the customers service 
system is now completely active and that of the provider totally responsive to customer inputs with 
its control facilitated by mediating technology. 
 
The service design for the interaction in Case B mitigates the trade-offs or conflicts (Czepiel et al., 
1985, Solomon et al., 1985, Sampson, 2014), associated with the service encounter as illustrated in 
Figure 8.2.  
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Figure 8.2 The Modified Service Encounter with Self-Service (Czepiel et al., 1985) 
 
The interaction of the mediating technology, entity controls and service design prevents ‘disputes and 
conflict’ during the interaction. The customer perceives they have control and they are satisfied with 
the interaction and transaction outcomes. The provider achieves efficiency from the customer’s co-
production of service and from the minimal involvement of service workers in the service interaction. 
The service worker achieves complete autonomy from the service interaction, they are free to support 
the service interaction anyway they wish to help the customer if required. The indirect impact is that 
service workers have almost complete autonomy, being able to avoid handling customer transactions 
in any way. The service encounter triad in Case B is effectively a ‘win-win’ for all entities.  
 
The design characteristics for Case B also assures quality and maintains standards. Information validity 
and accuracy are controlled by the mediating technology and errors or invalid inputs automatically 
escalated to service workers. Confirmation of outputs from the interaction are used to assure 
customers that their transactions and outcomes meet quality and standards. This was not the case in 
Case A, where the quality and standards are dependent on the service worker interactions with the 
customer, assets and technology. The service interaction in terms of quality and standards is also a 
‘win-win’ for all entities. 
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8.9 Provider process impacts and outcomes – change observations 
In Chapters 6 & 7 impacts and outcomes were discussed. The next four sections examine the changes 
in the outcomes from Case A to B. There is empirical evidence that process efficiency and process 
effectiveness improved because of self-service. There was an increasing customisation and marginal 
reduction in economies of scale. These outcomes did not occur immediately after the introduction of 
self-service, usually they became apparent 6-12 months after implementation at each service facility. 
This was because of customer awareness and learning, service worker acceptance and making layout 
adjustments. In effect, there were feedback and adjustment loops at each service facility to refine the 
service interaction, making minor changes to service design characteristics and adjusting the service 
process. Some service facilities needed a longer period to achieve outcomes, whilst others were more 
aggressive because of austerity targets, service worker reductions and refurbishment plans. For the 
library service, there was a period of four years in which to implement, gain customer feedback learn 
and adjust service designs to achieve desired outcomes. The phased implementation between service 
facilities enabled service operations managers to learn from previous implementations of self-service 
elsewhere. 
 
8.10 Process Efficiency impacts (Pe) 
Appendix 6.4 Illustrated the efficiencies for Case A and Case B. The Appendix indicates the relative 
change in process efficiency. The approximate change in efficiency is represented by a 27% operating 
cost reduction, a 40% reduction in service workers, a year after self-service implementation. A 
productivity improvement of 58% is seen over a 5-year trend, measured as issues per employee, from 
14021 to 22147 per annum.   This is based on the approximation of the total inputs/outputs of service 
facilities (Slack et al., 2013). The largest cause of the improved impact on process efficiency is the 
removal of service worker’s activities on transactions. The enablement and allocation of transaction 
work to customers is how service workers were not needed for transactions, reducing service worker 
inputs but retaining the same level of output. The inputs of service workers used 60-80% of their time 
handling transactions at counters (Case A), in Case B virtually all this activity was removed. Case A and 
Case B facility level calculations of process efficiency are approximate for the transaction service. The 
significant reduction of inputs in Case B will increase transaction service process efficiency for the 
same level of output. Whilst the efficiency ratios are representative and relative, they provide a 
reasonable level of confidence for the results. Confidence in these overall results can be improved by 
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considering an alternative process efficiency definition and contrasting changes in process efficiency 
results. 
 
Customer contact time (Chase, 1981, Chase and Tansik, 1983) with service workers during self-service 
transactions is often used as an efficiency measure, this was reduced to virtually zero. The service 
creation time also reduced, because there was no queueing at the counter and items were usually 
scanned quickly in self-service kiosks. For example; in Case B, the typical transaction time to issue 8 
books was 50 seconds from start of the process to receiving the receipt, the time for the service system 
to create the service was approximately 45 seconds. The returns transaction was shorter at 35 
seconds.  
 
The equivalent service creation time; waiting at the counter, opening books, stamping, greeting and 
manual handling the books, even with no queue, not interacting customer and a competent and fast 
service worker was more than 45 seconds. Observations of counter service showed that for eight items 
the transaction would take approximately 90 seconds. Adding the interaction with the customer, 
remembering the variability introduced by customer requests, would invariably increase the customer 
contact time (often double the actual time required for making transactions to approximately 180 
seconds).   
 
These simple examples for transactions, illustrate the change in potential facility efficiency, with Case 
A much less efficient than Case B. There are inherent difficulties in directly analysing process efficiency 
for individual transactions, so these are approximations of the provider process efficiency for the 
service process. Those with the counter service do not consider queues and waiting. Hence, total 
transaction times for the customer will vary per customer arrival patterns, these total transaction 
times are significantly higher than Self-Service. 
 
Transaction times for self-service are obviously dependent on customer efficiency (Xue et al., 2011, 
Johnston and Jones, 2004). There will be a range of efficiencies for customers, these are not of direct 
concern for the service provider as they do not impact process efficiency. Customer efficiency 
variations between customers (Xue et al., 2005, Xue et al., 2011, Xue and Harker, 2002) were observed 
during implementation and after a period of learning. This study’s observations support these authors 
research on customer efficiency, as some customers were more efficient than others.  
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Customers can introduce variety and variation; in Case B, this is mitigated by the mediating 
technology. This process efficiency analysis provides further support to the regulatory role discussed 
earlier.  Case B is in the zone of performance and line of requisite variety (Godsiff, 2010, Godsiff et al., 
2011), Figure 8.1. The process is now performing, productive and likely to keep the library service 
viable. 
 
The input/output calculations of efficiency in Appendix 6.4 also provides further empirical support 
that the efficiency in Case B has been improved significantly by the introduction of self-service. There 
is also indirect data, that self-service enables libraries to stay open for longer, not be subject to closure 
and enabled the reduction in the numbers of service workers. Moving from direct interaction to high 
customer presence self-service surrogate interaction improves process efficiency.  
 
These results are illustrated anecdotally by several comments of service workers and managers: 
 
“…. they already had their staff cuts and they couldn’t wait for the RFID to come along to help 
them because they couldn’t cope with the workload, given the number of staff they have…” 
 
“…using RFID, is a lot quicker than physically stamping…” 
 
“…. it’s efficient for us because the system is like an extra pair of hands, the machine is taking all 
those mundane stamping the book things and doing it…” 
 
“…. service facility staffing moved from three people to one person under self-service...” 
 
 
Process efficiency was mentioned 222 times during interviews compared with only 54 times when 
discussing Case A. The last comment above and ratio of staff reductions for a small facility also 
occurred in the largest facility, where staffing was reduced from 30 to 20 service workers. Process 
efficiency from self-service enabled productivity improvements and cost reductions. These service 
worker reductions also impact process effectiveness which is discussed in the next section. 
 
These results on process efficiency provide an answer to the research question posed in Chapter 3:    
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Research question 2: What is the impact on process efficiency of a move from direct 
interaction to high customer presence self-service interaction? 
 
The process is significantly more efficient for the provider; customer resources and inputs are effective 
and efficient to complete their transactions without service worker resources. Providers inputs have 
been reduced, whilst the same level of output is achieved. 
 
Extant customer contact theory established that the physical presence of the customer created 
variation, this physical presence of the customer reduced process efficiency. Self-service challenges 
customer contact theory, as recognised by Chase (2010), it is possible to have efficient service 
processes and the physical presence of the customer. Case B in this research illustrates a significant 
increase in efficiency with self-service, even with customers making significant inputs, and being 
present in the service facility. This contradicts existing theory and suggests a new service design theory 
is required, especially for service processes using surrogate interaction mediated by digital technology. 
 
8.11 Process Effectiveness impacts (Ps) 
This outcome measure specifically concentrates on the transaction process effectiveness outcomes 
for the provider. The changes between Case A and Case B introduced additional functionality and 
provided control for providers and customers. This control change can be observed in Figure 6.2 and 
Figure 7.2 (PCN diagrams), Appendices 6.3 & 7.2. More process steps are in surrogate interaction and 
independent processing regions in Case B. Table 8.2 shows a comparison between controls in Case A 
and B. 
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Table 8.2 Control comparisons between Case A & B 
 
Control Purpose Case A-counter service  Case B-self-
service 
Item condition Inspect for damage Yes, although variable and 
counter workload dependent 
No, although 
possible follow-
up when 
damaged items 
discovered 
Check customer 
identification card 
Check borrower 
has an account and 
records 
Yes, barcode and manual 
activity and service worker 
Yes, fully 
automated 
Items and assets Record issues, 
renewals and 
returns of items 
and update 
customer records 
and databases 
Yes, basic barcode scanning 
and database updates, 
requires manual control  
Yes, fully 
automated and 
integrated to 
back office 
systems 
Renewal dates To confirm and 
check borrowing 
period, identifying 
any overdue items  
Yes, reading screen after 
barcode scanning and service 
worker diligence, could be 
missed and fine not recovered  
Yes, automatic 
allocation of 
renewal dates, 
checks overdue 
items issues 
payment advice 
RFID/item 
information 
To identify 
movement of item, 
demand, asset 
control and 
validate item 
information. 
No, limited to barcode  Yes, can view 
information on 
library assets via 
self-service, even 
when not being 
transacted by 
customers. Errors 
on item 
information or 
scanner initiate 
error routines. 
Interlibrary loans 
and other library 
assets at service 
facility 
Remove items 
from circulation 
and return to 
source location 
Yes, requires service worker to 
observe on database and out 
sort item 
Yes, controls 
prompt customer 
to place item in 
separate 
container 
Reserved items Remove items 
from circulation to 
reserve for another 
customer 
Yes, flagged during barcode 
scanning and out sorted by 
service worker  
Yes, fully 
automated, 
controls prompt 
customer to place 
item in separate 
container 
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Customer input 
validation 
To verify customer 
inputs, meet 
appropriate 
standards for 
successful 
transactions 
No, there are relatively few 
customer inputs, input 
validation of the transaction is 
completed manually by the 
service worker 
Yes, automatic 
rejection of 
invalid inputs 
Theft controls Prevent customers 
removing items 
which they have 
not recorded as 
borrowed 
No Yes, exit barriers 
and electronic 
records. 
Overdue fine 
recovery check 
Impose fines and 
recover payments, 
encourage return 
and prevent 
extended 
borrowing period 
without penalty 
Yes, dependent on service 
worker, often customer 
disputes and challenges 
Yes, full recovery 
by self-service 
machine 
Issue account status 
and receipts 
Confirm the 
customer issues, 
returns and 
payments 
No, but book stamped with 
intended return date 
Yes, receipt for 
issues and returns 
and payments 
provided during 
transaction 
Machine operation Monitor mediating 
technology 
parameters and 
instigate error 
routines for 
software, 
hardware and 
network 
No, automatic monitoring was 
not provided by the barcode 
scanning equipment, service 
worker intervention required 
Yes, many 
routines to call 
service worker, 
self-check and 
repair, test 
network 
connections etc. 
Transaction validity To confirm 
transactions meet 
standards and are 
recorded correctly 
Yes, limited number of items 
borrowed and manual activity 
by service worker 
Yes, integration 
of systems, to 
provide 
additional 
controls at point 
of transaction 
 
Considering the changes in these controls and their purpose, the changes to process effectiveness or 
service quality can be shown. These maintain process effectiveness for self-service transactions, 
showing control improvements for the customer and provider. These control improvements for Case 
B were systematic ensuring that the outcomes of the service process are effective for the customer 
and provider. The transaction was automatically supervised and process effectiveness is built-in to the 
service interaction. The transaction will not complete if the outcome is not effective for the provider.  
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There are other discussions in this thesis about the overall effectiveness of the service facility and 
enhancements to library services. These were not directly linked to the introduction of self-service, 
Case B, but were indirectly possible because there was an effective process for handling transactions 
as well improved process efficiency. The effectiveness outcomes of the service process and wider 
library services are illustrated by these comments by managers and service workers: 
 
“…. whereas previously they didn’t have the money with them it was put onto an account, some 
money was owed by the public, …. We are now actually getting money out of them….” 
 
“……the next bit was the cash management system; we didn’t have….” (in Case A) 
 
“……now we are able to send out a pre-overdue… “ (in Case B) 
 
“…. that is where people go first to see, so they may take the books out of return shelves….” 
(Case B, reduces shelving activities for high demand books, as customers select these from the 
return shelves near self-service machines from customer returns that day, in Case A they were 
usually on shelving trollies left until services workers had time to shelve) 
 
These results on process effectiveness provide an answer to the research question posed in Chapter 
3:    
 
Research question 3: What is the impact on process effectiveness of a move from direct 
interaction to high customer presence self-service interaction? 
 
The process is more effective for the provider; additional controls manage customer inputs and assure 
service quality. This indirectly provides more opportunity for the enhancement of the service 
encounter, and allows for the development of the service concept.  
 
8.12 Customisation impacts (Cs) 
The transaction is more customised with the self-service transactions, when and where they occur. 
They do not have to join a queue and wait for the service worker. The timing of customer inputs and 
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customer location choices for transactions provide increased flexibility for customers and providers. 
Customisation has increased for other aspects of the service encounter. Customers and service 
workers have greater customisation of non-transaction service encounters and interactions. Safizadeh 
et al. (2008) suggested customisation requires operational flexibility to accommodate each customer’s 
unique and changing needs.  In Case B, there is operational flexibility because service workers are not 
operating the counter service (Case A). The customer has become an operant resource and it enables 
other services to be provided by service workers. Providing a more rigid process in Case B usually 
results in less customisation (Wemmerlov, 1990). Observation in this study with customer resources 
in the service process provides a counter-argument to the rigid/fluid process customisation 
relationship.  
 
This increased customisation is offset by a reduction caused by the removal of channel choice, 
customers can no longer select a counter transaction to combine transactions with direct interaction 
requests to service workers. These are now separate interactions.  This reduced customisation ensures 
the process efficiency for the provider. There is no need to provide a service worker and counter with 
the risk that customers make direct interaction requests and compromise process efficiency. These 
requests and service interactions, now being handled separately, can be more customised than those 
at the counter. 
 
The net impact of self-service on customisation is an increase for the customer and a 
customisation/operational flexibility for the service provider. 
 
8.13 Economies of scale impacts (Es) 
For the service provider, there is a reduction in the economies of scale, one counter transaction point 
becomes several self-service kiosks. This disperses activity and manual handling arising from 
transaction outcomes. For the provider, there are more kiosks than counters, books to be collected at 
different locations, more handling, unsorted books, distributed transactions, and kiosk maintenance. 
There are however economies of scale in information processing and back office processes, moving 
some transaction activities to independent processing or surrogate interaction away from direct 
interaction. Taken from an overall perspective, Case B, the service design provides economies of scale 
in information processing. With improvements to process efficiency and effectiveness, added 
customisation and the information processing improvements the outcomes from service interactions 
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provide positive performance improvement for the library service. There are economies of scale 
effects (multiple item scanning in one transaction and information aggregation in databases and back 
office) in addition to those associated with other outcomes. This drive to achieve economies of scale 
is supported by (Frei, 2008) who suggests service businesses must pursue economies of scale for 
survival and competitiveness. The introduction of self-service supports the achievement of the vision, 
provides added value services and cost reductions for the library service.  
 
8.14 Analysis of proposition and conceptual model  
The conceptual model, discussed in Chapter 5 is reproduced with propositions shown in Figure 8.3 
below. The previous two chapters considered each of the components and relationships in the 
conceptual model. This chapter has discussed the way these components and relationships changed 
when self-service was introduced. The discussion has been based on interview data, observations, and 
primary and secondary data. The service interaction mediates the outcomes and the nature and 
performance of the service interaction and is dependent on service design characteristics. These 
propositions are tested within the case studies, this testing in multiple cases provides more robust 
theory because the propositions are deeply grounded in varied empirical evidence from the cases 
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). The propositions for Case B are discussed below, these represent 
the new service design for transactions using self-service. The propositions in Case A are not discussed 
here as Chapter 6 provided a baseline state for the service system. This study is particularly interested 
in the movement from direct interaction to surrogate interaction - the resulting propositions for Case 
B. 
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Figure 8.3 Conceptual model propositions for self-service, Case B 
 
It was not realistic to support every theoretical proposition in the cases within the discussion in this 
chapter, so extensive use of tables, appendices and visual design devices, such as PCN analysis and 
figures signal the depth and detail of the empirical grounding of the analysis and testing of these 
propositions. These propositions were tested during virtually all 24 interviews with service workers 
and management. Researcher observations of many self-service transactions within 12 varied service 
facilities with a variety of customer types provide a further source of data collection and analysis. This 
testing approach concurs with comments on presenting empirical evidence and analysing propositions 
by Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) and also with the work (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  The evidence for the 
testing of propositions within Case B is provided in Appendices 4.2, 4.4, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 7.1, and 7.2. 
The impact of the movement from Case A to Case B is based on analysing this evidence and is 
substantially discussed in Appendix 8.1. Positive impacts on efficiency and effectiveness were evident 
from the quantitative data presented Appendix 6.4.  
 
The process used for testing these propositions involved, analysing the performance data in these 
appendices, before and after the introduction of self-service. Reviewing the literature that had 
previously studied the relationships between design characteristics and service interactions, and 
comparing literature empirical results with the observations and propositions in this thesis provides 
triangulation of evidence. Reviewing service operations theory contained in the literature chapters to 
determine if existing theories refuted or confirmed these propositions, the literature is shown against 
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each design characteristics in Appendix 8.1. Analysing the frequency of comments in interview data 
and observing the difference in the frequency of comments between Case A and B provides further 
validity and confidence in the results. Each component of the conceptual model has been analysed in 
this way and the propositions reviewed and confirmed by library senior management after the period 
of data analysis. Positive impact is considered from the provider’s perspective, that is a positive change 
in efficiency and effectiveness of the transactions service process. It includes a reduction in customer 
introduced variation and improvements in the five operational performance objectives discussed in 
Section 8.5. 
 
Each proposition conclusion and impact are summarised below.  
 
P1: Customer design characteristics positively impact the service interaction 
This proposition is found to hold, the customer design characteristics, shape and control customer 
inputs and the service process ensures customer inputs are valid. Design characteristics reduce 
variation for the provider, improving efficiency and maintaining satisfaction for the customer. The 
characteristics provide process steps for the customer to be an effective co-productive resource.  
Overall a positive impact and relationship. 
 
P2: Mediating technology design characteristics positively impact service interaction  
This proposition also holds for Case B, process control was enhanced, information accuracy and asset 
security has improved. Resilience and reliability of technology was demonstrated even with customer 
inputs and increased functionality over the counter service. The service interaction was enabled by 
the technology and high volumes of transactions occur successfully without attention to the mediating 
technology. 
 
P3: Provider design characteristics positively impact service interaction 
These characteristics redefined service processes for the provider, removed service worker 
involvement in the process and provided improved control of the service interaction. There were some 
resultant changes to support processes for the provider, these created new tasks to support self-
service and some additional manual handling. Even with these additional tasks, the overall service 
worker role was substantially reduced with self-service. Service interactions improved, the interaction 
moved to surrogate for the provider. The provider’s direct interaction reduced while surrogate 
interaction for the customer increased.  
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P4: Service interactions mediate process efficiency  
These improved service interactions, from the provider’s perspective, arise from the design 
characteristics that mediate the provider outcome of process efficiency. The service interaction and 
service process join customer and provider through surrogate interaction. The relationship between 
the service interaction and process efficiency is illustrated from the analysis. Service interactions, now 
entirely surrogate interaction in the customer domain, enables process efficiency for the provider.  
 
P5: Service interactions mediate process effectiveness  
Process effectiveness is assured through the control of service interactions. Inputs are validated, 
process steps are rigid and information accuracy and validation occur throughout the service 
interaction (Appendix 8.1, Table 8.2 and Section 8.11). This proposition illustrates there is a 
relationship between the service interaction and the process effectiveness outcome.  With this 
proposition the outcome is again positive with reduced losses, improved data integrity and integrated 
back office information processing.  
 
These propositions are all supported for Case B, self-service. The changes and impact for customers 
and providers of the implementation of self-service led to positive results. Efficiency and effectiveness 
has improved for the provider. The design characteristics create a service interaction meeting the 
needs of the entities in the service encounter triad. The movement from direct to surrogate 
interaction results in positive outcomes for the provider. The design characteristics also provide a 
satisfactory outcome for customers completing transactions using self-service. 
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8.15 Chapter summary 
Appendix 8.1 has summarised impact of changes between the embedded cases A and B. 
 
The impact of the movement from direct to surrogate interaction improved efficiency, reduced 
economies of scale for transactions and increased customisation. The service concept was 
substantially changed by the introduction of self-service. This demonstrates a relationship between 
the service encounter, the service process and the service concept. There is mutual interdependence 
between these three conceptual components in self-service transactions. Customer design 
characteristics were carefully chosen to handle customer introduced variety and variation. Mediating 
technology design characteristics spanned boundaries to join service systems. The provider design 
characteristics for the customer role and mediating control routines have a significant impact on 
performance. Variability was accommodated in a low-cost accommodating way (Frei, 2006). The 
trade-offs within the service encounter triad was substantially mitigated by the service design 
characteristics. The efficiency for service transactions increased and the effectiveness and controls 
also improved the transaction service. The overall service was more customised and operational 
flexibility and capacity created.  All 5 propositions on the conceptual model were found to hold for the 
Case B service design. 
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Chapter 9 Contributions & Conclusions 
 
9.1 Introduction 
This Chapter summarises the outcomes of the research from all the previous Chapters, analysis and 
discussions. The research adds new knowledge for academic researchers and business practitioners. 
The contribution to service operations management and marketing literature is discussed. Finally, the 
limitations of the research and opportunities for further research are suggested. 
9.2 Implications of the findings for theory 
The findings from this study, Chapter 8, include service design characteristics, the efficiency and 
effectiveness impacts and the service process design for self-service. The design of service processes 
especially those associated with customer co-production and self-service, are a significant challenge 
for service operations managers. Self-service presents a challenge to current customer contact theory 
where customers are physically present.  The propositions and analyses in the last three Chapters have 
illustrated the complexities of designing service processes that utilise customer inputs and mediating 
technology to deliver customer and provider outcomes. The propositions in the last chapter show the 
important relationships between service design characteristics and the providers service process 
outcomes of efficiency and effectiveness.  
 
The implications of the findings are significant. The fast-growing use of self-service globally, coupled 
with smart phone and digital technologies that assist transactions add to this challenge. This growth 
is occurring without significant attention by operations managers to service design characteristics, in 
effect the service design for both the customer and the provider’s service processes are being shaped 
by equipment providers and software developers. The required customer outcomes (efficiency and 
effectiveness) and provider outcomes (process efficiency and effectiveness) are not explicitly being 
designed into the self-service technology and equipment. Existing knowledge and service design 
theory appear not to be used by service operations managers and mediating technology providers. 
This is evidenced by the varied and different designs of equipment for essentially the same service 
process – basic transactions between entities. This research provides contributions in the next four 
sections that should encourage service researchers to build service design theory that supports an 
emerging digital transaction economy, where an organisations employee are also their customers. 
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This section summarises three new contributions to service operations management literature that 
can assist in achieving service research aims articulated by (Ostrom et al., 2015). 
9.3 Contributing knowledge on Service Design Characteristics for self-service interactions 
This research considers design characteristics for direct interaction and has contrasted how these 
changed for surrogate interaction (Discussed in Chapter 8). There is extensive literature on direct 
interaction design and consequently the focus of this contribution is on self-service design 
characteristics. 
 
Figure 9.1 illustrates the self-service design characteristics findings on the conceptual model 
presented in Chapter 5. This research contributes a set of design characteristics for self-service 
interactions. These are based on the three entities involved in the interaction, the customer, 
mediating technology and the provider. Together these mutually manage process inputs, the 
interaction occurs and then the provider outcomes result. The service design characteristics were 
tested and discussed in Chapters 6,7 and 8, comparing the measures, service process designs and 
process steps, qualitative interview data and secondary data for each case. Appendix 8.1 tabulates the 
theoretical and empirical analysis of the changes in service designs. The propositions discussed in 
Chapter 8, are empirically confirmed to show the relationships between the service design 
characteristics, the mediation during the service interaction and the resultant outcomes. These 
components must be jointly considered to design a service delivery system that is both effective and 
efficient for both the customer and the provider. These findings support those of Karwan and 
Markland (2006). They are a counter argument on the outcomes measure importance proposed by 
Berman (2015) – there is no relative importance, efficiency and effectiveness were equally relevant in 
the public sector in this case. 
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Figure 9.1 Service design characteristics and conceptual model 
 
The conceptual model and empirical results contribute to marketing and service operations literature, 
providing a new conceptual model for the design characteristics for all three entities in the self-service 
surrogate interaction. The research framework in this study integrates the service strategy triad (Roth 
and Menor, 2003), the UST (Sampson and Froehle, 2006) and a PCN analysis (Sampson, 2012) 
methodology to develop service design characteristics from existing literature based on these 
theoretical concepts. These design characteristics have an empirical basis from existing literature. 
There is no extant research that shows the relationship between these characteristics or their 
combined impact on the customer and the provider outcomes. This research strongly suggests these 
service design characteristics need to be used collectively in the design of self-service systems. 
Integrating customer, marketing and operations perspectives in this way is critical in the design of 
service delivery systems (Roth and Menor, 2003, Zomerdijk and de Vries, 2007, Froehle, 2006, Froehle 
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and Roth, 2007).  The customer and provider outcomes are contingent on the service interaction and 
service process, and these are contingent on the service design characteristics. 
 
Through empirically comparing direct interaction design characteristics and surrogate interaction this 
research has also demonstrated that service process designs (contingent on service design 
characteristics) need to be based on a service concept. This was evidenced when changing the service 
process resulted in a change of the service concept, even though initially this was not intended to 
change. There was also a resultant change to the service encounter. This study provides further 
empirical evidence for the service strategy triad (Roth and Menor, 2003), emphasising these have 
mutually supportive relationships in the designs of the service encounter.  
 
The service design characteristics have a prime purpose, that is to facilitate and enable inputs from 
each of the entities into the service process. Inputs into the service process are contingent on the 
service design characteristics. This research confirms that these design characteristics for inputs must 
operate in a mutual and instantaneous way for self-service interactions. Furthermore, the effective 
and efficient processing of the inputs are critical for service process outcomes.  
 
The conceptual components for service design need to be in alignment, that is, the service concept 
aligns with both the service encounter and service process. The service concept must appeal to 
customers and have the services they need, expect and desire. The service design characteristics with 
required process inputs and the service process with the desired outcomes for the provider. These 
findings within the self-service case, show these components and design characteristics were 
eventually in full alignment.  These results concur with the literature in marketing and service 
operations (Karwan and Markland, 2006, Roth and Menor, 2003, Froehle and Roth, 2004, Patrício et 
al., 2011, Katzan Jr, 2011, Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004, Glushko, 2010), although there was no 
specific literature which combines all these characteristics for self-service for the three entities. This 
contribution on service design characteristics provides a theoretical and empirically constructed set 
of tested characteristics to consider for service design for high-volume transactions using mediating 
technology. Significantly these characteristics need to be mutually compatible to handle inputs from 
each entity.   
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9.4 Refuting and reconceptualising customer contact theory - self-service technologies 
Customer contact theory (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978) is often the basis for many service process 
designs theories; customers introduce variation (Frei, 2006), separate front office and back office 
(Metters and Vargas, 2000), rigid and fluid service processes based on customer interfaces 
(Wemmerlov, 1990), and using customer contact for organisation design (Chase and Tansik, 1983). 
These theories take the view that customer contact and the physical presence of customers cause 
variation and that this impacts the providers’ efficiency of the service process. The underlying logic is 
removing the customer variation from the process increases efficiency for the provider. This is also 
illustrated in the provider’s  and customers domains on PCN diagrams (Sampson and Spring, 2012, 
Sampson, 2014), with increasing inefficiency with the move from independent processing to direct 
interaction (Figure 9.2).  
 
 
 
Figure 9.2 Illustrating Customer Contact theory on PCN (Chase, 1978, Chase, 1981, Sampson, 2014) 
 
This research contrasted direct interaction and surrogate interaction, in the counter service (Case A), 
the customer has a physical presence, has specific requests and introduces variation into basic 
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transactions. Most of the work involved in completing transactions and the process steps are 
performed by the service workers. In Case B, with self-service, the customer is now making more/all 
the inputs to the providers’ process. It would be expected, using customer contact theory, that this 
increased contact with the providers’ process will reduce efficiency because there is an increase in the 
variation from customer inputs into the providers’ process. The self-service technology gave 
customers significantly increased contact into the provider’s processes - higher physical presence and 
more process steps to complete within the provider’s process. This line of reasoning would follow 
from existing literature and the theories above, these would predict reduced efficiencies. 
 
This research strongly refutes these theories in circumstances where self-service is used to transact 
with the compatible and relevant service design characteristics, such as those in this study. The study 
showed that providers efficiency improves contrary to existing theory. This is the most significant 
finding in this study. Following the results of this case research, a further literature search in Service 
Operations and Marketing revealed no other studies that directly refute customer contact theory. 
 
This research refutes this theoretical customer contact relationship, especially where the customer is 
a co-producer of the service and mediating technology is used to manage customer inputs and reduce 
their variability for the provider. It could be argued that technology has removed the physical presence 
of the customer from the service, to a certain extent this is true, although the customer is still in the 
service facility and interacting with the service system. Also, the customer now makes additional 
inputs into the service process, increasing the contact with the service process over that which 
occurred in Case A. In a sense, mediating technology and customers are reducing variation created by 
customer inputs. The Cases explicitly focus on the same transaction that will have the same process 
outcomes, this provides a consistent control between cases.  There are different service design 
characteristics, a different process and new mediating technology, yet the back-office transactions 
processes for the customer and provider outcomes are the same, providing a further control. 
 
The propositions, from Chapter 8, contain relationships that were empirically examined in this 
research. The service process mediates the outcomes for the provider, these were shown to be more 
effective and more efficient in Case B than in Case A. These results are contrary to what would be 
expected from the service design theories discussed above. This provides empirical evidence to refute 
the underpinning conceptual and empirical basis of customer contact theories.  This problem was also  
recognised by Chase (2010), the founding author of customer contact theory.  
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“self-service technologies and telecommunications are two areas where contact theory needs 
additional refinement, or perhaps re-conceptualisation”. Chase (2010) 
 
Chase (2010) did not provide any empirical justification for his statement above, this research 
contributes empirical evidence to support and justify the statement. This research helps to re-
conceptualise customer contact theory, providing a conceptual model that brings together the three 
entities involved in self-service transactions. This research adds design characteristics for mediating 
technology. The mediating technology spans boundaries, joins characteristics (CDC & PDC) and inputs 
together. This affects the service interaction (Czepiel et al., 1985, Solomon et al., 1985) and 
consequently provides an operating environment for the provider to ensure process outcomes are 
efficient and effective. The findings for this study show improved efficiency and effectiveness for the 
provider in Case B. The process efficiency outcome is contingent on the design characteristics, 
especially the mediating technology.  
 
These findings contradict existing theory and contributes to a new customer contact theory, 
especially for service processes using surrogate interaction mediated by digital technology.  
 
This study proposes a reconceptualization for customer contact theory as follows: 
 
Customer contact theory now includes an additional mode of contact - surrogate contact. This is 
customer contact mediated by technology without the need for a provider’s service worker (Mode 
E, (Froehle and Roth, 2004)). There is freedom to design efficient service processes with surrogate 
customer contact and this is contingent on the design characteristics ability to mitigate and reduce 
customer introduced variation. 
 
This can be illustrated alongside the existing contact theory on a PCN diagram as shown in Figure 9.3, 
the original customer contact was shown annotated on a Figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.3 Reconceptualization of Customer Contact theory on PCN (shown in shaded box) 
 
 
This contribution is the most significant in this study. Service designs in practice have been based on 
customer contact theory and the work of Chase (1978, 1981 and 2010) for over 38 years. Service 
design theory and research likewise has its roots in this extant customer contact theory. Surrogate 
contact in services is growing significantly, mediated by ever-changing and more efficient 
technologies. Service designs and process efficiency outcomes based on this contribution have 
potentially significant economic and social impacts. 
 
9.5 New insights for Service Interactions using digital mediating technologies 
Froehle and Roth (2004) speculated that technology mediated customer contact would become more 
digitised, displays, screens and picture phones would be used to communicate with service providers. 
They proposed technology generated customer contact (self-service) as a ‘face to screen’ mode of 
contact. This research provides an excellent example of these predictions becoming a reality. 
Mediating technology now handles large volumes of transactions and service interactions for 
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customers around the globe. This research study explored mediating technology design characteristics 
including task-technology fit, system control and input/output interfaces. When Froehle and Roth 
wrote their paper Johnston and Clark (2005) were writing their second edition,  they attempted to 
define the roles for technology in services. Some of the roles included multiplying knowledge, 
streamlining service, customising and personalising service, increasing reliability, facilitating 
communications, and augmenting the service. These were empirically shown in this research study. 
They also added, reducing the cost and increasing customer control, two outcomes that have been 
empirically demonstrated within this research (Case B). Technology was discussed as an information 
processing and data storage service that supported businesses and service operations.  
 
Johnston and Clark (2005) in writing a Chapter on networks, technology and information, hinted at 
the operational implications of the emerging technologies. In this book, in an example (Chapter 9 page 
348) of technology and innovation at the National Library Board of Singapore they briefly outlined the 
processes used by the library. RFID was used to manage asset status and locations for over 10 million 
books. Referring to the impact on cost reduction and efficiency they discussed this prototype service 
process at the library. Technology was considered an enabler for the provider and the customer gained 
benefits. The main purpose of the process in this case was to control assets and information. This 
research illustrates that technology is not just managing assets or processing information, it’s a 
surrogate service worker, with its own tasks, controls and processes. In Case B,  technology totally 
replaced the service worker (Mode E  Froehle and Roth (2004)), provides the direct control of the 
process for the provider, and created the perception that the customer has more control than was the 
case in the counter service. Figure 9.4 show the control changes on  PCN diagrams. 
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Figure 9.4 Control changes on a PCN diagram for Issue Process 
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This research found that the use of RFID was not only related to the simple transfer of information 
and tagging assets but also had service strategy triad implications. Self-service kiosks were used to 
integrate and manage inputs/outputs of information flows, including those generated by the RFID tag 
and customer inputs. The mediating technology achieved effective linkages between the customer 
and provider for simple and straightforward transactions. There were significant interface 
opportunities presented by the digital technology. The kiosk was able to bridge between legacy 
systems, library databases, security exit barriers, customer account details, a legacy library customer 
card based on barcoding and use networks to communicate with other systems and mainframes. The 
kiosk integrated for the customer all the library information, data and physical assets into a single 
visual display of their account status. This integration enabled transactions which appeared seamless 
to the customer. A legacy service system had the appearance of a new service system to the customer. 
The kiosk and RFID system provided the opportunity to increase customer functionality, that is to 
enable the customer to do more work for the library service, further enhancing the efficiency and 
effectiveness of providers processes. Technology joined legacy database and records. 
 
Johnston (2005) developed a service product variety matrix, with the axis of process variety and 
volume per unit, defining activities, processes and tasks as runners, repeaters and strangers. From the 
analysis in this study it would appear technology has been applied to high-volume activities that could 
be categorised as runners and some repeaters.  The application of digital technologies to runners is 
an insight from this research that supports Johnstons statement that runners “lend themselves to 
efficient operations through tight process control or automation”.  
 
Digital technology enables, mediates, spans boundaries and regulates interactions between service 
systems. In co-productive service systems, the inputs and outputs are regulated and controlled by 
digital technologies. Information processing occurs simultaneously during the surrogate interactions. 
This achieves the desired outcomes for provider and customer and provides more control to each 
entity. It removes the waiting often experienced between entities. RFID technology automates 
customer and provider inputs, with automatic validation, reducing the inputs required for each entity 
and facilitating rapid and accurate information transfer between systems. Service design 
characteristics and digital technology improve the productivity of service systems using surrogate 
interaction and independent processing for both entities.  
 
The role of mediating technology empirically observed in this research was significantly more than an 
enabler for information processing. It was co-producing transactions with the customer and the 
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provider. It was automatically operating front office and back office processes for the provider. The 
processes in Case B were rigid (Wemmerlov, 1990), the technology was processing goods, information 
and people – it has direct customer contact. The technology processes manage, operate and support 
the transaction. This technology is an entity (a surrogate service worker) in the service encounter, not 
a passive role, but an extremely ‘active’ one when inputs are received. 
 
Analysing the process steps on a PCN diagram, in Case B, Appendix 7.2, shows the role of digital 
technologies is to join independent processing systems of the provider with surrogate processing 
systems in customer domains.  Fully automating transactions for the provider. Digital technology joins 
together most of the process steps in the domains and regions. It is not just limited to the surrogate 
interactions within the customer domain. The self-service kiosk role was to integrate through the 
mediating technology design characteristics, the information inputs/outputs and the interfaces to 
legacy technologies to achieve independent and efficient processing. 
 
These findings concur with those of  Davis et al. (2011) who examine how technology is changing the 
design and delivery of services. They identified technology creates value by lowering the costs, 
changing the interaction and experience and innovating ways to provide competitive advantage. They 
predict increases in self-service, globalisation, customer choice and a corresponding increase in 
information stored and available. The impact of RFID is supported (Kumar et al., 2015b) who 
integrated RFID into reverse logistics modelling to show it contributed to real-time quality of 
information and efficiency. These technologies provide access to information and a competitive 
advantage for service providers. They identify the increasing power of the customer that arises from 
these technology changes. This study has shown self-service and information integration has provided 
lower costs, more customer control and choice.  
 
This critical role makes the mediating technology a significant entity in the service encounter, replacing 
service workers, integrating service systems and managing inputs and outputs to create transactions. 
A contribution of this research is that mediating technology in this context, with self-service, is the 
process control of the service process. 
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9.6 Validation of PCN Analysis for service design and process visualisation  
This research also contributes to methodological knowledge and techniques. PCN analysis is a new 
process analysis technique that analyses interactions between customers and providers and their 
respective process steps. This technique is based on theories from many authors already discussed in 
this research (Chase, 1981, Chase, 1978, Chase and Tansik, 1983, Sampson, 2000, Sampson, 2010, 
Sampson and Froehle, 2006, Shostack, 1987, Fließ and Kleinaltenkamp, 2004, Patrício et al., 2011, 
Lovelock and Gummesson, 2004, Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo and Lusch, 2008, Normann, 2001). 
The technique combines many of the theoretical concepts from these established authors which span 
business, marketing and service operations literature. This technique provides a visualisation tool to 
illustrate the contributions this research is making on providing service design characteristics, refuting 
customer contact theory for self-service and how mediating technology controls processes during 
service interactions. 
 
Process chain networks provide a theoretically based and practical method of analysing interactions 
between customers and providers. The purpose is to visualise business processes, networks and 
highlight managerial issues. It also provides a framework for analysing service design and the strategic 
positioning of service processes. Whilst the technique has a strong theoretical background its use in 
existing literature is not yet prevalent. There are examples of its use by practitioners and it is taught 
at several institutions and presented at conferences. With a paucity of empirical examples in 
literature, this research sought to validate and explore the use of the analysis technique as part of the 
case methodology.  
 
Processes are analysed from Case A and B (Appendices 6.3 & 7.2), using this technique and the results 
reviewed with process owners in the case organisation. The technique accurately analysed their 
processes and provided insights into service positioning and value propositions for the organisation. 
For example, the movement from direct interaction to surrogate interaction (self-service) illustrated 
a complete change of value propositions discussed in relation to the service concept and service 
encounter. The application of PCN for strategic positioning of processes and the impact of movement 
between and across domains make this a powerful analysis tool for service system strategic analysis 
and design. 
 
To further explore and validate the technique it has been used widely by this study’s author with 
Masters student’s assignments, presented at management seminars and piloted in tutorials as part of 
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MSc Operations Management and E-Commerce Units at a leading UK University. This year student 
assignments and dissertations (30-40), using the technique, provided further validation and evidence 
that this is a strong analysis technique based on marketing and service operations literature. 
 
This study provides empirical evidence of the relevance and application of PCN analysis. The empirical 
results support the theoretical background to the methodology and its appropriate use by 
practitioners for service design and analysis. This study’s conceptual model being based on similar 
theories to PCN analysis, and the application of PCN analysis to this case has also validated the 
technique as a theoretical conceptual modelling aid. This study’s use of PCN contributes to 
methodologies and a research framework appropriate for Marketing and Service Operations 
research.  
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9.7 Contribution summary 
This research makes four contributions to knowledge, three to service operations theory and one 
methodological contribution applicable to both marketing and service operations literature: 
 
 Service design characteristics are required for each entity and need to be in alignment to 
provide effective mechanisms for inputs into service processes. This study proposes a new 
conceptual model for analysing interactions that use mediating technology. An empirically 
validated set of service design characteristics for self-service is established. These design 
characteristics need to be in alignment. 
 
 The research refutes the existing customer contact theories, customers can be physically 
present in a service facility and service system, be significantly engaged providing customer 
inputs via self-service technology and not introduce variation into the providers’ process. In 
these circumstances this can increase efficiency rather than reduce it as predicted by extant 
theories. Integrating customers into service providers’ processes, using appropriate service 
design characteristics, increases providers’ efficiency. 
 
 The role of mediating technology in self-service interactions, in this context, is to replace 
service workers, integrate service systems and control inputs/outputs and transactions. A 
contribution of this research is that mediating technology provides the full control of the 
service process, independent of service workers.   
 
 This study’s use of PCN contributes to methodologies and a research framework appropriate 
for Marketing and Service Operations research. Its use in the research provides a theoretical 
and practical validation of the analysis technique. 
 
These four contributions are particularly significant for service operations research and practitioners. 
Globally, increasing volumes of transactions are handled between customers, mediating technology 
and service providers. The design of these interactions has significant implications for the global 
economy, practitioners and service process designers. 
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9.8 Implications of the findings for practitioners 
The above contributions are significant to academic researchers, but given the research findings on 
performance and productivity, the implications for practitioners and the economy are substantial. A 
high volume of transactions, like those in this study, occur in all sectors of industry, not only services, 
but also manufacturing and the public sector. Service workers are replaced by mediating technology, 
efficiency and effectiveness of provider’s processes improve, usually with customer acceptance and 
satisfaction outcomes achieved. These are significant implications for practitioners, this thesis seeks 
to influence practitioners to take a wider consideration on service design and customer contact 
theories. This becomes especially relevant when considering the use of surrogate interaction 
facilitated by digital technologies. This section on implications for practitioners is organised into 
service design, customer contact and efficiency and using digital technologies for transactions, with a 
final section on general implications arising from the case study. 
 
9.9 Implications for service design 
These implications are for those managers who design service systems and those responsible for 
designing the service concept, service encounter and service process. This is likely to involve service 
operations managers, marketing service design managers and human resource managers. The service 
process and the service encounter involve two or more entities in service, there are usually three 
inputs; people, possessions and information. Service operations managers in designing service 
systems need to include the design of service worker and customer roles, inputs, interfaces and the 
tasks and activities. The integration of these roles in the service process and the mediating technology 
require specific combinations of service design characteristics. The service design characteristics 
explored in this study are not prescribed to practitioners, although this conceptualisation of service 
interactions will help designers choose the service design characteristics appropriate to all entities and 
assist in the understanding of the issues around self-service transactions.   
 
The service concept is the starting point for service design, what are the explicit, implicit and the 
peripheral services? How are these services supported with goods and information? What is the value 
proposition? This case-based research showed changes to this service concept initially occurred 
because of implementing self-service, illustrating a direct link between the service process and the 
service concept. Then new leadership realised this was happening and developed a compelling vision 
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which shaped the service concept for the remaining self-service implementations. Self-service 
affected the explicit, implicit and peripheral services. The implication for practitioners is to clearly 
define the strategic intent, the target market and the service concept. The triadic relationship between 
the service concept, the service encounter and the service process are mutually interdependent. 
 
The self-service transaction would appear straightforward yet this case study research illustrates that 
these interactions are extremely complex. Service operations managers need to consider existing 
conceptual models for new service development and design techniques (Froehle and Roth, 2007, 
Froehle et al., 2000, Glushko, 2010). This case showed the importance of considering individual 
behaviours and motivations (Meuter et al., 2005). For example, the removal of the counter for 
transactions changed the behaviours of both customers and service workers. A multilevel service 
design method (Patrício et al., 2011) can bring together the service concept the service system and 
the service encounter. This case study did not show that library managers used any of these models 
and methods to design self-service, it was an emergent/trial and error approach. The protracted 
implementation period allowed senior management time to change the service design. This ensured 
it performed for the organisation, its customers and service workers. The key implication here is that 
using appropriate models and theories can expedite the implementation of new service strategies and 
service concept.  
 
The key implication emerging is the alignment of the service concept, the service encounter and the 
service process. Taking the service concept, defining the services, the value proposition and potential, 
and the supporting mechanisms is usually the first stage. The findings in this thesis inform service 
operations managers about the elements in the service concept. The target market, not discussed in 
this thesis, is a practitioner consideration to understand the customer needs, skills, knowledge and 
capabilities.  The service concept and target market go together for the first stage of the service design.  
 
The next design decision is the service process, this is a strategic decision as process steps in different 
domains have different management issues and involve a choice of strategic service positioning 
(Sampson, 2014). Do process steps occur in the direct, surrogate, or independent processing regions 
of a PCN diagram? What are the management issues for processes within each region? Can technology 
join process steps? Are customers able to use the technology and perform process steps? What 
efficiency and effectiveness results are needed? These process design decisions start to identify the 
role of customers, the need for technology and the strategic positioning of the process against 
competitors. A key implication for practitioners is that process design is much more than flowcharts 
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and information flows, it is a complex design exercise to join entities together to produce desired 
outcomes and performance. A service process design change will usually alter the service concept and 
the service encounter. 
 
 
Finally, the service encounter means service design starts to shape the customer input roles, the roles 
of service workers and the nature of the encounter. Czepiel et al. (1985) illustrate the trade-off 
between the provider, customer and service worker in terms of autonomy, efficiency, control and 
customer satisfaction. These study’s research findings show that the apparent trade-offs can be 
mitigated by the appropriate design of mediating technology, customer roles and controls. Having 
established and aligned the service strategy triad, practitioners can select service design 
characteristics from this study to design the inputs to service processes. The service design 
characteristics in this research have been shown to mitigate the trade-offs in the service encounter 
and to manage inputs into the service process. The service design characteristics in this study have 
enabled service interactions to be effective and efficient for the provider. These are perhaps the 
outcomes that practitioners should examine first, working backwards through the service process to 
the service design characteristics.  
 
9.10 Significant service design characteristic implications  
This short section briefly discusses the design characteristics that arise from the study which 
practitioners would not usually consider in service designs. 
 
Most practitioners will be familiar with the provider design characteristics, with perhaps the exception 
of the customer role. Some practitioners might question why the customer role is a providers’ design 
characteristic. This research shows this is a provider design characteristic, because the customer 
becomes the service worker. It is necessary to design their role as if they were a service worker, this 
design characteristic and role design is more difficult than designing for a service worker. This is 
because the knowledge, skills and capability of customers are often different from the service workers, 
they are heterogeneous, and often non-compliant. They need to accept the work involved in providing 
a service, and the resultant outcomes of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. In a similar way to 
service employees they need to be motivated, trained and encouraged to complete their work, make 
inputs and control the process. In this case, the customer accepted self-service over a period usually 
of 2- 6 months, after about 12 uses of the self-service system. Motivation and encouragement initially 
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needed direct interaction, awareness and training by service workers. Practitioners need to consider 
customer training and motivation possibly using human resource management practices.  The 
provider customer role characteristics are interdependent with customer design characteristics, 
particularly ease-of-use, risk perception, perceived control and duration of interaction.  
 
9.11 Customer contact and process outcomes 
Considering the service concept, the service process and service encounter shape the nature of 
customer contact, which in services occurs through a direct or surrogate interaction or a combination 
of the two. Service operations managers are concerned with process efficiency and effectiveness; the 
above service design implications directly influence the provider outcomes. Efficiency and 
effectiveness has been discussed already in this thesis and customer contact theory refuted. 
Practitioners should design for customer effectiveness and efficiency and provider effectiveness and 
efficiency. This study refutes the impact customer contact has on process efficiency.  It aims to 
influence practitioners to use existing customer contact theory as a guide only. Practitioners should 
recognise the findings of this thesis, that digital technologies and surrogate interaction provides 
opportunities for service process designs to create ‘win-win’ outcomes for all entities. That is efficiency 
and effectiveness for customers and providers that create performance and productivity in service 
interaction outcomes. 
 
9.12 Digital technologies 
The most significant design implication is the mediating technology design characteristics and the role 
of joining together many disparate systems, the customer and the providers’ processes. The thesis 
discussed the technology design in Case B.  The mediating technology, control, task-technology fit and 
input and output interfaces require significant attention from service operations managers. These are 
areas where it is tempting to leave design to equipment manufacturers and technology specialists, 
this research illustrated these design characteristics were not left to specialists in this case – the library 
senior management engaged with the technology specialists. This is an important implication for 
practitioners as manufacturers and technology specialists are often not directly interested in the 
outcomes of the service process. Their experience in designing customer roles and service worker 
tasks and activities is usually less refined than service operations managers.  In this case these service 
design characteristics were driven by the library service, the customer, and the technology supplier.  
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The libraries managers aligned the service strategy triad during the implementation phase, changing 
mediating technology characteristics. Practitioners should seek opportunities to pilot and trial service 
processes using new design characteristics, involving customers, service workers and using feedback 
during implementation cycles to adjust mediating technology design characteristics.  
 
The selection of transactions and activities that would move to self-service was based on the highest 
volume activities from the counter service. This approach is consistent with the service operations 
theory and positions self-service transactions with low relative throughput time and a low degree of 
interaction (Schmenner, 2004). This positions self-service on the line of productivity in the service 
factory quadrant, suggesting this service approach produces higher productivity than the counter 
service process in Case A (Service shop). The application of digital technologies to high-volume-
transactions appears to be consistent with service operations theory, moving transactions from the 
service shop quadrant towards the diagonal, whilst moving other service requests towards 
professional services. Separating the counter service into two services, a service factory and 
professional service, moved each process towards the line of improved productivity. This is shown in 
Figure 9.5. 
 
 
Figure 9.5 Movement of Case A and Base B on Service Process Matrix (Schmenner, 2004) 
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Examining the nature of the interaction in Case B, it provided simplicity, the interfaces with the self-
service technology were straightforward to use for customers. The functionality of the technology was 
kept to a minimum using multiple items scanning, aggregating transactions into one transaction for 
the customer, this was a significant mediating technology design decision. Customers perceived this 
version of self-service as an improvement over supermarkets and other self-service systems, largely 
due to multiple scanning, simple user interfaces and the limited skill required to operate the touch 
screen scanners. There are clear implications for practitioners, applying technology to high-volume 
transactions to achieve productivity. Designing technology interfaces for inputs creates mutual 
productivity opportunities for the customer and the provider.   
 
9.13 Implementing self-service 
The scope of this research did not include change management practices, instead focussing on the 
transactions in Cases A and B. During the data collection, several insights were noted by the 
researcher. These relate to implementation, change management and customer activities. This section 
briefly outlines some of the most significant observations from the case.  
 
The success of the implementation of self-service in this case was due to the phased closed-loop  
(Kaplan and Norton, 2008) approach to change. Initially implemented over a period of four years into 
single service points, offering channel choice and then to larger libraries removing choice. This enables 
service design and implementation issues to be addressed.  There is no doubt a lengthy period for 
implementation provided opportunities to refine service designs, engage with customers on their co-
production role and change manage service workers so they provided more added value interactions. 
In a sense, strategically the service strategy triad was  implemented as an emergent strategy 
(Mintzberg and Waters, 1985). The implications noted for service operations managers are that 
service designs need testing and refinement. This is because service designs for service processes 
involve people, including customers, there is a need to provide opportunities to learn and adjust both 
to the technology and the roles of people who interact to provide services.  
 
A significant implication of this case, was the changes to the layout and the ergonomics of the service 
facilities. To get self-service to work efficiently and effectively, the layout, signage and even brand 
image needed to change alongside the introduction of self-service to facilitate and support the service 
encounter. One of the provider design characteristics is layout, there is extensive literature in service 
operations and manufacturing on facility and process layouts. In this case, self-service kiosks were in 
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newly refurbished service facilities and the general layout, customer flow and other service design 
considerations were implemented alongside self-service. These were not generally based on existing 
theoretical models (Slack et al., 2013) or Servicescape (Bitner, 1992). For layout, a trial and error 
approach to implementation provided opportunities to readjust layouts to ensure service processes 
were efficient and effective.  
 
Installation in existing service facilities, and in one case a major city centre service facility, did not take 
account of layout considerations or existing service operations design theories. This resulted in 
considerable congestion, queues and customer dissatisfaction. The researcher was asked after the 
study to complete a review of the layout and to make suggestions of how the service facilities layout 
should be redesigned during the refurbishment. Operations Management theory based on cellular 
layouts, and utilising insights and feedback from interviewees to understand the flow of 
assets/customers resulted in a new layout design.  This was implemented with the major 
refurbishment. The result, without increasing service points or experiencing any reduced demand, was 
efficient and effective, it diversified customer arrivals, moved transaction demand around the facility 
and prevented bottlenecks. The implications arising from this intervention is that it is necessary to 
consider all design factors associated with a new service process, the provider design characteristic of 
layout was a significant enabler of process performance. Rearranging layout also gained customer 
acceptance of self-service and increased library usage.  
 
Channel choice influences the layout, giving choice to customers is an important consideration for 
implementation. Retain the previous channel as a choice, leave it in place to allow adjustment and 
then remove, or completely remove the channel. In this case the decision was made to completely 
remove the channel, this forced customers to engage with the new service concept and use self-
service processes. The mandate for virtually all customers to use self-service was supported with 
significant customer awareness and training, service workers were on hand to assist customers in 
learning over a period up to about six months. The service had a wide customer base, from “cradle to 
grave”, and all customers now use the self-service system – there is now no choice. Achieving this 
needed coaching, interaction support during implementation for about six months afterwards. Change 
management practices were used to handle resistance and to prevent complaints and customer 
attrition. The key implication of this is that practitioners could remove inefficiencies from the service 
process. Channel choice and service process positioning is an important consideration of process 
efficiency as illustrated on PCN diagrams. 
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The change management required for customers was also required for service workers to achieve 
acceptable outcomes and provide alternative tasks and activities. These role changes for service 
workers were developed through coaching, workshops and management support, these have been 
very successful. It was necessary to train the service worker in new soft skills to make their interactions 
with customers more added value. Self-service transactions made service worker roles more fulfilling, 
less manual, increasing individual decision making and autonomy in responses to customers, and 
allowed more time for understanding customer needs. The key implication here for practitioners is 
that training and development of service workers, for more added value interactions with customers, 
will be needed to implement new service strategy triads.  
 
The design of customer roles for high volume transactions using self-service removed approximately 
60%-80% of the workload for service workers. Service workers could handle an increased variety of 
request types, had time to deal with more unusual and difficult requests. Self-service enabled staff to 
deliver more personal and enhanced services. The variety of requests that were not able to be 
completed by self-service have benefited from increased availability of service workers to support 
unusual requests and provide bespoke help. Service workers do more complex tasks that require 
personal attention, for example errors and exceptions, special-needs customers, and community 
activities. The implication for practitioners is that resources can be deployed to improve effectiveness, 
develop new services or redeployed to improve productivity. 
 
This case provides many insights into implementation, there is insufficient space within this thesis to 
develop and explain these fully from a theoretical and practitioner basis. It is sufficient to say that 
many libraries have been kept open, services improved and operating costs reduced.   
 
9.14 Limitations of the research 
The study provides new knowledge for practitioners and academics. There are some limitations to the 
research and these can act as a guide for future empirical research. This section discusses the 
limitations of the study and how they were mitigated. 
 
There is extensive discussion in the literature (Voss et al., 2002, Stuart et al., 2002, Flyvbjerg, 2006) on 
generic limitations of case studies. It is often difficult with singles case studies to gain peer acceptance 
in the research community (Dyer and Wilkins, 1991). This case research has applied a research design 
and rigour that aims to convince the academic community and practitioners of its reliability. A single 
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case study provides breadth and depth for the study of phenomena, this could be a limitation as very 
complex theories could be developed.  This was avoided through an extensive literature survey and 
the development of a precise conceptual model based on academically peer-reviewed and empirically 
validated theories. A counterpoint to this is the case study also provided the organisational context in 
which to study more specific theory or phenomena. Using theoretical replication logic and embedded 
cases studies within the same organisation, the theories, constructs, variables and results have been 
replicated and validated. This has been achieved both internally between cases and externally with 
comparisons to other domains in empirical literature. A case study protocol was written, reviewed 
and agreed with the case organisations senior management. Case questions (funnel model) and 
interview guides were used throughout the data collection after piloting, with a sample of 
interviewees and researchers. The interview data was transcribed and coded using codes based on 
existing theoretical constructs from literature. Interviewees were selected across a broad spectrum of 
roles, length of service and locations. This included those involved in management, support and 
operational processes. Secondary sources of data were used and triangulated between primary 
sources and existing empirical sources. Comparisons were taken between the two embedded case 
studies for internal validation of the results. The results were reviewed by the whole senior 
management team and area management of the case organisation to confirm and agree both the 
theoretical basis and the results. Further justification for a single case study and the rigorous case 
methodology was provided in Chapter 4. 
 
Secondly, this study explores process efficiency and effectiveness for transactions, the service 
boundary was specifically drawn around transactions. There could be more variables, service facility 
environmental impacts and individual behaviours of customers and service workers that could 
influence the results presented in this study. Defining the service boundary narrowly for transactions 
provided depth and granularity to the research, especially as this enabled the application of existing 
theories to the service interaction. In defining the boundaries in this way, the exploration of other 
variables was excluded. The two embedded case studies were polar, so whilst concentrating on a 
narrow boundary for transactions, the phenomena associated with them, were at opposite ends of 
the continuum. For example; customers in a passive role -  to customers in an active role, limited 
technology - extensive technology, single item transactions -  multiple item transactions. This 
limitation of narrowly focusing on transactions is offset by theoretical replication and the polar nature 
of the embedded case studies. The embedded case studies provided an empirical enquiry to 
investigate a contemporary phenomenon in the real-life context (Yin, 2008). This provided a method 
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when the boundaries between the phenomena and context are not obvious. Drawing the boundaries 
and using embedded case studies enabled the phenomena to be explored in context. 
 
Thirdly, the study suggests a triadic relationship between the service concept, the service process and 
the service encounter, ignoring the target market part of the service concept (Goldstein et al., 2002). 
The study considered only the existing customer base and existing users of the service. The case 
organisation is a publicly funded and not-for-profit organisation under pseudo-competitive pressures 
(cost reductions and austerity). In this study, under this context there was not a target market only a 
performance imperative. The relationship between the service process and the service encounter was 
visualised through PCN diagrams to join customer’s process steps and the providers process steps to 
provide analytical data on the service encounter relating to the transaction. The transaction is within 
the encounter and the encounter is a result of the service process, service concept and the service 
design. These relationships are theoretically established and the basis provided in Chapters 2 and 3. 
The longitudinal nature of the period of implementation of self-service provides empirical support for 
the service design characteristics and their impact on service interactions that result in over 6 million 
transactions per annum.  
 
Fourthly, PCN analysis of service interactions and the associated theories (UST) are relatively new 
techniques and concepts. There is little empirical research supporting the techniques and concepts. 
This research begins to validate these in the context of high-volume transactions, changes between 
process domains and the introduction of mediating technologies. The movement from direct 
interaction to surrogate interaction and the analysis provides empirical evidence that efficiency, 
economies of scale and customisation are indeed as described in PCN service process design 
principles. By using the UST to analyse interactions, reviewing published material on PCN and its 
development has provided further empirical support to theories proposed (Sampson, 2000, Sampson, 
2010, Sampson, 2012, Sampson and Froehle, 2006, Sampson and Spring, 2012, Sampson, 2014). 
 
Fifthly,  the study scope is limited to a public library service, collecting data from a single organisation 
using a single case study design (Yin, 2008). Embedded cases increase the scope of this study although 
this still limits the generalisability of the findings. Usually multiple case studies are preferred for theory 
building (Eisenhardt, 1989, Voss et al., 2002), although embedded cases using replication logic, 
enabled theory building in the context of library service in this study. The results are significant, valid 
and reliable but it maybe they are not generalisable into other contexts and organisations. The findings 
do however have a wider remit across other self-service transactions, especially as many similar 
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transactions occur. The theoretical basis, the design characteristics from literature and their validation 
in this study mitigate this limitation. Customers and providers in all sectors are using similar 
technologies and service processes, this means using this study’s validated theoretical model that 
generalisability could be established relatively easily with further research in different contexts. 
 
Sixthly, this study did not collect any data from customers about their role in the process, their 
efficiency or effectiveness. This limitation is because this study’s explicit focus is on providers’ 
processes and that all design characteristics were in control of the organisation. The customer was 
merely passive in Case A or extremely compliant and controlled in Case B. This limitation is mitigated 
indirectly through the ‘longitudinal’ implementation, piloting and design changes based on customer 
feedback into the design characteristics over an extended period. In some sense customer data is built 
into the findings of this study. The professional, social and personal interactions between service 
workers and customers during implementation of self-service provided service workers with 
considerable insights on customer views. The nature of the service encounter between service 
workers and customers were open dialogues and these were repeated every three weeks or so. In 
interviewing service workers about design characteristics and process efficiencies, they were often 
providing proxy views from customers and often quoted customer opinions during interviews. This 
provides perhaps even richer insights than say in a retail self-service setting, so this limitation in 
customer perception is mitigated by the nature of the service encounter and service worker data 
about customer’s views and experiences. Change management was not within the scope of this study; 
this was a major factor in the successful implementation of self-service in Case B. Change management 
approaches were applied to customers and service workers. These shaped and supported customers 
throughout the implementation of these changes. Customer perceptions are consequently integrated 
into the research findings 
 
Finally, there is potential for interviewee and observer bias as data collection and analysis was 
completed by the same researcher (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The researcher can also impact the 
behaviour of informants and “go native” in the organisation not challenging observations and data 
(Easton, 2010). These biases were avoided by a written protocol and seeking multiple viewpoints, 
particularly where there was subjectivity or potential bias (e.g. say between management and service 
workers). Informants were explained the background of the research, the researchers background and 
interests. There was a prepared script and preamble that was used throughout with all interviewees 
at the beginning of the data collection. The data collection occurred in environments the informant 
would be comfortable in (coffee area, back office, alongside the desk). Social discussions were used 
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to put the interviewee at ease, where subjective or difficult areas arose, the interviewer paused the 
interview or asked for other individuals who could provide more information about the specific issue. 
The interview data and secondary data collection were spread over a period of two months to allow 
time for reflection and notetaking by the researcher. Using transcripts, audio recording, photographs, 
and contrasting with secondary data, provided ways to objectively look at data from several 
viewpoints to avoid individual bias. The data analysis was done away from the case environment after 
a period to remove any immediate biases that could arise from being immersed in the case 
organisation. The research questions were not communicated directly to informants. 
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9.15 Further research 
This study contributes to theory building on service design, customer contact theory and digital 
technologies. In service operations, the management goal is to build theory to ensure practical 
solutions are well-founded  (Meredith, 1998, Meredith, 1993). Theory testing and theory building are 
essential for service operations management. The theory building in this study can be further tested, 
the conceptual model developed and the theoretical frameworks redesigned to assist in building 
robust theory from this research study. The conceptual model and framework stages of theory 
building are often short-circuited in service operations management. This is certainly the case with 
the proliferation of self-service transactions, the immediate efficiency benefits to provider’s apparent 
from implementation, often deter researchers from deep studies of conceptual models and theories. 
The apparent theory and practitioner results lead researchers to consider more unknown theories or 
interesting questions. Yet in this research the use of the conceptual model, bringing together two 
service systems with new digital technologies provided deeper insights into service operations theory. 
This is not restricted to the theory in one discipline, this research has shown that theory from 
disciplines in organisation studies, human resource practices, marketing, computer science and 
technologies can contribute to the Universal Services Theory. Entities around the world are dependent 
on and joined by digital technologies, the study is just one example of the impact these have on the 
economy and for customers. The following further research areas are generally restricted to service 
operations management; for the wider context, above, it is a rich theme for further multidisciplinary 
research.  
 
Further research is needed into customer efficiency (Xue and Harker, 2002, Xue et al., 2007) and 
effectiveness in roles where there are co-productive resources that provide significant inputs. Virtually 
all services are based on the definitions used in this study - a rich and wide scope for researchers of 
all disciplines. Customers are usually passive in the development and design of the services they use. 
If the value potential and proposition, requires co-producing their own service and service design 
characteristics do not provide satisfactory outcomes then they will cease to be co- producers if they 
have a choice. In this study , customers did not have a choice, other than not to use the service facility, 
the channel choice for the transaction was self-service. Recent research (Sousa et al., 2015) is 
exploring the service design channel choice structure for customers. Service design characteristics, 
customer efficiency and effectiveness and channel choice are areas for further research. How does 
the customer efficiency and effectiveness affect the choice of channel? What service design 
characteristics enable efficiency and effectiveness of customers? Are service processes that are 
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efficient for the provider at the expense of customer efficiency likely to be sustainable in the long-
term? The customer service design characteristics found in this study have a strong theoretical base 
in marketing literature, yet the impact on customer efficiency and effectiveness is relatively sparse in 
both marketing and service operations literature.  
 
Secondly, the providers’ efficiency and effectiveness in this study was based on self-service kiosks in a 
public-sector organisation. The service interaction studied is a transaction involving information, asset 
control and financial transactions. Transactions like these occur in high volumes using many different 
technologies and devices, smartphones, wearable technology, electronic tags, payment cards, Apple 
Pay via smartphones, web and Internet, scanners etc. This again provides scope and extensive 
opportunities for researchers to study a providers’ efficiency and effectiveness, also considering the 
further research on customer efficiency and effectiveness mentioned above. Swift Even Flow concepts 
(Schmenner, 2004, Schmenner and Swink, 1998) and simulation techniques that model efficiencies 
(Garn, 2015) are a research area that builds on this study’s contribution.  Research questions related 
to the applicability of this study’s conceptual model to other contexts and devices, the nature of the 
interactions and whether these service design characteristics create the same impacts on process 
efficiency and effectiveness for the providers are potential further research topics.  
 
Thirdly, this study highlighted RFID technology that was used to enable rapid information exchange, 
validation and updating. Whilst not forming part of the analysis or research questions, the role of the 
RFID tags was much more significant. They integrated the customer and provider service systems, 
integrated back office processing and records and facilitated a rapid exchange of information between 
all sub-systems and physical assets. Several authors (Amini et al., 2007, Delen et al., 2007, Kim et al., 
2015) have commented on the utilisation of RFID technology and its opportunities for simulation 
modelling, data collection, retail transactions (Soliman et al., 2005) and supply chain management. 
Where can these technologies be applied to service processes to leverage technologies for 
performance and value? 
 
This study applied the relatively new Unified Services Theory, PCN analysis and the implied theoretical 
relationships to service process outcomes of efficiency, customisation and economies of scale 
(Sampson, 2010, Sampson, 2012, Sampson, 2014). The findings generally supported these 
relationships. The applicability of PCN diagrams to service process analysis and how these theories 
can be used to design services, redesign service processes, understand value potential and customer 
satisfaction are further research areas. Could revised service design matrices (Schmenner, 2004) be 
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developed based on PCN’s and UST to provide service design conceptualisation for academics and 
practitioners? Further theory building and theory testing of these concepts could provide service 
operations management research with an empirically validated Unified Services Theory with a 
complimentary service operations methodology for analysing service processes.   
 
Fourthly, the measurement of effectiveness and efficiency for both providers and customers are 
significant areas for further research. Measurement of these outcomes in services is fraught with 
difficulty, with definitions, with measurement, and with acceptance of these measures in the 
measurement of performance or productivity. What are the measures of effectiveness and efficiency 
in service systems with significant customer inputs? Is there a measure of interaction efficiency and 
effectiveness that can act as a proxy (a leading indicator) for outcome performance measures that are 
seemingly difficult to calculate with the multiple entities, technologies and processes involved in 
services? How should technologies and digital data be used for measuring performance of the service 
interactions? These example questions offer a fruitful extensive research theme in service operations. 
 
Fifthly, Sampson (2000) identified services consist of bi-directional supply chains between the 
customer and provider, these chains with mediating technologies and many actors soon become 
service chain networks (Slack et al., 2013, Johnston and Clark, 2005) with multiple transactions. Input 
and output flows in these networks travel in multiple directions and often instantaneously, customer 
inputs are often reversed flows (Kumar et al., 2015a, Parry et al., 2015) to those usually considered 
with conventional supply chains.  Service supply networks and mediating technologies provide for pull 
and push supply chains instantaneously (Soliman et al., 2005, Bessant et al., 2003). Research on 
information exchange and service interactions could form the basis for researching the many 
interactions that occur across service supply chains using digital technologies. Research questions 
could include; What are the service design characteristics for integrated service supply chains 
networks? Is it necessary to integrate input/output service design characteristics throughout a service 
supply chain to provide performance for all actors/entities for the whole chain?  
 
Sixthly, service design, encompassing the service concept, the service encounter, and the service 
process are the theoretical constructs on which this research is based. A limitation discussed earlier 
was the public-sector nature of the case organisation and that the target market component of the 
service strategy triad (Roth and Menor, 2003) was not analysed in this study. Extensive self-service 
transactions occur in the commercial sector, this raises interesting questions on service design for 
transactions that not only improve provider efficiency and effectiveness but also generate profits, 
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enhance value propositions and change business models. What impact does the target market have 
on the service strategy triad? Would service encounters, the service concept and the service process 
still follow from the relationships suggested in this study? Are the service design characteristics 
replicated in commercial organisations that manage transactions, are the impacts the same and are 
mediating technology design characteristics like those found in this study? 
 
Finally, this research starts to challenge established customer contact theory (Chase, 1981, Chase, 
1978) on which significant service designs have been based. Excluding the physical presence of the 
customer from the service process to reduce variation had been a fundamental design characteristic 
accepted by service operations management. The study observed the opposite with self-service, 
supporting the assertion by Chase (2010), that; 
 
“self-service technologies and telecommunications are two areas where contact theory needs 
additional refinement, or perhaps re-conceptualisation” (Chase, 2010) 
 
This research has started the process of re-conceptualisation, further theory building and theory 
testing research on customer contact theory and service design would engage service operations 
researchers in the emerging digital economy.  The interaction between customers and providers is a 
fundamental building block of services and customer contact. This study provides a stepping stone for 
further research on the impact of service interactions on the performance of service organisations. 
 
All these further research themes compliment and build on those suggested by Ostrom et al. (2015). 
These include leveraging service design, understanding service in a global context and leveraging 
technology to advance service and measuring and optimising service performance and impact. These 
are key priorities for service operations research suggested by these authors, they concur with the 
knowledge contributions and further research imperatives in this study.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 2.1 World Trade Organisation ISIC Codes and classifications for services  
 
World Trade Organisation ISIC Codes - ISIC Rev.4 (Nations, 2008) 
(International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities, Rev.4) 
 
    A - Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
        01 - Crop and animal production, hunting and related service activities 
        02 - Forestry and logging 
        03 - Fishing and aquaculture 
    B - Mining and quarrying 
        05 - Mining of coal and lignite 
        06 - Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas 
        07 - Mining of metal ores 
        08 - Other mining and quarrying 
        09 - Mining support service activities 
    C - Manufacturing 
        10 - Manufacture of food products 
        11 - Manufacture of beverages 
        12 - Manufacture of tobacco products 
        13 - Manufacture of textiles 
        14 - Manufacture of wearing apparel 
        15 - Manufacture of leather and related products 
        16 - Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of 
articles of straw and plaiting materials 
        17 - Manufacture of paper and paper products 
        18 - Printing and reproduction of recorded media 
        19 - Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products 
        20 - Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 
        21 - Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations 
        22 - Manufacture of rubber and plastics products 
        23 - Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 
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        24 - Manufacture of basic metals 
        25 - Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
        26 - Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 
        27 - Manufacture of electrical equipment 
        28 - Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 
        29 - Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 
        30 - Manufacture of other transport equipment 
        31 - Manufacture of furniture 
        32 - Other manufacturing 
        33 - Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 
    D - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
        35 - Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply 
    E - Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities 
        36 - Water collection, treatment and supply 
        37 - Sewerage 
        38 - Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery 
        39 - Remediation activities and other waste management services 
    F - Construction 
        41 - Construction of buildings 
        42 - Civil engineering 
        43 - Specialized construction activities 
    G - Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
        45 - Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
        46 - Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
        47 - Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 
    H - Transportation and storage 
        49 - Land transport and transport via pipelines 
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Services 50 - 59 
        50 - Water transport 
        51 - Air transport 
        52 - Warehousing and support activities for transportation 
        53 - Postal and courier activities 
    I - Accommodation and food service activities 
        55 - Accommodation 
        56 - Food and beverage service activities 
    J - Information and communication 
        58 - Publishing activities 
        59 - Motion picture, video and television programme production, sound recording and music      
publishing activities 
 
        60 - Programming and broadcasting activities 
        61 - Telecommunications 
        62 - Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 
        63 - Information service activities 
    K - Financial and insurance activities 
        64 - Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 
        65 - Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 
        66 - Activities auxiliary to financial service and insurance activities 
    L - Real estate activities 
        68 - Real estate activities 
    M - Professional, scientific and technical activities 
        69 - Legal and accounting activities 
        70 - Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities 
        71 - Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis 
        72 - Scientific research and development 
        73 - Advertising and market research 
        74 - Other professional, scientific and technical activities 
        75 - Veterinary activities 
    N - Administrative and support service activities 
        77 - Rental and leasing activities 
        78 - Employment activities 
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        79 - Travel agency, tour operator, reservation service and related activities 
        80 - Security and investigation activities 
        81 - Services to buildings and landscape activities 
        82 - Office administrative, office support and other business support activities 
    O - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
        84 - Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 
    P - Education 
        85 - Education 
    Q - Human health and social work activities 
        86 - Human health activities 
        87 - Residential care activities 
        88 - Social work activities without accommodation 
    R - Arts, entertainment and recreation 
        90 - Creative, arts and entertainment activities 
        91 - Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural activities 
        92 - Gambling and betting activities 
        93 - Sports activities and amusement and recreation activities 
    S - Other service activities 
        94 - Activities of membership organizations 
        95 - Repair of computers and personal and household goods 
        96 - Other personal service activities 
    T - Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities 
of households for own use 
        97 - Activities of households as employers of domestic personnel 
        98 - Undifferentiated goods- and services-producing activities of private households for own use 
    U - Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
        99 - Activities of extraterritorial organizations and bodies 
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Appendix 2.2 UST Definition and PCN Analysis 
Unified Services Theory (UST) (Sampson and Froehle, 2006) 
The UST is founded on the premise that “with service processes, the customer provides significant 
inputs into the production process”. To define a process as a service process, it is necessary for the 
presence of customer inputs. Service processes are differentiated from manufacturing or extractive 
processes as they do not require customer inputs. Inputs into manufacturing processes are not specific 
to individual customers. These customer inputs are required for the service process, which is a 
component of the service system. These inputs are categorised into three types: customer self inputs 
(body, knowledge and skills, mind, customer labour), tangible belongings, and customer provided 
information.  
 
These are different from customer involvement, marketing insights, and feedback which are not 
inputs specific for and needed for the service interaction. Selecting and consuming output, purchasing 
food from a supermarket are also not classed as inputs in the UST. These customer inputs are for  
designing products or manufacturing food service processes or selecting items already produced. They 
are not significant inputs during service interactions. Within the UST customers are defined as 
individuals or entities who determine if the service provider shall be compensated for production. The 
production process is a sequence of steps; a service process is defined as a series of process steps 
through the presence of customer inputs. 
A formal statement of the unified services theory is as follows: 
 
“With service processes, the customer provides significant inputs into the production process. 
With manufacturing processes, groups of customers may contribute ideas to the design of the 
product, but individual customers only participation is to select and consume the output. All 
managerial themes unique to services are founded on this distinction”  (Sampson and Froehle, 
2006) 
 
Rephrased the Unified Services Theory: “The UST defines services as processes wherein each customer 
provides one or more input resources to the provider for use in that customer’s production. As (Lovelock 
and Gummesson, 2004) state “without customers who require service at a specific time, either to 
themselves or their possessions, there can be no output at most service organizations.” The UST holds 
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this co-productive distinction as defining, that providers’ service processes are dependent upon 
customer resources and cannot produce desired results without those customer resources” (Sampson 
and Money, 2015) 
 
 
PCN Analysis  
 
The UST can be mapped between customers and providers in a diagram that shows the process steps 
in specific regions, this is shown below. This diagram has been developed and built with reference to 
existing marketing and service operations theory (Sampson, 2014) and a further discussion is in the 
main body of this thesis in Chapter 2, Section 2.21. 
 
 
 
The definitions relating to both the UST and PCN analysis charts are provided below, these are the 
basis of the definitions, mostly from the UST and PCN analysis references (Sampson, 2010, Sampson, 
2012, Sampson and Froehle, 2006, Sampson, 2014). These concepts and definitions are used 
throughout this thesis.  
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A process is a sequence of steps. A process chain is a sequence of process steps with identifiable 
purpose. A process entity is any entity that participates in a process, departments, customers etc. 
They can use machines, but process entities must have cognitive control over performance of process 
steps (Executive functions over cognitive processes).  All entities are beneficiaries of the process chain, 
with expectation of value. These can be grouped into specific and generic beneficiaries, for example 
service providers and manufacturers who often receive a generic benefit - money.  Process entities 
have process domains where they have a degree of process control and complete process steps.   
 
Value is “a customer perceived preference for and evaluation of those products, attributes, attribute 
performances, and consequences arising from the use that facilitate (or block) achieving the 
customer’s goals and purposes in new situations” (Woodruff, 1997). 
 
Value potential is the ability to satisfy future needs. Value realisation is the actual satisfaction of 
needs in the present.  Co-production means two (or more) entities producing value potential together.  
 
Process chain network diagrams are a basis for analysing service processes, networks, strategies, 
innovations and other managerial issues. There are three regions in a PCN, where process steps 
require Direct interaction with other entities. Steps involve a process entity working in conjunction 
with one or more other process entities - people to people. Surrogate interaction where a process 
entity is performing process steps that involve a non-human resource of another entity. Steps involve 
a process entity acting on the belongings or information of another process entity, but not with the 
person of the other process entity. Independent processing where the processing does not involve 
direct or surrogate interaction with other entities. Steps are performed by a process entity acting on 
resources owned and controlled by that same entity. 
 
In Co-production, the customer and provider both assume some responsibility for the execution of 
the production process. This may be working together (direct interaction) or one of them acting on 
the others resources (surrogate interaction). Value potential exists in any region of a PCN diagram, 
value is realised by the execution of process steps in each of the regions. In the surrogate and direct 
interaction regions, value realisation requires entities taking process steps to execute the production 
process.  
 
The arrows on the PCN diagram represent process step dependency. PCN diagrams are commonly 
drawn to visualise processes between entities, where a customer’s process domain is used to show 
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interactions with a service providers’ domain. The main purpose of PCN analysis is documenting the 
interactive process steps between the process domains of multiple entities. The degree of process 
control is represented by the triangle on the top of the diagram with less control occurring where 
there is more direct interaction.  Value realisation usually takes place in the customer’s domain, so 
the common practice of studying within the firm’s boundaries means it is important to study the 
process chain outside the firm’s boundaries.   
 
The foundational purpose of process chains networks analysis is to: 
 
Provide a service process flowchart and analytical structure for design, identifying improvements and 
developing an understanding of the value potential between process entities from co-producing their 
service. 
 
That is: the provision of value, the satisfaction of the needs of process entities, the delivery of benefits, 
providing for increased happiness and improving the well-being of process entities.    
 
Strategic process positioning 
Service designs and service process steps in each of the regions have different implications for service 
operations. The application of the UST and PCN analysis suggests principles for positioning processes 
in each of the regions. This is illustrated on the chart below with the service process potential 
outcomes of service within and across the regions.  
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Principle #1 Process inefficiency. In general, interactive processes are less efficient (for providers) 
than independent processing. Interaction leads to customer intensity and the resulting variation can 
hinder process efficiency. 
 
Principle #2 Economies of scale. Specialist providers have greater economies of scale, investing in 
fixed costs and specialist competencies, spreading fixed costs across more units of production. 
 
Principle #3 Customisation. The customisation potential increases as process steps move closer to the 
centre of the customer’s domain. 
 
Principle #4 Surrogate positioning. Surrogate interaction can provide hybrid characteristics between 
direct interaction and independent processing. 
 
Service operations management in the Regions 
There are implications for service operations managers in designing service processes in each of the 
regions and across the regions.  
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The main implications are listed below for each region and these interrelate with the service process 
outcomes discussed above. 
 
Region 1: Internal Operations, processes have standardised operating procedures, powerful tools, 
SPC, etc. Processes in this region use manufacturing based business process management principles.  
 
Region 2: The Back Office, acting on/with some the resources of the customer, a desire for some level 
of efficiency even in the face of varying customer requirements, customers may provide 
resources/inputs in standardised form to limit variation.  
 
Region 3: Personal Interactions, hinges on interpersonal and interactive skills of provider’s 
employees, managing processes in this region must focus on selection and training of “contact” 
employees. This is the Region of highest customer intensity. Customer intensity is the impact of 
customer variation on the provider’s processes or more precisely; the degree to which variation in 
customer input components causes variation in the provider’s processes.  
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Managing Customer Intensity. Customers vary, their needs vary, requirements vary, and motivations 
vary etc. Providers processes can vary but not as much as customers. Customer intensity indicates the 
degree to which a provider’s process varies in response to customer variation. Process variation 
hampers efficiency, limits learning curve effects and prevents standard, repetitive processes.   
 
Region 4: Self Service. Challenging as relies on customer’s capabilities to perform their process 
functions, they need to be motivated and capable, treated as partial employees but managed 
differently to paid employees. Subtle elements designed in the service system to train and motivate 
customers. 
 
Region 5: DIY. Beneficiaries act to produce their own benefit; providers may provide resources that 
give value potential. Resource usability is essential for managing in this region. 
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Appendix 3.1 Service design characteristics from literature review 
This appendix contains the literature reviewed, where a specific design characteristic is defined or 
used within the paper. A matrix showing the frequency of the service design characteristics 
mentioned is generated and a summary is shown at the end of this Appendix. These tables are 
grouped into: 
  
Customer design characteristics (CDC) 
Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) 
Provider design characteristics (PDC) 
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Appendix 3.1 Service design characteristics from literature review 
Table A3.11 Matrix of literature on customer design characteristics 
 
CDC Design 
Characteristics  
 
Literature Source 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
Perceived 
Control 
Process 
/task 
Complexity 
 
Waiting 
time 
 
 
Informati
on and 
input 
requests. 
 
Customer 
Role & 
role 
clarity 
 
Environment/
Ergonomics 
& Location 
 
 
Perceived 
Ease of Use & 
Convenience 
 
Risk 
Perception 
(Perf. Fin. Time, 
Psychol. Social) 
 
Confidentiality 
& security 
Customer 
Support 
 
(Anitsal and Flint, 2005)  x      x  x  
(Ba and Johansson, 2008)  x      x    
(Bateson, 1985) x x    x  x x   
(Beatson et al., 2006) x x      x x x x 
(Beatson et al., 2007) x           
(Bendapudi and Leone, 
2003) 
        x   
(Berry et al., 2002) x  x x    x    
(Bobbitt and Dabholkar, 
2001) 
   x    x x x  
(Bowen and Johnston, 1999)  x          
(Chase and Dasu, 2001) x  x     x    
(Collier and Kimes, 2013) x   x x      x 
(Collier and Sherrell, 2010) x x       x   
(Collier et al., 2014) x x      x x   
(Curran et al., 2003)        x x x  
(Curran and Meuter, 2005)      x  x x   
(Dabholkar et al., 2003) x x   x    x   
(Dabholkar, 1996)  x x     x    
Demirci Orel and Kara (2013)   x   x    x  
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(Ding et al., 2011a)  x       x   
(Featherman and Pavlou, 
2003) 
         x  
Forsythe and Shi (2003)          x  
(Gelbrich and Sattler, 2014)         x   
(Gelderman et al., 2011)         x x  
(Ghosh et al., 2004)     x    x   
(Ho and Ko, 2008)  x       x   
(Kelly et al., 2013)  x       x x x 
(Kim and Christodoulidou, 
2013) 
 x       x x  
(Kim and Qu, 2014)        x x   
(Lee and Allaway, 2002)         x   
Maister (1984) x   x        
(NCR, 2010) x     x  x    
(Ng et al., 2011)  x      x    
(Oyedele and Simpson, 
2007) 
 x        x  
(Rowley, 2006)     x   x  x x 
(Ruyter et al., 2001)          x  
(Siebenhandl et al., 2013)        x x   
(Simon and Usunier, 2007)    x        
(Walker and Johnson, 2006)       x     
(Wang et al., 2013)  x     x  x x  
(Wang et al., 2012)  x      x    
(Wang, 2012)  x      x    
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(Weijters et al., 2007)    x    x    
(Wünderlich et al., 2012)  x    x      
(Zhu et al., 2007) x x  x        
 
CDC Design 
Characteristics  
 
Literature Source 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
Perceived 
Control 
Process 
/task 
Complexity 
 
Waiting 
time 
 
 
Informati
on and 
input 
requests. 
 
Customer 
Role & 
role 
clarity 
 
Environment/
Ergonomics 
& Location 
 
 
Perceived 
Ease of Use & 
Convenience 
 
Risk 
Perception 
(Perf. Fin. Time, 
Psychol. Social) 
 
Confidentiality 
& security 
Customer 
Support 
 
TOTAL 12 20 4 7 4 5 2 19 20 14 4 
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Appendix 3.1 Service design characteristics from literature review 
Table A3.12 Matrix of literature on mediating technology design characteristics 
 
MTDC  
Design 
Characteristics 
 
Literature Source 
 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
System 
Control 
 
Functionality 
Task-
technology fit 
 
Integration 
with other 
systems 
 
Input 
validation & 
error 
handling 
Information 
input/output 
 
Ease of 
maintenance 
Physical 
design 
Resilience 
& 
reliability & 
recovery 
Information 
& asset 
security 
 
Accessibility 
(Anitsal and Flint, 
2005) 
x           
(Bauer et al., 2006)   x   x   x x x 
(Campbell et al., 
2011) 
  x   x      
(Dabholkar, 1996)          x  
(Dabholkar and 
Spaid, 2012) 
    x    x   
(Dishaw and Strong, 
1999) 
  x   x      
(Ferrer et al., 2010) x x x       x  
(Froehle and Roth, 
2004) 
     x      
(Goodhue and 
Thompson, 1995) 
x x x      x   
(Larsen et al., 2009)   x         
(Lee et al., 2008, 
Lee, 2009) 
 x  x  x      
(Mathieson and Keil, 
1998) 
  x x x       
(Miller, 2014) x x  x  x   x x  
(Mills and Moberg, 
1982) 
           
(NCR, 2010)         x  x 
(Parasuraman, 2000)   x  x x    x  
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(Parasuraman et al., 
2005) 
        x x  
(Roth and Menor, 
2003) 
     x    x  
(Rowley, 2006)   x   x   x x x 
(Rowley and Slack, 
2007) 
  x x    x   x 
Siebenhandl et al. 
(2013) 
 x x  x x  x   x 
(Sousa et al., 2008)     x    x   
(Tax et al., 2006)   x      x  x 
(Thomson, 1967)  x  x  x      
(Venkatesh et al., 
2003) 
  x      x   
(Weijters et al., 
2007) 
        x   
(Wemmerlov, 1990)     x x   x   
(Wünderlich et al., 
2012) 
 x x      x   
(Cho and Menor, 
2010) 
  x    x  x x x 
(Zhu et al., 2007)    x  x      
(Zigurs and 
Buckland, 1998) 
x    x x      
 
MTDC  
Design 
Characteristics 
 
 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
System 
Control 
 
Functionality 
Task-
technology fit 
 
Integration 
with other 
systems 
 
Input 
validation & 
error 
handling 
Information 
input/output 
 
Ease of 
maintenance 
Physical 
design 
Resilience 
& 
reliability & 
recovery 
Information 
& asset 
security 
 
Accessibility 
Total 5 8 15 6 6 14 1 2 14 9 7 
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Appendix 3.1 Service design characteristics from literature review 
Table A3.13 Matrix of literature on provider design characteristics 
PDC  
Design 
Characteristics 
 
 
 
Literature Source 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
Process 
Control 
 
 
Process/
task 
 
Process 
waiting 
time 
Information 
inputs 
Customer 
Role and 
clarity 
 
Technical 
& 
functional 
quality 
Environment/
Ergonomics 
‘servicescape’ 
& facility 
layout 
 
 
Ease of Use 
for support 
and process 
management 
 
Operational 
Risk 
 
Confidentiality 
& security 
Customer 
support and 
assistance 
 
(Anitsal and 
Schumann, 2007) 
   x  x x     
(Bitner, 1992)  x   x  x     
(Bitran et al., 2008) x x  x   x     
(Chase and Dasu, 
2001) 
x  x   x  x    
(Chase, 2010)  x x   x x     
(Chase and Tansik, 
1983) 
 x x   x x x    
(Davis and Heineke, 
1994) 
x x  x  x x     
(Dong et al., 2008, 
Dong, 2014) 
     x      
(Ferrer et al., 2010) x x x x      x  
(Hayes and 
Wheelwright, 1979a) 
x  x x        
(Lengnick-Hall, 1996, 
Lengnick-Hall et al., 
2000) 
 x    x      
(Lewis, 2003)  x       x   
(Mills and Margulies, 
1980) 
x  x x x     x  
(Mills and Morris, 
1986) 
x  x x  x     x 
(Moon and Frei, 
2000) 
  x   x     x 
Ngai, Moon et al. 
2008) 
  x       x  
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(Slack et al., 2013) x x x x        
(Safizadeh et al., 
2003) 
 x x   x x  x x  
(Seth et al., 2005) x x  x   x   x  
(Schmenner, 2004) x x  x x x      
(Sousa et al., 2015) x  x  x       
(Sousa et al., 2008)     x   x  x  
(Tax et al., 2006)  x x   x x x   x 
(Voelker et al., 2012) x  x x  x x     
(Cho and Menor, 
2010) 
 x      x  x  
Zigurs and Buckland 
1998) 
  x         
(Zomerdijk and de 
Vries, 2007) 
 x x   x   x   
PDC  
Design 
Characteristics 
 
 
 
 
Duration of 
Interaction 
 
Process 
Control 
 
 
Process/
task 
 
Process 
waiting 
time 
Information 
inputs 
Customer 
Role and 
clarity 
 
Technical 
& 
functional 
quality 
Environment/
Ergonomics 
‘servicescape’ 
& facility 
layout 
 
 
Ease of Use 
for support 
and process 
management 
 
Operational 
Risk 
 
Confidentiality 
& security 
Customer 
support and 
assistance 
 
TOTAL 12 15 16 11 5 14 10 5 3 7 3 
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Appendix 3.1 Service design characteristics from literature review 
 
 
 
SUMMARY OF SERVICE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
Table A3.14 Summary of design characteristics 
 
CDC MTDC PDC 
Duration of interaction Functionality provided – Task-
technology fit 
Duration of interaction 
Perceived control System control Process control 
Waiting time Accessibility Process waiting time 
Perceived ease-of-use Resilience and reliability Task and activities 
Risk perception Input/output Customer role 
Confidentiality and security Information & asset security Confidentiality and security 
  Facility ergonomics, layout 
Service design characteristics with the most frequent references in literature from previous tables 
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Appendix 4.1 Case organisation selection criteria 
 
The table below lists the criteria for purposeful sampling and selection of the case organisation.  
Table A4.11 Case Selection Criteria 
Criteria Case organisation 
County library service 
Service concept √ 
Service encounter √ 
Customer physical presence √ 
High-volume service transactions √ 
Direct interaction transactions √ 
Surrogate interaction transactions √ 
B2C service Interactions √ 
Channel choice availability √ at some facilities 
Service process observability √ 
Information and possessions as inputs for 
transformation 
√ 
Unhindered access to service workers √ 
Unhindered access to senior management √ 
Availability of management information 
process and performance 
√ 
Variability of customer base using 
transactions 
√ 
Nature of customer contact √ 
Variation customer service facilities size √ 
Senior management access √ 
Senior management endorsement of research √ 
 
 
These criteria were developed from the literature chapters, the research questions, the research 
framework and variables presented in Chapter 4. All the parts of the framework were reviewed, and 
the theoretical concepts within Chapters 2 and 3 considered. This list of the ideal criteria represents 
what was needed to completely populate the research framework with appropriate case organisation 
data.  
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Appendix 4.2 List of Service facilities and interviewees, examples of interview transcripts 
Table A4.21 List of interviewees and locations visited 
Interviewee 
Code number 
Date  Location code name Role/theme Comments Consent Audio 
Consent 
Time 
(mins) 
File 
DS2400xx 
M1 16 April 2012 Service HQ Business Manager OK √ √ 43.04 55 
M2 16 April 2012 Service HQ On-line services Manager OK √ √ 51.03 56 
M3 24 April 2012 Service Facility 5 Area Manager 
Met at Service Facility 8 and 
Interviewed in Service Facility 5 √ √ 48.11 74 
M4 20 April 2012 Service Facility 8 Area Manager Joint Interview M11 √ √ 52.50 59 
M5 27 April 2012 Service Facility 2 Area Manager   √ √ 52.07 68 
M6 26 April 2012 Service Facility 7 Area Manager Community run facility √ √ 31.55 67 
M7 24 April 2012 Service Facility 6 Area Manager   √ √ 55.06 63 
M8 26 April 2012 Service Facility 5 Area Manager Researcher notes √ x x x 
M9 02 May 2012 Service HQ Customer Service Manager Joint Interview with M10, M11 √ √ 52.21 75 
M10 02 May 2012 Service HQ Head of Library Services Joint Interview with M12, M9 √ √ 52.21 75 
M11 20 April 2012 Service Facility 5 Central Library Manager  OK √ √ 52.50 59 
M12 02 May 2012 Service HQ 
Compliance and Standards 
Officer  Joint Interview with M10, M9 √ √ 52.21 75 
CS1 18 April 2012 Service Facility 6 Library First Assistant OK √ √ 21.50 58 
CS2 20 April 2012 Service Facility 4 Library Supervisor OK √ √ 21.39 60 
CS3 20 April 2012 Service Facility 4 Library Assistant OK √ √ 23.59 61 
CS4 20 April 2012 Service Facility 4 Library Assistant OK √ √ 14.07 62 
CS5 26 April 2012 Service Facility 3 Library Supervisor OK √ √ 36.30 64 
CS6 26 April 2012 Service Facility 3 Library Deputy OK √ √ 20.07 65 
CS7 26 April 2012 Service Facility 3 Library Assistant OK √ √ 11.16 66 
CS8 27 April 2012 Service Facility 2 Library Supervisor OK √ √ 31.45 69 
CS9 27 April 2012 Service Facility 2 Library First Assistant OK √ √ 28.49 70 
CS10 30 April 2012 Service Facility 1 Library Supervisor OK √ √ 38.21 71 
CS11 30 April 2012 Service Facility 1 Library Assistant OK √ √ 18.08 72 
CS12 30 April 2012 Service Facility 1 Library Assistant OK √ √ 23.06 73 
  08 May 2012 Service Facility 9 Facility visit + Observations OK         
  23 May 2012 Service Facility 10 Facility visit + Observations OK         
  18 May 2012 Service Facility 11 Facility visit + Observations New refurbished facility         
  28 May 2014 Service Facility 5 Facility visit + Observations Revisit after opening         
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Appendix 4.2 Service worker transcript examples 
 
 
Interviewer  
 
Can you just explain briefly your role in the library and in relation to the 
self-service system? 
 
Interviewee  In Service Facility 12 Library I’m an ordinary assistant two days a week but 
I’m also a supervisor over at Service Facility 2 Library two days a week.  
And so, in both libraries I’ve been involved in transition from staff service 
to self-service and had to help people get used to the machines (SEA*)
 (SEB*).  It happened at Service Facility 12 first and so, what was a 
learning process for me but when I was over at Service Facility 2 it was 
much smoother because I already knew what was going on and could 
help people more effectively (SEB4*) and help (SEB2*) the staff to help 
people as well, having had that experience. 
 
Interviewer  
 
Okay.  Good.  And I’m quite interested in the customer experiences as 
well.  So how have customers taken to doing the work … 
 
Interviewee 
 
You get the full range of responses.  Some people, both at Service Facility 
2 and Service Facility 12, told me straight “I’m not coming here once we 
have self-service (CDCB5*) (CDCB4*).” And we just didn’t see them again, 
refused to co-operate.  It’s a very small minority.  A lot of people were 
quite anxious (CDCB5*) about it but in general become settled quite 
quickly and get used to it and say “Oh, it isn’t so bad, is it?”  Some people 
love it right from the start (PDCB5*) (MTDCB3*) (MTDCB5*).  Younger 
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people, I think, little kids like pressing the buttons and cope quite well.  
Some people need continued assistance but you soon learn to recognise 
who those people are and you just keep an eye on them doing it 
(PDCB4*).  But some people get cross still and are quite rude and sort of 
blame the assistant for the fact that these machines are here, when of 
course, the decision to install them was way above my business 
[laughing].  Some people are very unreasonable(SEB2*) (SEB3*) (SEB4*). 
They just sort of, I don’t know, let their anger out on the first available 
person.  And quite often then grumpy for entirely unconnected reasons 
and they just take it out on the librarian [laughing].   
 
I would say that, given a few weeks to settle down, the large majority of 
people are content with it.  Some people still comment, “Oh, I don’t like 
this as much as the old way. Oh, I did like speaking to people (SEB3*) 
(CsB*).”  And I think a sizeable minority of people will feel that way 
always, particularly the generation that grew up with customer service 
(CDCB4*) that is normal, you know.  The later generations will think it’s 
quite normal to go in and only interact with a machine but that’s a few 
years down the line I should imagine (PDCB5*) (CDCB4*).   
 
Interviewer  
 
RESPONDENT NAME, how has it changed, how’s customers’ requirements 
changed, because obviously, they’re doing the work of issues and returns 
and everything.  So, are there other things customers now want because 
of, if you like, freeing up the issue and return activity? 
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Interviewee 
 
Well library assistants always did a variety of roles (PDCB4*).  It wasn’t 
just issuing and returning books and renewing books, there was always 
the enquiry side of things and “Have you got a book about…” or “Have 
you got this book by this person?”  So, we’re still doing all the enquiry 
side of things and assisting people (SEA5*) (SEB5*) who can’t use the 
machines and sorting out the minority of examples where there is a 
problem with their transaction (SCA4*) (SCB4*).  But coupled with that, it 
coincided with a big rationing in staff.  We were told it was coincidental 
but the recession hit just as we were putting these machines in but as it 
transpired these machines were installed, staff were reduced and so we 
don’t have a lot of staff now (PeB*) (PDCB4*).  We’ve freed up time 
looking for new things to do (PsB*).  [laughs] It’s more a case of “Well it’s 
a good thing these machines are here because how would we cope 
otherwise. (PeB*)” 
 
Interviewer  
 
So, in terms of, a measure of efficiency or effectiveness, what would you 
say has happened to those because of the customers now doing the 
work?  And obviously, you’ve had this infrastructure… 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah, it’s hard to gauge because quite often individual transaction will be 
a lot more complicated and take a lot more time because of the self-
issues (PDCB1*).  Something will go wrong, a book hasn’t tagged properly, 
or the machines are being quirky and so you must do several things for 
the borrowing (MTDCB4*). And “why isn’t it working?” and explore all the 
possible reasons for that and the person’s standing going “Oh, this isn’t 
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very good, is it?  These machines aren’t very good are they (PDCB1*) 
(PDCB2*) (CDCB4*) (CDCB5*)?”  [laughs] When in fact, that’s only a very 
small minority of the transactions (SIB2*) (PsB*) and it gives a warped 
view.  I think for most people, they come in and if they’re just picking up 
one or two books they go to the machines, if they’re free they can be 
through the system much, much more quickly (PeB*) (PDCB1*) (CDCB1*). 
Things become more complicated and more difficult for bigger 
transactions.  If a mum’s or dads got two or three kids with them and 
they’ve all chosen twelve books and they try to put them in all at once it 
just takes a long time (SIB2*).  If there’s money to pay, if there’s a dvd 
hire or something, all these probably take just a little bit longer for the 
customer and I think(CDCB1*), and then they begin to see it’s not such a 
good thing (SIB3*).  So, for the bulk of ordinary simple straightforward 
transactions, yes I think it’s an improved efficiency (PeB*) but, as I say, 
the more complicated ones it’s probably not…(CDCB4*) (CDCB1*) 
 
Interviewer  
 
So, those are the ones where the library assistant must… 
 
Interviewee Must step in.  Yeah, yes. 
 
Interviewer …. must step in. 
 
Interviewee 
 
We are supposed to keep an eye on what’s going on all the time and if 
you see people standing there scratching their head going “What’s going 
on?” you just sort of home in on them (PDCB4*) and say “Is there a 
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problem?”  We’re obviously very used to sort of, subduing the machines 
and making them work (MTDCB4*) [laughs].  They don’t always detect all 
the books (MTDCB4*), you see, so if we take them out and put them in 
one at a time (MTDCB4*) (PDCB1*).  Sometimes it just picks them all up 
instantly and other times it’s going cherr, cherr, and…. I think for staff it’s 
a mystery a bit, the variation in the response of the machine (MTDCB4*) 
and there is that element of “What’s going on?  Why has it worked last 
time and not this time?” And I think particularly, if you’re not a very tech 
savvy sort of person, the machines were quite frightening for the staff 
(CDCB5*) as well as the customers.  So no, it’s not entirely more efficient 
but I think overall it’s definitely easy (CDCB4*) and efficient (PeB*) for all 
the environmental staff. 
 
Interviewer So, you know, the more difficult requests can still be handled at the 
counter? 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yes.  They try to discourage as much counter time (PDCB4*) as they can 
because the counter is technically for things like “Oh, have you got this 
book?” where you need to speak to a person.  People will come to the 
counter if they’ve forgotten their card (PDCB4*), we try to discourage 
that.  They’ll come to the counter if the machine flags up “There is a 
problem with this book.  Go and see a member of staff.” And so on those 
occasions they have to come to the counter (PsB*).  But usually people 
come to the counter and say “Oh, I’ve got some fines to pay.” In which 
case we take them back to the machines and say, “You press this button, 
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put your money in…” and we explain how you can pay your fines on the 
screens (PsB*) (PeB*).  It’s a bit like you educate people to use the 
machines as much as possible (PDCB5*) otherwise our staff show that 
we’re not using the machines enough. [laughs] 
 
Interviewer So how many are, if you like, straightforward transactions?  How, out of a 
total day’s transactions, how many, what rough percentage goes straight 
through without an encounter? 
 
Interviewee 
 
Probably… no one’s ever measured it.  I guess it’s ninety per cent (SIB2*).  
 
Interviewer Right. Okay.  So, I think there are some measures in terms of how much 
we’re using self-service. 
 
Interviewee 
 
 
Yes.  I think we’ve got to aim at ninety-five per cent self-service (SIB2*) 
but of course, that’s not always unassisted self-service.  Quite often you’ll 
say “Come with me to the machine (PDCB4*).” And we end up putting the 
books in and scanning them so effectively the staff (PDCA4*) has done it 
for them but the stats will show that they did it themselves. 
 
Interviewer So how much is assisted self-service or where the machine can’t cope and 
then it goes through to a counter 
 
Interviewee 
 
Oh, I’d say, yeah, probably ten per cent of transactions there is an issue 
(PsB*).  It might be a very minor one, like four books went on alright, one 
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went on but it didn’t deactivate the security(MTDCB6*) and so a little 
exclamation mark comes up and they say “Oh, there’s a problem with this 
one” and we must take the security off manually.  So, they’re quite simple 
but I’d say, guessing really, ten per cent (PsB*).  Ten per cent needs some 
sort of referral to a member of staff.  Obviously, a lot more in the early 
days.  We’ve been doing it six months now here at Service Facility 8, well 
more than that at Service Facility 12, and so it’s running quite smoothly 
for, I’d say about ninety per cent, guessing. 
 
Interviewer  
 
Okay.  You’ve covered quite a lot around the customer interface.  How 
about the impact on the roles of library assistance and the management 
of the library?  What changes are there…. 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah.  Well, I think it was period of adjustment and it’s unclear now 
really, just how we’re going to feel eventually when we’re all utterly 
happy with it.  I think, pretty much, we’re finding our feet now after, sort 
of, seven or eight months (MvM*) in Service Facility 12.  I think, initially, it 
was quite difficult for staff because of the stress of the transition.  The 
systems weren’t set up properly for a start and things weren’t working 
and so people would come in and it should have been just a matter of 
getting used to the new machines but it wasn’t, it was a matter of making 
them work (PDCB4*) and that was quite stressful.  It happened a lot more 
smoothly at Service Facility 2 because Service Facility 12 was one of the 
earlier ones and a lot of the problems have been ironed out.  So, the 
transition at Service Facility 2 was much smoother. 
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Interviewer  
 
Is that related to size of the library… 
 
Interviewee 
 
It’s partly size but also a lot of the problems have been ironed out. They 
were learning the cash management thing here at Service Facility 12, 
whereas at Service Facility 2 it was up like that and it was running fine.  
Staff get frustrated with the things that are now more complicated, the 
money side of things (MTDCB1*).  We used to press two or three buttons 
to enter two pounds for a dvd hire, now it’s about twelve buttons 
(MTDCB1*) (MTDCB5*), drop down menus and it’s very frustrating.  
Another frustrating thing is, I don’t feel we have enough staff machinery 
here, so there’s only two computers downstairs (MvM*) (MTDCB3*) that 
staff can use and only one of them is a till.  And for a library this size that’s 
a huge bottleneck (S IB3).  You’re often queuing to get at this till and 
someone’s doing something, and someone else is waiting (PDCB1*) 
(PDCB3*) (PDCB4*).  So, there are things like that that have probably 
skewed our perception of what it’s like.  So, I think if it had been set up 
differently and more machinery had been in place and it was all running 
smoothly before we started we would have found the transition a much 
smoother transition (MvM*).  One difference I noticed, to begin with was 
that I was hardly interacting (SEA1*) (SEB1*) with my colleagues much at 
all because one person would be monitoring the desk area, one would be 
monitoring the machines (PDCB4*), one would be shelving or looking for 
books that had been requested.  And so, you’d sort of circulate seeing 
each other but not ever having some down time behind the counter 
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where you can have a couple of minutes to chat(SEA3*) (SEB3*) (SEA4*) 
(SEB4*) (MvM*), which isn’t all social.   
 
Interviewer  
 
No, no. 
Interviewee 
 
Quite often the staff interacting is very important because, you know, 
“Oh, did you know there’s someone who’s been pinching the dvds 
(PDCB4*).  Could you look out for this person.”  And so, word getting 
around on the grapevine about what was going on in the library, that 
seemed to become much more difficult.  And you felt a little bit isolated 
and alienated but I think that seems to have lessened, partly because the 
system is now working better and we are that much freer and so often 
you do find yourself just standing for a couple of minutes waiting for 
someone to come in.  And, I think you just adjust.  Your expectations 
change because once you’ve been doing something for a while it 
becomes normal and you just say “Well, this is normal.” [laughs].  You 
know, the longest lorry drivers go off for eight hours at a time and don’t 
speak to anyone so they’re not saying “Oh, I can’t interact with my 
colleagues anymore.”  I mean, I think you just adjust and I think some 
customers, some members of staff adjusted much more quickly than 
others. Some people like it but don’t like talking to other members of 
staff [laughing] (SEA1*) (SEB1*) (CDCB4*).  So, I think change is what 
we’re talking about really.  We’re not talking about better or worse, we’re 
just talking about different (SCA*) (SCB*) and yeah, I think you just get 
used to it.   
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Some members of staff are never going to like what we’re doing now, 
mostly the older ones who have been doing the old system for longer.  
They’re “Oh, it’s not like it was.”  And it’s true, you don’t get so much 
chance to talk to the customers (SEA3*) (SEB3*) (SEA4*) (SEB4*) either 
which was nice because you could get a gauge of what people were 
reading and if they liked certain books, they’d like other books and so it 
was a useful way of just gauging what people like (PDCB4*).  And if you 
like one type of book, you’re likely to like another type of book.  So, if 
someone says “Well, I’ve read this book, what else can you recommend?” 
that sort of knowledge builds up slowly just with lots of bits of 
information and that’s a big loss in terms of just knowing your stock and 
your customers.  So, if you take away the interactions, you do tend to 
know them less (SIB2*) (SIB3*).  I shouldn’t imagine that would be such a 
problem in a supermarket but in something like a library where people 
are coming in to get books and they’re going to need recommendations, 
people aren’t going to need recommendations (SCA*) (SCB*) (CsA*) 
(CsB*) for soap powder necessarily in Tescos but they are going to need 
recommendations or advice on books in a library.  And so, that subject 
knowledge you glean just in your everyday working and that element of it 
has been impacted I think. 
 
Interviewer  
 
So, that’s lost because of the… 
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Interviewee 
 
Because of the loss of interaction with customers, when you see someone 
come along with eight books and they’ve got this author and this author 
and all the titles and the covers look roughly similar, you just get a feel of 
these are crime books and these are romances (PDCB4*) (PsB*).  And so, 
if someone comes in and says “Oh, I ‘ve just read a Mary Jane Staples 
book, she was good.  Who else can you recommend?”  Well, you know 
straight away who to go to because you know what types of books that 
old lady likes (CDCA6*) (CDCB6*). [laughs] Yeah.  But less and less are we 
doing that now because all the books are going in and out without us 
seeing who’s borrowing what and so we’re losing that edge. 
 
Interviewer  
 
And so, it’s not replaced by more time for you, for more interaction with 
customers? 
 
Interviewee 
 
Well… 
Interviewer  
 
Or is it the fact that there is, the staffing changes of, you know…. you’ve 
got that coincided with it… 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah, yeah. The reduction in staffing means there’s not a lot more time to 
spend with people (SEB2*).  Obviously, if people come in and they’ve got 
something to do you spend as much time as you can with them to answer 
their enquiry to their satisfaction.  What you’re aware of, if there is a 
huge queue, you will hurry someone through (PDCB1*) because 
otherwise other people will get frustrated.  And I think if there were more 
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staff you wouldn’t have to hurry people through.  And that’s also linked to 
the fact that there’s not enough machines (MvM*) because you must 
hurry people through because there’s only one computer terminal.  
[laughs]. You can’t spend twenty minutes looking up books for people if 
other members of staff with other customers want to use that machine 
(PDCB1*).  So, there are lots of factors interplaying here which all need 
separating in your analysis of how it’s made a…. 
 
Interviewer  
 
Yeah.  See I’m quite interested in the types of requests that customers 
are making… 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yes. 
 
Interviewer  
 
... their ability to use the machine for certain requests…. 
Interviewee 
 
Yes. 
 
Interviewer  
 
….. in other words, the issues of returns and payments and stuff.  And 
then the more sorts of things you’re talking about in relation to specific 
needs of customers…. 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yes. 
 
Interviewer  
 
… and the nature of their requests.  Because the volumes of those almost 
structure how you organise your staff.   
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Interviewee 
 
Yeah. 
Interviewer  
 
So, you know, you’ve got machines for doing the, straightforward if you 
like, transactions but then you’ve got sufficient staff available to deal with 
the more unusual side.  And what I’m trying, and I haven’t started looking 
at the data yet, you know, I’m just talking to people, but clearly what the 
customer requests are and how they’re handled and whether the 
machine’s doing too much or too little…. 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah.  Well, the machines are geared up to answer any enquiries of an 
intelligent nature. It’s simply, in, out, transactions.  You can, of course, 
search the catalogue and make requests (MTDCB1*) and find out who 
else writes like and if you use the internet and people can do that here or 
at home.  And so, a lot of people are going online at home (SEA6*) 
(SEB6*), browsing our catalogue, requesting the books (PDCB4*), the 
books come in, the only time we handle them is when we go and find 
them and when we put them available for the person(PeB*). They will 
come in, collect their book, go to the machine, issue the machine, pay the 
fee and walk out (PeB*) (CDCB1*) (CDCB3*) (CDCB4*) (CDCB6*).  And so, 
they haven’t had to ask us anything.  And a lot of people are doing that.  
Again, it will be the younger people who are more used to using the 
internet for all purposes (SEA*) (SEB*). So, most of the enquiry work we 
do for “Oh, have you got a book by so and so?” or “Who else writes like 
this?” the bulk of those, I suppose, will be towards older people who 
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haven’t got used to doing that (PDCB4*).  And so, I suppose, over time 
these people will die.  [laughs].  And the need for enquiry work will again, 
will lessen (SEB1*) because people will be much better at finding….  But 
you know, as these people die, I mean libraries might be dying (SCA*) 
(SCB*).  I mean, the onset of the e-book, we just don’t know where it’s 
going.  Now libraries are diversifying and changing and we’re an amazing 
centre here for people who can’t get online (SCA4*) (SCB4*). They 
can come here and use the computers.  They can come here and find out 
information which is a bit hard to find on the internet.  And we’re trying 
to keep the place alive by, you know, multi-function (PDCB4*) (SCA3*) 
(SCB3*) and it’s good that we do that, but I suppose ultimately, libraries 
won’t exist in the modern world.  But, I’m not talking about in the next 
decade, we’re talking… I’m hoping I’ll retire as a librarian. [laughs] 
 
Interviewer  
 
[laughing] And so if we can get the machines working well and we had 
sufficient spare staff so actually time started to be free what sort of things 
would you want to provide to customers or, you know…. 
 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah, yeah. 
 
Interviewer  
 
…. you’ve got more time to do things…. 
Interviewee 
 
Yeah, yeah. 
 
Interviewer  …. what sort of services would…? 
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Interviewee 
 
Well, when we were well staffed, what we used to do was, what we call 
outreach events (SCB4*) and services like… we could run book groups.  
Well, for the young children we still manage toddler time, story sessions 
and craft sessions… 
 
Interviewer  
 
Other events? 
Interviewee 
 
That’s right.  And tomorrow we’ve got a book sale going on (SCB2*).  It’s 
all a way of getting people into the building to know what we do.  So, in a 
way, we are like a shop.  It’s trying to get footfall through the building for 
several reasons and that’s always what…. We’re trying to think up new 
and imaginative ways of getting people into the building, because when 
they’re in the building they might, not only say “Oh, I might borrow a 
book.” But they might see that we rent out dvds as well (SCB*).  And we 
can do several things.  And people are often quite surprised at what we 
do when they find out. So, I think that would be one of the impetuses, if 
we had more time, to do more customer attracting type activities (SCA4*) 
(SCB4*) (SCA5*) (SCB5*) (SCA6*) (SCB6*).  Another would be just to 
spend more time and do the job more properly with people who need 
help [laughs].  But I think we’re coping quite well with that level of things.  
I don’t think we ever turn people away, well not ever, but largely we can 
satisfy what they come in for, or they go away at least satisfied that we 
have tried our hardest and perhaps what they ask for just isn’t possible. 
[laughs].  And so I think, from a staffing point of view we’re not 
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understaffed (PeB*) (PsB*) but if we had more staff we could do more of 
the business generating type activities (SEA2*) (SEB2*), if you’d call it 
that.  And I know that managers are always keen for us to do that but I 
mean, staff time and the budgets just aren’t there.  And I mean, you’ve 
got to factor in the budget cut and the recession into all of this really. 
[laughs] You just don’t know what would have happened. 
 
Interviewer  
 
No. [laughs] 
Interviewee 
 
But I think libraries have picked up during the recession because people 
have less available cash so they’ll borrow rather than buy.  But also, we 
noticed particularly this Easter holidays, far more families were coming in 
and doing the craft activities, renting dvds (SCB2*) (SCB5*) 
(SCB6*) (SCA5*) (SCA6*).  I got the impression that people just couldn’t 
afford to go on their second holiday [laughing] this year.  And it was 
raining and they, you know, even going on a day out with the cost of 
petrol and the cost of the attraction, they were coming into the library 
more than they would have done in the past. And I suppose if we were 
linked to economic cycles, we’re booming now [laughs].  The thing is, 
you’ve just got to run a really efficient service that people are happy with 
this and you see you keep these people.  The beauty of the library is that 
if you borrow a book you’ve got to bring it back (SCA*) (SCB*) (SEA*) 
(SEB*).  And when you bring it back you’re in the building and you think 
“Oh, I’ll get another.” And then you must come back again you see 
(CDCB4*).  And so, shops don’t have that, you don’t have to go back to 
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the shops but with the library you do have to go back to the library. So, 
it’s certainly different from a shopping experience even though the 
technology (MTDCA1*) (MTDCB1*) is roughly the same. 
 
Interviewer  
 
Yes. Yes.  Okay, so I don’t want to take up too much of your time… 
Interviewee 
 
Oh, no, it’s just so interesting. 
Interviewer  
 
…. you have been really, helpful.  
Interviewee 
 
[laughing] 
Interviewer  
 
Yes, you are.  No, I’d like to talk to you a lot longer.  No, that’s helpful.  
Three big challenges from self-service that you experienced here really, 
the last question? 
 
Interviewee 
 
Three big challenges? 
 
Interviewer Yeah, what were the big things that were difficult? 
 
Interviewee 
 
I think we’ve probably covered them. 
 
Interviewer Yeah, okay.  That’s fine. 
 
Interviewee I can’t say what three would be. 
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Interviewer That’s okay.  That’s okay.  I think there are…. big successes? 
 
Interviewee 
 
I think, it was coincided with a big facelift of the building (PDCA7*) 
(PDCB7*) so it was part of the “Oh, this looks nice.” The new glass foyer 
and the shiny machines (MTDCB5*) gleaming there at the front and the 
new shelving, it went from a drab looking library, well not drab but you 
know, mundane looking library to “Oh, this is nice.” And a very positive 
impact (SCB2*).  People would come in and see these machines with the 
neon lights (SCB3*) and it is definitely a lift and it makes libraries look 
relevant and useful for the twenty first century.  So, I think certainly that 
side of it.  And another big plus is that it does enable the library service to 
continue to function on a lower budget and even expand the service 
slightly. (PeB*) Oh, I didn’t mention that when we had our staff cut we 
could increase the opening hours (PsB*) (SCB4*) because we were 
spreading the staff more thinly.   
 
We used to close on a Wednesday afternoon which was terribly old 
fashioned and very frustrating but now we open the full day(SCB4*), and 
so again, that’s increased the use of the library and it’s made the library 
more convenient.  People haven’t turned up and said “Oh, they’re closed” 
and just marched off in a huff (SIB3*).  So, I think enabling libraries to 
continue is probably the biggest bonus. [laughs].  I’m not sure the library 
would continue without self-service (PeB*) for very much longer if the 
budgets continue.  So, I think… that’s what I tell people when they say 
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“Oh, what have we got machines for?”  I say “Well, we do still have a 
library service.” [laughs] And they say “Oh, yeah, I should have….”  You 
know, most people are quite reasonable once you… once they see that 
we’re not all in favour of automating everyone and we are still here 
(SEB2*) (SEB3*) (SEB4*) (PsB*) (SCB4*) and we like to speak to people I 
think that they can see the benefits. 
 
Interviewer That’s been helpful. 
 
Interviewee 
 
Okay.  Yeah. 
Interviewer Thank you so much. 
 
Interviewee 
 
I hope it will focus your other questions… 
 
 
Transcript ends 
 
Length of recording 24 minutes 
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Appendix 4.2 Library Manager Interview Transcript Example 
 
 
  
Interviewer: Let’s make sure the light goes on and we’re going. Right brilliant, thank you. 
RESPONDENT NAME, perhaps could you just tell me about your role in the 
library and how it relates to self-service? 
 
Interviewee: Well I am deputy in the library. All of us spend an awful lot of time on the shop 
floor (PDCB4*), as it be, customer service, shelving, etc. So, we must help the 
customers use the self-service if they’re not familiar with it. We take readings 
(MTDCB5*) off it at the end of the day. We must look at any problems that 
arise and see if we can resolve them, if not get somebody into fix it. I think 
that’s pretty much it in a nutshell from a self-service point of view, yes. 
 
Interviewer: Okay and you worked at two libraries. One was self-service and one without. 
How would you contrast the customer experiences at both? 
 
Interviewee: I think the key is the word ‘service’ and when a customer comes into a library, 
probably more than any other service environment, they want service (SCA*) 
(SCB*). I think a lot of your customers...I am saying this probably because 
many the customers at the other library were elderly, there was a small 
community with a couple of old people’s homes but also a lot of our 
customers here are elderly. I think that they are used to the traditional library 
service and they come in and they expect personal service, rather than self-
service (SEA1*) (SEB1*). 
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 Your younger people, well the kids, they learn it straightaway, they love it, 
they love to have a go. (CDCB4*) (CDCB5*) Your younger adults accept it, I 
think. They are used to going into the supermarkets and doing it themselves 
so I think it’s the younger generation that...the younger they are, the more 
accepting they are of it. The older they are the less accepting they are of it. 
 
Interviewer: So, the differences in, if you like, your role with self-service and one without. 
 
Interviewee: If you are thinking about traditional libraries, I think a lot of the staff that work 
in libraries probably across the country were attracted to it because of the 
service role. We are all people that enjoy customer service and it has taken a 
big chunk of that off us. It has changed the nature of our jobs and there’s a 
lot of, not bad feeling (SEA1*) (SEB1*), I can’t think of the right word. Sadness, 
if you like. We do still have the customer service because we do still have the 
interaction (SEA4*) (SEB4*) where we help the customers out but even while 
we’re helping them out we’re handing them over to a machine, we’re 
teaching them to use the machine (PDCB4*) (MvM*) rather than come to us. 
Some will always come to us and have a chat (SEA3*) (SEB3*) because that’s 
what they come to the library for but it has reduced our customer contact, I 
think. 
 
Interviewer: Right okay, the amount of work you do, so obviously, you’re not scanning 
books anymore so it’s reduced that element of your role, has it? 
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Interviewee: No (PDCA4*) (PDCB4*), not partly because as customers are still getting used 
to it (MvM*), we have the system where when you returned the book you 
shelve it to the right if it’s one of ours and we’re shelving it, to the left if it’s 
going off to another library to satisfy reservation. People get it wrong (SIB3*) 
(PsB*) so every book they shelve or process, we must open it and check that 
it’s ours (SPA4*) (SPB4**). So, that’s added a slight workload (PeB*). Then all 
the books that go in the big box in the middle that are being processed to go 
to another library we must then bring them up to our counter and manually 
scan them and manually process (MTDCB1*) (MTDCB5*) (PDCB2*) (SPB4**) 
them which is a job we would have done anyway but we would have been 
doing them as they arrived (PDCB4*), rather than job lot.  
 
Interviewer:  So effectively that has created more work, or just kept it stable? 
 
Interviewee:  I think it’s stable (PeB*) (PsB*). I don’t think it’s taken a lot of work off us.  
 
Interviewer:  Right. 
 
Interviewee: We’re having to check now (PDCB4*) (PeB*), whereas we didn’t have to check 
before. 
 
Interviewer:  Right, that’s to get the book in the right place? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, because if the book’s not in the right place and this happens all the time. 
We have a system of messages which is instant emails, if you like, instant 
messages system. Every single day you get more than one message from a 
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library saying, ‘Can you all check your shelves for this book.’ (MTDCB1*) 
They’ve looked on a catalogue, according to the system it’s on their shelf. It’s 
not on their shelf. 
 
 The system, when a book’s been returned, if we process it, if we take it out 
the big box in the middle and it tells us, ‘Right that’s got to go back to Service 
Facility 5 Central,’ so we pop it in the post. So, the computer thinks, ‘That 
book’s gone back.’ (SPB4**) (MTDCB6*) (PDCB6*). That book might have 
been missing, it’s sitting on our shelf here in Service Facility 11. So, every day 
you’ve got messages coming out saying, ‘Please can you call check for this 
book? Please can you all check for that book?’ (PDCB4*) 
 
Interviewer: In terms of a self-service library and a non-self-service library, are those 
messages any different in volume? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, because if you’re a non-self-service library every book must be opened 
to be returned (SIB2*) (PDCB4*) (PDCA4*), processed so you see as it comes 
under your nose, you see that that belongs to Service Facility 5 Central so you 
process it one at a time. If you get somebody shelving that’s not as thorough 
or in a hurry or whatever and somehow it’s missed, that ends up on our shelf 
and like I say it’s happening (MTDCA6*) (MTDCB6*) (PsA*) (PsB*) ...we find 
stuff on our shelves that don’t belong here and other people are doing the 
same. It isn’t just us, it’s the whole system.  
 
Interviewer: So, in terms of the introduction of self-service, prior to self-service that was 
less of an issue? 
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Interviewee: Yes (PsA*) (PsB*). 
 
Interviewer: Now, with self-service it’s more of an issue? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, when the self-service thing first came in I was up at Service Facility 16 but 
the messages are there for everybody. It’s library Y and we are county Y and 
we all get to see the messages and I flagged it up with my area manager there 
and said, ‘Have you noticed that since such a date when those libraries went 
self-service the volume of messages has gone up phenomenally (SIA2*) 
(SIB2*).’ That was passed back because they hadn’t made the connection. A 
lot of the managers that implement these systems (MTDCA1*) (MTDCB1*) 
(MTDCA5*) (MTDCB5*) (MTDCA6*) (MTDCB6*) don’t use them. I said that I 
thought that it was because of this, because people aren’t checking them and 
so now we all must check them. 
 
Interviewer: Right so in terms of design of the system then and design of the work process 
around it, you didn’t have any involvement in that is what you are saying? 
 
Interviewee: Yes. 
 
Interviewer: There are some bits that you'd do differently to get the system to do or... 
 
Interviewee: I don’t know. I don’t know how you’d do that differently. 
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Interviewer: Checking, it would be better if the machine somehow did that, wouldn’t it? I 
suppose I don’t know...you’re saying, ‘How do you physically do it?’ 
 
Interviewee: Yes, I mean the only thing I could think of is if...even today a customer has 
said to me, ‘Can you tell me what this box is for in the middle?’ I said, ‘It’s if a 
book has got to go to Service Facility 5 or wherever Service Facility 17 and 
they go there and these are ours. That’s why it’s got an arrow on that way or 
that way.’ She said, ‘Oh, I’d noticed the arrows but they’re not reading the 
screen.’ If you were to put a message on the screen, ‘This books got to go to 
Service Facility 5, please put it in the letterbox or whatever,’ I don’t think 
they’d read it. I think probably 50% of them might read it (MTDCB1*) 
(CDCB4*) (PDCB5*). 
 
Interviewer: So, what you’re saying is that the customer instructions and the customer 
motivation to do it is not there to do the sorting? 
 
Interviewee: Yes. 
 
Interviewer: If that was sorted properly you’d just be able to pick off the centre. 
 
Interviewee: We could then rely on the system and not have to check (MTDCB6*) 
(PDCB6*), speed up the shelving no end (PeB*), speed up the processing of 
the books going out. They don’t read the screen, they come to you all the time 
and say to you, ‘It won’t let me do this. It won’t let me do that.’ You take them 
back and you say, ‘Look it says this.’ It’s like a light bulb has just gone on but 
all they needed to do was read it (PDCB5*), but they just don’t. That’s not 
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what they come to the library for. They come to the library to just pick up a 
book, choose a book. 
 
Interviewer: No, that’s really, helpful. So, tell me a bit more about your role and how it’s 
changed? Is it more fulfilling? It is less fulfilling or is it the same? 
 
Interviewee: I think it’s less fulfilling but that’s not just because of...the introduction of the 
self-service system was part of a bigger issue and it’s the bigger issue...and 
they both happened at the same time and that’s taken a lot of us, a lot of our 
jobs (PeB*). There’s been all the Government cuts or the Council 
reorganisation and reduction in staffing, reduction in staff hours. It means 
that, as you were having to wait for me here because we had an IT issue, a 
customer with an issue (PDCB4*), we cannot spend time with customers 
anymore trying to sort things out.  
 
There’s a limit to how much...I mean some customers expect a lot and you’ve 
got to weigh up what you can justify giving to this customer when you can’t 
give the next pushy customer half the time you’ve already give this one 
(SEA1*) (SEB1*). The needs of the team, you know the more time you spend 
with that person the more pressure you’re putting on your team because we 
haven’t got enough time to do all our jobs (PDCB4*) and that’s frustrating 
because one of the reasons (PeB*) I came to the library service was because I 
wanted to give excellence, customer excellence and I can’t. 
 
I went to a focus group recently and we were talking about Service Facility 5 
Centre and how it’s being developed and what could we do, based on our 
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experiences here and I said, ‘You’ve got to decide whether you want to 
provide facilities or services, because now the way it seems to be going is that 
you’re providing a library facility but you are not providing a library service.’ 
It was written down but nothing’s changed (SCA*) (SCB*) (SIB3*). 
 
Interviewer: That’s a good point, a very good point. Out of the activities you must do in the 
day, how many of them are customer related and how many of them are 
internally process related? Coming back to your point about services, so in 
other words what things would you not want to do to provide more for service 
for customers? 
 
Interviewee: Well a lot of things are related. We’ve got boxes there, for instance, behind 
you. This will be a delivery that’s come in I guess. The middle box with the 
yellow sticker on the front is all reservations that our customers have 
requested so somebody’s got to come and sit in here and process that stock 
(PDCB4*) and make those reservations available for the customers that are 
waiting for them. Now it’s nearly half past ten, I mean normally we 
would...we’ve got extra staff on because somebody’s out here with you but 
that means that we’re up to speed with staff out there. (PeB*) You being 
here’s not made a difference to the staffing levels (CDCA3*) (CDCB3*) but 
we’re busy out there so half past ten in the morning the customers that are 
waiting for those books are still waiting because they’re still in the box. So 
even though that looks like an admin job, to me it’s a customer service job.  
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Interviewer: So, in terms we’d look at that from a service perspective, that’s back office 
work that must be done to enable the customer service to be delivered so it 
needs doing, it’s not added value, it must be done? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, yes but I would hate to guess at a percentage, I don’t know what I would 
say as a percentage but as I seem they cut back on our hours. I came back 
here in September to six hours less than I’d left when I went eighteen months 
earlier. The other girls have suffered worse than me but we’ve still got the 
same jobs to do as we had then but we’ve more now. There are things like. 
(MvM*). 
 
Interviewer: So, you’ve got fewer hours, more work? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, because they cut back on the admin staff at County Hall and they 
delegated a lot of that admin down to us and I’ve got...that’s my desk. I’m like 
this at home anyway. I’ve got a few jobs there in hand but there’s a big box at 
the back there of overdue books, paperwork (PDCB4*). This customer got that 
many overdue books. We get them, two or three come through, two or three 
times a week when we get the skip delivery we get a few of those and mine 
are piling up and piling up and piling up because I can’t get to chase those 
customers and then they don’t get done. Then a customer comes in and says, 
‘Well why can’t I take any books out, I’ve not had any letters?’ because I didn’t 
get chance to send them out (CDCA3*) (CDCB3*).  
 
So, we’re having to prioritise all the time because we’re out there, there’s 
only two of us on duty in the afternoon, that’s me and (ANOTHER 
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RESPONDENT) I would say probably 80% of the time on an afternoon me and 
(ANOTHER RESPONDENT) are doing nothing but shelving. Me and (ANOTHER 
RESPONDENT) should be planning and processing. We’ve got lists of jobs that 
we should be doing that we aren’t doing because we’re having to shelve and 
that’s the priority, getting the books on the shelves (PDCB4*) (SCA1*) (SCB1*) 
(SCA2*) (SCB2*) so the customers can lend them, so the ball keeps rolling. 
 
Interviewer: Would you say that the performance in terms of issues and books and 
customers isn’t growing or dropping? Are more people using the library 
because that’s obviously going to make matters worse, isn’t it for you? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, I think they are here. Here they are I think because I am looking at the 
gate count on the door and so yes, we are because we are getting people 
now...we’ve got free Wi-Fi so people bring in laptops. We’ve got a coffee 
machine. We’ve got a couple of homeless people that come in and drink 
coffee and sit at the table and read. (SEA5*) (SEB5*) (SCA5*) (SCB5*) (SCA6*) 
(SCB6*) One of these he’s here almost every day. So, they’re not just coming 
to use the library they’re coming to sit somewhere warm or to do their emails 
or whatever.  
 
 Service Facility 16, where I’ve come from, where I’ve kept in touch over there 
and they had five members of staff, they all got made redundant (PeB*) when 
I left there. That library, the hours of opening were halved and there is now 
only one person working there during the whole time that the is library’s open 
and their trade has halved (SIA2*). They are not self-service but like I say 
because the trade halved...now some of those customers knew that I was 
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coming back here and some of those customers are coming here because 
their options are Service Facility 16, Service Facility 5 Central where there’s 
no parking, Service Facility 18 which has moved but it’s smaller and I don’t 
know what the parking is like now where they’ve gone and Service Facility 11 
is the next nearest. I suppose it’s Service Facility 11 or Service Facility 19. I’d 
like to bet that some have gone to Service Facility 19 because they probably 
live between Service Facility 16 and Service Facility 19 but those that lived at 
the top end have started to come here. So, I am seeing a few customers now 
that I used to see in Service Facility 16, so they are moving, they’re relocating.  
 
Interviewer: Do you think if they put self-service in Service Facility 16 it would allay that 
problem? 
 
Interviewee: If they put self-service in there as well as a member of staff I think it would be 
good (PeB*) (PsB*). They did mention, it was mentioned just in passing to put 
a self-service machine in there instead of a member of staff and I think if they 
did that the library would close. As well as a member of staff I think it could 
possibly work, it could possibly help (SCA4*) (SCB4*). 
 
Interviewer: Okay that’s great, a couple of final questions so I don’t keep you from your 
customer service. What have been the main challenges and difficulties of self-
service coming in? 
 
Interviewee: One, winning the customers over and two IT problems with it. IT problems is 
probably the worst (MTDCB4*). Winning the customers over, most of the 
customers know the staff and they complain about the computers so 
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obviously, we say, ‘Yes, we know, we agree.’ They’re okay, they understand 
that it’s not our choice (CDCB5*) so they don’t like the system (CDCB4*) but 
they’re not funny with us. The IT problems... 
 
Interviewer: Are they now resolved or are they still occurring? 
 
Interviewee: They still occur. One of the simplest and most annoying problems is the fact 
that where plug sockets go and you’ve got your trolleys either side where your 
returned books go and when your trolleys get full, which they do, they 
overflow, they move about, or when the cleaner comes in in the morning he 
pulls them out and hoovers behind and then pushes them back and he 
catches the internet cable and then the thing goes offline (MTDCB4*). So, you 
come in in the morning, the computer is offline and it took us a while to realise 
that that’s what was happening, so now we know to check it. You can be 
halfway through a day and then it just goes offline (MTDCB4*) and chances 
are it’s because the trolley’s (PDCB7*) moved somehow and it’s a silly, little, 
annoying thing but the commotion that it creates... 
 
Interviewer: Yes, I can imagine. Okay and what are the main benefits of self-service to the 
library service? 
 
Interviewee: Well, like I say, for the younger people some people do like doing it. They just 
want to come in and do the thing and go (CDCB4*). The kids absolutely love 
it. Yes, I do like a traditional library but I accept that we’ve got to move 
forward and its part of that and although now I can’t see too many benefits I 
can see that they will be there when everything settles down. 
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Interviewer: Is there anything further that you want to add to the information that you 
want to give me about customers using self-service and the process efficiency 
for the library really? 
 
Interviewee: I can’t think of anything off the top of my head. I’m bound to think of 
something as soon as you’ve left but I can’t think of anything right now. 
 
Interviewer: No, well thank you very, very much.  
 
 
Transcript ends 
 
Length of recording 21 minutes 
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Appendix 4.3 Case study protocol 
Introduction 
The case study protocol below was developed after the access agreement and non-disclosure was 
completed with the case organisation. The protocol uses the methodology and research design from 
Chapters 4 & 5 to create procedures and general rules for conducting the research. This was agreed 
with senior management who assisted in its development prior to research commencing. Aspects of 
the protocol were piloted.  The protocol was discussed with other researchers and colleagues, this 
included a researcher who has published case study research, and received many citations for these 
studies. The protocol describes the procedures followed for each case study and there is a list of 
interview questions used at the end of this Appendix. Appendix 4.6 details the interview protocol. 
 
Service facility pre-visit 
Senior management provided a list of the libraries and the area managers responsible. A senior 
research coordinator was appointed to provide information and coordination for the researcher. 
County libraries internal communication provided a short introduction, confirming the purpose of 
study and researcher details. The researcher selected facilities for visiting, selecting those that meet 
the criteria for a purposeful sampling. Those selected met the criteria; geographical location, counter 
service only, recent movement to self-service from counter service, self-service established for several 
years, small community, high-volume city centre library, availability of area management and service 
workers. A headquarters visit was made on several occasions to obtain management information and 
conduct interviews. The facility managers were contacted by phone and dates and times of visits 
agreed. Before the visit date the researcher used archival sources and publicly available information 
to understand library location, services and customer base. 
 
On-site data collection 
During the initial contact with the area manager, the researcher asked for help in identifying service 
workers who were knowledgeable “key informant” about the areas addressed in this study. Multiple 
viewpoints were sought during visits, particularly where there was likely to be subjectivity and bias. 
Their availability for semi-structured interviews was determined. The researcher obtained a balance 
of team leaders, service workers and area management for interview during the visits.  
The data collection protocol is divided into six sections; the service design context (A), service 
operations management (B), research dependent variables (C), secondary information and 
understanding of observations (D), post visit report (E), and data coding and analysis (F). 
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Service design context 
The table below shows the context area, the unit of measurement and the question numbers, the 
questions are shown at the end of this Appendix. 
 
Table A4.31 Questions used, relationship to theory and visit procedure 
Context Unit of measurement Question 
numbers 
Visit procedure 
Service design Service facility and 
County (Case, Case A 
& B) 
1, 13, 25, 27, 
28, 34, 37, 38, 
40 
 Observe, photograph and 
note facility layout 
 Tour of facility including 
external approaches 
 Conduct interviews 
Service concept (SC) Service facility and 
County (Case, Case A 
& B) 
1, 11, 13, 21, 
27, 28, 40, 44, 
45 
 Observe and note services 
provided, information, goods 
and services 
 Conduct interviews 
Service encounter 
(SE) 
Service facility and 
County (Case, Case A 
& B) 
13, 18, 21, 27, 
28, 40, 44, 45 
 Observe interactions, the 
nature, customer reactions, 
social and professional 
interactions 
 Conduct interviews 
Service process (SP) Service facility and 
County (Case, Case A 
& B) 
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 
16, 24, 26, 34, 
35, 36, 44, 45 
 Observe transaction process, 
customer interactions with 
technology and service 
 Flowchart and map process 
 Process steps and cycle times 
 Conduct interviews 
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A. Service operations management, designs for customer inputs. 
Table A4.32 Questions used, relationship to design characteristics and visit procedure 
Context Unit of measurement Question 
numbers 
Visit procedure 
Customer design 
characteristics 
(CDC) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process  
17, 30, 33, 
38,41, 42 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe customer inputs 
 Observe individual process 
steps 
Mediating 
technology design 
characteristics 
(MTDC) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process 
29, 34, 36, 39, 
41, 42 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe mediating 
technology, inputs and 
outputs  
 Observe technology process 
steps and interfaces 
 Observe input durations 
response times 
Provider design 
characteristics 
(PDC) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process 
3, 12,20, 22, 
23, 31, 33, 41, 
42 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe customer inputs, 
service worker tasks and 
activities 
 Observe process steps  
Service interaction 
(SI) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process 
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
14, 15, 24, 26, 
35, 44, 45 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe transaction 
interaction between the 
three entities.  
 Note process step 
sequences 
 Observe each entity’s role 
in process 
 Measure transaction cycle 
times 
 Note and observe 
transforming and 
transformed resources 
 Take video of self-service 
transactions 
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B. Research dependent variables and outcomes 
Table A4.33 Questions used, relationship to process outcomes and visit procedure 
Context Unit of measurement Question 
numbers 
Visit procedure 
Process efficiency 
(Pe) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process  
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
24, 44, 45 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe customers using self-
service and counter service, 
make notes on apparent 
efficiency and speed of 
transaction 
Process 
effectiveness (Ps) 
Counter transactions 
(Case A) 
Self-service 
transactions (Case B) 
Service Process 
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
24, 44, 45 
 Conduct interviews 
 Observe customers using self-
service and counter service, 
make notes on apparent 
effectiveness and issues that 
arise during transactions 
 
C. Secondary information and observations 
During visits, secondary information is collected, observations noted and materials browsed. 
Secondary information included stock control documentation, staff noticeboards, opening hours, 
rostering of staff, written procedures and guidelines. Short discussions were held with some 
customers and points arising from the interviews clarified with on-site managers during the visit. 
During interviews snowballing was used to identify informants on specific issues that arose. Further 
interviews were planned during or shortly after the visit. Data on implementation of self-service and 
change management practices employed with customers was also collected from service facility 
managers who were not interviewed. On some occasions the researcher made oral summaries of the 
observations at the facility, seeking confirmation from key informants on the observations recorded.  
Their views and experience in understanding the observed phenomena were sought by the 
researcher. The purpose of this part of the protocol was to get a broad picture of service design and 
the effectiveness and efficiency of transaction processes. 
 
D. Post research and senior management visit report. 
A post visit report was agreed with senior management. The reflections of the researcher, the initial 
data analysis and relevant theories were included in the report and a presentation made. This was to 
check the understanding of the researcher, and provide internal and external validity of the initial 
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results. The idea was to share tentative interpretation, integrating available evidence to converge on 
shared understanding. The research coordinator reviewed the report and presentation material, the 
researcher and the organisation clarified understanding  on observations and data obtained during 
interviews and from secondary data.  
 
E. Data coding and analysis. 
The final stage of the protocol was to transcribe, code, analyse and produce the interview data. The 
codes were developed from theoretical models, definitions from literature and identified design 
characteristics. Transcriptions were annotated with the appropriate codes. The phenomena described 
by the interviewee was located within the transcript paragraphs, using two or more codes, the 
interview transcript was annotated to indicate the phenomena discussed. The codes were used to 
organise and retrieve interview data. These codes analysed by frequency of occurrence for both cases 
are shown in Appendix 6.1.  
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Question List Using Funnel Approach 
 
FIRST QUESTION  
 
Please explain briefly your role at the library and your current role in relation to the Self-Service 
system? 
 
Follow up on specifics if required? Design of service, customer experience, employee development or 
performance? 
 
 
Main Questions 
 
Overall Library performance 
 
1. What are the strategic objectives for Self-Service? 
 
2. How is the library performance measured? 
2.1.1. What are the performance measures? 
2.1.2. What is the frequency of measurement? 
 
3. How are the performance measures used with employees? 
3.1.1. What objectives are set for employees in relation to library performance? 
3.1.2. What objectives are set for employees in relation to Self-Service performance? 
 
4. How is the library efficiency and effectiveness measured? 
 
5. What are the performance measures for effectiveness and efficiency? 
5.1.1. Frequency of measurement?  
5.1.2. Definitions used for these measures? 
 
6. How does senior management review and use the performance measures? 
 
7. Comparisons of performance measures between branches? 
7.1.1. Self-Service - branch efficiency and effectiveness? 
7.1.2. Non-Self-Service - branch efficiency and effectiveness? 
7.1.3. Self-service vs. Non-Self-Service - branch efficiency and effectiveness? 
 
8. Are measures of Speed, Cost, Dependability, Flexibility, and Quality used to monitor process 
performance? 
 
9. Are the process characteristics of variety, volume, variation and visibility measured and 
assessed? 
 
10. Customer choices activities, experiences in the library 
 
11. What is the nature of the customer base? 
11.1.1. Segmentation of customers? 
11.1.2. Segmentation of customers by interaction/transaction type? 
11.1.3. Customer characteristics? 
11.1.4. Customer uses of library service? 
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12. Information on ability of customers, capability (knowledge, skills, physical resources, assets), 
effort (motivation to use), types of users (requests)? 
 
13. Desired customer service outcomes? 
 
14. What are the volumes of customers using the system? 
14.1. How many try to use non-Self-Service? 
14.2. Number using on line book services? 
14.3. Volumes of transactions in Self-Service? 
14.4. Volumes of on-line transactions? 
14.5. Volume of cash payments through self-service? 
14.6. Volume of cash payments through counter? 
 
15. What has been the main transaction difficulties? 
15.1. How many transactions go through Self-Service? 
15.2. What type of transactions, service interactions go through the counter? 
15.3. Breakdown of types through counter? 
 
16. Arrival patterns of customers? 
16.1. Seasonal and daily trends of library usage? 
 
17. What concerns and issues on Self-Service have arisen from customers? 
17.1. Customer comments on system usability? 
17.2. Impact on customers’ library experience? 
 
18. What is the trend in customer complaints, prior to and after Self-Service? 
 
19. Employee Experiences of Self-Service 
 
20. What concerns and issues have arisen from employees/do you have about Self-Service? 
 
21. What do you believe are the benefits to customers? 
21.1. Customer reactions? 
 
22. What do you believe are the benefits to employees of the Self-Service system? 
22.1. Employee reactions? 
 
23. How has the Self-Service system impacted your role (the roles of library customer service staff)? 
23.1. What are the disadvantages to library staff? 
23.2. What are the advantages to library staff? 
23.3. Is role more fulfilling, enjoyable, easy, less stressed, interesting, opportunity to add 
value to own experience at work? 
23.4. Is role more arduous, difficult, tedious, unfulfilling, rushed, stressed, complicated? 
23.5. How have the roles changed for some employees? 
 
24. What has happened to the efficiency and effectiveness of the library? 
24.1. Is the service more effective? How? 
24.2. Is the service more efficient? How? 
24.3. What measures exist (could you use) to demonstrate your opinions? 
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25. What is the difference between, online, returns via third party, library visits and Self-Service 
kiosk? 
 
26. How is the branch performance measured? 
26.1. What objectives for Self-Service have been set? 
26.2. How is the branch performing against these? 
26.3. What are your performance objectives? 
 
27. What additional activities do librarians do with customers that add value for customers? 
 
28. What additional activities do librarians now do in the library that add value for the library 
service? 
 
29. Losses, miss-scans, and new/increased operational difficulties that have emerged since 
implementation? 
 
30. What coaching and learning have been necessary for customers? 
30.1. What were the key development needs to get service more efficient and effective? 
 
31. What coaching and learning have been necessary for library staff? 
31.1. What were the key development needs to get service more efficient and effective? 
 
32. Design and implementation 
 
33. What level of training was needed for customers? Librarians? 
 
34. How much has been invested in technology, IT to support, payback, cost benefits? 
 
 
35. What assumptions on capacity needed and number of customer arrivals were made?  
35.1. What has been the performance of the design against these criteria? 
 
36. Reason for selecting systems with multiple item scanners? 
 
37. Librarian involvement in development and design of system? 
 
38. Customer involvement in the development and design? 
 
39. Reliability of self-service system 
39.1. Examples of difficulties and problems? 
 
40. Were customer experience design requirements and principles decided at design stage? 
40.1. What were they? 
40.2. Did they carry through to final design and implementation? 
 
41. Implementation difficulties? 
 
42. Implementation successes? 
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Closing Questions 
 
43. What have been the main challenges or difficulties? 
44. What have been the main benefits of Self-Service? 
45. Is there anything else relevant to my research themes that you would like to add? 
 
 
Thank you for you for your time and answering my questions. 
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Appendix 4.4 Case study documents and examples of secondary data 
The list below illustrates the range of secondary data and documents collected and used in the analysis.  
 
Table A4.41 Secondary data and documents 
Customer facing Service worker and area 
management 
Senior management  
Welcome/marketing 
pamphlet providing a list of 
the services, library 
locations. Illustrating service 
concept, the value 
proposition. June 2011. 
Library Improvement 
strategy 
Self-service libraries, 
percentage of customers 
using self-service checkouts 
during implementation 
period 
Range of issue and return 
receipts including 
promotional messages. 
Library-operating model, 
including daily tasks, lending 
functions, 
enquiry/information 
functions, additional 
functions, staff training and 
stock supply and processes 
Spreadsheet showing visits 
and footfall for all libraries, 
period 2008-2012 
County library is free reading 
for everyone, ideas for 
younger people at libraries 
Environment and layout 
requirements and 
considerations 
Spreadsheet of active 
borrowers and item issues 
for all libraries 2008-2012 
Promotional leaflet young 
people 
Management information 
and data collection processes 
Spreadsheet of item issues 
for all libraries 2008-2012 
Promotional leaflet for 
families 
Front of house activity lists, 
for daily and weekly role 
descriptions 
Spreadsheet of library costs 
and service worker 
employment levels 2008 - 
2011 
County council, 
compliments, suggestions 
and complaints leaflet, 
September 2008. 
For cash management 
procedure at RFID branches-
daily weekly routines 
Various photographs and 
images taken by the 
researcher 
County library fees and 
charges 2012-2013 
Daily setting up of RFID 
machines 
Email communications 
clarifying management 
information and researcher 
follow-up questions 
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Appendix 4.5 Methodology for PCN Analysis 
Developing PCN analysis charts-methodology 
 
The summary of the PCN analysis methodology is based on number of publications (Sampson, 2012, 
Sampson and Froehle, 2006, Sampson, 2014) which have been summarised into the procedure below. 
Appendix 2.2 explained the definitions and theoretical background to the UST and PCN analysis. This 
procedure has been used to develop PCN charts presented in this thesis and used to identify 
interactive process steps within selected processes. The aim is to visualise interactive processes, 
process steps and sequence in the appropriate region PCN diagram. 
 
1. Identify the process to analyse, the unit of analysis is the process or process segment or sub 
process. This is not usually an organisation. List the process purpose, start and endpoint. 
2. Identify the process entities (Appendix 2.2 definition), one entity will be the customer and the 
other a supplier/provider. Several diagrams can be used to create a value network to illustrate 
customer supplier relationships visualised through process steps.   
3. Record the process steps, this will include the start and end points of processes or sub 
processes, in most cases the start point will be an identified customer need and the end the 
fulfilment of that need.  
4. Record the intermediate process steps, process steps between the start and finish are 
identified. Process steps are described with a ‘noun’ and ‘verb’ configuration to illustrate active 
process steps. Process charting symbols can be used on the diagrams to illustrate the nature of 
the process steps. The process steps are joined by arrows indicating direction and dependency 
(these may or may not involve product or information flows). These steps can cross process 
domains to illustrate interactions or dependencies between entities. 
5. Review the process on the diagram, and compare with the observed data and interviewee 
comments on process operations. Explore interactive process steps and their location in the 
appropriate region diagram (independent processing, surrogate interaction and direct 
interaction). Amend process steps if required.  
6. Review process diagram with process or manager to validate and confirm.  
7. Identify process changes, improvements and strategic process positioning.  
 
Example of a completed process segment for ‘Return Items’ 
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Additional steps to determine value proposition and potential for the customer. 
 
8. Identify the steps where the customer receives benefits (fulfils a need, receives item, receives 
benefit), use a symbol () to annotate these steps. Identify steps where the customer received 
negative benefit, non-monetary costs and inconvenience with a symbol (). These annotations 
indicate the processes value proposition to the customer. It provides a way to identify changes 
to the value proposition or value potential. 
9. Identify the steps where the provider receives benefits, (receives benefit, meets a need, is 
compensated financially) allocate a symbol (+£) to the steps. Where the provider incurs costs 
(labour, component costs, capacity etc.) a (-£) is used. The symbols give idea of the profit or 
value impact of the process based on its current configuration. Provides a useful way to 
determine provider improvements to the process segments. 
10. Environmental/layout and other considerations, the chart can also be annotated with other 
symbols to illustrate other process step implications and conditions. This can include physical 
location, decor, comfort, visibility, environmental impact etc. this accomplishes the same 
purpose as service blueprinting (Bitner et al., 2008) to illustrate physical evidence or other 
process step implications. 
11. Time and Delay, in a similar way to steps 8,9 & 10, PCN analysis can be annotated with time 
symbols or precise measurements of process and process step cycle times. This can be used to 
understand resources, roles, delays and opportunities for reducing cycle times. 
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Additional steps to comparing/contrasting processes or to design new processes. There are many 
additional steps once a basic chart has been developed, these include: 
 
 Comparing the impact of moving from one configuration of process to a different 
configuration that involves changes to customer and provider roles. 
 Understanding the service process outcome for the provider in terms of efficiency, 
effectiveness, customisation and economies of scale. 
 Strategic process positioning for competitive advantage, changing value propositions and 
visualising service concepts. 
 Designing new processes and process improvement. 
 Understanding where interactions take place, designing service encounters. 
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Appendix 4.6 Interview Protocol, Data Storage and Ethical Approval 
Interview script 
Customer Transactions, Counter Service, Self-Service and Process Efficiency & Effectiveness 
 
Introduction 
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in a study of library self-service, customer experience and 
process efficiency which is being conducted in April and May 2012 by Steve Pearce, Postgraduate 
Researcher, University of Exeter Business School (srp204@exeter.ac.uk). This is independent research 
by the Business School.  
 
This interview will take a minimum of 20 minutes, but not longer than one hour. 
  
  
Aims:   
 
To explore how process efficiency and effectiveness changes in situations where Self-Service is 
established. To explore how service process efficiency and effectiveness are impacted during 
transactions. I will be asking you questions on all or some of the following themes; the design 
principles and implementation of the Self-Service system, the customer experiences with self-service 
and their interaction with library employees, the benefits, difficulties and costs, the measurement of 
efficiency and effectiveness of the library. The overall impact of self-service on library operations and 
performance.  
 
Please be assured that: 
 
 Your participation is voluntary; 
 Your responses will be kept strictly confidential; 
 Any information that identifies you or your organisation will be anonymised; 
 All information you provide will be stored securely;  
 You are free to end the interview at any time;  
 You are free to refuse to answer questions; 
 You will be provided with the findings of this study upon request. 
 
Interviewee code:  
 
CHECK CONSENT AND AGREEMENT SIGN FORM 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
I have read and understand the above and consent to participate in this study.  My signature is not a 
waiver of any legal rights.  
 
 
Name: _____________________________________________               Code: ______ 
Participant’s Signature                                                 Date 
 
Researcher’s Signature                                                         Date  
Steve Pearce, Postgraduate Researcher 
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24 April 2012 
 
 
 
Dear XXXX 
 
 
Thank you very much for speaking with me on Monday 16th April. The information you gave me will 
be immensely useful for my research, and I appreciate the time you took to talk with me. Customers 
using self-service, the service design for effectiveness and efficiency are very interesting research 
topics and you have helped me clarify some practical research themes.  
 
If you would like more information about the research or how your interview will be used, please do 
let me know. 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
Steve Pearce 
 
Postgraduate Researcher 
University of Exeter Business School 
srp204@exter.ac.uk 
  
Centre for Innovation and Service Research (ISR) 
University of Exeter,  
Business School,  
Level 2, Building 1,  
Rennes Drive, 
Exeter, UK.  
EX4 4PU. 
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University of Exeter Business School 
Ethical Approval Form: Research Students 
 
This form is to be completed by the research student. When completing the form be mindful that the 
purpose of the document is to clearly explain the ethical considerations of the research being 
undertaken.  
 
Once completed, please submit the form electronically and a signed hard copy to University Ethics 
Coordinator. A copy of your approved Research Ethics Application Form together with accompanying 
documentation must be bound into your PhD thesis. 
 
Part A: Background 
 
Student name 
 
Steve Pearce 
Supervisors names 
 
Professor Roger Maull and Professor Andi Smart. 
 
Title of thesis 
 
Customer Co-Production with Service Processes: Impact on Process 
Efficiency 
Date of entry 
 
January 2008 Status FT/PT/Continuation 
Start and estimated end date of 
the research 
 12th April to 18th May 2012 
Aims and objectives of the 
research 
Aims:   
 
To explore how process efficiency and effectiveness are measured in 
situations where Co-Production is established. 
 
To explore how service process efficiency and effectiveness are 
impacted during Co-Production. 
 
Objectives: 
 
Determine the original design principles and implementation of the 
Self-Service system. 
 
Examine the customer reactions, experience, training provided in use 
and customer feedback in using self-service. 
 
Research the libraries experiences of self-service benefits, difficulties 
and costs. 
 
Understand how efficiency and effectiveness are measured for self-
service and the usual transaction services. 
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Explore the overall impact on library operations and performance. 
 
Please indicate any sources of 
funding for the research 
Centre for Innovation and Service Research Funds (Business School). 
 
 
Part B: Ethical Considerations 
 
Describe the methodology that will be applied 
in the project (no more than 250 words) 
 
The research method will be a case study consisting of 
semi-structured interviews with selected library staff.  
Scholars have emphasised that the case study is an 
appropriate research method for improving the 
understanding of operational issues and for facilitating 
theory development in the fields of management and 
operations management (Eisenhardt, 1989, Eisenhardt 
and Graebner, 2007, Meredith, 1998, Stuart et al., 2002, 
Voss et al., 2002). Purposeful sampling (Patton, 1990) was 
employed to select the case organisation. 
 
This research will use both publicly-available secondary 
data and a programme of interviews as primary data in 
order to increase the validity of this research through 
data triangulation (Bryman and Bell, 2011, Lewis, 1998).  
The primary data will be obtained through semi-
structured interviews of librarians, library managers and 
supporting library staff with connections to the self-
service activities. The Head of Libraries will be contacted 
for agreeing access and to select a purposeful sample of 
interviewees. It is estimated that up to 10 people will be 
selected to participate. These interviews will be used to 
inform and give additional perspectives to the secondary 
data collected. The interviewees’ quotations will be 
presented anonymously and any information that might 
identify the participant and/or their employer will be 
removed.  
 
The secondary data will consist of annual reports, public 
information, press releases, and webpages produced by 
local and central government departments dealing with 
libraries and the funding of similar services. All the 
secondary data will be in the public domain and no 
privileged or confidential textual data will be used. 
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Describe the method by which you will recruit 
participants and gain their informed consent. 
If written consent will not be obtained, this 
must be justified.  
 
[Note: Please attach a copy of any Information 
Statements and Consent Forms used, including 
translation if research is to be conducted with 
non-English speakers]  
It is expected that 5 to 10 (30 minute) interviews with 
staff would be required, with all these being scheduled at 
periods convenient to the library service. 
 
Participants will be library employees, selected by the 
library service management. During interviews 
snowballing, will identify other possible participants for 
future or follow up research on primary data. Participants 
will be given a brief outline about the research purposes 
and how their interviews will be used, and additional 
information will be given to them should they ask for 
more clarification. 
 
Before interviews are conducted, interviewees will be 
asked to read and sign an informed consent form 
[attached], and the researcher will explain the measures 
in place to ensure confidentiality. The researcher will also 
sign the form. Copies of the consent form will be provided 
to participants if they so desire. 
 
For any interviews that are conducted over the phone, 
interviewees will have the informed consent form read to 
them and will be asked to give their verbal consent This 
will be recorded either in the notes of the interview, or, if 
the interviewee consents to having the interview digitally 
recorded, in an MP3 of the interview. 
 
All interviewees will be sent a formal, short email or letter 
soon after the interview thanking them for their 
participation [Sample thank you letter attached].   
Will there be any possible harm that your 
project may cause to participants (e.g. 
psychological distress or repercussions of a 
legal, political or economic nature)? What 
precautions will be taken to minimise the risk 
of harm to participants?  
It is possible that participants might reveal information 
that is not intended to be publicly known, and that the 
library service might not want to have published about its 
name.  
 
This research will present all information obtained 
through the interviews anonymously. Any details that 
might identify the participants or their employer will be 
removed. Additionally, as the sample is relatively small, 
information such as the role and location will not be 
reported. The only differentiating information that will be 
included in the research will be whether the interviewee 
is employed in a customer facing position or management 
position.  
 
In additional, care and attention will be made to ensure 
any identifying data is stored securely [detailed in the 
next section]. 
How will you ensure the security of the data 
collected? What will happen to the data at the 
All the publicly available secondary data will be stored on 
a password-protected laptop, although such information 
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end of the project, (if retained, where and how 
long for)? 
 
[Note: If the project involves obtaining or 
processing personal data relating to living 
individuals, (e.g. by recording interviews with 
subject’s even if the findings will subsequently 
be made anonymous), you will need to ensure 
that the provisions of the Data Protection Act 
are complied with. In particular, you will need 
to seek advice to ensure that the subjects 
provide sufficient consent and that the 
personal data will be properly stored, for an 
appropriate period of time.] 
is not deemed to have confidentiality-related ethical 
issues.  
Recordings of interviews and interview transcriptions will 
be kept on a separate external hard drive in password-
protected folders. When not being used by the 
researcher, the hard drive will be kept in a locked desk. 
Any hard copy interview transcriptions and all informed 
consent forms will also be kept in the locked desk when 
not being used by the researcher. 
 
Interview data (including informed consent forms, 
transcripts, and voice recordings) will be kept for no more 
than five years after the conclusion of the research, at 
which point the electronic files will be deleted and the 
external hard drive will be reformatted, and hard copies 
of interview data will be destroyed.  
 
Part C: Ethical Assessment 
 
Please complete the following questions in relation to your research project. 
   
 yes no n/a 
Will participants’ rights, safety, dignity and well-being be actively respected? x   
Will you describe the main details of the research process to participants in advance, 
so that they are informed about what to expect? 
x   
Will you tell participants that their participation is voluntary? x   
Will you tell participants that they may withdraw from the research at any time and 
for any reason? 
x   
Will confidentiality be appropriately maintained at all stages of the project, 
including data collection, storage, analysis and reporting? 
x   
Will any highly personal, private or confidential information be sought from 
participants? 
 x  
Will participants be involved whose ability to give informed consent may be limited 
(e.g. children)? 
 x  
Will the project raise any issues concerning researcher safety?  x  
Are there conflicts of interest caused by the source of funding?  x  
 
Please provide any additional information which may be used to assess your application in the space 
below. 
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Appendix 6.1 Frequency analysis of interview data 
Service Design 
 
Table A6.11 Table of transcript codes (theory) and frequency for Case A and Case B 
 
 
Concept & Variables Code Frequency Code Frequency 
Service Concept  (SCA) 69 (SCB) 90 
Supporting facilities (SCA1) 18 (SCB1) 35 
Facilitating goods (SCA2) 14 (SCB2) 35 
Facilitating Information (SCA3) 12 (SCB3) 26 
Explicit services (SCA4) 26 (SCB4) 47 
Implicit services (SCA5) 22 (SCB5) 41 
Peripheral services (SCA6) 32 (SCB6) 58 
  193  332 
Service Process (SPA) 1 (SPB) 1 
Outputs (SPA1) 0 (SPB1) 0 
Transforming Resources (SPA2) 3 (SPB2) 3 
Transformed Resources (SPA3) 1 (SPB3) 1 
Process steps and sequence (SPA4) 9 (SPB4) 30 
PCN diagram (PCNA) 0 (PCNB) 0 
  14  35 
Service Encounter (SEA) 33 (SEB) 51 
Interaction & nature (autonomy, efficiency, satisfaction) (SEA1) 33 (SEB1) 48 
Professional  (SEA2) 19 (SEB2) 91 
Social (SEA3) 28 (SEB3) 87 
Personal (SEA4) 33 (SEB4) 115 
Customer Inputs & Roles (SEA5) 40 (SEB5) 82 
Technology assistance Mode  (SEA6) 7 (SEB6) 12 
  193  486 
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Appendix 6.1 Frequency analysis of interview data  
 
Service Design Characteristics  
 
Table A6.12 Table of transcript codes (characteristics) and frequency for Case A and Case B 
 
 
Customer Design 
Characteristics 
CDC Code 
(CDCA) 
Frequency Code 
(CDCB) 
 
Frequency 
 Duration of interaction (CDCA1) 6 (CDCB1) 33 
 Perceived control (CDCA2) 4 (CDCB2) 26 
 Waiting time (CDCA3) 12 (CDCB3) 39 
 Perceived ease-of-use (CDCA4) 7 (CDCB4) 99 
 Risk perception (CDCA5) 0 (CDCB5) 53 
 Confidentiality and 
security 
(CDCA6) 2 (CDCB6) 23 
   31  273 
Mediating 
Technology Design 
Characteristics 
MTDC (MTDCA) 0 (MTDCB) 3 
 Functionality provided, 
Task-technology fit 
(MTDCA1) 21 (MTDCB1) 91 
 System control (MTDCA2) 7 (MTDCB2) 40 
 Accessibility (MTDCA3) 4 (MTDCB3) 30 
 Resilience and reliability (MTDCA4) 7 (MTDCB4) 64 
 Input/output interfaces (MTDCA5) 15 (MTDCB5) 66 
 Information & asset 
security 
(MTDCA6) 14 (MTDCB6) 34 
   68  325 
Provider Design 
Characteristics 
PDC (PDCA) 0 (PDCB) 0 
 Duration of interaction (PDCA1) 6 (PDCB1) 22 
 Process control (PDCA2) 7 (PDCB2) 50 
 Process waiting time (PDCA3) 0 (PDCB3) 9 
 Task and activities (PDCA4) 68 (PDCB4) 232 
 Customer role (PDCA5) 17 (PDCB5) 116 
 Confidentiality and 
security 
(PDCA6) 5 (PDCB6) 22 
 Facility ergonomics, layout (PDCA7) 16 (PDCB7) 105 
   119  556 
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Appendix 6.1 Frequency analysis of interview data 
Transactions 
 
Table A6.13 Table of transcript codes (outcomes) and frequency for Case A and Case B 
 
Service 
Interactions 
SI outcomes Code Frequency Code Frequency 
 
 SI outcomes (SIA) 3 (SIB) 8 
 Transactions (SIA1) 7 (SIB1) 14 
 Outcomes/Volume/Duration (SIA2) 26 (SIB2) 106 
 Quality and standards (SIA3) 14 (SIB3) 65 
   50  193 
Provider 
outcomes 
     
      
 Pe -Process Efficiency (PeA) 54 (PeB) 222 
 Ps - Process Effectiveness (PsA) 36 (PsB) 167 
 Cs - Customisation 
(Descriptive & Brief) 
(CsA) 11 (CsB) 50 
 Es - Economies of scale 
(Descriptive & Brief) 
(EsA) 2 (EsB) 5 
   103  444 
Movement  MvM   257 
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
This Appendix reviews the library usage trends and activities over a five-year period contrasting 
Counter and Self-Service facilities. 
 
Summary Library Usage 
Table A6.21 Summary of library usage 
Summary Counter Service  Self-Service Total 
        
Active Borrowers        
2012/13 17345 113062 130407 
2011/12 18902 121466 140,368 
2010/11 20188 133686 153,874 
2009/10 19218 128878 148,096 
2008/09 20520 135298 155,818 
5 Year reduction -15.47% -16.43% -16.31% 
3 Year reduction -1.62% -1.19% -1.25% 
        
Footfall       
2012/13 445052 2419092 2864145 
2011/12 499457 2571329 3070786 
2010/11 534727 2717365 3252092 
2009/10 588752 2780322 3369074 
2008/09 598749 2784843 3383592 
5 Year reduction -26% -13% -15% 
3 Year reduction -11% -2% -4% 
        
Issues       
2012/13 432022 2300827 2732849 
2011/12 497917 2518868 3,016,785 
2010/11 516637 2715939 3,232,576 
2009/10 518608 2752373 3,270,981 
2008/09 516961 2765209 3,282,170 
5 Year reduction -16.43% -16.79% -16.74% 
3 Year reduction -0.06% -1.78% -1.51% 
 
Chart summary 
This chart shows that visits, borrowers and issues at libraries Counter and Self-service libraries are all 
reducing over a 5-year period. There is no significant difference between Counter and Self-Service. 
There is larger fall in visits at Counter Libraries, due to reduced opening hours, but active borrowers 
and issue reductions are consistent with Self-service libraries and the general trends. 
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
Footfall and Visit Trend – All facilities  
(Self-service Libraries highlighted in green by implementation date) 
  
Table A6.22 Library footfall and visits – all libraries 
 
Service Facility
Self-
Service 
Y/N Date Live 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011/12 2012/13
5 years %
(2008-2013)
3 year %
(2008-2011)
Service Faci l i ty 1 N 15,812 17,654 16857 14125 8,892 -43.8% -6.2%
Service Faci l i ty 2 Y Post data 20,837 21,451 21777 19533 15,550 -25.4% -4.3%
Service Faci l i ty 3 N 70,364 66,882 70738 61622 49,955 -29.0% -0.5%
Service Faci l i ty 4 N 9,631 5,500 7998 9236 8,628 -10.4% 20.4%
Service Faci l i ty 5 Y Aug-12 203,893 256,002 258544 244305 193,044 -5.3% -21.1%
Service Faci l i ty 6 Y Mar-12 76,720 70,667 72690 63563 63,517 -17.2% 5.5%
Service Faci l i ty 7 N 53,573 52,194 54262 50444 41,240 -23.0% -1.3%
Service Faci l i ty 8 Y Post data 66,276 61,434 62522 53515 38,746 -41.5% 6.0%
Service Faci l i ty 9 N 15,674 17,220 17027 14908 7,337 -53.2% -7.9%
Service Faci l i ty 10 N 82,158 86,149 79336 73378 61,348 -25.3% 3.6%
Service Faci l i ty 11 N 10,298 4,348 7505 9868 9,771 -5.1% 37.2%
Service Faci l i ty 12 Y Post data 21,898 18,677 18975 19144 13,621 -37.8% 15.4%
Service Faci l i ty 13 N 26,290 33,995 0 0 0
Service Faci l i ty 14 N 50,502 30,775 14 0 0
Service Faci l i ty 15 Y Mar-12 28,881 27,842 30679 23869 14,894 -48.4% -5.9%
Service Faci l i ty 16 N 14,782 14,782 17383 21567 17,156 16.1% -15.0%
Service Faci l i ty 17 Y May-10 54,131 53,424 46095 49041 70,333 29.9% 17.4%
Service Faci l i ty 18 Y Sep-11 25,285 28,035 29543 64131 104,804 314.5% -14.4%
Service Faci l i ty 19 Y Apr-10 68,500 51,766 70417 61999 57,135 -16.6% -2.7%
Service Faci l i ty 20 Y Dec-10 82,310 80,469 53432 80846 69,577 -15.5% 54.0%
Service Faci l i ty 21 Y Dec-11 593,224 571,662 572500 547848 332,025 -44.0% 3.6%
Service Faci l i ty 22 Y Mar-12 153,412 143,758 137255 134508 115,036 -25.0% 11.8%
Service Faci l i ty 23 N 35,488 33,410 34514 33045 28,209 -20.5% 2.8%
Service Faci l i ty 24 Y Feb-12 81,047 77,944 77106 71744 70,070 -13.5% 5.1%
Service Faci l i ty 25 Y Jun-10 50,007 46,662 45791 46961 42,059 -15.9% 9.2%
Service Faci l i ty 26 Y Apr-08 96,783 80,288 76133 71592 79,511 -17.8% 27.1%
Service Faci l i ty 27 Y Jun-10 115,529 118,022 108816 109796 94,908 -17.8% 6.2%
Service Faci l i ty 28 N 16,142 16,673 23975 16298 9,950 -38.4% -32.7%
Service Faci l i ty 29 N 23,177 25,322 28470 33091 34,158 47.4% -18.6%
Service Faci l i ty 30 N 8,713 8,334 8183 6769 4,748 -45.5% 6.5%
Service Faci l i ty 31 N 6,160 11,804 9459 10085 11,556 87.6% -34.9%
Service Faci l i ty 32 Y Post data 186,449 164,266 117162 79514 208,221 11.7% 59.1%
Service Faci l i ty 33 N 58,047 59,723 56673 46700 51,464 -11.3% 2.4%
Service Faci l i ty 34 Y Jan-12 84,235 61,987 65481 61768 75,411 -10.5% 28.6%
Service Faci l i ty 35 N 32,895 31,523 30196 28437 23,841 -27.5% 8.9%
Service Faci l i ty 36 N 15,687 17,140 21430 22806 22,470 43.2% -26.8%
Service Faci l i ty 37 Y Apr-09 4,574 6,632 3143 3684 2,834 -38.0% 45.5%
Service Faci l i ty 38 N 11,605 9,992 9801 7599 5,428 -53.2% 18.4%
Service Faci l i ty 39 Y Jul -10 97,165 98,641 91562 94200 83,926 -13.6% 6.1%
Service Faci l i ty 40 Y Mar-12 90,130 106,805 120755 111919 95,360 5.8% -25.4%
Service Faci l i ty 41 Y Nov-08 45,337 49,392 49530 43535 42,124 -7.1% -8.5%
Service Faci l i ty 42 Y Feb-12 102,285 100,379 92003 62074 89,059 -12.9% 11.2%
Service Faci l i ty 43 N 4,709 5,474 5662 4760 4,048 -14.0% -16.8%
Service Faci l i ty 44 Y Sep-08 101,749 138,979 147590 125384 107,937 6.1% -31.1%
Service Faci l i ty 45 Y 103,277 95,239 101495 89085 125,528 21.5% 1.8%
Service Faci l i ty 46 Y Sep-08 84,608 113,840 112078 107787 97,927 15.7% -24.5%
Service Faci l i ty 47 Y Post data 45,745 36,747 35791 31377 22,522 -50.8% 27.8%
Service Faci l i ty 48 N 31,334 34,159 29751 26234 22,493 -28.2% 5.3%
Service Faci l i ty 49 Y Post data 100,556 99,312 98500 98607 93,414 -7.1% 2.1%
Service Faci l i ty 50 N 5,708 5,699 5493 8486 22,360 291.7% 3.9%
3,383,592 3,369,074 3,252,092 3,070,786 2,864,145 -15.4% -4.0%
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
 
Footfall and Visit Trend (Self-service libraries, shading highlights self-service implementation)  
 
Table A6.23 Library footfall and visits – self-service libraries 
 
  
Service Facility
Self-Service 
Y/N Date Live 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011/12 2012/13
5 years %
(2008-2013)
3 year %
(2008-
2011)
Service Faci l i ty 2 Y Post data 20,837 21,451 21777 19533 15,550 -25.4% -4.3%
Service Faci l i ty 5 Y Aug-12 203,893 256,002 258544 244305 193,044 -5.3% -21.1%
Service Faci l i ty 6 Y Mar-12 76,720 70,667 72690 63563 63,517 -17.2% 5.5%
Service Faci l i ty 8 Y Post data 66,276 61,434 62522 53515 38,746 -41.5% 6.0%
Service Faci l i ty 12 Y Post data 21,898 18,677 18975 19144 13,621 -37.8% 15.4%
Service Faci l i ty 15 Y Mar-12 28,881 27,842 30679 23869 14,894 -48.4% -5.9%
Service Faci l i ty 17 Y May-10 54,131 53,424 46095 49041 70,333 29.9% 17.4%
Service Faci l i ty 18 Y Sep-11 25,285 28,035 29543 64131 104,804 314.5% -14.4%
Service Faci l i ty 19 Y Apr-10 68,500 51,766 70417 61999 57,135 -16.6% -2.7%
Service Faci l i ty 20 Y Dec-10 82,310 80,469 53432 80846 69,577 -15.5% 54.0%
Service Faci l i ty 21 Y Dec-11 593,224 571,662 572500 547848 332,025 -44.0% 3.6%
Service Faci l i ty 22 Y Mar-12 153,412 143,758 137255 134508 115,036 -25.0% 11.8%
Service Faci l i ty 24 Y Feb-12 81,047 77,944 77106 71744 70,070 -13.5% 5.1%
Service Faci l i ty 25 Y Jun-10 50,007 46,662 45791 46961 42,059 -15.9% 9.2%
Service Faci l i ty 26 Y Apr-08 96,783 80,288 76133 71592 79,511 -17.8% 27.1%
Service Faci l i ty 27 Y Jun-10 115,529 118,022 108816 109796 94,908 -17.8% 6.2%
Service Faci l i ty 32 Y Post data 186,449 164,266 117162 79514 208,221 11.7% 59.1%
Service Faci l i ty 34 Y Jan-12 84,235 61,987 65481 61768 75,411 -10.5% 28.6%
Service Faci l i ty 37 Y Apr-09 4,574 6,632 3143 3684 2,834 -38.0% 45.5%
Service Faci l i ty 39 Y Jul -10 97,165 98,641 91562 94200 83,926 -13.6% 6.1%
Service Faci l i ty 40 Y Mar-12 90,130 106,805 120755 111919 95,360 5.8% -25.4%
Service Faci l i ty 41 Y Nov-08 45,337 49,392 49530 43535 42,124 -7.1% -8.5%
Service Faci l i ty 42 Y Feb-12 102,285 100,379 92003 62074 89,059 -12.9% 11.2%
Service Faci l i ty 44 Y Sep-08 101,749 138,979 147590 125384 107,937 6.1% -31.1%
Service Faci l i ty 45 Y 103,277 95,239 101495 89085 125,528 21.5% 1.8%
Service Faci l i ty 46 Y Sep-08 84,608 113,840 112078 107787 97,927 15.7% -24.5%
Service Faci l i ty 47 Y Post data 45,745 36,747 35791 31377 22,522 -50.8% 27.8%
Service Faci l i ty 49 Y Post data 100,556 99,312 98500 98607 93,414 -7.1% 2.1%
Total 2784843 2780322 2717365 2571329 2419092 -13.1% -2.4%
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
Footfall and Visit Trend (Counter service libraries) 
 
Table A6.24 Library footfall and visits – counter service libraries 
 
 
 
  
Service Facility 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011/12 2012/13
5 years %
(2008-2013)
3 year %
(2008-2011)
Service Faci l i ty 1 15,812 17,654 16857 14125 8,892 -43.8% -6.2%
Service Faci l i ty 3 70,364 66,882 70738 61622 49,955 -29.0% -0.5%
Service Faci l i ty 4 9,631 5,500 7998 9236 8,628 -10.4% 20.4%
Service Faci l i ty 7 53,573 52,194 54262 50444 41,240 -23.0% -1.3%
Service Faci l i ty 9 15,674 17,220 17027 14908 7,337 -53.2% -7.9%
Service Faci l i ty 10 82,158 86,149 79336 73378 61,348 -25.3% 3.6%
Service Faci l i ty 11 10,298 4,348 7505 9868 9,771 -5.1% 37.2%
Service Faci l i ty 13 26,290 33,995 0 0 0
Service Faci l i ty 14 50,502 30,775 14 0 0
Service Faci l i ty 16 14,782 14,782 17383 21567 17,156 16.1% -15.0%
Service Faci l i ty 23 35,488 33,410 34514 33045 28,209 -20.5% 2.8%
Service Faci l i ty 28 16,142 16,673 23975 16298 9,950 -38.4% -32.7%
Service Faci l i ty 29 23,177 25,322 28470 33091 34,158 47.4% -18.6%
Service Faci l i ty 30 8,713 8,334 8183 6769 4,748 -45.5% 6.5%
Service Faci l i ty 31 6,160 11,804 9459 10085 11,556 87.6% -34.9%
Service Faci l i ty 33 58,047 59,723 56673 46700 51,464 -11.3% 2.4%
Service Faci l i ty 35 32,895 31,523 30196 28437 23,841 -27.5% 8.9%
Service Faci l i ty 36 15,687 17,140 21430 22806 22,470 43.2% -26.8%
Service Faci l i ty 38 11,605 9,992 9801 7599 5,428 -53.2% 18.4%
Service Faci l i ty 43 4,709 5,474 5662 4760 4,048 -14.0% -16.8%
Service Faci l i ty 48 31,334 34,159 29751 26234 22,493 -28.2% 5.3%
Service Faci l i ty 50 5,708 5,699 5493 8486 22,360 291.7% 3.9%
Total  598,749 588,752 534,727 499,457 445,052 -26% -11%
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
Active Borrowers – All facilities (Self-service Libraries highlighted) 
Table A6.25 Active borrowers – all libraries 
  
Service Facility Self-Service 
Y/N
Date Live 2012/13 2011/12 2010/11 Change 3 years 
(2008-2011)
2009/10 2008/9 Change 5 years
(2008-2013)
Service Faci l i ty 1 N 401 454 494 14.35% 455 432 -7.18%
Service Faci l i ty 2 Y Post data 727 797 893 -1.43% 861 906 -19.76%
Service Faci l i ty 3 N 2129 2,393 2,620 0.85% 2,373 2,598 -18.05%
Service Faci l i ty 4 N 244 252 269 -32.24% 272 397 -38.54%
Service Faci l i ty 5 Y Aug-12 11628 12,160 13,450 -0.26% 13,133 13,485 -13.77%
Service Faci l i ty 6 Y Mar-12 3702 4,088 4,533 -1.11% 4,328 4,584 -19.24%
Service Faci l i ty 7 N 1515 1,568 1,747 2.10% 1,708 1,711 -11.46%
Service Faci l i ty 8 Y Post data 2075 2,274 2,472 -8.04% 2,466 2,688 -22.81%
Service Faci l i ty 9 N 607 695 839 29.88% 759 646 -6.04%
Service Faci l i ty 10 N 2400 2,643 2,693 2.12% 2,713 2,637 -8.99%
Service Faci l i ty 11 N 320 376 387 2.65% 331 377 -15.12%
Service Faci l i ty 12 Y Post data 1145 1,147 1,181 -13.03% 1,212 1,358 -15.68%
Service Faci l i ty 13 N 54 105 62 16.98% 90 53 1.89%
Service Faci l i ty 14 N 13 27 39 77.27% 55 22 -40.91%
Service Faci l i ty 15 Y Mar-12 525 657 739 2.92% 666 718 -26.88%
Service Faci l i ty 16 N 503 457 560 8.53% 481 516 -2.52%
Service Faci l i ty 17 Y May-10 3314 3,577 3,835 7.60% 3,557 3,564 -7.01%
Service Faci l i ty 18 Y Sep-11 2542 2,731 1,516 22.65% 1,321 1,236 105.66%
Service Faci l i ty 19 Y Apr-10 2343 2,523 2,905 4.91% 2,714 2,769 -15.38%
Service Faci l i ty 20 Y Dec-10 2666 2,905 3,025 2.16% 2,944 2,961 -9.96%
Service Faci l i ty 21 Y Dec-11 19888 23,679 26,363 4.35% 24,639 25,263 -21.28%
Service Faci l i ty 22 Y Mar-12 6360 6,803 7,376 -8.94% 7,219 8,100 -21.48%
Service Faci l i ty 23 N 1420 1,599 1,639 -21.01% 1,636 2,075 -31.57%
Service Faci l i ty 24 Y Feb-12 3687 4,087 4,400 -7.15% 4,436 4,739 -22.20%
Service Faci l i ty 25 Y Jun-10 2198 2,365 2,561 1.75% 2,365 2,517 -12.67%
Service Faci l i ty 26 Y Apr-08 4900 5,526 5,988 -22.40% 6,069 7,716 -36.50%
Service Faci l i ty 27 Y Jun-10 3474 3,820 4,385 4.28% 4,108 4,205 -17.38%
Service Faci l i ty 28 N 508 594 653 -4.81% 585 686 -25.95%
Service Faci l i ty 29 N 1087 1,078 1,103 -5.16% 1,035 1,163 -6.53%
Service Faci l i ty 30 N 247 304 351 26.26% 281 278 -11.15%
Service Faci l i ty 31 N 361 321 319 -16.27% 306 381 -5.25%
Service Faci l i ty 32 Y Post data 7194 3,956 5,693 -20.30% 6,425 7,143 0.71%
Service Faci l i ty 33 N 1181 1,104 1,192 -10.04% 1,249 1,325 -10.87%
Service Faci l i ty 34 Y Jan-12 3304 3,498 3,529 2.56% 3,408 3,441 -3.98%
Service Faci l i ty 35 N 1291 1,517 1,592 -5.58% 1,546 1,686 -23.43%
Service Faci l i ty 36 N 724 793 837 18.89% 712 704 2.84%
Service Faci l i ty 37 Y Apr-09 141 150 224 40.88% 268 159 -11.32%
Service Faci l i ty 38 N 208 288 380 5.56% 308 360 -42.22%
Service Faci l i ty 39 Y Jul -10 2615 2,965 3,362 10.85% 3,023 3,033 -13.78%
Service Faci l i ty 40 Y Mar-12 3997 4,558 5,016 -0.08% 4,741 5,020 -20.38%
Service Faci l i ty 41 Y Nov-08 2025 2,103 2,259 12.89% 2,067 2,001 1.20%
Service Faci l i ty 42 Y Feb-12 2997 3,753 4,482 -1.62% 4,403 4,556 -34.22%
Service Faci l i ty 43 N 205 228 245 -0.41% 253 246 -16.67%
Service Faci l i ty 44 Y Sep-08 5531 6,110 6,989 1.85% 6,831 6,862 -19.40%
Service Faci l i ty 45 Y Post data 3295 3,583 4,074 10.11% 3,694 3,700 -10.95%
Service Faci l i ty 46 Y Sep-08 5986 6,311 6,905 -2.54% 6,737 7,085 -15.51%
Service Faci l i ty 47 Y Post data 979 1,268 1,354 -5.91% 1,316 1,439 -31.97%
Service Faci l i ty 48 N 1676 1,804 1,904 -2.66% 1,824 1,956 -14.31%
Service Faci l i ty 49 Y Post data 3824 4,072 4,177 3.14% 3,927 4,050 -5.58%
Service Faci l i ty 50 N 251 302 263 -2.95% 246 271 -7.38%
TOTAL 130407 140,368 153,874 1.25% 148,096 155,818 -16.31%
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
Active Borrowers (Self-service libraries) 
Table A6.26 Active borrowers – self-service libraries 
  
Service Facility Self-Service 
Y/N
Date Live 2012/13 2011/12 2010/11 Change 3 years 
(2008-2011)
2009/10 2008/9 Change 5 years
(2008-2013)
Service Faci l i ty 2 Y Post data 727 797 893 -1.43% 861 906 -19.76%
Service Faci l i ty 5 Y Aug-12 11628 12,160 13,450 -0.26% 13,133 13,485 -13.77%
Service Faci l i ty 6 Y Mar-12 3702 4,088 4,533 -1.11% 4,328 4,584 -19.24%
Service Faci l i ty 8 Y Post data 2075 2,274 2,472 -8.04% 2,466 2,688 -22.81%
Service Faci l i ty 12 Y Post data 1145 1,147 1,181 -13.03% 1,212 1,358 -15.68%
Service Faci l i ty 15 Y Mar-12 525 657 739 2.92% 666 718 -26.88%
Service Faci l i ty 17 Y May-10 3314 3,577 3,835 7.60% 3,557 3,564 -7.01%
Service Faci l i ty 18 Y Sep-11 2542 2,731 1,516 22.65% 1,321 1,236 105.66%
Service Faci l i ty 19 Y Apr-10 2343 2,523 2,905 4.91% 2,714 2,769 -15.38%
Service Faci l i ty 20 Y Dec-10 2666 2,905 3,025 2.16% 2,944 2,961 -9.96%
Service Faci l i ty 21 Y Dec-11 19888 23,679 26,363 4.35% 24,639 25,263 -21.28%
Service Faci l i ty 22 Y Mar-12 6360 6,803 7,376 -8.94% 7,219 8,100 -21.48%
Service Faci l i ty 24 Y Feb-12 3687 4,087 4,400 -7.15% 4,436 4,739 -22.20%
Service Faci l i ty 25 Y Jun-10 2198 2,365 2,561 1.75% 2,365 2,517 -12.67%
Service Faci l i ty 26 Y Apr-08 4900 5,526 5,988 -22.40% 6,069 7,716 -36.50%
Service Faci l i ty 27 Y Jun-10 3474 3,820 4,385 4.28% 4,108 4,205 -17.38%
Service Faci l i ty 32 Y Post data 7194 3,956 5,693 -20.30% 6,425 7,143 0.71%
Service Faci l i ty 34 Y Jan-12 3304 3,498 3,529 2.56% 3,408 3,441 -3.98%
Service Faci l i ty 37 Y Apr-09 141 150 224 40.88% 268 159 -11.32%
Service Faci l i ty 39 Y Jul -10 2615 2,965 3,362 10.85% 3,023 3,033 -13.78%
Service Faci l i ty 40 Y Mar-12 3997 4,558 5,016 -0.08% 4,741 5,020 -20.38%
Service Faci l i ty 41 Y Nov-08 2025 2,103 2,259 12.89% 2,067 2,001 1.20%
Service Faci l i ty 42 Y Feb-12 2997 3,753 4,482 -1.62% 4,403 4,556 -34.22%
Service Faci l i ty 44 Y Sep-08 5531 6,110 6,989 1.85% 6,831 6,862 -19.40%
Service Faci l i ty 45 Y Post data 3295 3,583 4,074 10.11% 3,694 3,700 -10.95%
Service Faci l i ty 46 Y Sep-08 5986 6,311 6,905 -2.54% 6,737 7,085 -15.51%
Service Faci l i ty 47 Y Post data 979 1,268 1,354 -5.91% 1,316 1,439 -31.97%
Service Faci l i ty 49 Y Post data 3824 4,072 4,177 3.14% 3,927 4,050 -5.58%
Total 113062 121466 133686 -1.19% 128878 135298 -16.43%
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Appendix 6.2 Library usage trends 2008 -2013 
Active Borrowers (Counter service libraries) 
Table A6.27 Active borrowers – counter service libraries 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 
1. Active borrowers defined as someone who has borrowed at least 1 stock item in the last 12 months 
2. Figures based on library where borrower first registered 
3. Figures based on a snapshot in March each year 
  
Service Facility Self-Service 
Y/N
Date Live 2012/13 2011/12 2010/11 Change 3 years 
(2008-2011)
2009/10 2008/9 Change 5 years
(2008-2013)
Service Faci l i ty 1 N 401 454 494 14.35% 455 432 -7.18%
Service Faci l i ty 3 N 2129 2,393 2,620 0.85% 2,373 2,598 -18.05%
Service Faci l i ty 4 N 244 252 269 -32.24% 272 397 -38.54%
Service Faci l i ty 7 N 1515 1,568 1,747 2.10% 1,708 1,711 -11.46%
Service Faci l i ty 9 N 607 695 839 29.88% 759 646 -6.04%
Service Faci l i ty 10 N 2400 2,643 2,693 2.12% 2,713 2,637 -8.99%
Service Faci l i ty 11 N 320 376 387 2.65% 331 377 -15.12%
Service Faci l i ty 13 N 54 105 62 16.98% 90 53 1.89%
Service Faci l i ty 14 N 13 27 39 77.27% 55 22 -40.91%
Service Faci l i ty 16 N 503 457 560 8.53% 481 516 -2.52%
Service Faci l i ty 23 N 1420 1,599 1,639 -21.01% 1,636 2,075 -31.57%
Service Faci l i ty 28 N 508 594 653 -4.81% 585 686 -25.95%
Service Faci l i ty 29 N 1087 1,078 1,103 -5.16% 1,035 1,163 -6.53%
Service Faci l i ty 30 N 247 304 351 26.26% 281 278 -11.15%
Service Faci l i ty 31 N 361 321 319 -16.27% 306 381 -5.25%
Service Faci l i ty 33 N 1181 1,104 1,192 -10.04% 1,249 1,325 -10.87%
Service Faci l i ty 35 N 1291 1,517 1,592 -5.58% 1,546 1,686 -23.43%
Service Faci l i ty 36 N 724 793 837 18.89% 712 704 2.84%
Service Faci l i ty 38 N 208 288 380 5.56% 308 360 -42.22%
Service Faci l i ty 43 N 205 228 245 -0.41% 253 246 -16.67%
Service Faci l i ty 48 N 1676 1,804 1,904 -2.66% 1,824 1,956 -14.31%
Service Faci l i ty 50 N 251 302 263 -2.95% 246 271 -7.38%
Total 17345 18902 20188 -1.62% 19218 20520 -15.47%
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Appendix 6.3 PCN Analysis for Counter-Service Case A 
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Appendix 6.3. PCN Analysis for Counter Service Case 
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Appendix 6.3. PCN Analysis for Counter Service Case A 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
Summary Impact of Movement on Productivity and Efficiency 
 
This Appendix considers the inputs in terms of people and costs. The outputs of the transaction are 
used to present input/output ratio to illustrate efficiency for both Counter and Self-Service facilities. 
It was not possible to separate data to that directly associated with transactions. This is aggregated 
data for the whole facility. For counter service the transactions represented 60-80% of service worker 
activities, so cost would approximate for transaction costs. Removing this activity did not directly 
result a 60-80% cost reduction as some employees were repurposed on value adding interactions. 
 
The table below summaries the efficiencies and productivity, from a base year 2007/2008: 
 
Table A6.41 Summary of efficiency measures for Case A and Case B 
Measure/Ratio Counter Service 
(Case A) 
Self-Service 
(Case B) 
Difference % 
Improvement 
FTE Inputs 131.2 99.2 39.56% 
Issues per FTE 14021 22147 57.95% 
Issues per £ 0.43 0.56 30.23% 
Cost Inputs £ 5465813 3995499 26.90% 
Cost below not referenced to base year – immediate cost difference 
after implementation of self-service 
Cost Inputs £ 4165816 3548558 14.82% 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
Outputs – Counter Service – Outputs 2008-2012 – Issues 
 
Table A6.42 Counter Service Case A Outputs 
Service Facility 2011/12 2010/2011 2009/2010 2008/2009 2007/2008 
Service Facility 1 11549 12763 12788 12732 13507 
Service Facility 3 55025 58089 57534 58017 54582 
Service Facility 4 7173 7037 7177 7623 6483 
Service Facility 7 49417 49487 48342 48492 47003 
Service Facility 9 16106 17380 18733 15692 15654 
Service Facility 10 62134 65777 69465 67598 67896 
Service Facility 11 9214 8781 8470 8837 8947 
Service Facility 13 9794 12051 13538 13987 15900 
Service Facility 14 9321 9668 9679 10058 9179 
Service Facility 16 12543 13106 12941 11872 11374 
Service Facility 23 33595 35041 34688 35500 36977 
Service Facility 28 13809 16225 16071 17539 18929 
Service Facility 29 31959 28375 26432 26103 24986 
Service Facility 30 5206 5716 5630 5103 5322 
Service Facility 31 8888 7446 7856 8941 9139 
Service Facility 33 39115 41942 42382 44532 44538 
Service Facility 35 39086 39618 40507 40353 41812 
Service Facility 36 20107 19883 18012 17522 18778 
Service Facility 38 5071 5530 6243 6334 6261 
Service Facility 43 5686 6179 6266 6318 4788 
Service Facility 48 45153 48175 48019 46377 44086 
Service Facility 50 7966 8368 7835 7431 6306 
Total 497917 516637 518608 516961 512447 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
Outputs 2008-2012 – Case A Outputs Eventually Self-Service Facilities 
 
Table A6.43 Self- Service Case B Outputs 
Service Facility 2011/12 2010/2011 2009/2010 2008/2009 2007/2008 
Service Facility 5 266611 293349 294619 296881 298956 
Service Facility 6 73128 80315 74808 79416 81025 
Service Facility 15 16192 19506 18197 18303 18621 
Service Facility 17 80923 81895 80806 78739 72840 
Service Facility 18 59067 35605 35286 31974 28040 
Service Facility 19 50967 58888 56236 59626 59594 
Service Facility 20 62578 50657 61896 62179 64936 
Service Facility 21 457459 474732 437944 416419 418535 
Service Facility 22 143030 157410 159429 170456 185277 
Service Facility 24 90741 97409 102455 102686 103885 
Service Facility 25 43217 43652 42327 44754 45455 
Service Facility 26 103464 113451 117958 131214 62494 
Service Facility 27 83886 88770 94790 94008 92691 
Service Facility 34 71653 73025 71225 77706 68190 
Service Facility 37 4288 5895 6980 4799 4554 
Service Facility 39 67156 66976 73204 74088 78450 
Service Facility 40 94513 102666 110773 111923 110679 
Service Facility 41 48394 50299 49572 39649 32160 
Service Facility 42 65016 106799 109903 110210 107536 
Service Facility 44 133762 158112 160754 163837 176065 
Service Facility 45 83334 93265 87842 88736 84294 
Service Facility 46 148082 158841 161967 159414 159956 
Total 2247461 2411517 2408971 2417017 2354233 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
 
Case A Efficiency analysis – Issue per £ per annum – Output ratio 
 
Counter Service Efficiency (these eventually became Self-Service Facilities) 
 
 
Table A6.44 Counter Service Case A Issues per Annum  
Service Facility 2008/2009 
Issues/FTE 
2007/2008 
Issues/FTE 
2008/2009 
Issues/£ 
2007/2008 
Issues/£ 
Service Facility 5 8605 8665 0.30 0.31 
Service Facility 6 15572 15887 0.49 0.50 
Service Facility 15 14079 14324 0.53 0.54 
Service Facility 17 22497 20811 0.62 0.58 
Service Facility 18 15987 14020 0.63 0.55 
Service Facility 19 14543 14535 0.45 0.45 
Service Facility 20 15166 15838 0.51 0.53 
Service Facility 21 8675 8719 0.26 0.27 
Service Facility 22 17436 18952 0.53 0.58 
Service Facility 24 15957 16144 0.49 0.49 
Service Facility 25 9945 10101 0.34 0.35 
Service Facility 26 49702 27899 1.11 0.90 
Service Facility 27 15163 14950 0.48 0.47 
Service Facility 34 11955 10491 0.43 0.38 
Service Facility 37 17774 4554 0.34 0.14 
Service Facility 39 22349 23665 0.68 0.72 
Service Facility 40 19297 19083 0.64 0.63 
Service Facility 41 18528 15028 0.53 0.47 
Service Facility 42 22042 21507 0.74 0.72 
Service Facility 44 21501 23106 0.64 0.80 
Service Facility 45 14340 13622 0.44 0.41 
Service Facility 46 23238 22818 0.72 0.76 
Total 14437 14021 0.44 0.43 
 
Service facility 26 (shaded)– piloting self-service during the year 2008/09 – efficiency gain 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
 
Case A to B change in efficiency analysis – Cost Inputs 
 
Cost change prior year – to post self-service implementation  
 
Table A6.45 Efficiency (cost improvement) with self-service  
Service Facility Cost 
Counter 
service 
year 
prior 
£ 
Cost Self-
service year 
post 
implementation 
 
£ 
Variance 
 
 
 
 
£ 
% 
change 
Reduction 
5 year 
Base 
2008/09 
Reduction 
3 years 
Base 
2008/09 
Service Facility 5 977991 942575 35417 3.62% 18.86% 3.62% 
Service Facility 6 161217 118514 42703 26.49% 42.83% 0.00% 
Service Facility 15 34638 29119 5519 15.93% 32.60% 0.00% 
Service Facility 17 126151 75982 50170 39.77% 35.82% 39.77% 
Service Facility 18 50888 45804 5084 9.99% -20.21% 9.99% 
Service Facility 19 131710 92610 39100 29.69% 31.91% 29.69% 
Service Facility 20 122730 64452 58278 47.48% 53.27% 47.48% 
Service Facility 21 1578944 1443670 135275 8.57% 26.48% 8.57% 
Service Facility 22 321578 254104 67474 20.98% 55.31% 0.00% 
Service Facility 24 211677 165415 46262 21.86% 37.80% 0.00% 
Service Facility 25 131710 92503 39207 29.77% 40.93% 29.77% 
Service Facility 26 69223 69223 0 0.00% -94.79% -69.20% 
Service Facility 27 196710 161919 34791 17.69% 51.97% 17.69% 
Service Facility 34 180460 131840 48620 26.94% 28.46% 0.00% 
Service Facility 37 32895 85327 -52432 159.39% 60.18% 42.10% 
Service Facility 39 109046 85327 23719 21.75% 15.83% 21.75% 
Service Facility 40 176184 126086 50098 28.44% 30.43% 0.00% 
Service Facility 41 68658 68658 0 0.00% 8.18% -10.29% 
Service Facility 42 149671 101157 48513 32.41% 20.23% 0.00% 
Service Facility 44 219679 219679 0 0.00% 19.16% -12.04% 
Service Facility 45 203552 130283 73269 36.00% 32.76% 0.00% 
Service Facility 46 210500 210500 0 0.00% 4.79% -37.14% 
Total 4165816 3548558 617258 14.82% 26.90% 5.04% 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case A to B change in efficiency analysis – People Inputs 
 
People change - self-service fully implemented - FTE at Service Facilities 
 
Table A6.46 Efficiency (reduction in service workers) with self-service 
Service Facility FTE 
Counter 
service 
Base 
2008/09 
FTE 
Self-
service 
 
2011/12 
Variance % Reduction 
5 years 
 
Base  
2008/09 
Reduction 
 3 years 
 
Base  
2008/09 
Service Facility 5 34.5 22.9 11.6 33.71% 53.74% 33.71% 
Service Facility 6 5.1 3.8 1.3 26.08% 33.53% 0.00% 
Service Facility 15 1.3 0.8 0.5 37.69% 36.92% 0.00% 
Service Facility 17 3.5 3.0 0.6 15.71% 27.71% 15.71% 
Service Facility 18 2.0 1.2 0.8 40.50% 38.00% 40.50% 
Service Facility 19 4.1 3.1 1.0 24.88% 24.88% 24.88% 
Service Facility 20 4.1 2.9 1.2 30.00% 35.12% 30.00% 
Service Facility 21 48.0 33.5 14.5 30.13% 55.46% 30.13% 
Service Facility 22 9.8 7.5 2.3 23.08% 34.33% 0.00% 
Service Facility 24 6.4 5.0 1.5 23.08% 40.17% 0.00% 
Service Facility 25 4.5 3.1 1.4 31.56% 38.00% 31.56% 
Service Facility 26 2.2 2.2 -0.4 0.00% -110.71% -61.61% 
Service Facility 27 6.2 4.6 1.6 25.81% 42.74% 25.81% 
Service Facility 34 6.5 4.2 2.3 35.08% 58.62% 0.00% 
Service Facility 37 1.0 0.2 0.7 76.00% 53.00% 76.00% 
Service Facility 39 3.3 2.6 0.8 23.08% 19.16% 23.08% 
Service Facility 40 5.8 4.1 1.7 28.97% 28.97% 0.00% 
Service Facility 41 2.1 2.1 0.0 0.00% 38.79% 5.14% 
Service Facility 42 4.3 3.5 0.8 18.60% 39.20% 14.00% 
Service Facility 44 7.6 7.6 0.0 0.00% 35.83% -1.84% 
Service Facility 45 6.2 4.8 1.4 23.08% 46.67% 0.00% 
Service Facility 46 7.0 7.0 0.1 0.00% 5.99% 2.28% 
Total 131.2 99.2 31.7 24.38% 39.56% 16.04% 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B 
 
 
 
Case A to B change in efficiency analysis –  Outputs ratio  
 
Case A to B change efficiency analysis – Issue per £ of input costs per annum 
 
Table A6.47 Efficiency (improvement in output ratio issues/£) with self-service 
Service Facility 2011/12 2010/2011 2009/2010 2008/2009 2007/2008 
Service Facility 5 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.31 
Service Facility 6 0.79 0.68 0.46 0.49 0.50 
Service Facility 15 0.69 0.67 0.53 0.53 0.54 
Service Facility 17 1.00 0.96 1.06 0.62 0.58 
Service Facility 18 0.97 1.22 0.77 0.63 0.55 
Service Facility 19 0.57 0.63 0.61 0.45 0.45 
Service Facility 20 1.09 0.71 0.96 0.51 0.53 
Service Facility 21 0.39 0.35 0.30 0.26 0.27 
Service Facility 22 1.00 0.62 0.50 0.53 0.58 
Service Facility 24 0.69 0.59 0.48 0.49 0.49 
Service Facility 25 0.56 0.45 0.46 0.34 0.35 
Service Facility 26 0.77 0.91 1.01 1.11 0.90 
Service Facility 27 0.89 0.60 0.59 0.48 0.47 
Service Facility 34 0.56 0.55 0.39 0.43 0.38 
Service Facility 37 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.34 0.14 
Service Facility 39 0.73 0.65 0.86 0.68 0.72 
Service Facility 40 0.77 0.81 0.63 0.64 0.63 
Service Facility 41 0.77 0.81 0.65 0.53 0.47 
Service Facility 42 0.54 1.06 0.73 0.74 0.72 
Service Facility 44 0.75 0.61 0.65 0.64 0.80 
Service Facility 45 0.61 0.72 0.43 0.44 0.41 
Service Facility 46 0.74 0.72 0.56 0.72 0.76 
Total 0.56 0.52 0.46 0.44 0.43 
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Appendix 6.4 Process efficiency data analysis Case A & B  
 
Case A to B change in efficiency analysis – Output ratio 
 
Issue per FTE per annum from Base year 2007/2008 
 
Table A6.48 Efficiency (improvement in output ratio issues/FTE) with self-service 
Service Facility 2011/12 2010/2011 2009/2010 2008/2009 2007/2008 5year 3 Year 
Service Facility 5 16705 13407 12882 8605 8665 92.78% 48.66% 
Service Facility 6 21572 21304 14668 15572 15887 35.78% -7.67% 
Service Facility 15 19746 24081 13998 14079 14324 37.86% -2.28% 
Service Facility 17 31985 27761 27392 22497 20811 53.69% 31.62% 
Service Facility 18 47635 29920 29652 15987 14020 239.76% 111.50% 
Service Facility 19 16548 19119 18258 14543 14535 13.85% 25.62% 
Service Facility 20 23526 17651 21567 15166 15838 48.54% 36.17% 
Service Facility 21 21397 12971 13057 8675 8719 145.39% 49.75% 
Service Facility 22 22279 20932 16308 17436 18952 17.55% -13.95% 
Service Facility 24 23569 19679 15922 15957 16144 46.00% -1.38% 
Service Facility 25 15490 14173 13743 9945 10101 53.35% 36.05% 
Service Facility 26 21920 30498 32585 49702 27899 -21.43% 16.80% 
Service Facility 27 23630 24590 20607 15163 14950 58.06% 37.83% 
Service Facility 34 26637 17305 10958 11955 10491 153.91% 4.45% 
Service Facility 37 9123 12543 29083 17774 4554 100.34% 538.63% 
Service Facility 39 25058 26265 28707 22349 23665 5.89% 21.31% 
Service Facility 40 22940 24919 19099 19297 19083 20.21% 0.08% 
Service Facility 41 36942 23615 24420 18528 15028 145.82% 62.49% 
Service Facility 42 21387 30514 25559 22042 21507 -0.56% 18.84% 
Service Facility 44 27354 23389 20716 21501 23106 18.39% -10.34% 
Service Facility 45 25253 19593 14196 14340 13622 85.38% 4.21% 
Service Facility 46 22471 27386 23645 23238 22818 -1.52% 3.62% 
Total 22147 18502 17088 14437 14021 57.95% 21.87% 
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Appendix 7.1 Documents and illustrations Case B 
This Appendix contains photographs of self-service facilities. These illustrate the service concept, 
layouts and outputs from self-service libraries. 
 
Example of Self-service receipts, account confirmations community activity marketing. 
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Examples of self-service screen, kiosks and payment module. 
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Example return receptacle adjacent to returns machine
 
 
Customisation of self-service machine children’s library 
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Entrance foyer showing the change of service concept.  
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Outputs from the library’s 3-D printing facility 
 
 
Staff information point replacing traditional counter 
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Appendix 7.2 PCN Analysis for Self-Service Case B 
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Appendix 7.2. PCN Analysis for Self-Service Case B 
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Appendix 7.2. PCN Analysis for Self-Service Case B 
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Appendix 7.2. PCN Analysis for Self-Service Case B 
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Appendix 8.1 Summary of Movement & Impact from Case A to Case B 
 
This Appendix includes an analysis of the Movement and Impact between Counter Service and Self-
Service. The analysis is based on the research framework, units of analysis, variables, theoretical 
considerations and the conceptual model as follows:  
 
 
 
The service concept (SC) 
The service process (SP) 
The service encounter (SE) 
Customer design characteristics (CDC) 
Mediating technology design characteristics (MTDC) 
Provider design characteristics (PDC) 
Process efficiency (Dependent) (Pe) 
Process effectiveness (Dependent) (Ps) 
Customisation (Dependent) (Cs) 
Economies of scale (Dependent) (Es) 
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Table A8.11 Service Concept – Impact of changes 
The Service 
concept  
Impact of changes Case A to B  Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Supporting 
facilities 
The layout, decor and support technology and 
equipment changed to support self-service. The 
counter was removed and service points installed.  
In most cases these were changed to 
accommodate the self-service kiosks and not 
specifically to respond to a change in service 
concept. 
(Roth and Menor, 2003, 
Goldstein et al., 2002, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005, 
Sasser et al., 1978, 
Zomerdijk and de Vries, 
2007) 
Facilitating 
goods 
Physical items did not specifically change, books, DVDs 
etc. remain the same. Customer library ID cards 
remained the same. 
 Ditto 
Facilitating 
Information 
There was no substantial change to facilitating 
information. Information was more visible to 
customers and a paper receipt provided by the kiosk. 
 Ditto 
Explicit 
services  
No change  Ditto 
Implicit 
services 
There were some changes related to comfort, 
convenience and well-being at service facilities with 
self-service. 
The supporting facilities changes above led to 
changes in implicit services. These were not 
directly related to the introduction of self-
service 
Ditto 
Peripheral 
services 
There was the potential for more time in the facility, 
with the opportunity to use more of the peripheral 
services because of not waiting in queues for 
transactions. Opportunities existed for more privacy 
and confidentiality, possibly leading to more use of 
peripheral services.  
This provided an increased customisation of the 
visit for the customer. They had more time, 
more privacy and confidentiality and potentially 
more access to peripheral services, such as 
public use computers, service worker knowledge 
etc.  
Ditto 
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Summary 
The refurbishment of one of the service facilities and the initial introduction of self-service to provide customer choice was a deliberate move to adjust the 
existing service concept. The change in leadership, a new vision for libraries and significant cost reduction challenges led to a revision of the existing service 
concept. Peripheral services, implicit services and supporting facilities were the elements that changed with the introduction of self-service to 27 service 
facilities. There is an implicit change of the service concept caused by the introduction of self-service and the changes to the service process and service 
encounter. This provided empirical evidence of the relationships between the triad. 
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Table A8.12 Service Process – Impact of changes 
Service process Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Outputs The outputs are virtually similar; the same 
transactions are possible at the self-service 
kiosk. Completed transactions in terms of issues, 
returns, renewals and payments can be 
completed at the kiosk.  Secondary outputs such 
as requests and verbal interaction are not 
possible in case B at the self-service kiosk.  
The core process and its purpose are still 
the same. 
(Mohr and Bitner, 1995, Slack et 
al., 2013, Hill and Hill, 2012, Hill 
et al., 2002, Brax, 2013, 
Sampson and Froehle, 2006, 
Sampson, 2014, Johnston and 
Clark, 2005) 
Transforming 
Resources 
The transforming resources are the customer, 
RFID tags and the self-service kiosks. This is a 
significant change of resources used to make 
transactions.  
Changes to the service encounter, the 
introduction mediating technology and co-
production of service changed the 
transforming resources. Theories illustrate 
how customer resources can be used to 
transform the service. 
(Normann, 2001, Etgar, 2008, 
Lovelock and Young, 1979, 
Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo 
and Lusch, 2008) 
Transformed 
Resources 
No change, customers, their accounts and 
library assets still being transformed. 
The transformed resources are the same.  
Process steps and 
sequence 
There are many more process steps and changes 
in the sequence of activities. These are enabled 
by technology. There are changes to the manual 
handling of library assets. The starting and 
finishing routines change and the point and time 
at which the process steps start has also 
changed. There are new interfaces to library 
records and databases for independent 
processing. 
These changes represent significant 
alterations to the service process steps 
and their sequence. The outputs have 
remained principally the same but 
substantially the process steps and 
sequence have been re-engineered with 
technology and a different transforming 
resources.  
(Smart et al., 2004, Sampson, 
2012, Sampson and Froehle, 
2006) 
PCN diagram The full movement to surrogate interaction of all 
process steps for both the provider and the 
customer. There are no process steps within 
The PCN diagrams for transactions 
processes visualise how process steps 
have been changed. Mediating technology 
facilitating only surrogate interaction 
(Sampson, 2012, Schmenner, 
2004) 
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direct interaction relating to transactions, less 
direct interaction assistance is required.  
between customer and provider for high-
volume transactions. 
Summary 
The service process has been substantially changed using mediating technology and co-productive customer resources. The sequence of process steps 
and the interfaces to records systems have all changed but the outputs have remained the same. These changes are visualised in a PCN diagram 
showing virtually all process steps in direct interaction have been removed for transaction outputs. This change to the service process provides 
evidence of its linkage to the service encounter. 
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Table A8.13 Service Encounter – Impact of changes 
 
Service encounter  Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Interaction & 
nature (autonomy, 
efficiency, control, 
satisfaction)  
Potentially the providers and the customer’s 
efficiency and have increased. The customer’s 
efficiency relative to other retail self-service 
kiosks has increased, relative to their previous 
inputs it’s reduced. Satisfaction with the 
encounter for the provider has improved, 
satisfaction from customer dependent on 
individual customers, over a period is likely to 
improve over the counter service (reduced 
duration).  The interaction became autonomous 
for customers and completely autonomous for 
providers.  
Nature of the service encounter is 
completely changed for the customer and 
the provider. The triad of conflicts, first 
proposed by Bateson, have enabled more 
efficiency for the provider, increased 
perceived control for the customer. The 
trade-offs on satisfaction effectively 
managed through mediating technology 
and using customer resources. The service 
encounter triad, based on entity control in 
Sampson 2014, is well illustrated in these 
changes. 
(Czepiel et al., 1985, Bateson, 
1985, Bitner et al., 1990, 
Solomon et al., 1985, Ma and 
Dube, 2011, Sampson, 2014, 
Bitran et al., 2008, Surprenant 
and Solomon, 1987, Grove et al., 
1998) 
Professional  Customers had access during counter 
transactions to professional knowledge and 
advice. This access to professional knowledge is 
not available during the self-service transaction 
and needs to be sought at a separate 
interaction. This has the potential of being more 
professional, away from the pressures of the 
counter or missed entirely if the customer did 
not request advice during a service facility visit. 
Removal of the transaction and service worker 
activities provided more opportunity for more 
professional encounter with customers 
requesting information. 
Service workers gain more control of 
when and how they provide professional 
advice and assistance to customers. This 
can be proactive or responsive and usually 
they would have more time and access to 
service facility information with self-
service kiosks installed. The value of this 
advice to a customer is more likely to have 
a longer duration and be specific and in-
depth in relation to customers’ requests 
and needs. 
-Ditto- 
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Social  Often only social interaction during the 
transaction was at the counter, self-service 
reduces the opportunities for social interaction. 
Some groups of customers miss this social 
interaction.  
Heterogeneous customers have different 
needs, some valued these interactions, 
they were implicit services as part of the 
service encounter. Separating transactions 
from the service encounter requires 
consideration of changes to the service 
concept. There was loss of social and 
personal interactions between customer 
and service worker. 
-Ditto- 
Personal  In the same way, social and professional 
interaction is removed, no personal interaction 
is usually possible during self-service 
transactions.  
-Ditto- -Ditto- 
Customer Inputs & 
Roles  
There were significant changes to the customer 
inputs and roles, cognitive, behavioural, manual, 
information and decisional inputs were required. 
There was more knowledge needed, increased 
need for skills and more physical work. The 
customer can choose the timing and location of 
the service encounter for the transaction. 
A clear example of using customer 
resources for the co-production of 
services, illustrating that service is co-
produced and in this case, is co-produced 
with the provider’s technology. PCN 
visualisation illustrates surrogate 
interaction for co-production of service. 
There is limited customer choice in co-
productive involvement; channel choice 
has been removed for transactions. 
-Ditto-(Normann, 2001, Etgar, 
2008, Lovelock and Young, 1979, 
Vargo and Lusch, 2004a, Vargo 
and Lusch, 2008, Sampson, 
2012, Sampson and Spring, 
2012, Reinders et al., 2008) 
Technology 
assistance Mode  
Self-service technology virtually replaces service 
worker activities and provides the customer all 
the assistance they need for a range of the most 
common transactions.  
This is technology mode E, Froehle and 
Roth’s ‘face to screen’ customer contact.  
-Ditto- (Froehle and Roth, 2004) 
Summary 
The customer is now a co-producer of transactions with mediating technology as described in Froehle and Roth, mode E. The control and nature of the 
service encounter has changed substantially, requiring more customer inputs, a change of role and acceptance that professional, personal and social 
interaction cannot occur during the transaction. The service encounter is now more autonomous, efficient and likely to produce more satisfaction for 
customers and providers. 
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Table A8.14 Customer Design Characteristics – Impact of changes 
 
Customer design 
characteristics 
Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Duration of 
interaction 
The duration of interaction is shorter per 
transaction, and the perceived time from start 
to completion of the interaction short. The total 
duration of interaction is shorter for most 
transactions, especially as customers become 
competent. Inclusion of customer inputs and 
the loss of control of these inputs by the 
provider mean transactions could potentially be 
longer than counter service transactions.  
Designing interactions for speed and 
convenience, especially where the 
customer has some control, has reduced 
duration. Multiple transactions during one 
service interaction reduces durations.   
(Bateson, 1985, Czepiel et al., 
1985, Berry et al., 2002, Collier 
and Kimes, 2013, Chase and 
Dasu, 2001, Beatson et al., 
2006) 
Perceived control Customers perceived control will have 
increased. Customers have control of where and 
when they transact, whereas with counter 
transactions the location and timing was 
dependent on service facility and the service 
worker. The customer has more control of their 
account and information and can make 
decisions based on information provided at the 
self-service kiosk-information that was not 
generally available at the counter transactions. 
Designed in perceived control of service 
interactions addresses the control trade-
offs in a service encounter. The control 
technology and providing customer with 
only a few choices for the transactions 
provided perceived control for the 
customer.  
(Bateson, 1985, Langer and 
Saegert, 1977, Weijters et al., 
2007, Esmark et al., 2015, 
Beatson et al., 2006, Ba and 
Johansson, 2008, Curran and 
Meuter, 2005, Johnston and 
Clark, 2005) 
Waiting time The changes have resulted in lower waiting 
times, there are often no queues at self-service 
kiosks and other customers and service workers 
do not create delays in transaction times.  
Waiting time has been designed out of the 
service interaction, with the changes to 
perceived control over time and location 
of transaction, waiting time substantially 
reduced on self-service design. 
(Wang et al., 2012, Weijters et 
al., 2007, Maister, 1984, Davis 
and Vollmann, 1990, Dasu and 
Chase, 2010) 
Perceived ease-of-
use 
Self-service kiosks are more difficult to use for 
the customer than the counter service. It has 
been designed for ease-of-use and once 
customer competency has developed the 
Ease-of-use designs have driven 
technology and temporal acceptance and 
commitment of customers. Without a 
choice of channel being provided, this 
(Weijters et al., 2007, Ng et al., 
2011, Ho and Ko, 2008) 
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transaction, customer inputs and outputs are 
straightforward.  
design characteristic probably maintained 
and enhanced customer satisfaction with 
their transactions. It would also 
complement durations and risk 
perceptions waiting time and perceived 
control characteristics.  
Risk perception There is more performance risk for customers 
than the counter service. This was especially 
relevant during implementation and change. 
Ease-of-use design and customer learning has 
reduced this risk to a low-level.  
This characteristic was specifically 
important to implementation and 
customer acceptance. In comparison to 
retail self-service, where significant 
customer learning had occurred, there 
was less risk perception with this 
transaction.  
(Forsythe and Shi, 2003, Ruyter 
et al., 2001, Walker and 
Johnson, 2006, Czepiel et al., 
1985) 
Confidentiality and 
security 
There is more confidential and security with 
self-service transactions, other customers and 
service workers are usually not nearby The 
nature of the transaction, the items being 
borrowed or returned are only known to the 
library computer system and the customer.  
The perceived control characteristic 
provides additional confidentiality and 
security to customers over the counter 
service. The access of the service worker 
to customer information is completely 
removed for self-service.  This is built into 
the mediating technology, self-service 
kiosk design and facility layout.  
(Rowley, 2006, Gelderman et al., 
2011, Beatson et al., 2007) 
Summary 
Operational performance metrics of flexibility (where and when ), dependability, speed, quality and cost (Slack et al., 2013) are all addressed within the 
design characteristics. These customer design characteristics reduce variation often caused by customer presence and customer inputs, they utilise 
customer resources without causing variation. Self-service technology and customer co-production theories have been extensively used in the design 
characteristics for customers. These design characteristics are mutually supportive of each other to provide a service interaction between the providers 
mediating technology and the customer’s inputs. 
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Table A8.15 Mediating Technology Design Characteristics – Impact of changes 
 
 
Mediating 
technology design 
characteristics 
Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Functionality 
provided, Task-
technology fit 
The functionality provided was limited to 
existing counter transactions. This was the 
existing transactions using bar code technology 
and the personal interactions to make payments 
that moved to self-service kiosks. This 
functionality, although interfaces behind the 
user interface are relatively complex, was 
simplified at the user interface. This was well 
integrated with the customer tasks and those 
required by the provider to complete 
transactions. For the customer and the service 
provider and mediating technology this was a 
completely new process for service transactions. 
The task technology fit aligns with existing 
theory and spans boundaries to provide a 
characteristic that supports customer 
inputs and provider process requirements. 
The application of RFID, legacy systems 
and kiosk designs align well with the 
providers and customer’s tasks. The task 
and technology attributes enabled users 
to execute a task to the performance 
standards required. 
(Kim et al., 2015, Goodhue and 
Thompson, 1995, Larsen et al., 
2009, Dishaw and Strong, 1999, 
Bauer et al., 2006, Sousa et al., 
2015) 
System control For the provider, the system control was more 
complex, there was more control of inputs 
required, especially those associated with the 
customer and system maintenance. These were 
localised rather than centralised like the counter 
service. There were new service routines and 
controls that service workers had to learn and 
execute. Transaction control was moved into 
the functionality and software; the counter 
service transaction control was partially 
executed by the service worker.  
The designing in transaction control 
ensured the effectiveness of the process, 
validating customer inputs and initiating 
call routines for error states or 
maintenance. There has been a transfer of 
service worker control to control systems 
within the mediating technology and 
providing opportunities for customers to 
control some aspects of the technology to 
facilitate the transaction. This has 
increased control for the customer and for 
the provider away from the direct 
interaction zone (PCN diagram). The 
(Slack et al., 2013) (Johnston 
and Morris, 1985) (Schmenner, 
1986, Shostack, 1987, Mills and 
Moberg, 1982, Gershuny and 
Mills, 1983, Silvestro et al., 
1992) 
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mediating technology is spanning 
boundaries and control systems for both 
entities. 
Accessibility For the customer, there is slightly less 
accessibility over the counter service where 
service workers provide flexibility to deal with 
the customer’s specific needs. The design of the 
technology for self-service met accessibility 
needs for most customers, although those with 
visual impairment, ability issues and those with 
children were more disadvantaged in using self-
service. An accessible counter service still 
provided for those with difficulties.  
This design characteristic presented few 
difficulties for the service provider. Often 
physical layout and kiosk modifications 
were made to improve the accessibility. 
The ease-of-use, characteristics and 
considering customer input interfaces 
during later implementations improved 
accessibility and there have been few 
complaints.  
(Sousa et al., 2015, Rowley, 
2006, Dabholkar, 1996, 
Siebenhandl et al., 2013, 
Hammond, 2002, Bauer et al., 
2006, NCR, 2010, Tax et al., 
2006) 
Resilience and 
reliability 
Mediating technology was less reliable than 
legacy systems used with the counter service. 
This was especially the case during the 
introduction and using customers to make 
inputs created resilience issues. System  
resilience and reliability improved after changes 
to technology, customer input screen 
adjustments and customer learning.  
The design for reliance and reliability, 
coupled with system control and task 
technology fit insured the final reliance 
and reliability were to a high standard. In 
comparison to retail, the system operates 
completely without the service worker. 
These are mechanical devices as well as 
information technology interfaces 
providing over 4.5 million transactions per 
annum to a high level of reliance and 
reliability. 
(Ferrer et al., 2010, Bauer et al., 
2006, Tax et al., 2006, Johnston 
and Clark, 2005) 
Input/output 
interfaces 
The input/output interfaces were more 
complicated than those associated with counter 
services. They required more knowledge and 
skills to use from customers and service 
workers. Service workers were required to use 
sophisticated input/output interfaces to 
maintain and repair technology. Interfaces into 
legacy systems were used to integrate cross 
legacy systems for customer ID recognition, 
The input/output interface design 
characteristics received a lot of design 
attention, especially those used by 
customers. Input/output interfaces for 
service workers were largely designed by 
the equipment manufacturer; few service 
workers raised any issues about using 
these after a period of training. The most 
significant input/output design 
(Mills and Moberg, 1982, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005, Ding 
et al., 2011b, Curran and 
Meuter, 2005, Christine Roy et 
al., 2001) 
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barcoding of assets and library databases. Self-
service kiosks added additional interface 
complexity for the service provider. 
characteristics were those for interfacing 
with legacy systems and library databases.  
These were probably the most 
troublesome and least flexible, being 
essentially back office activities. These did 
not substantially affect process efficiency 
or effectiveness. 
Information & 
asset security 
RFID, enabled assets to be more secure, the 
display of information about the asset and the 
customer’s returns and issues were provided at 
the self-service kiosk. This information is 
available to the customer, which it was not 
during counter service. The opportunities for 
miss scanning items at the counter service were 
largely removed using self-service with its RFID 
tags and exit barriers. Assets were more secure 
and their status as borrowed or returned 
recorded to a higher level of accuracy. There 
was an increased risk with customers returning 
an item without recording its return, although 
customer electronic overdue notifications would 
usually highlight this issue on the subsequent 
visit. 
Use of mediating technology, again to 
span boundaries provided increased 
information on asset security. Information 
was now available to the customer 
providing opportunities for validation. This 
reduced losses and misplaced items and 
provided a more efficient way to 
understand asset locations and their use. 
(Rust and Kannan, 2003, Rust 
and Chung, 2006) 
Summary 
The mediating technology design characteristics provided an effective mechanism to span boundaries between provider and customer, increased asset 
security and assure and validate customer inputs. This removed the requirement for inefficient direct interaction and often made back office processes 
more efficient. The mediating technology proved to be resilient and reliable. Service worker interventions were largely not required during the working 
day, with many service interactions and transactions completed to a high level of accuracy and satisfaction. 
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Table A8.16 Provider Design Characteristics – Impact of changes 
 
 
Provider design 
characteristics 
Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Duration of 
interaction 
The impact of moving away from the counter 
service was that the per item transaction time 
reduced and the service worker was released 
from the transaction and interaction activity.  
This reduced throughput time per item, 
the duration of the interaction was largely 
negligible to the provider. Long interaction 
times because of customer inputs would 
not directly impact the provider’s process 
efficiency and effectiveness unless long 
duration times caused customer queues to 
form.  
(Bitran et al., 2008, Slack et al., 
2013, Mills and Morris, 1986, 
Schmenner, 2004, Voelker et al., 
2012) 
Process control The counter service controlled the transaction, 
movement of customers and the status of items. 
Paradoxically with self-service there was more 
control of the process, despite handing over 
control to the mediating technology and the 
customer. The technology and the customer 
could control the output and quality of the 
process. During implementation, control of 
customer inputs/outputs and developing their 
role was difficult. A period of implementation 
and learning was needed. For a substantial 
period, there were additional control activities 
and interventions required.  
PCN network diagrams illustrate removing 
direct interaction provides more control to 
customers and providers. This result 
empirically supports Sampson 2012; the 
control is shown as increasing in the 
surrogate interaction zones. Providing 
process control for the customer of their 
own process, where the co-production 
role potentially provides more 
satisfaction, improved process outcomes 
for the customer and provider. 
(Northcraft and Chase, 1985, 
Zomerdijk and de Vries, 2007, 
Lewis, 2003, Haywood-Farmer, 
1988, Seth et al., 2005, 
Seppanen et al., 2014, Johnston 
and Morris, 1985) 
Process waiting 
time 
The counter service process waiting time, was 
dependent on the service worker picking up the 
item, opening the cover, scanning it, storing it 
and moving to the next item. With self-service 
technology processes are waiting for inputs. 
Transaction times are much shorter, with 
Theoretically process waiting time 
increased substantially, with waiting for 
customer inputs. This period of delay will 
reduce capacity and create self-service 
underutilisation. The process waiting time 
had no impact on process efficiency or 
(Slack et al., 2013, Ferrer et al., 
2010, Bitran et al., 2008, Anitsal 
and Schumann, 2007, Safizadeh 
et al., 2003, Safizadeh et al., 
2008) 
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multiple items having zero process waiting time 
between each item. There was probably 
increased waiting time for customer inputs 
although this was of no direct consequence to 
the mediating technology or provider’s service 
workers. There is a much heavier reliance on 
network connections to achieve low process 
waiting times. 
effectiveness. If customers could make the 
inputs correctly and in a timely manner, 
then their own customer efficiency and 
effectiveness would improve with self-
service. The design characteristic of 
process waiting time was to have an 
almost instantaneous response to inputs. 
Capacity waiting for inputs is a lower cost 
than service workers. 
Task and activities The tasks and activities for service workers were 
straightforward at the counter service. For self-
service, they were initially more complicated, 
assisting customers with learning how to use 
technology, greeting customers and 
encouraging them. Once the process and 
customers were working effectively there were 
less tasks and activities from the counter 
service. There were some transaction support 
tasks and activities that didn’t exist with the 
counter service. These included additional 
sorting of books and items, some more manual 
handling, cash management and self-service 
kiosk maintenance. 
Task and activities for service workers 
were substantially reduced; they were 
freed from the interaction, freed from 
manual handling at the counter and time 
pressures reduced. Their role in 
transaction management was removed 
other than dealing with enquiries and 
queries relating to transactions or 
assisting customers who were unable to 
use self-service machines. 
(Sousa et al., 2015, Zigurs and 
Buckland, 1998, Campbell, 1988, 
McAllister and Bell, 1971, 
Parkes, 2012) 
Customer role There is a major change to the customer role, as 
a passive input provider for the counter service, 
to becoming a service worker for their own 
service transactions. This requires knowledge, 
skills manual handling and cognitive effort. They 
become a co-producer. There was significant 
awareness, teaching, encouragement and 
learning required during a period of 
approximately six months to ensure customers 
could perform their roles. 
The PCN analysis diagrams illustrate the 
customer work and process steps. This 
design characteristic is based on the 
customer as a resource, the customer as a 
co-producer and customers as process 
controllers. Includes inputs, following the 
procedures and ensuring process 
outcomes and quality standards. The 
significance of this design characteristic, is 
despite the heterogeneous customer base, 
(Mills and Morris, 1986, 
Lengnick-Hall, 1996, Sampson 
and Spring, 2012, Xue et al., 
2003, Czepiel, 1990, Lengnick-
Hall et al., 2000, Parkes, 2012) 
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all customers are required to fulfil these 
roles and tasks irrespective of their skills, 
knowledge and abilities. There is a 
significant difference to self-service in the 
retail environment where customers have 
not been trained or encouraged for their 
co-productive roles. 
Confidentiality and 
security 
There was a level of skill needed managing 
confidentiality and security at the counter 
service, with other customers present and the 
service worker seeing items borrowed on the 
customer information screen . Self-service 
provided a more secure, private and 
confidential transaction. Customers information 
was only visible to the customer and items 
borrowed were not directly visible to other 
customers.  
This design characteristic was an essential 
enabler for the other design 
characteristics. Customer identification 
was not required, for items and assets 
they were returning because they were 
already linked to the customer record. 
This design characteristic provided a 
higher level of confidentiality and security 
for both the customer and the provider. It 
is possible for both entities to achieve 
mutual confidentiality and security during 
transactions.  
(Menzel and Fornahl, 2009, 
Wolter and Veloso, 2008, 
Johnston and Clark, 2005) 
Facility 
ergonomics, layout 
The counter service was dominated by a large 
space where service workers stood behind the 
counter and customers queued to make 
transactions. Self-service required less space 
and there were few requirements for queue 
management. Transaction points could be 
dispersed throughout the service facility. Less 
space was needed, queue management was not 
needed, more privacy, vacant space can be used 
to provide other facilities. The introduction of 
self-service enabled the redesign of layout and 
service facilities to meet other requirements for 
handling customer transactions. 
Significantly the facility layout, customer 
flow, materials handling and ‘servicescape’ 
all changed with the introduction of self-
service. Self-service kiosks were often 
arranged in a cellular pattern, providing 
transaction service points near areas 
where customers would pause or near 
most frequently borrowed items. For 
instance, one kiosk adjacent to fiction, 
another in the children’s library and one 
near the exit for those who had forgotten 
to scan their items. This provided 
additional space for other explicit, implicit 
(Johnston and Clark, 2005, 
Tinnilä, 2012, Chase, 2010, 
Normann, 2001, Gkekas et al., 
2012, Shostack, 1982, Bitran et 
al., 2008, Bitner, 1992) 
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and peripheral services, for example, 3-D 
printing, public access computers 
Summary 
The providers design characteristics enable the processes to operate without service workers, removes their role in process control and delivered a 
substantial reduction in their tasks and activities. Customer design characteristics and mediating technology characteristics remove or automate the 
providers’ process steps. The characteristics remove service operations management of transactions for the provider. Confidentiality and security are 
improved for the customer and the service facility services enhanced. The customer co-producing their own service has enabled the improvement of 
other services.  
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Table A8.17 Service Interaction Outcomes – Impact of changes 
 
Service interaction 
outcomes 
Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Transactions The nature of transactions in their volume didn’t 
directly change, other than transactions were 
completed in a single transaction between the 
mediating technology 
The general decline in transactions and 
library use was neither accelerated nor 
reduced with the introduction of self-
service. Indirectly the introduction of self-
service maintains the service facilities 
open and consequently arrested the 
decline in library usage. 
 
Outcomes/Volume
/Duration 
There were few changes to the outcomes and 
volumes of service interactions. The duration of 
the interaction probably increased slightly for 
the customer and was significantly reduced for 
the provider. The design characteristics 
discussed above reduced the duration, process 
waiting, and waiting time. These combined 
shows that the interaction duration is shorter 
with Self-service than with the counter service. 
Taking all entities into account in the triad, 
it suggests that the trade-offs between 
autonomy, efficiency, control and 
customer satisfaction have been mitigated 
by design characteristics of the three 
entities for the same outcomes. 
(Czepiel et al., 1985, Solomon et 
al., 1985, Sampson, 2014) 
Quality and 
standards 
From the provider’s perspective quality and 
standards improved with self-service. From a 
customer perspective for other non-transaction 
services the quality and standards probably 
improved. For transactions, the shorter duration 
and improved control improved satisfaction. 
The lacks of interaction task was perceived as a 
reduction in quality and standards. 
Co-production by customers could either 
improve or reduce quality and standards. 
Quality and standards have been built into 
process and system controls to ensure the 
providers quality and standards increased. 
The control of customer inputs, which 
could impact outcome quality and 
standards, prevented issues. Customer 
satisfaction was maintained and improved 
thus with self-service.  
 
Summary 
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The volumes and nature of transactions remain essentially the same. The service interaction for the three entities became shorter, improved the 
output of transaction processes for the service provider and most probably for the customer. Quality and standards improved for the provider and 
probably the customer. 
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Table A8.18 Provider Outcomes – Impact of changes 
 
 
Provider outcomes Impact of changes Case A to B Theoretical Discussion Main References 
Pe-Process 
Efficiency 
Transactions are more efficient for provider 
with self-service. The removal of the service 
worker as a resource for the service interaction 
makes significant improvements to efficiency 
over the counter service. 
A full discussion on process efficiency 
changes is in the main body of the thesis 
(Lovelock and Young, 1979) 
Ps -Process 
Effectiveness 
The effectiveness of transactions is improved 
over the counter service. The input validation, 
visibility to customers of their account 
information and asset information reduces 
errors and losses. Customers can validate their 
own information, update their accounts and 
make payments. Again, this is possible without 
service worker resources and there is more time 
for both customer and the provider to rectify 
any errors or validation problems.  
A full discussion on process effectiveness 
changes is in the main body of the thesis 
 
Cs - Customisation 
(Descriptive & 
Brief) 
There is more customisation available for the 
self-service transaction, when and where. They 
do not have to join a queue with the service 
worker. Customisation has increased for other 
aspects of the service encounter, this increased 
customer support for other activities, although 
the customer may not always perceive this. 
They have greater customisation of non-
transaction service encounters and interactions 
with service workers. 
The customer has become an operational 
resource and whilst the process is now 
more inflexible, the timing of inputs and 
locations transactions provide increased 
flexibility for the customer from Case A 
design. The customer is providing the 
operational flexibility although this is a 
limited degree of customisation. Providing 
a more rigid process in Case B usually 
results in less customisation. This 
observation with customer resources in 
the service process provides 
counterargument to the rigid/fluid process 
(Etgar, 2008) (Wemmerlov, 
1990) 
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customisation relationship. The net impact 
of self-service on customisation is an 
increase. 
 
Es - Economies of 
scale (Descriptive & 
Brief) 
For the service provider, there is a reduction in 
the economies of scale, one counter transaction 
point becomes several self-service kiosks. This 
disperses activity and manual handling arising 
from transaction outcomes. For the provider, 
there are more kiosks than counters, books 
collected at different locations, more handling, 
unsorted books, transactions distributed, and 
kiosk maintenance. There are however 
economies of scale in information processing 
and back office processes, moving some 
transaction activities to independent processing 
or surrogate interaction away from direct 
interaction. 
Taken from an overall perspective, the 
service design provides providers with 
economies of scale in information 
processing. With improvements to process 
efficiency and effectiveness, added 
customisation and the information 
processing improvements for outcomes 
from service interactions provide positive 
performance for the library service. There 
are economies of scale effects (multiple 
item scanning in one transaction and 
information aggregation in databases and 
back office) in addition to those associated 
with other outcomes.  
(Frei 2008) 
Summary 
The movement to self-service had a major impact on process efficiency and marginal impact on process effectiveness. The reduction in service workers 
facilitated using customer resources for their own transactions reduced the provider’s inputs for transactions. Technology validation of inputs and error 
routines improve process effectiveness, asset control and information validity. There were some improvements to economies of scale and 
customisation. 
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